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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

The SEAMEO region, not being richly endowed in terms of material wealth, will have
tb.strive to_mwdmize the potentiality and capability of its human resgurces. As a result of the
relatiVely low literacy rates andthe rising unemployment in the region, it has become impera-
tive that greater educational opportunities should be provided for the great proportion of ach it
population as well as the large number of youth outside the-formal school system to-help tilem
acquire further knowledge and skills and thereby improve their livelihood and strengthen
the development at the country. It is also evident that the existing formal school system in
almost ii SEAMEO countries cannot meet the diverse demands of, the rapidlY rising school
population.

-_,

It is in this context that a variety of edUcational experiences beyond the school wall
_.....

should merit urgent_ attention. 'ffie Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Or anization and
its Secretaiiat, hence, acted with great expediency upon the "Proposal for a tudy of Non-
Formal Education in the SEAMEO Region". This "proposal", dated 30 May 1 73, suggested
this study to be carried out by a Research Team consisting of a Project Co-ordinator, one
specialist each in literacy, agficultural and v-ocational/technical education, one in statisiics,
one in mass media and an assistant 'to the Project Co-ordinator, with possibly the services
of consultants. After one &touch of preparatory work of the Project,Co-ordinator, the Research
Team got together to prepare the instruments for countiy data collection, 11Ie aetmil gathering
of information was agreed to fie.the responsibility of Nationallialson Committees appointed
by The SEAMEO Governme*S.` Aile SEAMES was expected to select the members of the

'7 ' ;Ir.17lcit)
Research Team..

Objecthes

To se rve the SEAMEO countries inlitie with th
tudy were as follows:

tioned necessity, the Ohjectvcs,

To gather information on significant on-going programmes in
their effectiveness in the SEAMEO region.

6=c

2. To disseminate information thus gathered to individual SEAMEO rue ihcr countries to
enable them to strengthen and/ot develop their national programmes iq non-tormal edu-.

catiion.

education art d

To identify problems in non-formal educatior sNniticant to the SEAM() count
subsequent regional and/or national action.



FRAMEWORK

From the findings of a Seminal on Non-Formal Education, organized by SEAMEO/

SEADAG in 1971, it appeared that literacy, agricultural and vocational/technical education

were the areas of major interest in the SEAME0 region, and-these fields should be particularly

studied. Modern mass media could be an excellent means of communication for educational
purpose, and their study should, therefore, be included.

AS the definition of non-formal education (NFE), the Team adopted -the one de-
finition as given hy Coombs:---any organized educational activity outsidethe established formal
systemwhether operating separately or as an important feature of some broader ;Activity
that is intended to serve identifiable leaMing clienteles and learning objectives".1 The Team

does not pretend that this definition is completely unassailable; in fact, the Joint FAO/
=UNESCO/lLO Advisory Committee on Agrucultural Education, Science aid Tri,.'siing, in its
Third Sezion_ (Paris, 3-8 December 1973) agreed on the difficulty of differentiatMg between

formal, non-formal and informal education (the latter expression commonly being used for any

unorganized transmission of knowledge and skills in the family, at play. e,c,), and the Team
clearly felt this difficulty in some cases when studying the many projects described. However,

in practice, the distinction between the two forms of organized education can be made, and the
definition given above may he helpful in explaining the essential elements of non-fonnal

education.

The Research Team agreed with the Proposal in that the study,on non-formal educa-

tion should be carried out against the background of the ,total development of each country.
Th!refore, the "Background Information" tries to provide data on population growth, econo-

mic development as well as formal education, since -these a: the basic factors which would
indicate the nature and scope non-formal education should iive in each country, providing

the necessary education for particular groups or in certain fields .not reached by the formal

system. This should not.Miply that non-formal education as such is to be regarded as second
to formal education, but its more flexible nature makes itlar more easily adaptable than the
more rigid types of the formal system. This point will be discussed more thoroughly in the

body of the report.

Ln the chapter on "Literacy it is attempted not only to s e what'facilities existand
how far these are usedto provide a second chance to those who, for one reasOn or another,

did not go to school (Or for such a short time that the effect cap be neglected), but also to
indicate whether besides,the 3 R's" a certain educational content was provided-in-. the sense
of UNESCO's work-oriented and similarprogramMes, sinte it would seem that these would be

more attractive and useful io adults. Connected with this point is the type of teaching staff
employed: who they are, how they are trained. 'The kind of teaching and folloW-up materials

osed was also a point of obvious interest, as welLas possible evaluation studies.

In the chapter on "Agriculture", the Research Tefirn felt that the term "agriculture"

should be interpreted even more widely than it was done in the termS of reference as given

in the Proposal, where axiimal husbandry, fishery and forestry were already included, and has

preferred the concept of -rural development-, including particularly non-formal education in-

the field or co-operativei.

Philip H. Coombs with Roy C. Prosser and M.., r Ahmed (Barbara Baird Israel, editor),

New Piths to Learning for Ruml Children and Youth," prepai J r UNICEF by the International Council

for Educational Development, New York, 1973, p. 11.

, 12



On .the other hand, it was ti1ought better not to go too far by tryin to include the

very wide 'and important fields of hMth, hygiene nutrition, family planning etc., particularly

since other enquides and a numher of seminars .had recently been devoted to these subjects.

Since RurarDeYeopmenris soimportant in-Southeast Asia, Oven_the_fact that about two thirds

ior more' of the population (except in Singapore) live on the land, this chapter is necessadly

ther substantial, although most of the econonic crata were already furrdshed under Back- -

ground Information. In most SEAME6 conntries, two types of extension system exist: one

where training is given to farmersT-or cattle breeders, or fishermeninvited to spend some time

nat a training centre having all the facilities required, the other-where the extension workers go

to the Villages explaining and demonstrating new 'methods. '

Under Vocational/Technical TraiMng a wide range of aCtivities'were to be reported,
since here not only governments but also private initiative appear to be active, more than in
the two other sectors. There is here a very active demand for training to which private agencies

respond in the form of numerous cOurses. Formal-vocational schools are moreover sometimes

used in the evening for non-formal education. However, en important question remis (which
would go far beyond the terms of reference of the Research Team): how far is 6 certain type of

training really needed by the economy or acceptable to the people for whom it is meant?

In various ehapteis were discussed the problems of teachers in non-formal education,

heir number and level of training and the,difficultieilencountered. As was to be expected, the

replies showed thit there were seldom_ sufficient well-trained.,teachers. Therefore;: also in all

three fields tha possibility of using Mass media is taken::into considerition. Moreover,
a separate chapter is devoted to tids important subject which might be a useful means ofsolving

one of the basic problems connected with non-formal education. :

Al expected, not in all cases was it possible for the respondents to provide satisfactory

replies to all `the questions. In sonie cases, fhe Team has been able to complement the informa-

tion given by studying' published or UnPublished reports, 6r consulting with sPecialists in the

offices of internatiOnal organizations having their HeadquaTters or Regional Offices in Bangkok.

,Even so, it was not ptssible to obtain answers to all the questions asked which might have

enabled the Teem to shpw a complete Acture ornon-formal education facilities in the eight
SEAMEO anintries with their strong and weak points.

Therefore, it was felt that, also with a view to the substantial differences in size, in
socia-culturd conditions and in educational systems, it would not serve a useful purpose to
prepare a large number _of tables shovVing the details of the.situation in thteteight SEAMEO
countries. Such data would, in many car, not be genuinelyAconiparable, and too many foot-
notes would have tsi be added. If seemed more useful to discuss the main types of non-formal
education a distinguished in the questionnaire, to identify the specific problems as felt in the'.
different countries, and to see how far perhaps elsewhere a solution to such problems had beeh-
found. 4

TI-ds would also provide an opportuMty to draw the attention to certain Cases which,
either, by their special approaeh or the originality of their methods, could be useful for further

--consideration elsewher

In the last chapter of this report, a number of conclusions and recommendations will
be found since it seemed logical that certain points and certain questions derived from the study

13
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sgould be emphmized. The recommendation's, however, were the outcomes of the Meeting of
the Chairmen of the National Liaison Committees and. the Research Team held in Bangkok

Trom May 13 to 17, 1974.

It is T:lear that in preparing a collective reporteach member of the Research Tearn has

concentrated on a specific part of the subjeci matter with which he was most familiar. It was
therefore considered desirable to leave each member the freedom of deciding how 'to organize

the material. However, it should be stated that.the Team and the Chairmen of the National
liaison .Commit tees as a whole have reviewed, discussed, and approved each chapter and woidd,
fesl responsible foi the report as such.

METHODOLOGY

In order to achieve the three" main objectives of the study mentioned earlier in the
troduction, the following methods and procedures are employe&

Data Collection
fi

I. The questionnaires were constructed by the Research Team during their.first
meeting of two weeks in August 1973. The questions covered tiveareas, namelypeneral in-
formation, rural development, literacy, vocational/technical Skill development, and mass media.
The questionnaires were accompanied with the direction for data collection.

1.1 The general information questionnaire was designed to inquire about the socio-
economic a well as'the educational and cultural background of the country deemed pertinent
to the non-tormal education effort in that country.

1.2 The agricultural development questionnaire was divided into three Sections.
Questionnaire A was intended to inquire about agricultural/niral development as background
in formation related to the non-formal education effort in this-broad field. Questionnaire B was

-devised for the identification of significant programmes/projects in non-formal education in
agriculture. Questionnaire C was meant for project ease studies on selected programmes and
projects as decided by the country conderned.

13 The literacy questionnaire was divided into two sections. Questionpae A was
the general inquiry into the area of literacy in the non-forma context and the identi !cation
of sigiificant literacy programmes/projects. Questionnaire B was for case..studies:

1,4 The vocational/technical skill development questionnaire was divided similarly
into three sections. Questionnaire A was the general inquimabom the backgound information
deemed pertinent to the noti-forny aspect of the vocational/technical skill development.
Questionnaire B was intended for jho identification of significant programmes/projects and
Questionnaire C was for case studies.

The mass media questionnaire was designed to inquire about the resources as
well as the problems and potentials of mass media as another -aiienue of non-formal education.
Apart from what was inquired exclusively in this section, series of mass mecga questions were
attached as an integial part of every area except the general information questionnaire.



2. The queStionnaires were tried out in two countdes, namely the Philippines and
ThailFd, to validate and modify the,inquiry to suit the actual circumstance's of SEAMEO
member countries. The 'try out' results were consequently used to modify and-improve the
questionnaires.

3." A National Liaison Committee (NLC) fof the "gtiidy of N6n-Formal Education
riLtheSEAMMRegibri7iwasi_organizedinuevery member country to help coordinate the data

Collection and supply pertinent information td---thelare bers-=-=
were composed of key ,officiais from the goveriiment ,agencies concerned v4th non-fomial
'education activities in the selected areas of agdculture, literacy, technical/vocational skill de-
velopment, inals media 'and general statistics. Upon receNing a series of questionnaires, the
NIX collected information from Various sources in theii c9untry.-In general, the information

. requested in Questionnaire A was collected by the committee,p_ernbers, while responses to
Questionnaire 9 were handled in consuitation with the agincies- concerned. The translations
from Erislish to the, vernacular and vice versa were executed by the National Liaison COM-

t es. They were provided with a budget to cover various expenses.

4. The Project Cbordinator, _besides, was given the opportunity to acquaint limself
with the actual circumstances ana to have a glimpse ofi:a few pregrammes/projects in every
country during his brief visits. Such experience added Mk anithe genuine undentadding of the

..
. ,

subject of the study. CorreSpondence to seek funlier clanfication on certain problems or
issues was also conducted when needed.

-_, Data Analysis

5. The data collected- and assembled by the- National Liaison cominittem were-
submatted to the Project Coordinator from mid-January to the .flrst Week of March 1974.
Inasmuch as the questionnaires were' quite comprehensive and lengthy, preparing the replies
consumed a .great deal of time and effort of the. National LiMson Committees and the authori-
ties concerned, not to mention the translation. Upon receiving a good proportion of data,data
processing was conducted to make the data display ready for actu0 analysis. However, since a
large proportion of the information supplied was of a descriptive nature, it was thought better
to leave the material in its origjnal form and leave the anysis and,interpretation at the

-discretion of the area specialists themselves.

- 6. Their second period of work took place in March and April. From what was
stated, the Non-Formal Education Research Team had to rely heavily on tlie information derived
through the questionnaires. In fact, there Wayalso a defmite effort to seek information from
documentary sources=which were made available to the Research Team. Publications from mem-
ber cOuntries as well as from international organizations were heavily consulted. Of no less irn-
portance was the resOurcefulness of the area speciWists and the consultant whose experiences in
SEAMEO countriesreven if personal and subjective to some degree, were undeniably an irnpor-

tant- asset of the study. Preceding the analysis of the non-formal education activities in the
SEAMEO Countries an analytical description is given, as mentioned' under 1.1. Accordingly,
facts and figures presenting such common features as population growth, economic changes,
the changing role of agiiculture in national economics, the enrolment patterns particularly of
the first and sedond levels of education, resources for educational development, as well. as the
social and cultur peculiarities conducive or not condudve tOnon-foraial education were
described briefly. Inter-country comparison, however, was mainly undertakenif at alias a
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comparison of changes, since that of absolute figures would not serve a useful purpose
inasmuch as conditions were different from country to dountry. Still, in certain cases, absolute

figures were given, exactly to draw attention to inherently large differencee, e.g. in liopulation.

7. The analysis was divided into three manners namely

7.1 First, the analytical-and interpretative treatment of the information in order to
the non-formal education activities in the light of the establialied criteria of significance.

7.2 The s,tudy of the sipificant programmes and projects deOcting the major

co ponents, indicators, and characteristics; then the actual findings were discusSed in order
to arrive at some clear patterns, variations, as wellas problems and potent' ntailed therein.

7.3 The concise description of the prograinmes/projects ldentifleA by the member

country as significant. The deicription serves eveatually as an inventory of non-formal educa-

on activities in the SEAMED countries, although no claim is madifor complete coverage, or

even full representativeness.

Rankingn of Significant Projects

8. Since each country reported many projectsas sirdficant, it was deemed interest-

ing Ind helpful for future policy planning to furnish follbw-up by salting the NLC to rank their

Iles In the light of establiched cdteria, i.e. degree of ursoncy, degree of, support from the
authotities concerned, response from the people, multiplier -effect, etc. Consistency of the
scaler vaues adopted was checked, thus hinting at probable explanations, as well as bringing to

awareness certain limitations of the ranking.

Conclusions and Recommendations

9. The study was culminated by having the Chaimien of the National Liaison
Committees, the SEAMES officials, the Research Team, and-the consultant, review and &mei'

the findings together and recommend follow-up actions-1

Limitations of the Studk
0

10. The study was adirdttedly a comprehensive and ambitiou oge with a sinse

mission to fulfli the expressed need of the SEAMED countries. There were evidently certain

limitations and shortcomings.

10.1 The Research Team faced difficulties in trying to secure sufficient and accurate

statistical data. When and where necessary the team sought additional information from the
availahle documprits published by national and internationg agencies. However, Once the true

nature of the study was not a statistical survey but rather an identification of the existing ideas
"and practices of non-formal education in SEAMED countries, facts and figures could be re-
garded as supportive, hence, having secondary importance.

10.2 Due to their nature of being conducted most liberally by many agencies,, go-

vernmental, semi-governmental, and pdvate", ihe non-formal education programmeqprojecis
were widely scattered. The National Liaisorreoinmittees demonstrated their' ineit admirable
effort to collect informationfor the purpose of the study; yet a certain number of the replies

submitted were not relevant and occasionally questions were totally misinterpreted by the

,
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parties concerned. Inconsistencies could be found now and then. These mishaps were due partly
to the -questionable validity of the questionnaires, even if the 'by out' Was made in the Philip-
pines and Thatand. This kind of inadequacies somehow reduced the contidence-of the Research
Teaniin trying to Ove a more speciric and full account of the existing situations.

10.3 The Research Team was facing a serious time constraint,-sinc'e data collectionhad
taken more time thA previously anticipated, aue again to the length and complexity of the
questiOnnaires on the one hand and the broad spectrum a non-formal education activities on
the-otherThe-eight-weeks-session-allotted for- the analysis-was economical,-but apparen -not
nuigirto-allciw=a-iiore thorough and-meticulous treatment of-We-acquired infolination_

104 Despite our definite effort to iderrtify- non-formal education broadly enough to
cover the private sector, the information leceived was extremely scarce on the private effort, if
not totally lacking, with the exception of some countries.
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Chapter Two

BACKGROUND INFO

part of allS study, it is pertinent tdOresent background information about

'Southeast Ada as a region with special attention -directed 'o economic,-soal, cultural aBd

.educational aspects of eight SEAMEO countnes.. The study was inteil,led to focus only on

selected features of the mentioned aspects since they are the primalY assetof non-forrnal educe-

don activities. In presenting the economic background, for'examile, we chose to focus on the

19604970 decade inasmuch as it was regarded as the first drselopment decade by most

SEANEO countries. Purthermore, we chose td concentrate,on agricultural development With

good reasons: the largest proportion of the population of the SEAMEO countries, wit!, the ex-

cept on of Singapore, or:at least three fourth of the approximately 240 million poPulation are

stfil engaged in agriculture in its broad sense. +lowever, other sectors of the economy are not

ignored. Besides, the countries of tlie region share a rather common geographical condition Mth

only minor variations, but socially andculturally, there is' great diversity amonglhe countries.

AJ such, it is not possible to go mhaustively into varied detaila..We decided therefore to deal

candidly with certain social and cultural peculiarities vfhich might exert sigtificuit influence

on education, and for that matter, non-formal education. With regard to the educati.onal aspect

itself, we intend particularly to review,the actual performance of the formal system with the

hope to identify the rightful-place and probable strategy for non-formal education..;

T1ON

A: THE ECONOMIC BACKGROUND

The econorniei of SEAMEO countries in the decade 1960-1970 were marked by

anumber of developments, of which three are prominent. There are firstly the well documented

disparities of rates of growth both between counnies and between time periods./ A second

feature is the relatively high rates of population growth that threaten to nullify the benerwial

effects of national income grOwtk %Odle the third factor, the presence of inflationary pressures

on the economies, tends to produce the same reidts. A quantitative summary of these features

is given by Table Af1.

Camprehcnsiv accounts of these aite contained in various issu
d the Far Ease as well as books on the Southest Asian lierion,

9outhcisf Asia: A Study in GioVith

ECAFE: Eeonoadc Svey
Fryer, D.W., Emerging



In Indonesia, Khmer Republic, Vietnam, and almost certainly Laos,' growth in real
GNP was in the region of 3-4% a year, thoiigh in money terms they would have been'rnych
larger. In other countries, the average am-mai percentage change varies from around 6% (West
Malaysia and the Philippines) to around 15% or more (Sabah and Singapore). In the case of
Indonesia, the period 1960-1970 can be convenienfly divided into two subperiods, with the
prntion occurring around 1965. The first was a peod of relative stagnation and decay while

the second was one of recovery and growth. The summary figures below bear ample-testimony:

Average Annual Change (%)

1960 -- 65 1965 70

GDP at market price + 2.0 5.0

Grosl National Savings 1.0 + 8.0

Gross Domestic Investment + 3.4 ÷ 11.8
Exports 1.8 + 8.0

Imports 1.6 + 12.4

In Khmer Republic, Laos and the Republic of Vietnam, political uncertainties and
military conflicts were obAous obstacles to growth. Among the remaining countries with
higher growth rates, the single mast important factor responsible forthe growth of Singapore's

national income has been the rapid expansion of industrial output, this grciWth being achieved

.
despite fluctuations in the value of its entrepfit trade. The growth of Thafland's GNP.dccurred

through the operation of two factors:1) favburable internal and exitrnal conditions, ii) vigorous

expansion of private investment,2 and after 1968, of public expenditure. The seCond faCtor was

also operative in West Malaysia, where an average increase of just over 6% a year was-achieved
despite low commodity (especially rubber) prices. In the Philippines, the, rate of....Rowth of
manufacturing output %VW not much higher than that of agriculture, the avenge increase

being respectively 6.1% and 4.7% for 1960-1970. The substantiO growth in gross investment
does not seem to have appreciable effects on the rate of economic growth.3

k

The effect of relatively high rites of population growth is to make
4capita' income somewhat lower than the above. With the.exception of Kh..

and Singapore, population grows at around 3% or more a year. In Singapore,

is an averageof rates of above 3% between 1960 and 1965 and much lower

cnd of the decade. hi Malaysia, the average increase rerhainect,frIy stable
when it declined to 2.9%. In Indonesia, the Philippines and Thland, the
actually increased, as shown below: (ECAFE 19'73)

growth rates of per
-net Republic, Laos
the figure of 2.69%
figures towards the
at 3.1% until 1969,
rate of growth has

Indonesia
PhAippines
Thailand

1960 1968

2.5
3.1

aos had no national accounts for this period.

1969 1971
3.1
3.5
3.3

'2
, Private investment was invigorated by U.S. military installations in som

before 1963,
3 Gross dorn c capital formation incr

1970.

areas of the couno-y

ram 13% of GNP in 1960 to 20.7% of GNP in

In the Philippines, for instance, the change in per capita GNP betwcen 1960 and 1970 was
_only p -annurn _



Table A.1: Real GSIP, Population and Prices in 9EAMO Countires 196P-1970
(average annual changes

Country Change in
Real GNP3

Population

In 1970

Percent

Change in
Change Consumer Prices

Indonesia + 3.37 119,913 + 2.96

Khmer Republic + 3.78 7,176 + 2157 + 5.351

Laos -4 2,962 + 2.67 + 57.73

Malaysia:
Sabah + 18.35 60 + 4.54

Sarawak + 9.56 983 + 3.01

W. Malaysia + 6.34 9,288 + 3.12 0.92

Philippines + 5.72 38,493 + 3.44 7.09

Singapore + 14.92 2,050 + 2.69 + 1.13

Thailand + 7.90 35,814 1 + 2.32

Republic of Vietnam + 4.33 18,332 + 3.00 + 59.412

1 Phnom Penh only.

2 Saigon only.

3 Where GNP at constant prices was not given, the consumer price index was Used as deflator.

4 GNP per Capita W2s Militated to be US$72 (US$120 in the roOnetiZed seetar).

Source: U.N.: St2riStiCal YeJShook 1971.

Apart from the direct effects on national inccime, the unevenness of growth between rural Ind
urban areas as well as changes in dependency ratioi i.e., the number of those who cannot yet,
or no longer, earn, divided by the number of those who do earn, have significant implications
for regional and manpower developinent.-1

A third feature of the 1960's is increasing inflation in most. countries. In Laos and
Vietnam, increases in consumer prices'occurred at the rate of more than 50% per annum,whge
figures for Indonesia are probably no less frightening.2 In the Philippin6 arid Thailand,

'average increases for the 10 years were roughly 5% per annum; while stability of prices was
maintained in Malaysia and Singapore. In both these countries, inflationary conditions are of
more recent extraction, being significant ordy after 1970 It would appear that this inflation
has two sources, one domestic and the other international. To the extent that domestic

1 No comparable figures for all 8 countries are available, but for Malaysia between 1957 and

1970, the urban population grew at the rate of 3.3% while the TrO populationi.grew at only 2.4%..,The
youth dependency ratio increased from 82.1% in 1957 to 85.3% in 1970 in West Malaysia, and from 83.3%

to 91.3% in East Malaysia. (See Malaysia: Midterm Review of the Second Malaysia Plan 1971-1975 p. 26.)
It should be added that these figures do not include t,the old age goup, equally dependent on those who

WOrk.
2 The consumer price index with 1963 = 00 was quoted as 76,156 in 1970 (U.N. Statistie0

Yearbook 1971)._.____
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ronetary expansion or fiscal policies ,have been -responsible the adoption of, appropriate
countermeasures would suffice However, the 1960's also witnessed a world-wide_expansion of
economic activity, and there is "no way for the 'open' eccnomies of lesssleveloped countries to
combat such imported inflationary pressure. The Table (A.1) shows how much population
growth and inflation take away from GNP growth when it would be expressed per head-of..the
population. What is not shown, however, i5 the widespread inflatidn from late 1972 through
1973, when consumer price increases of around 20% p.a. or ;note were recorded for practically
all SEAMED countries_

The_ClangingRole of Agriculture in National Econoniles

Giventhe_ diversities discussed above,.there is a common characterisfic of ail countries,
and that is the hnportance ot agriculture in the national ecancrnicsi, with the obvious exceP--
_tion of Singapore. For. the 1960's, however, there axe clear indication.that this role is changing.
If we consider the proportion 'of e'conomically active population iii the_agricultural sector,
declining trend is obvious from Table A.2: There are two major fa0ors responsible for ti
decline. In some countries the policy of governments to encourage- riiversification both within-
and away from agriculture would induce, changes in the industrial'ind occupationd structure
of the population. This is certainly the case in Malaysia, where t(ie share of the agricultural
sector in job creation between 197 1-3 is only 28%, while the share of population in agriculture
is still 50%. The same is true of Indonesia in the late. 1960's. The second facto`r is a negatiVe
one, and that is the persistencevf political and military unrest. There are'two aspects of.the
problem. First, it implies the maintenance, of a large part of the young adult population in un-
productive employmentin the armyand second, military conflicts-often drive farmers from
the land and into towns. The situation in Laos in 1969, where an influx of,70,000 refugees
into urban centres was reported,2 is inst one, example.

The downward trend, is even more obvious if we considered the share of agriculture in
total GDP. In Table A.3; with the solitary exCeption of the Philippines, the share of agriculture
has fallen, in some cases quite, substantially, between 1960 and 1970.3 In the Khmer Republic,
,the reasons for the decline have already been sketched. The situation deteriorated after 1969,

,

as shown by a reduction in paddy output horn 3.8 million tow to 953;000 tons in 1972/3,
50% of the livestock were estimated to have been destroyed. This decline in agriculthral out-
put was however compensated by a 30% increase in tertiary sector product in the form of
military expenditures, so that GDP remned relatively stable. The same situation probably
existed in Laos but the extent of changes in the structure of GDP is unknown. The situation
was rather different in Vietnam, where the gradual de-escalation of the War from1970 resulted
in improvements in agricultural production through both, better cultivation techniques and re-
newed farming of abandoned land. At the same time, the performance of industrial production

as only moderate as a rcsult of a gradual reduction of U.S. military expenditure. These com-
bined to give agriculture an undiminished share of GDP between 1960 and 1970.4-

,

Here 'agriculture is ,c1 in it wide sense to encompass fishery, forestry-etc. .

AFE: Economic Survey of Asia and the Far East 1970.

ECAFE: conomic Survey of A-Ma and the Far East 1973.
4 share_riLagriculturctricrsawd ta 35-1% of tata GDP!,



Table A.2: Proportion of Economically Active Population in Agricul

-7-

1960-70

Pere en t

Country 1960

Indonesia
Khmer Republic
Laos
Malaysia:

Sabah
Sarawak
W. Malaysia-

Singapore
Thailand
Republic of Vietnam

74.8
81.9
83.2
63.0
80.5
81.4

8.9
83.8
79.7

970 Percentage
Change

70.0 - 6.4
76.4 - 6.7.

78.3 - 7.1

56.5 - 10.3

514 9.5
8.2 7.9

76.5 - 8.7

74.3 - 6.8

Source: FAO: Production Yearbook 1972.

For Indonesia, agriculture main ained its share until 1965, with about 54% of GDP,

helped no doubt by the- lack of progress in manufacturing. Thereafter growth in -the latter
sector, which accounted for 9.3% of GDP in 1970, agm'nst 7.9% in 1965, began to erode
apiculture's share. This trend'is expictect to contimie, especially in'view of high levels of invest.

merit from 1972 and afterl The experience was ',toady similar in the Thilippines, where,
however, a high rate of growth for manufacturing (10%) in the 1950's had set the stage for the
expansion of irriport .substituting industries in the 1960. Tcns expectation was not realized,
and the share of agriculture actually increased slightly during the period. Manufacturing output

gew modestly from being 17% GNP in 1960 to 19% in 1970. Strong government support for
the industrial sator occurred only tovr.rds the end of the decade.

By way ofeontrast, a policy of import substitution WaS implemented with hregiderable

success in Malaysia during the First MAaysia Plan, as shown by a-modest growth in gross Im-
ports between 1965 and 1970. iri termi of GNP, the share of imports declined from 39% to
34% in the same period. The provision of investment' incentives, together with the decline in
rubber prices combined to produce an appreciable fall in the share of agriculture.2 Finally,
agriculture, whiar .had never been important in the econoiny'of Singapore, declined to under
3% of total GDP in 1970. The-last column of Table A.3 leaves us in no doubt where her area or
sector of expansion is.

1

urban al4as:-
n stingto examine the growth rates of agriculture and manufacturing in mral 'and

Growth R.,ates in Java and Madiza 1961-71(%)
Urban Rural Total

Agrieulture - 0.2 0.4 0.4
Mannfacturing - 1.0 7.0 4.6

The better performance of the rural arms in manufacturing would seem to stem from the spon neous de-
velopment of small scale,'marginal, manufacturing activitICS in these areas.

2 Despite its rapid growth, the manufactuting sector constituLed only 13 of GDP In'1970.

12
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Table A.3: The Share of Agriculture in Gross Domestic 'Pr uct:
SEAMEO Countries, 1960-1970

Coun Around Around Av. Annual Average Annual
1960 1970 hi- Chasse in Vahre1

Share (%) 1960-1970f%) ,

% Year % 'eul- . Manufac-
.

,

Indonesia 1960 53.9 1972 47.7 0.52 0.4 4.6 .

.Kluner Republa
Laos_ , ;

'. 1961
. .

51.0
-

1969
19722

3ts1.3

85.0
- 1.58 - 2.3 1.9 3 -7

Malaysia, W. 1960 40:6 1970 30.6 1.110 + 3.3 + 14.7
,.PhiliPPiPFs 1960 `:- 3.14 1970 35.8 . 0.43 + 4.7 6.1
-Singapore 1960 6.1 1972 2.8 - 0.27 3.8 +
Thailand 1960 37.4 1972 27.4- - 0.83 + 87 + 23.0
Vietnam 1960 34.2 1970 33.0 - 0.12 ' 3.6 - 3.7

1 At constant 1963 prices. Computed from U.N. Year

2 Estimate ordy.

'Includes construction.

k of National Ac

Sources: U.N: Statistical Yearbook 1971. Aho questionnair
puted from U.N:Nearbook of National Accraints Statistics 1972.

972.

A.3bo 1at two columns cam-

Parallel to the decline of the agricultural component of GDP, its share of exports also
falls. In many instances, the decline in thi share does not tell the whole story, which is that
significant ciranges in the composition of agncultural exports have alko taken place. A good
example is Indonesia, where the distribinion of.agricultural exports away from thetraditional
commodities (rubber, palm oil, palm kernal, tobacco, coffee, tea, copra cake and pepper) is
shown below:

Composition of Non-Oil Expo -71

1965 . 1971
9 tradition0 agricultural cormnodities 83.1%_ 55.5%
Lumber 0.5 23;1
Non-agricultural exports 16.4 21.4

,-.

The same is true of Malaysia, where the diversification in..pgriculture has reduced the share of
rubber from 48% of total export earnings in 1961 to only 339g in 1970. At ,the same tinitiFthe
shares of palm oil and timber ingeased tO reach 5.8% and 6.0% aftotal.export earnings (1970)
In Thailand, too, the impotanc'ezgf.zife aria, rubber in total'exports declined, but that of

_

1 maize and tapioca ocreased. The fikikeS to, the tbit iif the next page re seaf-eiplanatory:
_ . ._

. .

--..- .
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Thailand: Share Of AgticiiThnal Commodities in Export Earnings: 1960-70 .,\ ,\ 1960 1970
31.3% 22.4%
31.4 19.9

6.7 16.5
3.5 10.9

Rice
Rubber
Maize

.Tapioca

In the Khmer Re Public, the fall in the share of rice was largely com ensated by the growth in
the share of rubber, which had yi lds among the highest in the region. \

Table A. 4: Share of Agriculture in. Total Exports, 1960-1971;

Armind
1960

Year

Indonesia 1960 60.3 1972 47.0
r Republic 1962 65.0 1969 63.7 0.38

Laos 1960 21.9. 1970 285 + 067
Malaysia, 1960 66,8 1972 58.6 ., , 068
Philippines 1960 86.8 1971 68.7 . --: 1.64
Singapore' 1960 59.5 1970 446 1 A9
Thidland 1960 954 1970 753 195
Republic of Vietnam 1960 78.6 1970 70.8 0.78

1 Total exports, 'of which i large proportion is entrep5t trade,re-exports. For dbmestic exports
the shares of agriculture are respectively 29.8% and 6.8% for 1960 and 1970.

Source: U.N.: Statisticki Yesibook. 1971. QueStionnaixe A. General Information,

-6

.
The trade of Singapore is unique among SEAMEO countries in that ajargc-part of.it ise

entrepôt trade, though the role of domestic exports and retained imports is ,of growing im-
portance. In the period 1965-1970, entrep5t trade, of which around 50% was agricultural in
'nature, contirlied to grow unevenly under the influence of=three factors. Fiist, the priding,of
'conerontation in 1965 removed the baniers. to Malaysia/Singapore-Indonesia trade. Second,
Malaysia continued to be dominant in this trade, and finally, the:decline of the world price for
natural rubber was pa;tly responsible for the, fall in the rubber and more generally agriculture
component of exports. As far as domestic exports go, the sharp fdl in agricultural exports from
30% in 1960 to 7% in 1970 is # direct consequence of the expansion of petroleum exports, and

. --toa lesser extent, industrW exports.1

0
1 5et for instance., Fryer, op.cit., p. 432.and ECAFEI Economic SurVey of Asia an'd the F2S

East 1969 : Repott on Camb6;:lia.

2 Betweeh 1968 2nd 1971 was reported that the outpits oelabour intensive industdevand
of electrical equipment and industrial machinery grew at the rate of 33% and more than 200% per annum
respectively.



Shares of Food and Capital Goods in To mpottS 1960-1970
Percen

Country
Average Average1960 1990 Annual 1960 1970 Annual
Change Change -

ndo esia 23.0 14.4 - 0,86 26.9 5.21 + 0.92'Khmer Republic 10.62 7.5' - 0.39 24.8 46.21 + 2.37 ,Laos .-. 30.13 16.5 - 1.70 193, 21.3 + 0-76Malaysia:
Sabah - 17.9 15.4 7 0.25 25.9 45.8 + 1.99Sarawak 14.1 15.4 + 0.13 9.0 18.0 + 0.90W. Malaysia 25.9 19.1 - 0.68 20.8 36.1 + 1.53Philippines' 9.9 8.6 - 0.13 40.0 41.1 + 0.11Singapore 16.6 12.6 - 040 10.2 29.6 + 1.94Thailand 8.2 4.1 - 0A1 39.6 46A .88Republic of Vietnam 12.12 29 2 + 2.14 30.2 32.9 + 0.29

1
Year 1969.

2
Year 1961.

3 Year 196;

,Souree. U.N:: S içtical Yearbook, 1971

F6pd imports are not only a. measure of the degree of self-sufficiency in food pro-duction In a country, but also serve as an indicator of economic development. The general..pattern is that as development proceeds, the share of eapit4 goods in total huporfs increases atfhe, expense of food imports, andif the country becomes increasingly self-sufficient, this:lattershare will decline eVen faster. This situation-seems to hold for most SEAMEO countries except,Thailand-always an exporter of rice-and Vietnam. The War:had so disrupted food productionin Vietnam that progressively greater food Lrnports became necessary. The share of food importsrose by almost 2% a year; while in jeims of value, the increase over the deeade 1960-1970 wassome 82%.',In Khmer Republic andlaoi, where efforts were made toboost agricultural piOduc-tion through higher fertilizer input' (from 950 tons in 1961 to 17,000 tons in1967 in Khmer),propagation of ne,ii varieties, farm rnechanisation and the use of insecticides, the share of food-imports, mainly rice, declined somewhat.2 Unfortunately, the deteriorating military situation-:,after 1970 may see- a reversal of this trend. In Malaysia, the high levet of iavestment activityunder the Five-Year Mai was reflected in the substantially increased share &capital goodsiM-ports. Between 1969 .and 1990, there was an increase of 42.7% in the value Of imports ofmachdriery,and transport equipment. The situation in Thailand was broadly similar. In Singa-pore the increasing importance of capital goods imports was a function of her industrialcapacity.

-hi/Laos, however a has been obsenied that fertilizer input,:was highly correlated with theprice of the previous y'ear's harvest.

2 Rice imports fell by 20,000 ions while production increased from 550.000 tOns to 570 00tons beiwen 1968 arid 1969 in Laqs

1k5



Table A.6: Food Imports and Population Growth,

nge Change

Country
Years

in
Food Imports

Indonesia
1960-70

3.31

Kluner Republic
1961-69 8.81

Laos
1962-70 + 14.64

MalaySia:
Sabah

1960-70 + 100.71

Sarawak
1960-70 + 56.63

W. Malaysia
1960-70 '+ 6.43

Philippines
1960-70 29.08

Singapore
1960-76 + . 26.22

Thailand
1960-70 + 12.91

Republic of Vietnam 1961-70 + 81.48

in
Population

2.).62
+ 25.73
+, 26.74

+ 45.37
+ 30.06
+ 32,22
+ 34,44
+ 26.93
+ 35.13
+ 30.01

Source: 1.1.N.: ii&al Yeazbook 1971.

- = Table _A.6 gives-a brciad picture of the relationship between changes in food imports

and popidation growtk In three countries, the value in 1963 prices of food imports have

actuly declined, Whildin other three food tmport have increased less than population. There:,

joie, progress towards self-sufficiency would appear to hive been made in these countries

(Indonesia, Khmer Republic, Laos, West. Mgaysia, Philippines). The case of Singapore, where

food imports rase by the lame percentage as population, is easily explained by the virtual

absence of an agricultural sector on the island. In Vietnam and Easf Malaysia, food import

pr'owth exceeded population growth. a

OutrreA and Productivity in Agricu

While all indications po nt to 'the diminishing role of agriculture in national economies,

the fact remgns that agriculture is still the mainstay of the economy, and that agricultural

output increased over the past decade, though not as rapidly as non-agricultural product.

There are two iources of this growth. First, output may increase because the cropped area has

increased. This is termed the 'area' effect, and is made up of two components, either changes in

arable land suitable for the crop, ,or changes in cropping intensity, the extent of Multiple

cropping. The 'yield effect, on the other hand, represents improvements in fertilizer inputs,

farming methods, better strains of seerla, etc.

For paddy, changes in area, yield, .totah production, together with the relative con-

tdbutions of area and yield, are shown in Table A.7. Area under rice declined in the, Khmer

Republic, Laos and Thailand, but the growth in yields (per hectare) permitted output to in-

:
crease the first two of these countries, The actual yields, however, remain low in met coun-

r
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Table A.7: Rice: Sources of Growth and Percentage Changes in Are , Yield
and Production: SEAMEO Countries, 1966-1971

Countly Percentage Change Source of Growth2

1971 Asea Yield Output Axea
Effect

Yield
Effect

Indonesia 22.0 10.2 20.9 32.7 32.6 67.4
lamer Republic 14.5 - 13.8 33.0 15.0 - SI .5 15 LS

Laos . 13.5 - 28.5 66.7 19.4 - 65.5 165.5

Malaysia:
Sabgt 21.8 28.6 4.8 34.3 85 14.4

Sarawak 11.9 -. 17.1 ' 10.2 29.2 62.6 37.4

W. Malaysia 29.5 27.8 , 15.2 47.3 63.4 36.6
Philippines 17.2 2.0 30.3 32.8 6.2 93.8
Thailutd .. 19.7 - 8.5 7.1 - 1.7 -77.0 177.0
Republic of Vietnam 22.8 13.0 26.3 45.7 3.3 6.7

1 In 100 kgs/hecrare.
2. Computed using the identity log A

log

Where: A area
Y 0- yield

and X A x Y, output.
Source: FAO: Production Yearbdo 970, 1971.

log

tdeS(wilth ail countries but West Malaysia having figures below the,world average of 2,300 kg./
hectare. The contrast is even more unfavourable if we consider the yields for North Amedca
and Europe,' which are in the region of 5,200 kgs. and 4,600 kgs. per hectare respectively.
This is particularly true of Khmer Republic and Laos, where despite high rates of yield growth,
yields per hectare were less than 1,500 kg. in 1971.2 To a lesser extent, the same applies to the
Philippines, which is a major producer in this area,3 while in Thailand, the reduction in the area
under rice resulted in a 2% shrinkage in output between 1965 and 1971.

Comparing.the sovrces of output growth, the yield effect seems to predominate in 6
countdes (Indonesia, Khmer ,Ftepublic, LadS, Philippines: Vietnam and ThailLnd). Of these
six, the yield effect was sufficiently large to compensate for a negative area effect, signifying a
reduction in the rice acreage, in 3 countries (Khmer Republic, Laos and Thailand). For the Phi-
lippines and Thailand, the observed rt sults ae the reverse of thow observed for the 1950's,
when area expaision compermted for the decline in yields. The area effect is the more im-
portant in MMaysia. The m3fin factor is the increase in double cropping, with double-cropped

t

These figures were computed from the P oduction Yearbook, 1971 of the FAO.

2 in Laos it waS repc&cd that new varieties with an average yield of 4,500 kg./ha. had been in-
troduced, but up to 1972, less than 10% of the farmers had adopted these varieties. ECAFE: Economic
Survey of Asia and the Far East, 1973.

Concepcion, M.B., (Philippine Population in the Seventies, Manila, 1969) attributes the rela-
c inefficiency of agriculture to the uneconomic size of holdbig and low level of technology. A -labour

land ratio of only 1:1.32 hectares Was reportect
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rice land rising from 96,000 ha. _in 1958 to 350,000 ha. in 1968. It was. also estimated that
crrA,ing intensity I OSe from 1.28 in 1968 to 1.5 in 1972/3. Changes in the sources of agricul-
-wral output growth are shown for four countries below:

950 - 1960(1)

Country Area Effect Yield

1965 - 1991

Arca Effect Yield Effect

Indonesia 80 20 33 69

West Malaysia 39 61 63 37

Philiwines 143 -;43 6 94
Thailand 130 -30 - 77 179,

(1) Source: ECAFE; Economic Suney of Asia and th Far Ezst, 1969.

Note that apart from the Philippines and Thailand, Indonesia and West Malaysia also had the
relative importance of area-and yield reversed between 1950-60 and 1965-71.

Table A.8: Other Major Crop: Sources of Growth and Percentage Changes in
Area, Yield and Production: SEAMEO Countries, 1966-1971

Country CroPl- Percentage Orange Source of Growth

Area Yield Output Area Yield
Effect Effect

- '20.6 - 1.0 -22.0 93.6 6.4Indonesia Maize

Khmer Republic Maize 5.6 - 15.7 -10.3 -33.0 133.0

Laos Maize 0 25.0 25.0 0 100.0

Malayea, W. N. Rubber - 3.2 55.0 50.1 - 2.1 01.1

Philippines Maize 11.1 21.7 34.9 38.8 61.2

r Theland Maize 27.1 -33.2 69.3 45.5 54.5

Republic.of Vietnam Sugar Cane 663, 3.5 -68.0 95.1

Crops chosen by each country in answering Questionnaire A:
Sources: FAO: Froduclion Yearbooks, 1970,1971;West Malaysia

1974 Jam

onthly Statistic

Table A.8 is of the same form as Table A.7 except that it refers to a second major
crop in each SEAM° eifluntry.1 uch the sarlie picture emerges With the yield effect pre-
dominating in 5 out of 7 cases. Only in kulonesia and Vietnam did changes in cropped area
accOunt for 90% of the variation in output. In the Khmer Republic, there .was an increase in
the cultivated ac;cage, but a severe fall in yields reduced output by'10% between 1966/67 and
1970/71. In Malaysia, the factors responsible for the improvement in nature rubber yields are
welt documented.2 It needs only be mentioned here that the reduction in rubber acreage had
been due both to estates -replanting to oil palm mthf/or other crops. Similarly in the Philippines,
the area effect for maize would have been smaller but for the shift from rice to corn mentioned

1 In the questionnaires, each country was asked to furnh biformation on one other major crop
ides- rice. The crops shown in Table A.8 were cited by the cOuntries4..oricane It is not implied that the

cited crop is the Meat important in the country.
2 See for instance the various BulletLris of me Rubber Research lnsiktitc of Malaysia.
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above. About half of production growth in maize in Thailand was contribu ed by each source,
with yield increase being slightly more important. In Vietnam, the severe reduction in sugar
cane output from 936,000 tom to 300,000 tons was largely the result of a 67% fall in area
under the crop.-

Tpble A.9: Growth 'of Fertiliier Use and Farm Machinery in Use:
SEAMEO Countries, 1966-1971,,

-.Country

Fertilizer Usel

Among Percentage Years
in Change

1970/12 1966/7-1970/1

Farm Tractors Use

Numb& Rate of
Change Per
Annum(%)

Indonesia 9.0 + 77.1 1948/52.61/5 1.1 + 21.0

Khmer Republic 1.2 52.9 1948/52-61/5 4.7 18.3

Laos 0.2 50.0 1948/52-1966 0.5 15.3

. Malaysia
Sabah 1

53.3 18.6

W. Malaysia
81. 3 86.5

.1966-70
1948/52-61/5 10.7 16.2

Philippines 23.3 112.4 1948/52-1967 5.4 = 7.5

Singapore- 55.6 20.0 1966-1970 2.2 5.2

Thailand 7.0 39.6 1948/52-61/5 1.8 8.7

Republic of Vietnam 17.6 53.2 1948/52-61/5 1.0 19.5

1 Total consumption of nitrogenous (N), phospl P 205) and potash (K 20)

2 Metric tens per 1,000 agricultural population

3 No. of farrrriractors per 10,000 agriculturA population in terminal year.
Source; FAO: Production Yearbooks, 1970, 1971.

With the relatively greater influence of yield :if; 2 source of growth in agricultural

output we need now to analyze the factors commonly cited as being responsible for changes in

yields. Two of these are fertilizer input and farm mechanisation. Table A.9 shows changes in

both variables up to 1970/71. As far as fertilizer input is concerned, substantiAl improvements

have been recorded for all countries in the five years ending 1970/71, but the first column in

the Table shows the exceedingly low level of consumption hi Indonesia, Khmer Republic, Laos

and even Thailand. In the case of Malaysia, the high figure of 8! metric tons per thousand agri-

cultural population is in no small measure due to heavy fertilizer consumption in the estate sec-

tor for rubber and oil palm. The considerable differences in growth of fertilizer use between

East and West Malaysia can also be noted.

With regard to tractor use, Mala;sia and the -Philippines had more than 5 tractors per

10,000 farm population at Lhe end of 1965. Singapore had roughly 2.2; Laos had for the same

number of people less than one, while Indonesia had just over one and Thailand just under two.

Admittedly, the optimal number of machines depends, among other things, on the density

of farm population and the type of crop cultivated, and it is unwarranted to judge one coun-

try's requirements on _the basiS of the experience of another. These figures are cited only to put

the apparently good growth performance of farm machine usage in its true perspective.
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'The. third and crucial factor is the adoption and diffusion of high yielding varieties of

crops. Unfortunately, data at our disposal are at best fragmentary. In the case of rice, some
information is furnished by the IRR1 and reproduced below. (Table A.9A). In general, .'new
varieties' refer to varieties disseminated since 1965/66. The growth of high yielding rice land is
ag:iirt rapid, but note the small proportion of rice land under high yielding varieties.

Table A.9A: Hectarage of New Rice Varic ies: Selected SEAMEO Countries

Country

iodônesia

Khmer
Laos

Malaysia

Philippines4

Vietnam

Year New Varieties

'000 hectares %oftota
rice land

1968/9
1969/70
1971/21

1972/31
1967/8
1972

1966/7
1967/8
1966/7
1967/8
1967/8
1968/9
1969/70

271
809

1,449

3.7
11.0
18.0

0.42

0.43

4.5
30 6.3

75 2.4
447 14.4

0.9
44 1.8

200 8.7

Information from Questionnaire A of Agricultural Development.
2 Mainly IR from the Philippines.
3 Estimate only.

4 Includes BPI-76-

c Negligible.

Sources: IRRI in ADB: Re6onal Seminar on Aviculture: Papers and Proccedin, Sydney, 1969,

p.: 23 Qu estion naire A of Agricultural Development.

Changes in th i',,re of the Economicly Active Population

To complete the picture, some insight into the changes in the non-amdcultural sector is

necessary. Structural changes in this 'sector' consisting of manufacturing and servici.:4, arc
shown in Table A.10 for four countries. One obvious observation is that both manufacturing
and service sectors,have grown over time, though the latter by a somewhat larger percentage.
The rt.ison is not difficidt to find since the fanner sector's growth depends lugely .on the
succcci of industrialization in each country, whereas die expansion of the service sector is a
characteristie of nations under economic development.,However,_ the latter indicates, in most

cases, a proliferation of government employment whose economic value is at best doubtful,
whe the desirable Mcrease in industriA employment remains low. Thus the slight decline in
manufacture's share in the Philippines between 1960 and 1968 is the consequence of the lack

of success in building up an import substituting manufacturing sector, and reflects a serious

20
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stagnation M industrial development at a time-when world Lndu-strial development wm parti-
cuLarly strong. It must m all fairness be said that the progess of the economy after 1970 was
quite a different story with GNP growing by 8.3% in 1973 and manufactunng accounting for
20% of this total.

Table A.10; Growth in the Non-Agriculiural Sector Selected SEAMEO Countries

Manufacturing & Construction

_! Country Years
Share of Total

Employment (%)
Share of Total

Change in Employinent(%) Change ar
Share(%)Around

1967
Around

1970
Share (%) Around Around

1960 1970

Indonesia 1961-71 7.4 9.8 + 2.4 24.6 27.0 + 2.4
Malaysia 1957-71 12.1 14.9 + 2.8 30.4 33.5 1- 3.1

Philippines 1960-68 12.6 12.3 0.3 25.9 33.8 + 79
Thailand 1960-69 4.2 5.5 + 1.3 12.9 16.4 + 3.5

Table Al 1 : Occupational Distribution of Economically Active Population

Country

Fanners
and

Related
Workers

Pro- fessional Clericid
and

administrative Sales

Production
yronsers

Craftsmen
Labourers

Others

Indonesia 1969 68.9 3.3 . 13.0 10.5 4.3
Khmer Republic 1962 90.2 0.3 3.7 5.8 0

MWaysia:
Sabah 1960 77.3 2.2 5.4 9.7 5.4
Sarawak 1960 81.5 2.4. 5.5 6.8 3.8
W. Malaysia 1970 48.8 5.5 13.7 20.9 11.2

Philippines 1970 55.1 7.1 10.4 14.9 12.5

Singapore 1970 4.1: 10.3 29.2 39.2 17.2

Thailand 1970 814 3.4 6.5 6.6 2]
Republic of Vietnam2 1971 55.1 11.23 19.5 14.2

Figures fur Lak.i. are no, shown t.nce infor ation available refers onl7 to 5 big cities: Vien
.Luang Prabang, Savannakhet, Khamrnouane and Pakse and are, therefore, not representative of the whole
country.

2 Information for 16 largest provinces only,

3 Inetudes Clerical and Saks. -

Sources: Questionnaire A and ILO: Yearbook of Labour Statbrics, 1971
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Table A.12: Changes in the Numbers and Occupational Distribution of Economi-
cally Active Population: Selected SEAMEO Countries

A. Changes in Share

Occupation
Group

Indonesia
1965-1969

West Malaysia Philippines Singapore

1957-1970 1960-1970 1957-1970 [970

Professional t 0.05 +, 1.67 + 3.00 + 3.48 + 0.49

Administrative + 0.09 - 0.44 + 2.67 + 0.07 - 0.07

Clerical + 0.10 + 2.02 + 1.83 + 1.36 + 0.06

Saies 0.06 + 0.13 + 1.69 - 2.07 = 0.14

Farmers, ci c. + 0.04 - 7.78 -7 7.61 - 3.72 - 1.32

Transport - 0.05 - 0.27 + 2.25 + 0.31

Production orkers,.etc. - 0.14 + 5.10 + 1.37 + 0.71 - 0.55

Service 0 + 1.98 1- 1.13 + 0.18 - 0.06

B. Level around 1970 and Change in Numbers

Philippines

Occupation
, Group

Professional 900 +12 129 + 97 668 +179 56 +132 +45

Administrative 400 +20 20 = 17 140 - 57 + 44 228 + 1

Clerical 900 +14 133 +117 383 + 81 54 171 +11

Sales 4,200 + 9 237 + 30 799 + 79 106 + 22 735 + 2

Farmers etc. 27,000 +10 ,322 + 10 6,253 + 20 27 - 77 ,330 + 3

Transport 600 + 6 78 + 17 513- +171 195 +35

Production workers,
craftsmen etc.

4,100 + 8 566 + 69 1,701 + 50 755 + 923 +15

Service 1,100 +10 225 + 23 894 + 60 8,9 25 417 +53

Sources: ILO: I'

1 In thousand.*

olt of Labour Statistics 1971 and Qucrionnairc A. General In1 rm 'on.
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The occupational structure of the economically active population is examined next.
Although there are 9 occupational classes, it is convenient to group these into Just 5farmers
and related workers; who still form the bulk of the economically active population, protes-
sionaladrninistrative workers, clerical and sales workers, production workers, craftsmen and
labourers, and finally a group containing all others. The lair is not particularly homogenous as
a group, but a rationale of such a grouping can be found from the fact that vocational/
technical training tends to he directed at this group of people. The predominance of farmers
and related workers has received cufficient attention, but notice also that the last two groups
just described, which for Singapore assumes a figure of 56.4% (39.2% craftsmen and .13.6%
production workers) is, also sizeable. On ()tension, clerical and sales workers are also an im-
portani group. as are the cases of Indonesia. Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore, where
more than 070-of the economically active population are so engaged.-

Changes in this occupational structure arc represented in Table A.12, where all 8
groups are shown. The tendency for agriculture workers' shares to decline is clearly shown by
falls ranging from 1% to 8%. Only in IndoneSia did the share of agricultural workers remain
unchanged. However, it is expected that with the development of sinall scale:manufacturing
and semice industries, and the increasing incidence of 'off-farm' employment in other activities,
sometimes in urban areas, the proportion of those workers will decline.

West Malaysia saw the most severe reduction in the share of farm workers, and the
reasons, already discussed, are industrialization and diversification under the Five-Year Plan.
Note though that this reduction is almost entirely compensated by the growth in the shares of
craftsmenproduction workers and service workers. Changes in other occupation groups are
relatively unimportant. The Philippines, which witnessed a decline in the share of farm workers
almost as severe, had increases in the-shares of other occupation groups more evenly distributed.
It has been argued that the growth of manufacturing employment had been partly a transfer of
labour from the 'unorganized' to the organized manufacturing sector. We have no means of
validating this, however.

The situation in Singapore, where agricultural workers are relatively few, is quite-
different. There, the main source of growth is, not rmexpeetay, the professionW and admin-
ist rative/cle deal workers white the share of farm workers declined and all other occupations re-
main relatively static. The problem here appears to be shortages of or bottlenecks in labour as
manufacturing industries expand.- This would impose a real constraint on such expansion.
Finally, very little structural change occurred among Thailand's occupation groups. The rela-
tive Constancy of the agriculture: non-agriculture ratio appears to.point to the limited em-
ploymemt generating effect of non-agriculture activities, particularly manufacturing, which ac-

counted for only 7(7,( of incremental employment over this_period7

Two observations may be made in passing. First, while the proportion of agricultur0
workers remains high, the figures themselves may be somewhat overstated, especially since,-in
Thailand for instance, women who are family workers in agriculture are also included. And
second, for mtist countries, there has been a tendency for labour force participation rates to
fall. This is the consequence' of better educational facilities and also of rural-urban migration,
since it is well-known that participation rates are much lower in urban areai.

However, some other points are perhaps more important_ The first is that the general
decline of the farmers' share (except in Indonesia) in the occupational cristfibution is not
always an unqualified blessing. On the plus side, diversification in and awayfrom agriculture is
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a positive element in safeguarding the economy agair6t a fall in prices in one produce or the,

other. However, to the extent that this decline is usually accompanied by a rurAurban drift,
additional problems are created. There are in the SEAMED region three motivating forces
behinfl this drift. The first, population piussure on land, results usually in a selective movement,
usually young men, to urban areas. The second, people moving into the comparative security of
towns, as a result of insurgency and war in the countryside, is much less age-selective. And with
a few exceptions, we do not observe a strong increase hi industrial activity Which would provide

employment opportunities to these people.

The problem which interests us, therefore, is to know how far the educational ser-
vicesformal and non-forn,Jhave shown awareness of their tasio of supporting manpower and
economic development. They should help to spread agricultural information which is badly
needed as one of the several essentiO elements of increadng yields per hectare and racing-
possible needed diversification. These services should also play an Lmportant part in providing
information and training for industrial development in those areas where it is needed.

B. THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND

Since it is neither relevant nor possible to treat th subject with exhaustive details, it
might be appropriate to highlight only a certain number of social and cultural features which

are considered to bcar influence upon the effectiveness of non-forrnd education activities in

SEAMED countries.

The Language Problems

Due to a complex histoq of Southeast Asia, none of the countries admit!, that the
languages used in their country are homogneous. For the purpose of this study we can roughly
differentiate the language situation in the member counhies into two groups in tvms of the
number of speakers and the degree of camplexity.

- In the first group there are Khmer Republie,, Laos, Thailand, and Vietnam where the
national languages, namely Khmer, Lao, Thai and Vietnamese respectively are widely spoken
by the majority of people. Yet, there is a colourful variety of ethnic minorities,. living in the
remote monntain ranges or along the border areas, who speA their own indigeraous tongues.
However, these ethnic,groups do not constitute a proportionately large size of ropidation to
pose a significant problem, with -the exception of the Malay .sPialdng peOpit, in the three
southern provinces of Thailand of whom a geat many. who 'attended schools can understand
Thai but arc naturally inclined to use their mother tongue. hi these four countries foreign
languages such as English and French are well understood among the more affluents in the mo-
dern sector of the society and pose no significant problem in our non-fornial education frune
of reference.

The second group is composed of Indonesia, Malaysia, the Pluilippines, and Singapore.
Malaysia and Singapore are viewed as multi-lingual societies where Malay, Chinese, English and
Indian (Tamil) are used shnultaneously. Malay, however, is declared official language of both
countries, while Chinese is spoken by the largest number of people in Singapore and by the
second largest in 14Waysia. English is used extensively in the educational and business realm in
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both countries. In Indonesia, the Bahasa Indonesia is the official language and most widely
understood by the population throughout the araipelago. Yet, there exists a rich variety of
languages spoken by a significantly large goup of population namely Javanese, Sundanese,
Malay, Madurese, Buginese. Achenese, etc. For the Philippines. the national language is Filipino
understood by approximately half of the population, while, as recorded in I960, English is the

. second most widely used language because of the school influence,with about 40% of the popu,
lation understanding it. Other laneuaues and/or dialects used by a significantly large group of
the population are Celmano. Tagalog and ilocano. A significant number of Filipinos also speak
Bicol. Wariv-Waray. i L eyte and Samar). Kapampangan, and Pangasinan. Spanish is spoken by a
dwindling number of peninsulars and illustiados: it is a required subject in colleges in the
Philippines.

What is the implication of the lanuuage problem on our concern for non-formal edu-
cation? If non-forinal education should be made accessible to the people at large no matter
what language they speak the effective communication must be established. Evidently, each

country has its.own degree of complexity to cope with.

Urban-Rural Disparity

The responses to the General Information Questionnaire enabled us to look at the
problem from two angles.

Eirst, after the Second World War until now it has been a phenomenon everywhere
including the Southeast Asian countriesfor the great mass of people to flock to the cities be-

cause of numerous well-known reasons ranging from abandoning their poor land and looking
for ncw opportunities to seeking better education or even sheer excitement. In three SEAMED

countries, however. the migration wa greatly intensified by war, when people became refugees

from a war-torn country-side. In any ease, slum areas in the dities are swelling with many
thousands of people who have not been prepared to make a decent living and to adjust them-

selves well to the urban mode of life. The problems of housing,health, nutrition, prostitution.

crimes. etc. have heen discussed in many serious-studies; and efforts are going on to cope with

the s:tua non. From the educational point of view, form0 or non-formal, these people need at

least sonic: kind of social and vocational re-orientation and training so that the indUstrial, COM-

mereial. and service sectors of the economy can absorb them. As reported by most countries,
the government's effort either in training or in seeking employment for them, are rather minimal

and sporadic.

Second. looking from the opposite angle, it is obvious that the life style and mode of
thought in the urban community are different from what they are in the rural community. The
crucial point is that the ,platining and the implementation of many rural development pro-
grammes including various kinds of non-formal trainingbe it functional literacy, agricultural
extension,: technical/vocational skills training or what notare conducted principally and
predominantly by city.oriented government officials, voluntary organization workers and/or
university people with good intention. Frequently the lack of genuine understanding of the

needs and sentiments of the rural people, due to a failure to communicate effectively if not to
lack of interest. has been detected as the basic problem. For any development programme to be
successful, serious thought shmild be given to remedy this situation.



Values and Traditions Bearing Influences on Education and Development

In all the SEAMEO countries tIxre exist certain values and traditions which can be re-

garded as potentially either conducive or prohibitive to development, including education. At

the risk of over-generalization we mention the following features reported to the study team.

On the positive side:

(a) All the countries reported that the prevailing attitude of most peopleurban or
ruralis 41 for development and progress. On that account education is taken for granted as an

effective means for personal advancement of the individuals and economic prosperity of the

country. In some cases pro-development and pro-education enthusiasm reached such a degree

as to make people less cntical about the existing fallacies so keenly felt among the profestionals.

(b) In some countries such as Malaysia and the Philippines, a large proportion or
people, as indicated, expressed their support forme governments' new economic and social

policies.

(c) In Thailand, Laos and Khmer Republic, the Buddhist temple, as one.of the
strong traditional institutions, is generally regarded as a good oset for educationfo ral or non-

formaland because of tolerance and liberalism of the institution, the 1:1ud ist temple is

regarded as posing no obstacle to change and development. Take, for instance, fam' y planning.

(d) From the Philippines it was reported that people show ready acceptance of
,

things novel, and they have a keen competitive spirit. Similarly but to a lesser degree perhaps,

people in Thailand are fast becoming competitive, at the expense, probably, of traditional easy

relationships.

(e) In Laos and in many other countries of the region, particularly in some areas of

Thailand and Vietnam, village solidarity is strong and as such can be regarded as a favourable

asset for rural development provided that planning, leadership and communication are

ffective.

(f) In the countries like Laos, Khmer Republic, Thailand znd Vietnam, there is a

three-month diy seon, a slack period during which there is little agricultural activity. Farmers

are able to participate in adult education programmes at a low or zero opportunity cost.

On the negative side:

(a) In several countries such as Malaysia, Laos, Thailand, and the Philippines, the

rural people in the relatively Iess-developed areas still hold on to some traditional beliefs re-

garded by their more affluent counterparts as contradictory to innovation and new technology.

Sazerstition is an inlfibiting factor preventing people from accepting new scientific measures,

say, in agriculture and famfly planning.

(b) In the rural setting as well as the city slum areas of most countries, childlabouL

is still required to help the parents look after the household chores and, in many, cases, to help

earn a living. Children particularly of the 9-12 age groupare thus denied -the educational op-

portunity.

(c) On this account and with the traditional value of keeping women- home, a still
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big proportico of girls are prevented to receive education beyond the lower cycle of the first
level, although this problem no longer exists in some of the SEAMEO countries.

(d) In all the countries, particularly the Philippines, education in the mind of the
public is equated with schooling; there is, therefore, a strong urge and strungempetition to
climb the educational ladders. White collar jobs, as a consequence, are 'still highly esteemed, and
mastery of technical/vocational skills was rated inferior..

e) In the rural setting in most countries a closely knitted strong family tie is
freque.ntly the obstacle for the younger members to venture into things novel and different,
or to resettle elsewhere. There is also little motivation to work for people outside the extended
family.

(f) M expressed by Thailand, a desire for immediate pleasure with-little emphasis
given to future consequences is still a prevalent attitude among the people who have been too
long accustomed to abundance of food and other basic necessities.

(g) In a casual, laissez-faire atmo:phere which is typical of Southeast Asia, peoplerelax sOmetime to the point of lacking discipline and panicularly work ethic.

(h) A hierarchical organization of society such as Thailand causes a lack of dialogue
including criticism between hierarchical superiors and inferiors. Coupled with a desire not to
cause offense it is frequently difficult to clear or to settle problems.

C. THE EDUCATIONAL SITUATION IN SEAMEO COUNTRIES

The'Problem or Lieracy

A convenient starting point in our review of the education situation in SEAMEO
countries would be the consideration of their literacy rates. While quantitative statements onliteracy depend largely upon the definitions used, it is widely recognized that literacy is aprerequisite of every.aspect of development.

Table C.1 shows literacy rates for the eight countries as well as the average annualchange over the last decade or so. Strictly speaking definitions of literacy rates differ between
censuses and inter-temporal comparisons irnplied by the last column of this table are not en-tirely valid, However, since later censuses usually adopt strictei definitions, the percentagechanges shown may be considered a minimum rate of growth. It is readily seen that literacyrates have risen for all countries, but the level of literacy in most cases still leaves much toobe
desired. Around 1970. the l'bilippines and Thailand head the table with rates of 83.4% and82.3% respectively, followed by Singapore with 77.2%. The figure of 60% for Vietnam is anestimate,' but in the absence of more reliable information, no adjustment to the figure is
possible. Further, on the basis of the rates shown, a rough partitioning of countries into two

This figure was obtained front 'Vicrnant : -The Alexandre De Rhodes Educational Television
Centre, Saigon. (Saigon. Sept. I 970, mimeo. An alternative figure of an% by uNEspa Education in Asia.Bulletin of the UNESCO Regional Office fur Education in Asia, Vol. VI. No. 2, is obviously upward biased.
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groupsTone with literacy rates above 609. and the other with rates below this figure-cart be

made. The 'hilzb' group consists of West Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand,

while the low' group would have Indonesia, Khmer Repiiblic, Laos and East Malaysia as

ninibers. The necd to distimmish,betweeit East and West Malaysia is clear from an examination

of Table C I II win also be seen that ihe above g.r ouping corresponds to the groups B and C in

the Ashrr Model of L1:s&SC0.2

Table' C,1: literacv.Rates for C i i0-197-0

Average

Country Year
Literac Year

Literacy Annual

Rate ( Rate (%) Change (%

Indonesia I 1
1)71 _59.6 ÷ 1.0

Khmer Republic 1958 31.8 1970 60.0 + 2.3

Laosl 1960 25.0 1968/9, 30-35 , approx.
+ 0.8

Malaysia:
Sabah 195 f 7.1 1972 42.7 + 1,2

Sarawak 1947 17.6 1972 34.5, + 0,7 ,

W. Malaysia
47.0 1970 60.8 + .1,1

Philippines 1960 72.0 1970 83.4 + 1.1

Singapore 1957 51.3 1970 77.2 + 1.9

Thailand 1960 67.7 1970 82.3 1.5

Republic Vi--
19722 60.0

Taking into contideratiun the campaign illiteracy conducted in th,i ones under

control of the "Pat6otic Front," the literacy 'rate would in fact belogher than that given aboyo,

Estimate only. See reference cited in footnote 1. p. 28.

Sources: ugstionnaire A. Afso Duyieusart, R.'and Ughetto,

re ucturation du sysaMie dqducation (UNESCO, 1973).

Table C.2: Li racy Rates by Rf:Tion, It

'male Total

j:World 7/.0 59,7 65.8

Europe
97,6 953 96.4

N. America 98.9 98,1 98.5

Asia
63.0 43,3 53.2

Source: UN ESCO: Literary 19 9 yaris, 1972)

Tile rates from aball and Sarawak, however, refer ro period 1947 to 1972, and are

again no .ally cornparable with those of other countries, where 196 1970 is usually the period urriier

con5idcnitio
UNESCO: An A4ian Model of Educational Development. perspective for 1965-1980. ?ar1966.is,



It will be seen from Table C.2 that while most of the SEAMEO countries have literacy
r tes above the 1970 Asian norm of 53.2%, there is still some way to go before levels of literacy
comparable to those obtaining in Europe and North America can be reached. Whether this is
a desirable direction for SEA.MEO countries remains highly debatable.

Apart from the large disparities in literacy rates shown in Tables C.1 and C.2, there are
two disturbing features that deserve mention here. First is the fact that the average annual in-
crease of literacy rates are slowest in countries where the leveh of literacy are already low. For
instance, the dvegage annual increase for Sarawak, with a literacy rate of 34.5% in 1972, is on-
ly 0.7%, whereas Thailand, with a literacy rate of 82.3%, has an average annual increase of 1.5%
between 1960 and 1970. This makes for increasing disparities between countries in the 'high'
group on the one hand, and those in the low' group on the other. Second, the reduction in
literacy rates does in no way imply a decline in the number of illiterates. A rate of growth of
population higher than that of literacy would result in a large number of illiterate people. This
appears to be tile case in at least 3 out of the 8 countries under study. And this increase will
continue as long as effective enrolment remains as low as it is at present in most SEAMEO
'eountries.1

Literacy rates are however highly aggregative s atistics that tell us nothing about the
spaial or age distribution of literacy in each country. For instance, since literacyattes are
lower in rural areas than in urban centres, Table C.3, would indicate that for the bulk of the
populaiion in each country, where rural residence predominates, the aveiage rates given in

Table C.3: Percentage Distribution of Population and Average Years of
Schooling According to Rural and Urban Residence

Country
Population DistributiOn1 Average Years of Schooling

Year Rural Urban Y Rural Urban

Indonesia 1961 85 15 19672 2 7

Malaysia
Sabah 85 15

Sarawak 1960 85 15

W.,Malaysia 1957 57 43

Philippines 1960 70 30 19603 4 9

Singapore' 1959 37 63 19664 4 6.5

ThaUand 1960 90 10 19695 2 4.5

Republic of Vietnam 1960 90 10

Sources; LefebeP, L. and M. Datta Chaudhuri: Regional Development: Expe.iences and
Prospects in South and Southeast Asia, p. 272.

2 Socio-economic Survey of Indonesia, 1967: Java St Madura only.

OECD: Occupational and Educational Structures of the Labour Force and Level of
Economic Development, ( Paris, 1971).

4 1966 Singapore Sample Household Survey.
5 Labour Force Survey. August 1969.

See the discussion n drop-out rates from primmy schools on page 37.
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Table C.I are over.estimates. Even in highly urban Singapore, the average years of schooling in

urban and rural localities are in the ratio of 3 while in Indonesia, ihe Philippines and-Thai-
land,LhiS ratio is in excess of 3:1.

As regards age distribution, Table C.4 shows that, for the countnes studied, the
great bulk of the population in school is in the first level of education, corresponding roughly

to the age group 6-12, In Thailand and Laos, the proportimis of children enrolled in this group
are respectively 91% and 94%, while in none of the countries is the percentage below-70.
Further, while these proportions are declining somewhat with the rapid expansion of second
level education,' the number enrolled at the first level inereased in 6 out of 8 countries be-
tween 1968 and 1972. 'In Indonesia, this increase amounts to I.1% per annum, while for the

Philippines, the corresponding change is 6.6% p.a. In Kfinler Republic, the drastic decline of
50% in numbers enrolled appears to be the consequence of hostilities in that country, while the

slight decline in numbers in Singapore is caused in part by the change in the age distribution

of the population.2

Table CA: Enrolment of Pupils at the First Level of Education: SEAMEO
Countries, 1968 and Around 1972

Country Number housan
As Pereentage of

Enrolment at all Levels

1968 1972 1968
_

1972 _

Indonesia 1-2,787 13,6001 87.2 85.61

Khmer Republic 920 461 90A 83.8

Laos2 214 274 94.2 92A

W. Malaysia 1,364 1,493 , 75.3 72.7

Philippines3 4,199 6,969 81,0 73.4

.Singap,ore 372 355 72.6 68.7

ThailAnd 5,123 6,080 .91.2 85.1

Ike public of Vietnam 2,084 2,911 77.7 76.3

For the year 1973 (REPELITA II).

2 The high rate of enrolment at the first cycle can only be attributed to ahigh rate of repeats,

3 The years are 1960 and 1970 rather than 1968 and.1972.

Source: Answers in Questionnake A.

See UNESCO: "First Levd of Education in the Asian Region", Bulletin of the UNESCO Re-

gianallJffice for Education in Asia. No. 14, June 1973. hereinaftc; ,eferred to as UNESCO: First Level_

2 In Singapore, the 'baby boom' which occurred from 1947 to approximately 1960 was folilowed

by a rigorous population control programme. which began to reduce natural increase in the aixties. It is this

er , that is responsibk for the observed phenomenon above, as well as an inverted age pyramid at

lower levels in 1970. However, an increase is again visible in the number of bulbs from 1970 which is

likely to continue for some years, reflecting the multiplier effect of the increases after the War. It is in-

teresting to note that the Government recently took severl measures to crucourage large families such as

allowing tax relief on no more than 3 children, to paid maternity leave for female government employees

'the third child, priorities for families with two children or less in subsidized government,flats, etc
consideration being given to existing large families. See Chen, Peter S.J., Social & PsycholoOcal Aspects

of Fertility: Finding7 from Family Planning Research in Singapore-.(mimeo., November 1973).
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Enrolment ratios', classified by sex, are shown for the age groups 6-12 and 13-18 for
each country in Table C.5. In the age group 6-12, differences between country in the

;group and-those in the low' group are again cleax. The former group has rates well in excess of
70% while tl}e latter groOp's rates range from 45% to 60% (Vietnam excepted). The above
mentioned concentration of students enrolled in this agetroup manifests itself in the-much
lower enrolment ratios' iri -the age group 13-18'. In the' former age gloup, the hip enrolment '
:rates for West Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore imply the near achievement of universak
primaq education.,In Malaysia, primary education was free (but not compulsory) from 1962
and the secondary school entrance examinations were abolished in 1965.- For most countries,
the figures indicate significant differences between male and female enrolment, with Malaysia,
the Philippines and Singapore again being exceptions. The main problem here appears to lie in
the rural areas where, in addition to lower enrolment _rates, high drop-out among girls is to be
found.1

The very much lower enrolment rates far the age group 13-18, corresponding roughlY
to the second level of education, is-not unexpected, but again there exist significant imbalances

_between male and female enrolment. The llighest rates are for the Philippines and Singapore,
where the negative entries in the column for shortfall from target indicate that the1980 target
of the_ Asian Model has been more than achieved. However; some caution is necessary in-in-
terpreting the results since the relevant age groups do not always coincide. 111 Malaysia, the
figures are somewhat inflated by automatic promotion from the first to the second level. _

The shortfall of enrolment rates for each country from Me target specified by the
Asian Model is also shown in Table C.5. For the first level of education the 'high' group of
countries is reasonably close to the 1980 target so that achievement of that target by 19801s
very probable.- On the other hand, only 50-60% of the target has been achieved by the low'
group Of countries except Vietnarit For lamer Republic and Laos, _an annual rate ot increase
of around 5% would be required before the target can be achieved in 1980. The pattern is urfigtw
in the case of Thailand ('high ' goup) where the shortfall is 57.8% for the age goup 13-18,
while those 14f Indonesia and Vietnam ('low' group), being, understandably, 58% and 31.9%,
respecth el k . -

However, the question should be asked as to how far the Asian Model should be
adh,.ted to in the present circumstances of massive Youth unemplOyment, particularly of
secondary school graduates. The discussion paperk at the F,CAFE meeling (Colombo, Sri Lanka,
1v74) would seem to indicate that the demand for secondary edu'cation by the economy is
tole than fulfilled. Although it is here not the place to go more d'eeply into this problem, it

seems pertinent to raise this question.

The First Level of Education

For the purpose of this study, the age group which is of primary concern is that which

I See UNESCO: First Level op. cit., pp. xvlir---mx..

2 Much, however. depends tin the rate of populario,ri growth in this period. In the Philippines,
with a population growth rate of 3.5% per annum. the annual growth in enrolment flay have to be in the
region of 5% before the target can be achieved.
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Table C.5: Enrolment Ratios in the Age GrtitTs 6-12 and 13-18, Around1970

Country

Indonesia-
Khmer Republic
Laos P

Malaysia:
Sabah.
Sarawak
.W.i Malaysia

Phiqipines
Singapore-
Thailand3
Republic of

' Vietnain

Age Group 6-12 Percentage Age Group 13-18 Peiventage

Year M
SFhroorm M F M+F From

tfall Shortfall

Target1 . farget

1971 65.5 55.8 60.7 32.5 8.6 4.4 13.0 58.0

1972 64.5 354 50.1 44.3 26.0 7.8 17.0 0.7
1972 58,1 35.1 46.8 47.9 5.8 2.0 . 4.0 .87.2

,

19692 63,0 37.0 18,.0 59.8

1902 86.0 14.0 23.0 48.7

1972 94.0 89.1 7 91.6 8.4 .40.3 29.6 35.0 21.9

71005... .
100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 50.1 48.5 49.3 10.0

1972 98.3 95.5 96.9 3.1 55.9 53.9 55.0 22.8

_.i..1.973_,.._ -..,_:.-757 : 24.3 18.9 57.8

- 1977 97.4 Y6.4 87.0 3-2 27.2 21.1 24.3 31.9

Under the Asian Mudd, the tarrt enrolment ratio- for the rust and second levels of education

Firsr Level
Second Level

Group B Countries Group C Countries
89.9 100.0
31.3 44.8

Group It Countriiw Indonesia, Khmer Republic, Laos and Vietnam

Group C Countries: Malaysia, the Philippines. Singapore ;Ind Thailand

Age groups arc: 6-11. 12-18.
3 Age groups are: 7-13, 14-18.

Age groups are: 7-12, _13.18.

5 In the Philippi:114e the starting age for primary school is 7 so the age groUp 7-12 Is used

instead. Fur ch second lea the' age .group is 13..16 inclusive,

Sources; UNESCO: Asian Model, op. cit Questionnaire A
Progress, op. cit.

coiresponds to the first and lower second levels of education since the majority of non-formal

education prograimnes are directed at those 'who are either not enrolled or have dropped out

from school in ti-ic age group. Considering the first level of education alorfe, there are 3'groups

crf people who make up the out-of-school population. First, there -are those who have never

enrolled at school. Then among those enrolled, some would leave during the 6 or 7 years of

primary schooling, while the balance consists of those who drop-out on completion of their

schooling at this level,

Some idea of those not enrolled in
C.5. where the main features are:

first level can readily be obtained from Table

Indonesia, Khmer Republic and Laos have 40% or more of the population

bet wen 6 and 12 years old out of school, and
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Among this groui of people, females predominate.

Out of these data, it is difficult to determine the proportion of those who have never been to
school, but an indication of the wastage fiom first level education can be obtained from age-
specific -enrolment rates (Table C.6).

Table CM: Age Specific Enrolment Rates for the First Level of Education:
Seleeted SEAMEO Countries

Percent

Malaysia:
Sarawak 1967 79 92 92 86 77 59 . 26

(64) (50)
W. Malaysia 1967 94 92 90 84 82 73 0.1 0.0

(64) (44)
Philippines2 1968/9 3 86 1052 1082 1092 98 95 57

(100) (80)
Singapore 1970 88 98 96 97 95 88 ' 44 19

(82) (74)
Thailand 1968/9 35 87 100 96 84 59 40 22

(42) (29).
Republic of Vietnam 1970 69 92 94 87. 76 47 25 11

51) (43)

1 Figures in brackets show the combined rates of both first and second levels of education.
2 Ratios in excess of 1.00% arise from the lack of exact coaesponding data between population

and enrolment.

Source: UNESCO: Progess, op. cit.; and First Level, op. cit; Questionnaire A.

The pattern for all 5 countries is broadly similar.' For West Malaysia,and Singapore,
with almost universal primary education, enrolment ratils are uniformly high for ages 6 to 11.
For all other_ countries, enrolment ratios rise from age 6 to a peak around ages 8-9, after which
the effects of drop-out begin to be felt. In the case of the Philippines, ratios in excess of 100
indicate the lack of corresponding data between population and enrolment. Around age II or
12 children transfer to the second level of education, so that estimates of drop-out after corn-
plating -primary education should be obtained from thi enrolment ratios of both primary
and secondary education. From the table, it would app ar that the incidence of drop-out on
crimpletion of the first level of education is highest for Thailand and Vietnam. Unfortunately,
information for Indonesia, Khmer Republic, and Laos is not available. For these countdes,
alternative approaches are required.

One such alternative is the examination of wade enrolment pyra ids (Fig. C. . Two
broad patterns are discernable here:

/i) the almost rectangular pyramids for West Malaysia, the Philippines and

Singapore, and
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Figure C. (Continued)
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Table C.7: Drop-out Ratios1 (in relation to Grade I) of Pupils at the First Level
of Education, Both Sex-es

CountrY

kdonesia
Khmer Republic2

os ;

Malaysia:
Sabah

.Sarawak
W. Malaysia

Philippines
Singapore
Thailand3

Cohort
Starting Grade

in

na na na na na
1963 . 0 '33 41 55
1964 0 -54 63 -', -74 80

1964 0 24 25J 26 32
1965 0 6 10 16 25 25
1965 0 0 2 4 7 10

1962 0 16 21 29 38 44
1965 0 3 2 2 26
1962 0 26 30 39 84 85 87

Republic of Vietnam 1964 0 23 33 44 51

VI VII

65,
69 -

80

1 t The term 'Drop-out Ratice is Misleading because in some SEAMEO countries where primary
'education is made compulsory, drop-out as such is not allowed. In this context, therefore, the termshould

, mean 'Crude Transition Ratio',

2 Se'e also the 1955, 1956 and 1957 Cohorts shown in p. 32 of Republique KInilere: Rapp
-sur P evolution de education de 1971 1 1973 (Phnom Penh, August 1973).

3 The high transition ratios for Thailand arise because the' transition from a 4 year to a 7 year
first le-vel education syste6 has nor been completed

awe: UNESCO: Progress op. tit.
Sudarrnadi, S.: in SEAMKO/SEADAG Semin Non-Formal Education Penang, 1971,

p. 264).

gradually tapering pyramids with relatively broad bases, for Indcoesia

Republic, Thailand and Vietnam.

For almost every grade, in each country, the proportion of females out of total enrolment is
less 'than half, while for 0 countries, there are visible efforts to reduce the imbalance between

grades, as is shown by the increase in the proportions in the upper grades over the past four

years.

For Indonesia, tkis redistribution is particulady marked, with a 4% reduction in grade I

and increases in the proportions of third gide pupils and above. The much flatter pyramid for
the Khmer Republic is accompanied by very little change in the distribution over gades for
the past fon'. years. With 58% of total first level enrolment in the two lowest grades, the pro-

blem of drop-out which existed even before the war situation1 must be considered a serious one

See Rapport, op. cis.
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case of West Malaysia there is an even distribution over primary grades and-drop-
ait does not appear a real problem: EquAity between male and female enrolment was acideved
in 1972' -. The pyraridd for the Philippines shoWs significant redistribution of enrolment towards
the higher grades, so that a near rectangular-shape is beginning to emerge. Singapore is the_only
Country -_of the- eight. where _enrolment is highest in the upper primary- grades and lowest in
grade I--an inverted pyramid. The tendency over the last 4 years has been to exaggerate this
phenomenon rather than to reduce it. The reasons for this have already been discussed._Thai-

IBre Indonesia and _the Philippines, exidbits-sisnificant adjiistment_towards reducLng the
imbalance between the lower and higher grades._!- hi 1972, however, the inibalance.was still
aubstantial, 4ith the first grade accounting for 26% of the total enrolled,, and the 4 lowest
grades' (there are T) containing some 82% of all primary pupils. The same patterii exists for the
enrolment pyrairdd for erl pupils.Finally, in the case of Vietnam, which has prim:fry education
spanning 5 grades -only; one third of total first level enrolment is in grade I, with.the.Progortion
decIning more or less evenly fronilrade II to grade V. There VIM little change in distribution

_ .

between 1968 and 1972, though the pyramid for girl pupils does show some tendency towards
balance' in iistnbution over grades.--

Crude transition rates are shown by grade forrthe first level of education in Tab e C.7.
In Khmer Republic and Laos, 55% and 74%, respectively, of those enrolled in grade-I in 1963-
1964 left school at the end of grade III. This drop-out problem is compounded-by the already
low enrolment ratios in these countries (Tables C.5 and C.6). Even in the Philippinecwhich
has the highest proportion of the population em-olled among these countries (53% of the popu-
lation aged 5-24 ine67), 44% of those enrolled in grade 1111,1962 left school by thehegirining
of grade VI. And m Thailand, .with a hBeavy concentration of primary 'enrolinent in the first
four grades, the figure is as high as 87% in the final year. The phenomenon is understandable
since -the enforceinent for expansion at the three upper-grades was made only after 1962 when .

compulsory education act providing 7 years schooling Was promulgated. The drop-out rates in
'EaSt Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak)-are relativelg low, so the main-problem there ia essentially
the small percentage of children enrolled. The figure for Wesf Malaysia of 10% is even lower,
there _being, Virtually no drop-out until grades V and VI.2 For Shipp ore, which has a 100%
enrolment ratio for her oWn citizens, it is not certain to what extent the enrolment of Malay-

ans in her schools may be responsible for negative drop-out rates.

1 This jam accordance with the objectives of the Education Plan, one of which is: "to expand
lower, elementary education to-cater for the growth in school age population and to expand upper elementary
enrolments as rapidly as possible so that universal comptdsory 7-year education can be achieved by the late
1980's",

2 This finding .is confirmed in a study of drop-outs in West Malaysia published in 1973. See;
ysia: Kajian Kaciciran (Drorpout Study) (Kuala Lumpur. Ministry of Education, 1973). .
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The table as le clearly demonstrates that, with tbe eXception of Malaysia and

Singapore, the pilmary e ro ent rates, which already show some weaknesses, do not provide

the reliable picture of the future situation as far as effective education is concerned- What may

be called effective enrolment is to e found in the combination of Tables C.S and C:7; since it

should be assumed that ordy a cla:1,who has completed primarY school would have absorbed ,

the minimum knowledge and abilities which would enable lihn to progress in his society, using

whatevei (formal or non-formal) education he may want.

If this norm of effective enrolment is accepted, it appears that the ratios of those who

have completed primary education to the number of children of school-going age in the

SEAMEO region are as follows:

TabliC3a: Effective Enrolment Ratios: SAMEO Conntries

Countr
Indonesia 1971

Khmer Republic 1972

Laos 1972

Malaysia
. Sabah'

Sarawak
W. Malaysia

Phliippine
Singapore
Thailand'
Republic of Vietnam

1969
1969 ,
1972
1970

_1972
1972
1972

olment Rati
20
15
9

40
64
82
55
97
15

33

I( only the 4 lovicr gtadcs arc considered, the ra

Source: Tables C5 C.7

6%.

From what appears in Table C.7a it is quite obvious that, with the exception of Singa-

pore and West Malaysia where the enrolment ratios are 14h, a yery.large proportion of children

of schixilgoing age in SEAMEO countries are staying outside the school. Whetker it is a good-

thing to keep them all in school is a different mattcr. Our great challenge here and now is the

matter of giving fair, and widest educational oppoifunities within and beyond-the walls of the

school. Perhaps %Svc can give these young people and the states concerned greater justice if we

look for mcire liberal and realistic alternatives in the light of our circumstances.

It may appear pessimistic to state that the above figures indicate the future literacy

rate of the countries concernedbut if it is agreed that more complicated production processes, -

especially in agriculture, require somewhat more than just the ability to read and Write a simple

sentence, and that, particuhrly in .arithrnetic, a sound knowledgvill be ' needed, then the
conclusion seems unavoidable that in most countries of the region, serious thought should be
given to the problem of how to provide this.minimum of knowledge. Moreover, when we rank

the countries according to this Table1 and compare it with the ranking of GNP per head, we
find a correlation of no less than 0.93. It would Seem, therefore, that effective enrolment is a

rather fair indicator of economic development in the SEAMEO countries.

Thailand WaS put at 35, being the simple avcrage bcrwcen the 15 and 56 figurm
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The Second Level of Education

hi the above section it was observed that the lower second level of education is also
importarn: in the analysis of tI4 drop-out problem. However, the nature of the problem at this
levet differs from that already discussed. For whateVer may be the opinion conceining the need
for a number Cif yeam of full secondary education, drop-out from schools at the second level
dces not necessarily constitute `wastaw as it is at the first level when the children have learned
too little to give them any real advantage. At the second level, every year of schooling will have
been beneficial, at least if the programme itself is assumed to be useful. In Singapore, the en-
rolment ratio fell from 77% to 54% between 'ages 13 and 15, while in the -Philippines:the re-
duction is of the order of 10%. In West Malaysia, a decline:from-44% at age I_3fto 19% at age 15
was observed. In all countries shown, the enrolnient rate 65, age. 15is ordy around 20-30%. By
age 18, no enrolment rate has a value 'as high as 15% (Table C.8).

Table C.8: Age Specific Enrolment sates for the Second Level of Education:
Selected SEAMEO Countries .

Country' Year
Age (in years

Change
- in Rate

Ages 13-1514 IS 18

alaysia:
Sarawak 1967 (26) (8)

30 13 16

W. Malaysia 1967 0
44 36 19 25

Philippines 1966/1 (49)
70 28 29 11

Singapore 1970 ,(19)
55 58 54 7 20.

Thailand 1967/8 (22) (8) (2)
6 11 12 5 14 '

Republic of Vietnam 1967/8 (13) (4) (1) ?

30 32 28 --- 14
0

EhrolWent ratio for the list level of educ ion.

Soureei UNESCO: Progress, op. eit.

Information on drop-out rates at this level is available only for the Khmer Republic.
The measure of contrifition from the terminal grades of level one, and of lower level wo is
given by the transition ralios for these grades (Table C.9). Column I contains inform on that
has already been described in the previous section. The transitition ratios from' he lower

condaly to upper -secondary level reveJ that around 35% to 45% of those in the terminal
lower secondary grade discontinue their studies. The high rate for Singapore may have been a

kdrisequence bf taking the transition point to be' between grade X and, grade XL Byjthe same
token, inter-country comparisons would be a hazardous undertaking, but the broad pattern is
nevertheless clear from the exainination of both Tables C.8 and C.9. knd that is that both
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Tap le C. Transition Ratios from the Fixst to Grade I of the Second Level, a
from Lower to Upper Second Level: sgAmEo Countries

Cou ry
Leval to Grade I,

Level 2 =
Lower Level 2 to

Upper Level 1

Yeari- Ratio Year Ratio2 Ratio
(Total) - (Generd)

Khmer Republic 1961-64 31 1964-67. 49

Laos . 1966-69 35 1966-69 65_ 54

Malaysia: .

Sabah 1967-69 45 196669 64

Sarawak 1967-70 47 , , 1967-70 61 -

W. Malaysia 1967-70 67 , 1967-70 51

Philippines 1964-67 71 1964-67 91 91

Singapore 1967-70' ' 55 1967-70 19

Thailand 1966-69 87 1965-68 68 57

Republic of Vietn 1965-68 69 1965-68 78 77

1Ratios ate averages of-years shown.

2Total includes: General, Vocational and Teacher Tra
Svuree: UNESdO: Progress, 9p. cit.

In

during and at the end:of lower secondary schooling, d op-out occurs so tat only a small
fraction of the school population remains4o complete their"education at the second level. What'

these young school leavers do actually after their school years_ is a big\question for our stu
Evidently a great number of these people have no definite skill or knowledge to earn their
living right away. All of them are in a critical formative age and before long they are supposed

to be responsible citizens in the flux of the much propagated `devecopment'.

Resources for Educational Development

Apart from the drop ut problem,_ an tiammation of resource constraints in educa-

tional development is also instructive. The two types of ,resources particularly, relevant hew

are personnel and rmance. First, while literacy and enrolment rates point to a general quantita-,
'five improvement in educational facilities in the SEAMEO. coantries,-they say very little about
qualitative developments. Yet it is preciselY the quality of education that should be a matter of

e-concern-in-bur-region. A report on-the educational situation in Kilmer sums the problem

up succinctly:
"Not only, is the, content (of primary education curricula) not geared tb the nee& of. ,

every day life, but the war situation his made it impossible to Maintain the infrastnicture
of sehooli and facilities intact. The refugee problem is enormous, necessitating double
use of the facilities in secondary and triple use in primary schools. Teachers Moreover
have 50-70 children per class, children of v.idely different ages and haphazardly put
together from different areas " (translated from French).

_



Elsewhere in'the Report,
"Oukpresent educational-system appears to be little effective and does not fulfil the re

quiCemerits or socio-economic development. It is geared to a limited number only of
student to be prepared for higher education. No special attention is given to the masses
Of the school population-who go on direCtly to actual life and who actively parlicipate in
the'development of the cdantry"

Table C. 10: Pupil-Teacher Ratios at the First and SeCond Levels of Education:
SEAMEO Countries, 1965-1969

No. of Pupils per Teacher

Country
First Lev-el Seci,nd Level

1965 = Around 1965 &mind
19691

Indonesia
Kl&er Repubhc
Labs
Malaysia:

-Sabah
Sarawak
W. Malaysia

Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Republic Of VietnaM

41

29

28
40
29
34
56

40
48

.33

26
34
32 .

43
29
33
581

19691

17 17

25 32 -

22 18

24 26
25 26
26 26
27\ 30
25 - 22
17 20
37 39

1Year -19(i8 for the Khmer Republic, Sabah, the Pliilipjinca. TIiiIand and.the Republic at
Year 1969 for Indonesia and Laos; and 1970 for all other countries

Source: UNESCO: Statistical Yearbook 1971.

With the absence of greater use of educational innovation andtechnology,perhaps one
indicator of qualitative change is the pupil-teacher ratio, and it is to be expected that ciuity
improvement would be reflected in a fall in this ratio-Over Wile.' The trend that emerges from

the figures in' Table C:I 0 is unfortunately quite the reverse. At the first level ofleducation; only

3 out of 10 ratios fell between 1965 and 1969 (Indonesia,Sabah and Thailand), while two

countries (Khmer Republic .and Singapore) had ratios that were constant Over the, period.
Despite this constancy, there exist considerable doubts as regards the qualitative adequ-Cy of

education in the Khmer Repunli.1 Among the'other group of countries, Vietnam, with the
highest pupilteacher ratios '(ahmic 55: I) registerld an increase, while even in the Philippines

and West Malaysia, this ratio hasincreased. In Thailand,-.the 1971 figure for rural pupils remains

at 35:1, although the overall ratio has come down to around 33. At the second level, only two

out of ten ratios have fallen, while another two (Indonesia and Wezt. Malaysia)are unchanged.

The 'deterioration- of the ratio.is sreatest for the Khmer Republic, while both the Philippines
and Thailand also experienced significant increases in their ratios although Thailand-still has,

I I See 1.1.Z-publiqu'e Khusiere; Rapport su l'Evolution de VEducation de 1971 1973 (Phnorn-
Penh, Minitcrc d l'Educarion Muir-male, 1973).
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'"--7 with 1:10, an excellent teaching arrangement, the lowest in the region. Tak1ng-1h'
levels together, only Singapore .tlas mtios' that did not rise; while the good.-performanee @ f en-

rolment ratios for Vietnam ,appem-, to 1:e nullified by poor ritipil.teachir ratios so tha any
education improvement there tafly illusery than real, which is only to be expected

the war circumstances.

Table C.11: 'Developments in Recurrent ExpencKture in Education in SEAMEO
Countries, 1965-1972

.s

FciucationaA Expenditure
Change in s % of Total

Expenditure furrent Expenditure as

Per Annurri Exper...Nt ore % of G.N.P.

Indonesia
Khiner Republic
Laos .

Malaysia:
Sabah
Sarawak
W. Malaysia

Philippines
Singapore
Thailand-
Republic of Vietnam

1969.

In 1969.

% t2'47:c en t 7.1,,enge Percent Change ,

972 1969 72 in 1969 1965l69

1969-72 + 31.4 S-1 40.4 .1-2

1965-72 , + 1.5 -3.0 ,- 12.7 3.9 - 0.3
1965-71 + 5.2 it17 1 - - ,

1965-72 + 22.7 5.9 + 2.6 5.72 1.8

1965-69 + 24.4
1965-69 + "3_8
1965-69 + 15.2
1965.,72 + 20.9
1965-72 + 12.0
1964-72_ .+ 26.9 19.1

1965-69 + 29.2: 4.21

21- + 1.7
+ 0.1 3.3
+ 2.1 2.6

4.9

+.03

211 Vietnam recurrc expenditure . on education was 4.2% of total recurrent exendiure in

3Total state development budrit, 1969/70-1973174.

-Sources: UNESCO: Statistical Yearbook 1971,
Duvieusart R. ancrUghetto, D.

Republique Ididlere Projet de restrucwra
du systedie &education (Paris. UNESCO 1973)

Butler, ..
Lao Educuional Statistics 1962-72 (Vientiane

Bank Negara Malaysia:
QuarterlY Economic Bulletin. Vol. 6r 1973.

Republique Khnlete:
Ripport sur l'Evolution,de ['Education de 1971 3 1973

. (Phnom Penh ,1973).
Bank of Thailand:

Annual Economic Report 2972:
Republic of Indonesia:

Thcayirst Five-Year Development Plan, 1969/70- 72/74,

annary 1973)

-The second type of relource considered is recurrent exp,Aditure on education, and
Table C.11 showc that the increases .are in 'almost all-cases significant whether measured
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directly, or With the use of total recunent expenditure and GNP as deflafois. In almast all
countries, educational expen4itures constitute a progressiveiy larger slice both of total recurrent
expenditure and of -GNP.

Table C.12: Percentage Change in Public Recurrent Expenditure Per Pupil on
Education,,Virst and Second Levels: SEAMEO Countries, 1965-69

too try
First Level . Second LeVel

Current Constent1 Current Constant
Price _ Price-. Price ?rice

Kluner Republic (-25.30)2 (-52.25) -30.67 -37.72
Laos +22.37 - 8.15 L17.36 -37.95
MEdaysia:

Sabah -21.10 -24.14 -52.74 -54.56
Sarawak - 6.48 -10.06 -30.81 -33.47
W. Malaysia +13.64 + 9.28 +75.86 +69.10

Singapore + 62.19 + 53.18 + 81.37 +71.29
Thdland +15.28 + 2.30 + 6.35 - 5_57
Republic of Vi tnam -30.78 --80.79 -58.12 -88.37

1 Showing the influence of
(1963-100).

2For years 1970-72. No data avatlabldfor 1965-69.

Sources: UNESCO: Progess, op. cit., and Statistical Yearbook 1971.
U.N. StatisticaYearbook for Asia and the Far East 1971.
Republique lthmere; Rapport, op. cit.p. 9.

on .per pupil expenditure by the consumer price index

But an indicator of the quality bf educational services offered is net total educational.
expenditures 'but per pupil expenditure,,since a larger number of pupils wcoild ensure a highs
aggregate expenditure on education, regardless ;Cif whether, quality improvements have taken
place. The results froM column (1) (First leVel) and column (3) (Second level) bf Table C.I 2
are mixed. For Laos (first level only), West MalaySia, Singapore and -Thatland there .have been
significant inereases in per pupil expenditure over 1965-1969, while for Omer Republic, East
Malaysia and Vietilam, the reverse is the case. A valid comparison of exPenditures over time
mu.st however take changes in the general price level into; consideration, since -the observed
'change in per pupil expenditure may largely reflect price change. To allow for, this, columns
(2) and (4) express expenditure changes in terms or constant 1963 prices.' It is immediately
Clear-that the resultant tigurei show much smaller- inereases and much shaper declines. The
positive change features remain significant only .in Wbst M-alaysia and Singapore', while for
Thailand, per pupil expenditure increased only marginally at the first level, and decline at.the.
secona. The most serious decrease is again that olVietnam, where falls in thp reon of 80-90%
are encountered.

The brief review of the educational situation has demonstra ed the existence of pro-

-Whtle tt is admitted that the use of consumer price indices is not entirely tisfactory theme-
tically, the unavailability of the 2pprop

2

series leaves us no alternative.
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areas deserving attention. First, the proportion of out-of-school youth remains large in

some countries despite significant increases in educitional expenditures. In the remaining areas,
theaprSarent improvement in literacy, enrolment and similar rates masks to some ebent under-
lying difficulties with respect to the quality of education offered, as well as the adequacy of .

available resources.

We may pose the question: given these contraLnts, what is the role of NFE in these
countries? The 'answer, partial though it may be, is the subject of the next, and indeed, all

subsequent sections.

D. THE NON-FORMAL E UCATION DEVELOPMENT IN SEAMEO
COUNTRIES

Development

Non-formal education along the adopted definition this study is indeed of recent

origin. It is in fact a discovery of something.which haS existed a long time in many different
forms. During the last few decades all SEAMED countries are known to have operated non-
forinal education programmes/projects loosely under the 'adult-edueation' blanket.

t might be more instructive to let the countnes whichsubmitted concise but ade date
,accounts descnbe their cases in their own words. This will serve as a startingpoint to investigate

'thewhole matter more therou ly in thr; subsequent chaPters that will follow.

rep-Orted by Singapore:

, The awareness -of the concept of non-formal education in the .Republic of Singapore

dated as far back as 1950 with the establishment of the Singapore Council for Adult Education

la co-ordinate adult education activities organized by the Ministry of Education, the University

of Singapore and voluntary`bodies.

The mle op the SCAE was to provide th ie agencies With subsidies to organize adult

edutation prographnes.

lii 1960;the Adult Education Board, a statutory body was established to promote
adult eduation in the ttepublic. The role of the, AEB is to extend greaterunderstanding among .

ihe people- of the importance of adult ediwation in the task of national development aridna-
tion buildirtg throtigh1the organization of a great variety of courses/classes in conjunction with
priVate, semi.public andpublic institutions and the People's Association.

has brou
The People's Association, providing adult education activities at community centres ,

understanding of non-formal education to the people at grass-root level.

Non-formal cucation. therefore, takes place at the home front through the mass
media, at the commu'ility centre; and in places of work and in institutions Non-formal educa-
Hon is' provided at all levels from top management through various supervisory levels, at dif-
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ferent types of technical and vocational institutions. The objectives are to promote community
development as well as individual and personal, and work development for the people.1

As reported by Thailand:

As in all traditional societies before a formal education system was developed (the
first formal school was established in 1870) all education took place in a,non-formal manner
through the Buddhist temples, through apprenticeship schemes, through the family;through
community elders, and for the elites through the palace. There was, however, no conscious
awareness that non-formal education_was beirg practised.

In 1937 the government formulated its first policy oft adult education. This policy
had two main aims, firstly to prOvide literacy traiMng, and secondly to provide citizenship
training. An adult education office wa established in the Ministry of Education in 1940, and
the first programmes for adults were mounted in the same year.

Not until -1954 was the concept of adult education broadened with the establish-
ment of TUFEC (Thai-UNESCO Fundamental Education Centre). There were 04 workers in
seven fields: health, agriculture, education, home making, village industri, and the production
of instnictional materials_

Since 1948 short vocational training courses have been offered, and in 1964/65 a new
flexible programme of short course vocational training was started from mobile schools.
(MTTS).

With the development ç funnional literacy-family life education courses in_ 1969
adult and non-formal education can be said to have passed its watershed, and achieved a
considerable degree of acceptability.2

Financial Resources

Of late, the desirability of programmes in non-formal education has received explicit
acknowledgement in national development plans. A good example of this recognition appears
in the Third National Development Plan, 1972-1976, of Thailand. Among the numerous
oljectives uf the Education Plan is the proposal to expand NFE:

"0 to promote adult and out-of-school education for drop-outs and those who have
no dpport unity to continue their studies by providing basic reading and writing classes as well
as vocational training to suit local needs,

o to improve adult education contents and mobile vocational training units to suit
sococonomic conditions of rural areas,

to promote the use of mass media in the development of adult education and to
improve and expand public libraries in areas which lack adult education centres, and

Questionnaire reply from the Nacional Liaison Committee of Singapore
2
Questionnaire reply from the Nacional Liaison Committee o Thailand.
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peo
to promote youth activities in local development and vocational training of young

In the light of these objectives, it would be interesting to examine the financial allo-

cations for NFE under these plans. Actual figures are not always easy to come by, but the

following should Ove some indication of relative magnitudes.

In Indonesia, the Firs', Five-year Educational Development Plan of 1969/1970-1973/
1974 estimated that in the first year of the Plan, 160 million Rp was to be spent on Com-
munity and Adult Education out of a total of 5,813 million Rp. for Education. This repre-

sents a meagre 2.8% of the total. Over the entire Plan period, L7 billion Rp. out of a total of
53.7 billion Rp. was to have been so spent, again only 3.2%. The Second Five-Year Educa-

tional Plan is equally spartan regarding NFE jesource allocations. A figure of 3 billion Rp. or
0,6% of the- total education budget is to be devoted to NFE prograMmes out of a total of
495,8 billion. Rp. However, a kige proportion of expenditure for "institutionWofficial train-
ing" may be devoted to NFE projects, and this _item is expected to account for 14_9% of the

Development Budget in education in 1974/1975, with the corresponding percentage being 13.8

for the entire plan period. By comparison, the allocation to the formal education system is
projected to finance and estimated growiii in enrolment and the number of teachers by 50% and

21% respectively between 1973 and 1978.2

Similarly, enrolment in the Khmer Republic is envisaged to grow by 12% between

1974 and 1978, while both the number of teachers and expenditure on education are expected

to increase 50% over the same period. Details on the allocations for NFE are unavailable, but it

was stated that the Directorate of Mash Education, Special, Out-of-School and Permanent
Education (DEMEP) would be set up with the following budget for 1974-1978.

DEMEP:.-Piqeet Budget (in US$) 1974-1978

StatT(Expert)
Training
Materials

TOTAL

1974

27,500
15,000

42,500

1975
30,000
35,000

9,000
74,000

1976
30,000
35,000

9,000
74,000

1977

20,000
9,000

29 ,000

1978

27,500
3,000

36,500
\

The above figures extracted from Questionnaire A: General Information do not, however, give
the whole picture, since the Report (p. 38) clearly indicates that an important roleis played

by other Ministries; Despite the lack of data, the authorities appear to be initiating a real effort
in the direc:tion of NFE.

The first Malaysia -Flan,--1966-1970, focussed attention on the formal education
,system, but also referred to the need for "the training of personnel outside the school system.' 3

Again no specific data for NFL programmes were Oven, but the budget for 'Other Programmes'

1Thailand; The Third National and Social Development Plan, 19724976 (Bangkok, 1972) pp.
256-60. Similar statements are to be found in Plans for Indonesia-and the Philippine&

Republic of Indonesia: Repelita-II, (Second Five-Year Flan) 1974-1978, Ch. 22 and Ch. 24.
3 Malaysia: Second Malaysia Plan (Kuala Lumpur, 1971), p. 228.
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accounted for only 0.7% of the total expenditure under the Plan. There was no explicit men-
tion of NFE programmes in the Second Malaysia Plan,1971-1975, but a total-budget of 537.3
million VMS envisaged, compared to tbe MS 329.4 million between 1966-1971. Of the former
fignre, 5.2% was allocated to 'other programmes', a considerable increase over the 1966-1970
allocation, while, of the allocated MS 1,921 million for agricultural development, 5.0% was to
be devoted to extension and services. The only other information available relates to liteiacy
(Questiormaire A: Literacy) where it is reported that iihe literacy budget declined from M$3.6
million 1968 to MS 1.3 million in 1972.

It was not possible to obtain exact data on total NFE expenditures in the Philippines.
However, detailed descriptions of NFE projects are available in at least two sectV. First ,
Special Programmes in education consist of manpower training, sports development, clornmunity
development, etc. and budget allocations for these are as follows: (values in million Pesos)

Special Projects & Development Programme
Total Education
% Special ProieCt/ Total Educatiou

FY1972

435.0

FY1973

61.8
523.8

11.8

FY1974

61,8
626.1

9.9

-FY1975---=

61.8
626.1

9.9

In addition, expenditures in the field of cooperatives and social welfare a e Oven as (million
PesCs):

FY1972 FY 975 % Growth

Family Welfare 2.73 3.64 + 33.3
Child & Youth Welfare 3.81 5.02 + 31.8
Vocational Rehabilitati n 1.55 1.97 + 27.1
Training & Research- 2.87 12.29 + 328.2
Fiel d Services 26.13 47.26 + 80,9

TOT AL 37.09 70.18 + 89.2

A similaily detailed description of NFE expenditures is furnished by Singapore for the
fiscal year 1973/1974. The .following is a brief summary of expenditure in 4 Ministries:2

Ministry
Budget .

(58 million)

(NFE Programme)

.8, million) Budget
Remarks

Educati on 259:T 0.76 Adult Education
Boa, d and CEPTA
T.V.

Culture 27.7 6.68 24.12 People's
Association

Finance 368.3 0,18 0.08 Staff Training
Institute

Labour 4.9 1.24 25.11 National
Productivity

TOTAL 660.6 10.17 1.54

Republic of the Philip iic s: Four-Year Development Plan FY 1972-1975 (Manila, 1971)

2 CMIIII-111111Cat i011 from Mr Chan K Kean, Chairman of National Liaison Committee, Singa-
pore, on 28th March 1974.
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While NFE exp,-.-,ditures form a sizeable proportion of some ministry budget, it is obvicus
that the overall percentage is quite small.

As mentioned above, Thailand has given pronnnence to non-formal education in its
latest development plan, but the proposed budgei for the Adult Education Division, Depai -
inent of General Education, represents only 1.5%-1 .6% of total expenditure for education
between 1972 and 1976. Some illustrative figures are:

Adult Education % of total 1972 1976
Budget 1.51 1.66
Enrolment 0.52 1.15-

The e phasis on formai education is agsin apparent from Table D.1.
.

Table D.1: Planned Growth of Enrolment. Number of Teachers and Education
Budgets in National Development Plans Percent

No. of
Enrohnent Teachers

50.3 20.9

Country

In donesia Second Five-Year Plan
1974-1978

Khmer Rep. Five-Year Development Plan
1974A978

Laos Second National Progamme
1975-1979

Malaysia Second Malaysia Plan
1970-1975

Philippines Four-Yea' Development Plan
1972-1975

Thlanil Third National Development Plan
1972-1976

Vietnam Educational Development Plan
1972-1975

Singapore
1973-1977

udget

12.0 59.8

2 2.

24.4 33.3

22.8 33.8

24.4 23.3 38.8

33.8 36.3 23.8

45.74

53.9

1The total budget for the Plan period is 495.8 billion Rp. (Repelita II, 1974-1978).

2For Laos, enrolment figures of 295,750 are given for 1973. There are also 9,113 tcchcrs
(Second Nation0 Programme 1975-1979).

3The Second Malaysia Plan envisages education expenditure to be MS 537.3 million. By 1973,
63.4% of this figure had been spent.

4Sinppore has "no formal plan for the development of education in the coming years'
(Reply in Questionnaire A). However, it is estimated that government current expenditure will grow irorn
S$210 million in 1972/1973 to SS 306 million Li 1976/1977.

Sources: Responses to General Information Questionnaire.

Finally, enrolment, number of teachers and expenditures are expected to increase by
a third between 1972 and 1975 in Vietnam. However, from available data, the participation of
NFE appears to be small, as the following data show:
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Vietnam: Enrolment, Teachers and Expenditure in NEE Literacy/Adult Education as a
Proportion of Total Enrohnent Number of Teachers and Educational Expenditures
1972/1973-1975/1976

1972/1973 1975/1976
Enrolment 0.76% 2.97%
Teachers 0.94 0.07
Expenditures 0.11 0.29

It would, therefore, appear from the description above that, despite the publicity
accorded to the development of NFE programmes, the financW support for these remains re-
latively meagre. In fact, while it is expected that enrolment will increase four to.tive times, so
as to become about 3% of that in formal education (which is obviously a very modest target),
the number of teachers would be drastically reduced.

It is perhaps appropfiate to end this section, as we be-gan, with a quotation

"Despite the fact that there are more than fifty different 'organized programm s of
adult and non-formal education in operation, still only a small proportion of educators are
aware of the crucial role that non-formal education must play, if rapid and smooth social, cul-
tural and economic development is to be achieved. In general it is only those officials who are
working directly or indirectly in the field of non-formal education anti a few other educational
officials at the highest level who are fully aware of the concept and'its importance. The im-
portance of non.fonnal education is not felt either by the central budgetary officials or the
central planning officis."1

1-Questionnaire reply from the National Liaion Commit _ of Thailand.
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Chapter Three

LITERACY

-COMUFT AND MEANING OF -LITERACY-

Conceptualization of literacy is applicable at the individual level as well as at the
societal level. Illiteracy does not necessarily deime a person. Indeed the mere allegation that an
adult illiterate is deficient assumes that literacY is a necessary commodity for the society,

I.
In almost all SEAMEO countries,' educational authorities are anxious to stress that

the total eradication of illiteracy is one of their country's ultimate objectives. But the problem

to be tackled is vast and complex, and it has to be. admitted that the achievement of its ,

objeatives, at least for those countries which still have a lilgh illiteracy rate, lies in the distant '

future.
But what is really meant by literacy?

At the societal level pre-literate societies..need to undergo a process of literization be-

fore their members can be considered literate. Such a proc4s is really a culturg metamorphosis

and will not be achieved through the relative simple " Phabetization" of the population. It
implies, more fundamentally, the internalization of a lit xacy consciousness, and that the sIdll
will _be operational and functional. In this context, literacy is not just the proportion of people

who can read and write, but more important are'the cireumstances which compel the people to

be able to read and write, the level of development forcing the people to do so, and printed
material so plentiful that one feels alienated if one cannOt react.and write. This last contingency

has not always been the case in developing areas: In the countries we studied, the official
concept and the meaning of literacy is almost universal. In any modern society, reading and
writing are taken for granted as an indispensable gement in a Person's equipment for living.
Children are taught to read and write at the earlieSt 'possible age, for the rest or their education
depends on their possession of the skill of literacy. ' The whole social, pudtical and ecqnomic
structure of a civilized society rests on the aisumption that every citizen can communicate,
and be communicated with by means of the written or printed word:Howirer, -this does not
apply-Vail parts of each country, or to each group of the population.

With the exception of Singapore, which stated that the question of illiteracy is no longer

considered a major problem befause of its satisfactory literacy rate, due to the universal primary education,

the high levo of secondary education arid its urban character.

6 0
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The Development of the Concept

It has always been inure convenient. for operational purposes, to speak about Ineracy
at the individual level. Until the early I960's most governments adilered to the Unesco stand-

ard proposed by one of its committees that:
"A person is literate who can, with under ndinu, both read and write a short s mple
statement on his everyday life")

This leads to conceptualizing literacy as a minimum level of "education" to which the greatest
possible numher of illiterates should be brought. The reading and writing-skill of individuals is
the end in itself and considered as isolated entities separated from their environment.

Still every government prescribes variations in mterpreting this concept, namely, from
writing his own name up to the level equivalent to a certain grade completion of a fonnal
school (usually third or fourth grade). The significance of literacy rests on the assumption that
in order to engage in modernization processes more educated people are required. Literacy is

-considered as the minimuni 11 Of-edncation Which Will eriabk= reople to take part Jr the
.development processes.

With- this concept in mind, almost all countries conside1iteracy as one of the projects
of edit 'Am', especiallY non-formal education. In one country it is called adult education, in
another community education or mass education, depending upon the administrative structures

of the respective count rtes,

Some countries deseribed literacy as the first and important step toward further edu-

= cation They launched t he mass literao, programme.to teach illiterat8 reading and writing and
a little arith metic. The committees ill charge of the eradication of illiteracy were not the respon-
sibility of only one ministry, but involved other ministries as and the programme was
considered as a national campaign against illiteracy. This era is normally :ailed the traditional

literacy period.

Later it was found that the traditional aritroacli to .lipracy was difficult in several

ways. By teaching too simple reading and writting only, it dispersed in a minimum of time and
often wasted its efforts. By mobilizing untrained instructors and school teachers, using available

materials -usually primary- sehool textbooksit tended to treat adults as children./And by
viewing literacy as a consumption item, it limited the funds available from national budgets

which could ill afford to waste money on "low priorities".

Seeing these weaknesses, soniC countries felf the necessity of taking care of the n
literates by providing them with follow-up activifies such as reading material, reading centres or
small libraries and community classes. Being able to read and write was no longer an end in
itsel f, hut applying the skill for further learning and understanding written material was equally

if not more important_ Literacy was not just..teaching the alphabet. It should be followed by
creating the situation that people would feel the gain of being literate.

Unr Eprr c jiOie on rin StAtidardization Educition,il Statistics (1951).
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It was not until the beOnning of the '1960's en the so caed traditional and the
mass concept of literacy was changed into a trend to differentiate betwen a "literate".person
and a "functionally literate" person as proposed in the 1962 UNESGO definition:

"A person is literate when he has acquired the essential knowledge, and skills which

enable him to engage in all those activities in which literacy is required for effective functioning
in his group and community, and whose attainment in reading and writing and arithmetic
makes a possible for him to continue to use these skills towards Ids own and die Community's

development.'"

This definition w__ elaborated further by UNESCO, which proposed:

In quantitative terms, the standard of attainment in functional literacy may be

equalized to the 'skills of reading and writing and arithmetic achieved after a set number

-years of primary or elementary schooling."1

Both statements adopted by the International Committee of Experts on Literacy Problems

(Paris 1962) were &affirmed by a later conference of the Ministers of Education in Teheran in

1965.

This World Congress of .Ministem of Education approved the UNESCO proposd of.
literacy teaching which stressed a selective, intensive and work-oriented strategy and accepted

the concept of functional literacy, with the corollary that literacy teaching, while it must be

integrated with a country's educational programme, could no longer be viewed as a pucely

educational matter but vras to an even greater extent bound up with general social, economic

and cr.ltural development, and, as, such, should have the support of the public as a whole.

It appeared that a large number of developing countries all over the world, including
the:.SEAMEO countries, expressed their interest in this new concept of functional literacy,
since the objectives will be not only to bring about literacy but development as well.

, Since the adoption _of this new definition, the countries we studied have already sub-

scribed to functional literacy linked to development programmes or commurdty needs. How-

ever, some countries may not completely abandon the massive, undifferentiated approach as a

means of stemming illiterack. These countries reported a mixture; the traditional approach was

followed in many areas while at the same time they started the selective approach as eXperimen-

tal projects in other areas. Since results of these experimental projects have not yet been pro-

duced, it still remains to be seri whether tWs new concept will definitively be adopted or not

in the SEAMEO region.

1962).
Meeting of the International Committee of Experts on Literacy Problems (Paris une 18-28,
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Literacy-and Developinent

In examining the relation between literacy and development, previous studies showed
that the existence of such relationship was not doubted,1 but it was not necessarily a matter of
cause and effect in the sense that an increase in literacy should be seen to have an automatic
result in raising the per capita income of a community. The contribution which literacy could
make to economic development still depended upon many other circumstances of the country
concerned.

In a recent study,2 it was indicated that the value of literacy will be greatest whenever
there are opportunities for the exercise of literacy skills in the daily functioning of the funily
at work and in the home. It cotAd be particularly significant in cases where development takes
the form of the improvement of production or the increase of services. That literacy would
have both direct and indirect effects on ircreasing productivity could safely be assumed, pro-
vided that it was given beyond the elementary stage, and the concept and meaning were pro-
gressively transformed into work-oriented literacy. ,

It may be stated that at present must educational authorities agree with the view that
literacyincluding arithmeticshould have the very practical purpose of serving development.

However, not all development authorities in the SEAMEO countries are convinced
that even this new type of literacy which is geared to their very purposes is really one of the
necessary development inputs. Could one, for instance, not teach better agriculturM methods,
and have these adopted by the farmers, without their being literate? Several examples could' be
quoted of such cases. However, a good number of studies in different developing countries have
disclosed that there are three main factors which are favourable to the adoption of new farm
practices, namely, education, larger size of farm and contacts outside the village Obviously,
these three factors are usually strongly interrelated, as it is loOcal that the better-to-do farmers
will have some education, and have outside contacts. Nevertheless, the educational factor re-,
mains, even when isolated, as has been done in some cases. It is Mso interesting to note that the
replies from the SEAMEO countries concerning.difficulties, experienced in agricultural exten-
sion, nearly all mentioned 'lack of literacy.", "lack of arithmetic", "lack of basic biological
knowledge" It should be added that, although the results of the evaluation studies carried out
in the various Unesco experimental work-oriented projects have not been published, it would
seem that there is indeed a positive relationship between "literacy" and in'creased income in
agriculture.

A much older study, carried out by the Unesco Research Centre on the So'8ial Impli-
cations of Industdalization in Southern Asia, also showed that, in large textile factories in Bom-
bay and Calcutta, there was a peculiar difference between the productivity of literate and illi-
terate workers. One could not say that there was a statistically significant difference between
the performance of a literate and an illiterate spinner, or weaver, or dyer, but it appeared that
all the maintenance men (who were better Paid) were literate.

1-UNESCO: Literacy as a Factor in Development, Working paper for rile World Congess of
Ministers of Education, Teheran, September 1965.

2 KM. Phillips, Literacy and Development, UNESCO publication, Paris, 1970.
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Similarly, the study by Phillips already quoted, did not find direct producti ty ad-

van: ages, but it was found that there was a significant difference in favour of the literate facto-
ry workers who.tended to be more accurate, more punctually on time, less accident-prone, etc.
It should not be forgotten that the full impact of literacy in a factory can be fel: only when
all.the workers (or at least I hedarge majority) are literate, since only then will it be feasible to
change the whole production system and to use Nritten explanations and orders instead of oral

ones. Therefore, only when the near total factory population is literate and particularly when
they have acquired ,at the same time the necessary understanding and skills of the functioning
and maintenance of their machines will it be possible to fully appreciate the value of work-
oriented literacy which would permit the switch to a far more efficient production system.

This means that functional literacy and/or work-oriented literacy, imparting technical
skill3 and understanding as well as literacy, can best be taught by those, who, either-in rural
development or in factories, are the technicians who know the trade and have also learnt how
to impart these abilities along with the literacy factor. The latter should not be regarded as a
by-product only, since it does provide tremendous advantages, particularly in the modem pro-
duction process.

High yielding seed varieties are more complicated to cultivate; the planting distance,
amount of water, quantity and type of fertilizer, plant protection etc. are not always the same,

while it cannot be expected that personal contact iAith an extention offi.cer is so frequent that
his advice dan be requested at any time when a parlicfflar difficulty is encountered. Therefore,
printed information, reinforced whenever possible by radio broadcasts, would appear to be the

answer. But this means that the extension service itself,agricultural or industrial,should be in-
terested in imparting literacy along,with technical advice and demonstrations.

This does not mean that they should all become literacy,teachers, but it does imply
that development personnel should recognize the importance of.khe functionality of literacy,

and be willing to assist it by giving their advice in planning and programming, and in the im-
plementation as well.

B. LITERACY IN SEAMEO COUNTRIES

INDONESIA

Literacy Situation

One of the main achievements since the Proclamation of Independence in 1945 was
,the setting up of a literacy campaign for the adult population (aged 13 and over). This cam=

paign throughout the country was carried out by a levels of the society widch vxre literate,
under the leadership of the Community Education workers. The President commanded the
total eradication of illiteracy in four years, beginning August 17,1960Independence Dayon
which the President traditicnally makes the political statement of the government. Within

four years 24 million people have ,been freed from illiteracy, accortIng to .a government
statement.

On 31 December 1964 when Indonesia was declared free from illiteracy, the total
literate population was 98,006,002 out of 98,305,345 people of 10 years of age and beyond.
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The criterion used was that someoue would be considered literate if he could read and write the
Roman scdpt in the form of simple sentences as well as perfonn simple arithmetic. The test for
an area to be considered free from illiteracy was carried out in three stages, i.e.

the village test (house to how. pling):

2. the distnct test ( randon sampling):

3. the general check-up thr;ghiout the distil s ests on the spot in public place-

Notwithstanding the results gained during the campaign, the literacy rate in the sub-
sequent years has fallen very drastically. This was due to three factors:

the more sopliicti.aled'criterion used in Judging the level of literacy;

2. the minimum standard of skill of the literates and the low level of teaching quality
of the volunteer teachers/instructors:

3, the lack of using reading ability because of the inadequacy of reading materials and
their insufficient quantities.:

It was soon recognized since the first years -if the literacy campaign that reading and
writing was not an end in itself, and the achievement would have do real significance whatso-
ever for the people, if not followed by further systematic and orderly care and guidance for the
newly literate adults. as pointed out above,

1.

`1-0 carr out this post-literacy programme, a vaSt amount of furnis was needed, and
this was riot available: the economic condition in the sixties was very hard so that neither
community contdbutions nor government budget coUld be expected. Based on the census
figures of 1971, the literacy rate was 60% among the population of 10 yearsof age and over,
the rate for men being high (70%) than that for woMen (49%).

Organization and Administration

In Indonesia, the literacy programme is the sole responsibility of the Directorate of
Community Education, one of the sixteen directorates within the Ministry of Education and
Cultuie. Supervision and inspection at the field level are carded out through the 130 provincial
inspectorates and 560 district and 1529 sub-distdct offices of Community Education. Under
the guidance of those supervisors, Community Education Committees at the local level are
established to set up programmes in all sorts of community education activities including litera-
cy. Since officials from various government and non-government agencies are included, efforts
have been made to come to an organizational stmeture which will make inter-agency co-opera-
tion possible.:

There are about 11,000 personnel working in the Directorate of Community Educa-
tion from the national level down to the rield level. In the community development program-
mes, where literacy it one of the objectives, the Community Education field workers are asked

,So take care of the reaclingclasses. Besides literacy teaching, the Community Education Office

is in charge also of conducting post-literacy classes, family-life education courses and vocational

or leadership training courses. Community Education Centres are also its responsibility.
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Actual literacy teaching is done by 7126 volunte ostly school teachers, but also
Tillage officials, prisoners, housewives, etc.) who should receive 7 days of training; in1972,

640 were trained according to the reply. The number enrolled was 72,404 men-and
62,688 women in 1972, of which number 46,249 and.40768, respectively, passed the test (both
64% approximately). The budget increased from Rp. 38 million in 1970- io Rp. 56 million in
1972 (if 1/5 of the total Community Education effort is assumed to be spent on literacy work).

This implies a unit cost of Rp. 418 per adult enrolled, or 643 rupiahs per adult made literate

(US$ :.55 respectively) in 1972.

Private Agencies

Many private and community bodies exist at the loc0 level which may contribute to

the implementation of literacy programmes. Tfte most important among the youth orgardza-

- Lions is the PRAMUKA or the Boy Scouts and the Girl Guides Association. Many women's

organizations are very active in conducting non-formal or informal education activities in the

field 'of home-making, ,family-life education including family planning and the like. They may

integrate literacy teaching in these activities

Functional Literacy

Since -1970 _ndonesia emuked upon experimental projects in functional literacy.
UNESCO assistance was requested, L.It so far the projects have been carried out by domestic

resources. Seven micro-experimental projects were conducted covering different subjects: an

erosion-control project in C.ritral Java, farming-orientatiOn in West Java, afforestation in Kali-

manan, fishery in Sulawesi, home-making in urban Jakarta and instructors in functional
literacy training In Ea.;t.Java. The primers and teachers' manuals were produced at Headquarters

after identification of the field of interest of the villages concerned.

Although the training of instructors Is longer (2 weeks) and offered to relatively more

persons (175), taking into account the small number of projects, the duration is not regarded

as enou

However, the results remain to be seen and evaluation of the projects was not yet

available so far.

KILMER REPUBLIC

Literacy Situation

According to the, Census Report of 1962 the literacy rate among persons of 10 years

old and Over was 41.4% in rur4 and 64.4% in the very few urban areas, providing a total of

44%. As llsual, literacy among men was considerably higher than among women: 67% as
against 15% in rur, and 87% vs_ 40% in urban areas.

At present the totO literacy rate is estimated to be at lust 60%1 hile the total popu-

lation has increased from 5.7 to apprcodmately 7.2 million.
7

1Estimate by R. Duyiensart (Unesco) and B. Ughetto (ILO) in 1973 'Republique Ithmere, Pro,
j'et de tes ructuration du systeme d'education," p.6. Unesco, 1973 (mimeo).
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Mms Literacy Campaigi

In the mid-sixties the Khmer Government had embarked upon the task of putting all
possible, resources into a national literacy campaign which engaged the whole nation. In 1904
an "Ordre t.)=SerAce was issued by the Premi!'; nominating all Cabinet members to become,
members of a Permanent National Committee for Literacy responsible to carry out the literacy

0 campaign. The National Assembly pzmed the law on August 19, 1965, requiring all citizens
aged 10-50 yeam to be literate ill the Khmer language. Later the same law was imposed upon
alien residents aF well to read and wfite in the Khmer language, acquiring a certificate of
literacy of a certain level. To carry out this programme all literate citizens should take part in
this drive in teaching literacy.

A total of approximately 32,000 volunteers consisting of school uthchers, civil servants.
students and Buddhist monks were reported-to have taught in literacy classes without expecting
any remuneration, since it was a legal obligation .of,every literate citizen. Thc national budget
covered the necessary,gxpenditures, and the people, fully aware of the significance of being
literate, voluntarily conlfibuted to the classes whatever they had at their disposal. From 1965
to 1968, 1.17 million persons attended literacy courses out of 1.25 million illiterates and
387,000 obtained their certificates.

Admintration

The Ministry of Education is the bOdy which directs all educational and cultural acti-
vities including adult education carried out through the Directorate General of Education.
Since 1971 the Ministry of Community Development coordinated all programmes in this res-
pect. The campaign failed to continue because of the war. but the government still plans to
continue the literacy programmes in the framework of community development.

Functional Literacy

In 1973 a new committee was established called the National Committee for Isron-
Formal Education (CONENF) with the task of re-inforcing non-form:A education programmes
including literacy classes. One of the significant projects is its pilot project in functional
literacy in order to determine the actual needs of the population, to train key personnel and
to organize courses in the non-war zones.

It is anticipated that literacy programmes will be expanded after this experiment and
training project, but no diCision has been made in this respect. Howeverthe government is
deeply convinced of the need for reforms of the total education to see that it becomes more
closely linked with the actual needs of the population. Non-formal education is to be the task
of various ministries, such as Apiculture, Health, etc. It will be the task of the newly created
Directorate of Mass and Permanent Education (DEMEP) to,establish co-ordination of efforts as
well as integration of the formal and non-formal modes of education.
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LAOS

Literacy SItuatIon

The percentage of literacy as officially recorded was approximately 10%in 1930,25%

in 1960 and the latest estimate of 30.35% waS made in 1968.1 Various studies have been car-

ried out to determine the literacy level, .7hich will be discussed later in qecticni D, "Level and

Organization of Literacy".

Organization and Admiiisiraton

Within the government system literacy has always been the responsibility ot the

_Direc orate of Primary and Adult Education of the Ministry of Education. Very significant is

the Decree on the National Plan (1969-1974) by which, among other things, a National Literacy

Committee was set up consisting of representatives of various ministries and aiming at the

integration a the intensive literacy and adult education action into the overall development of

the Vientiane Plain, A Decree of last year will establish libraries in rural areas and provide

reading materials. Non-tormal education including literacy programmes is carried out through

the Rural Centres for Community Education (Centres Ruraux d'Education Communautaire, or

CREC). These Rural Centres were created since 1962 in accordance with the principles qf the

Lao Education Reform introduced that year. These institutions reflect in fact the rural educa-

tion system. A CREC" may be established in a building specially constructed for this purpose,

but it could also he housed in a simple pagoda si-hooL a public school or anywhere else. The

community is responsible for looking after the CREC.

Another significant effort is the literacy programme organized by the Army for about

10 years among its illiterate recruits. The Army has, moreover, contributed significantly also to

the promotion of literacy in isolated villages by establishing schools. There are about 40,000

pupils and 1,200 teachers, generally non-commissioned officers, in these schools.

Last but not least, it has been a long establi. hed tradition for the Buddhist temples

throughout the country to teach literacy, particularly to boys.Their contribution is always a

significant one.

Functional Literacy

Since 1969 a National Committee for Functiqnal Literacy was sct up in charge of the

preparation, the implementation and the training of "animators" with regard to functional

literacy. The Directorate of Primary and Adult Education is responsible for the exPerimental

functional literacy programme carried out in 5 out of 12 regions. About 3,350 villagers partici-

pate in this experiment; it is remarkable that only.207 dropped out before they finished the

course. In addition, the Directorate of Primary and Adult Education is responsible for the

community -libraries for the rural population. A committee was set up to facilitate-this drive to

circulate all possible publications, to r'ectublish books covering subjects needed by the rural

communities including agriculture.

'Taking into considera tion the campaign against illiteracy conducted in the zones' under the

fltr1 of the "Patriotic Front." the literacy rate would in fact be higher than that given above.
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However, it is reported that there is still a general shortage of nearly all teaching
materials and books, wfdch is understandable, taking into consideration the prolonged period
of hostilities in the country.

MALAYSIA

literacy Situation

Malaysia consists of three parts, and it is usefulkto follow this dhision for the purpcse
of assessing the literacy level th the three areas, West Malaysia, Sarawak and Sabah. The-literacy
level in Malaysia around 1960 (1960 in Sabah and Sarawak and 1957 in West Malaysia) was
ranging from 21% in Sarawak to 51% in West Malaysia. Like the other SEAMEO countries there
were more literates among men than among women:The situation considerably improved in the
'sixties. The figure for 1970 was 61% for West Malaysia, while in the whole of the cou-ntry the
pfimary school enrolment figures for girls are higher which will improve the female literacy
level.

Administration

Literacy classes in Malaysia are the responsibility of the Ministry of Rural Develop-
ment, Division of Community Development and Adult Education, side by side with" other
programmes as follows:

1. -Home economic classes
2. Child care centres
3. Work-oriented classes vocational classes
4. Romanized literacy classes
5. Pligious classes.

Eradication of illiteracy is particularly understood as the teaching of reading and
writing in the national language, using the Roman alphabet, especially in the rur0 areas. Each
course covers a period of three years, and has been implemented by the Ministry of Rural
Development since 1961.. This programme is expected to countinue until 1975.

There is another important programme in literacy conducted by the 1*.7dona1 Goodwill
Department, the main objective of which is the teaching of literacy in thc National Language
among the non.Malay speaking population. However,.teaching in other languages or vocational
skills is also cOnducted on request. Together with other goodwill activities, these classes are
intended to foster national unity.

However, with regard to the literacy programme, the goal is to reduce an estimated
three million illiterate adults in 1961 to the minimum in 1975. From 1973, concrete steps were
taw to switch the programme from the trathtional 3R's to the functional literacy concept.
The next few years should see more emphasis on family life education incorporated into the

acy programme.

The total personnel engaged in literacy work numbers 1376 and has received a special
two weeks training. This is deemed enough for traditional literacy teaching, but not for
functional literacy, as will now be their task. Moreover, the text-books are also being revised; a
standard core text will be maintained, but changes will be made according to the cultural and

4
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econorruc,situation of the area or

PHILIPPINES

oup concerned.

cy Situation

According to the statistics, the Philippines has achieved a very successful work in_

reducing the rate of illiteracy. In 1948 the rate was 40%; it was better Ln 1960 when it was 28%
aid still better in 1970 at 17%.

Compuliory primary education in the Philippines wasstartedin 1935. But not until
1937 when the suffrage was extended to women, .were parents encouraged to send their
daughters to school. However, only 80% of the children aged 7-12 were enrolled in 1960 (the
sathe rate for boys and girls), but full enrothnent was achieved around 1970. In the same year
secondary school enrollment reached' the level of 40% for both boys and girls. While it is true
that the illiteracy rate in this- country decreased from 48.8% in 1948 to 28.8% in 1960, the
number of illiterates increased from 5,024,856 in 1948 to 5,072,124 in 1960,1 an increase of
approiriniately 4,000 per year. TIris increase was less and less in the succeeding years and has
now become a decrease.

Administnition and Legislation

In 1937 the Office of Adult Education was created with the task to wipe out illiteracy
and to provide the adult citize s with the necessary civic knowledge and skill training (Law

No. 80, 1937).

By virtue- of Presidential Executive Order No. 94 (October 4, 1947) this office was
converted into the Division fcl/Ir Adult and Community Education under the Bureau of

'Public Schools. Since,then Adult Education became the extension of public schools and thus
an integral part of the total education programme. Within this programme, literacy objectives
were stated: "The immediate -objective of adult education in the Philippines is the eradication
of illiteracy and the promotion of better ways of life for those of the population who had not
yet received the benefit of an edudrition.-

Besides the government \bodies such as public schools, the Bureau of Prisons and
others, there are non-govemmenta; organizations which are teaching literacy, such as civic and
mligious organizations, Girl Guides and Boy Scouts, the Rural ImprovernentClubs, the Philip-
pi:. Rural Reconstruction Movement. \

There are special programmeS as well which conduct literacy training for ethnic
groups, nomads, factory hands, agricultural labourers, fishermen, etc. Attendance at literacy
cou'rses is free but not obligatory. A national centre was established to handle the technical
matters of the Division of Adult and Community Education.

'

randum No 22, S. 1966 entided "The Six Year Intensive Literacy and Adult Education
Drive," in R.S. Valino, The Six Year intensive Adult Education Drive (19664972) in Penang Seminar
Document. (SEAMEO/SEADAG)
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The Six Year Intensive Literacy and Adult Education Driv 1966-1972)

After the World Congress of Ministers of Education in Teheran in September 1965,
the Philippine Government, through the Bureau of Public Schools, issued a Menorandum (No..
22, S. 1966) entitled "The Six-Year Intensive Literacy and Adult Education Drive," which has
as its main objective to make the adult illiterates functionally literate within a period ofsix
years. This action was in line with the Five-Year Education Programme of the Bureau of
Public Schools, 1965-1970.

In addition, this drive aimed at providing broad programmes in adult non-formal e,duca-
tion in terms of acquiring knowledge, skills and attitudes in the vocational field, citizenship,
health, socio-cultural and moral life. These activities are also intended to prevent the neo-
literates from reverting to illiteracy.

This drive will be extended for another five years operative from 1972 to 1977,
but the target in the present National Plan is more modest: to reduce by 25% the number of
illiterates in the 15-35 years age group. Still, this would mean that approximately 90,000
adults should 'become literate every, year.

Language

The national language in the Philippines is the Pilipino language, the modernization
of one of the main vernacular languages, Tagalog. In 1968 the Government has come through
with the printing of the primers in three vernaculars and the teacher's manual.

In addition, the Summer Institute of Linguistics is serving the Bureau of Public Schools,
having prepared primers for approximately 24 of the minor languages out of which five have
been used regularly by the public schools in teaching children and adults in the minority
commpruties , and supplementary reading Materials for approiimately 26 of the minor languages.

Teachet:s and Participants

Different than in other countries in general, in the,Philippines literacy education is the
extension of school education. The Division Superintendent of Schools and his staff ate con-
cerned with the direct implementation of the adult and cornmunity education programme. The
sChool teachers are responsible both for teaching and developing contacts with local agencies, go-
vernment and private, for satisfactory co-operation in adult education or community develop-
ment. At the forefront of the adult and community programme are the adult and community
education (ACE) teacher-coordinators who are assiped to conduet the actual implementation of
the programme, from designing and developing adult education projects, coordinating the co-
operational activities of various agencies, to organizing the adult education classes.

The number of teachers and participants involved reflects the intensity of the pro-
gramme and varies according to the activities carried out every year:
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Participants in Adult Literacy Courses, 1968-1972
(Th ousands)

Male Female Total' Percentage
Passed

Enrolled Passed Enrolled Passed Enrolled Passed (rounded)

1968 37.6 18.4 55.5 16.2 933 29.6 32

1969 n.a n.a n.a. n.a. 834 34.2 41

1970 30.6 16.7 38.1 21.6 68.7 38.3 , 55.

1971 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 64.4 36.3 57

1972 ,24.1 14.5 79.4 18.7 53.5 33.2 62

The Table shows that, although the total number enrolled decreased, the percentage.
of "passes" became much higher. However, their number stayed far below the-target. The
numbers of teachers were not Oven, but it appeared that in the year the largest number was
registered, there were 1055 full-time and 6151 part-time teachers.

The change from traditional to functional literacy did not seem to affect the imple-
menta:ion structure of adult education very much. At least, the primers are not work-oriented
and of a very general nature, which, if it is certain that they are on subjects of genuine interest
to the learners, would make them acceptable, although this seems rather doubtful. For the
more advanced courses (after 35 hours of more elementary courses) the reading materids are
aimed at family life education, citizenship, health and the like (35 hours). Finally for courses
attaining mature reading habits (40 hours) the materiA for reading appears more varied and
really oriented townrds the interests of the participants..

The SALAM Project

The SALAM Project is the Special Action for Literacy AdVancement of Muslims. The

project involves the twin aspects of the Adult and Community Education programLiteracy
and Continuing Education. In ti,L literacy phase, the Arabic script (not the language) is being

utilized in four main Muslim vernaculars, Tausog, Maranaw, Maguindanaw and Saaal. While
basic literacy is being tackled, the continuing education phase covers coneepts and information

.on the Philippine Constitution, impodant decrees, orders, and instrUctions. T:he program also

draws out integrated training activities in the areas of citizenship, livelihood, home and family
life and the sociocultural and moral life of the Muslims.

SINGAPORE

For Singapore, illiteracy is no mere considered to be a major problem. Universal pri-
mary education is practically achieved and the rate ofenrolment in secondary education is high.

The task of literacy in Singapore has been determined as the ability to read with un-
derstanding a newspaper in any of the four official languages or in any other language. This

criterion is far more stringent than that used in the-1957 census, which means that the actual
improvement since 1957 is even greater than the figure indicated.
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The rate of literacy in 1970 was 72.2% among the population of 10 years and over
(83.8% among men and 60.0% among women).Arnong the illiterate persons 29.8% were_ males
and 70.2% were 'females. The majority of_the- illiterates were in the older age groups with the
largest number comprising women aged-25 years and over (79%), in particular 45 years and over
(92.9%). Among the economicallY active ponPulation which was 46 % of the total population
aged 10 and over, the_literacy rate was 81.5% as compared with 64.1% among the inactive
group. The significant- difference was again essentially due to the low literacy rate of women
who were horneworkeis in the older age groups without having previous formal education.

Currently, the language programme of the adult education agencies is oriented to-
ward ti e promotion of literacy" in a second or third language so as to faeilitafe communica-
tion between people of different races and speaking different languages. It that many
persons classified as not literate" are attending language classes organized by the various'adult
education agencies though no statistics are currently available.

THAILAND

Liter y Situancin

Since the Compulsory Education Act in 1921, there was a steady rise in the rate of
literacy until the outbreak of the second World War. The task of teaching literacy among the
adult population was transferred in 1940 to the Division of Adult Education. In that year the
govemmeth adopted a policy demanding illiterate adults to attend adult education classesto
learn how to read and write in Thai. The classes were organized by the Ministry of Education
in rural as well as In urban areas, throughout the country. Other mintstries and government
agencies cooperated 'in this drive. Until 1944, 1,409,868 adults became literate., Literacy
classes were decreased dunng and after World War II, but .revived again in the framework of
community developmcnt during the year 1950.

Comparing the census data of 1947 and .1960, it appears that the rate of literacy in-
creased from 52% to 68%; but the absolute number of illiterates remained more or less un-
changed. From the 1960 census data it' can be seen that illiteracy rates increase with age, a
sharp rise being noticed beyond age 45-49 years. This reflects/the effects of the literacy cam-
paign which was begun in the thirties. The 1970 census showed that the literacy rate had

increased to 82%.

Three Progarnmes

With its high literacy percentage, it is understandable that Thailand does not have a
huge adult literacy \programme. In fact there are three:/ the first, catering to about 1525 .
participants in the fiist cycle and 814 in the second, each, of 6 months duration, is. the Funda-
mental Education programme. It is the continuation of a Orograthme started by'a joint Thailand

UNESCO experiment in 1954 and combining literaCy with community development.
This programme is very close to the second, Functional Literacy, with which it will be com-
bined. This second programme recently (Octr 1973) organized a Training Seminar at Ithon
Kaen where ,the participants were shOwn, not only by/ demonstration but particularly by per-
sonal participation, the various stages of setting up a ikork-oriented programme: finding out the
needs of the clientele, discussing with them and technical specialists what ean be done about
them, drawing up a programme. implementing and evaluating it. The present Functional Litera-
cy Programme is implemented in 261 ClasSeR with approximately 5,000 participants.
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Finally, there is the School Equivalency 'programme, established for those who
somehow missed primary school, or want to get a certificate for further studies..requiring

a particnlar level. The first stage of :this programme is equal to the second grade primary (2193

participants), while the second stage in which 2860 persons are now enrolled is identical with

the 4th grade. Each stage is done in one school year during the evening hours, using the same

bookl as at school and taught by the same tiachers, probably in much the same way. There is a

great interest in the third stage (58,672 participants) equivalent to upper-primary or the 7th

grade, since this certificate opens the way, to furthentschooling. There are further equivalency

programmes, up to full secondary level, but this is obviously far beyond that of literacy in the'

_usual sense of the term. ;

Follow-up Activiti

The Adult Educatichi Division in the Ministry of Education is responsible for the pro-

grammes mentioned above and shares the responsibility with any :other agencies willing to

organize programmes or assisting- in follow-up work. For instance, municipalities, or the
University Women Association co-operate in various activities of follow-up work, such-as orga-

nizing village libraries, reading centres, distdbution of wall newspapers, productibn of special

readers for new literates, etc. The Adult Education Division has planned to establish over 7,000

village newspaper reading centres and to distribute 160,000 wail newspapers by 1976.

A

Finully, the literacy work of other government ag,encia should be mentioned: the

:armed forces organize courses for their recruits not having completed the full four years

, primary school, the Thai Rural Reconstruction Movement (a non-governemnt agency), and

finally the Ministey of the Interior, which provided- literacy classes for prisoners, taught 'by

the prison staff and prisoners of a higher educational level.

Personnel and Budget

The Adult Education Division has a total of 710 pemonnel, of whom 683 are engaged

in actual literacy teaclnngOnly the 200 persons teaching functional literacy received 7 to 10

days special pre-or hi-service trairthig, while the whole school equivalency programme is the

responsibffity, as pointed out,- of regular school teachers. There is felt to be a need for training

of adult literacy administrators and inspectors. At present, this work is done by the regular
provincial inspectorate. There are no serious shortages of teaching materials, although some

books should be revised, being too academic.

VIETNAM

Literacy Situation

The difficulty of assessing the literacy situation in a single percentage was Llready

discusse , and is also experienced when the sit ation in Vietnam is studied.

Clearly, besides the various problems mentioned, Vietnam has been a country at war

for many years which makes it practically impossible to obtain reasonably reliable estimates,

let alone exact figures.

Starting in 1954 Vietnam immcdiiitely utilized its few years of relative peace to carry
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out a strong literacy campaign which started with 3,106 classes and 127,493 participants,
culininated in 1957 when there were 17,794 classes with a huge 1,033,751 enrolment and
tapered off, either due tnthe war, or to a satisfactory degree of literacy reached by this pro-
gramme, to a 9,000, 5,000 and 2,000 class affair in the years 1960-1962. The latest figure given
in the Table was 40 classes with 1974 Paiticpants in 19700-

However, by 1962 a total of 3.89 million adthts hdd enrolled, gthough it is kit clear
how many became actually literate. In that year the illiteracy rate of Vietnam was, according
to page. 106 of the Unesco Working Paper "Statistics of Illiteracy," prepared for the Teheran -
World Conference (1965), very high: 77% for men and even 90% for women of 15 years and
older, so, 84% for the country. This figure is incredibly high: ii wouldmean that, eVen if only
40% of those dearly 4 million people who attended the literacy Classes had become literate, this
number alone would be more than the 16% literates of the Unesco statistics would indicate. In
other words: at the beginning of the campaign there would not have been a single literate
in the whole country.

Although it is clear that this percentage cannot-be correct, another question is whether
the figure provided in the replies to the Questionnaire is accurate: 82% literaths in 1972..As it
was found in Indonesia, the positive results of mass campaigns quickly wear off, ugess they.are
supported by various follow-up activities- which, due to the more--and more devastating war ;
effects, could not be provided. School enrolment automatiCally decreased while drop-out:must
have been high in. the confusion of an on-going war. Extensive literacy studies could obvioUsly V
not be made. AP:ad-hoc study carded out in 1971 provided an estimate of 60%2 literacy which, ;

in the present circumstances would seem to be reasonable.

Organization and Administration,

There are at present four government agencies working in the field of adult literacy:

a. In the Ministry of Culture, Education and Youth, the Directorge of Elementary
Teacher Training and Adult Education is responsible for adult literacy (as far as this ministry is
concerned) through the Adult Education Bureau. The latter organizes instructors training
courses as well as provides literacy programmes. The implementation of the literacy programme
is done through Provincial, District and Village Committees for Illiteracy Eradication and Adult
Education with official and non-official members. This proramme at present includes 4
officers working full time.sfor literacy programmes and 1,500 plart-time instructors. Enrolment
(and passes) varied stronglyquring the last few years. 7,560 id 1968 with 7,067 successful
participants, less thdn half these numbers the two following yeari, 18,880 (16,820) in 1971 and
14,520 (13,765) in the following year.

SEAMEO-SEADAG Summar Repc.rt on Non-Formal Education. !enang, October,.1971. p.93.
The 1970 figure does not fully fit with that provided in the present Replies (giving 3,280 participants),
while the figure for 1968 and 1969 are consistent.

2 Tlie Alexandre de Rhodes Educational Television Centre, Saigon, Sep ember 1971 (mimeo).
On the other hand, Education in Asia, Bulletin of the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia, Vol. VI,
No. 2, March 1972, gave an illiteracy estimate of "only about 20%" (p. 216), arguing that "in the last
decade, the main objective Of the adult education programme was.to fight against illiteracy. As we have
seen, relatively little was done in the sixties as compared to the previous decade.
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The very high rate of successful Participnts was explained by the NLC, when

asked about this unusual phenomenon (a pass rate of 90% or better nearly every year), becanst

. it was relatively easy to learn how to wfite Romanized Vietnamese. The explanation certainly

is that the very numerous accents needed to indicate the tone value of thp vowels can be neglect-

ed by those whose mother tongue is Vietnamese.
b. Besides, the Directorate of Rural Development in the Ministry of Rural Develop-

ment established 44 provincial units having the double task of teaching children where there itre

no schools and giving adults the opportunity of becoming literate. The provincial units again

organized village units, now numbering 1844 cat:ring for 139,000 childica arid approximately

65,000 adults, while the Ministry of Culture, Education and Youth prOvides the teaching

ma(erials.

c. To serve the ethnic minorIties, 25 Committees for Adult and Dialect Education
ablished in the Ministry of Ethnic Development. The task of these committees is to,

organize courses in local languages: there were 458 literacy courses for about l8,UU0'parti

cipants in isolated, mountainous areas.

d. Finally, the Ministry of the Interior organizes courses at various leve s, and also for

illiterates, in 4 large and 34 small prisons. Enrolment increased from more than 15,000 in 1968

to 27,000 in 1972 with an unknown number of illiterate oarticipants.

It appears that the four ministries together teach about 100,000 adults at present, and

that by fai the largest group is taken care of by the Rural Development Ministry. As pointed

out, the effective enrolment in the courses discussed under a is 90%; if it is equally good in the

other courses, this would mean that every year 90,000 adults become literate, or 450000 in the
5 Year educational plan period. The target of this plan is to reduce the 18% illiteracy rate (as

assumed to be the 1972 rate) to 15% which would mean that, with a population of-18 million,

a total of about 300,000 adults to become literate.

, C. SURVEY OF LITERACY PROGRAMMES

From Mass Campaign to WorkOriented Approaches

Programmes ot literacy in the SEAMED countries
from mass literacy campaign through literacy classes to work-

Literacy programmes can be classified according t
and the target population the projects are dealing with.

These categories are:

I. Mass Literacy Campaign

2. Basic Literacy Courses

3. Litc acy as part of Development Projects

4. Functional Literacy

5. Pbst.Literacy Courses and Programmes

6. Programmes Supporting Literacy

7 (3
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Categories 1 to 4 are projects of literacy teaching with illiterate adults as their targets.
while Category 5 covers projects aiming at those people who already achieved their minimum
skill. It con.sists of coUrses in further literacy and other subjects determined by the national or
local authorities, and projects such as reading centres, libraries, development projects and the
like.

Mass Literacy Campaign

Although the mass literacy' campaign nowadays already belongs to the past, nev rthe-
less this strategy played a very important role in reducing the rat e. of illiteracy: At least

three countries have chosen this path, and two countries suggested an intensive drive to achieve
complete literacy among their population.

In South Vietnam the drive`lasted from 1954 to 1960 with its culmination in 1957
when more than one million adult illiterates attended more than 17,000 classes in one year.
Indonesia declared a Mass Literacy Education -Movement starting in 1960 by 'a Presidential'
Decree. At the end of the rnovement on 31 December 1964, when Indonesia was proclaimed
free from illiteracy, 99% of all adult population were considered literate at the lowest level. In
1964 Khmer Republic launched an overall literacy campaign through a decision of the National
Assembly ordering all adult citizens to become literate in -the Khmer language. Until 1968
about 1.1 million out of a totai of approximately 1.3 million illiterates.attended literacy classes;
at least 387,000 persons had passed the test and wereawarded literacy certificates.

If the three illustrations mentioned were cases where literacy teaching had been
carried out by volunteers frcim the literate population as instructors, two countries, namely the
Philippines and Thailand reported to launch literacy drives by mobilizing school teachers and
public schools to reach as many people possible. In the Philippines, after the first Six Year
Intensive Literacy and Adult Education Drive in the year 1966 through 1972 when an annual
average of -about 1,000 full-timers and 10,000 part-timers were mobilized, this drive will be

extended for the second time beginning in 1972 to 1977. This drive does not merely aim at
literacy teaching but will cover also post-literacy courses to prevent new literates from relapsing
into illiteracy apip,

In Thailand the programme proposed for the immediate future will mainly consist of
the intensification of the literacy drive particularly in those provinces where the illiteracy rates
are still high.

Basic Literacy Courses.

This is the progra me conducted to teac',. ridults basic reading and writing and
soMetimes arithmetic,

The nature' of the courses. varies ;from country to country in terms of curriculum
contents, instructors conducting the courses and the framework in which they' are operating.
But these courses can be clearly distinguished from the mass lite;acy campaign, by the use of
professional or at least trained instructors. In some cases these coumes were forerunneis or
the finishing stages of the literacy campaign. The courses were usually intensive, using well
prepared primers and methods; in fact they were the prototypes of literacy courses.



Almost -all countries studied maintahl and develop their basic literacy courses. These

programmes range from courses by school teachers (Ph.ilippincs, Thailand) to special courses for

adults byrspecial instnictors usually from the Adult Education Division (Mdaysia, Indonesia).

The content of the primers covers many subjects rangng from general to specific such as family

life education, civics, health, nutrition Or religion.

Literacy as Part of Development Projeets

In the last few years the view of literacy has been changed and what was once
consideied an end in itself is now seen as being ameans of achieving development/objectives. In

the beginrdng, literacy programmes were aimed toward eradication of illiteracy and thus the
emphasis was mainly upon the ability to read and write. In the context of this new idea
Filters are produced to serve more specific development progammes:

Included in tlis 'category are literacy programmes fully integated with development

projects. The teaching of literacy has become a part of an overall curriculum and it is not to be

separated from the teaching of the project objectives. The instructor is still Mterested in the
Hteracy result ordy, because he is..usuaLly an official from the educationd service. This , Is

the forerunner of functional literacy. Examples are in Indonesia; where intensive agricultu.:

projects are carried out; in the Philippines where literacy classes are done by school teachers;

and inlhailand where prirners are oriented toward development purposes.
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CLASSIfICATION OF PROJECIS
AND THEIR' EXISTENCE IN EACH COUNTRY

s

e Indonesia
Khmer Republic
Laos
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore2
Thailand
Vietnam

1 Philippines launched two "drives" in eradication of illiteracy.
2-Singapore doei not have uly literacy programme What is cgled "literacy proexamme" In

Salgapere is the teaching of a second or third language. The vast majority of participants are mit genuine
aliterates.

Functional Literacy

After the acceptance of the new functional literacy concept, all SEAMEO countries,
in on: way or another, havesabscnted to the new way of approaching the problem of literacy.

Nevertheless, almost in all countries stuthed, if has been reported that rather a mixture
of both approaches was-in operation. Iiimost of them functional literacy was still conducted as
experimental projects:

a

Indonesia reported to have seven experimental projects in different fielth;: one in
urban Jakarta and six in rural Indonesia. At the same time the national office was preparing
material for nation-wide purposes in the field of family life education, especially in the context
of population education.

In Laos a National Committee for Functional Literacy _was created by an arrêth issued
by the Prime Minister in November 1969, with the task of conducting experinients, developing
material and preparing the necessary personnel to be used in connection with the integration
into development projects in agriculture and industry. Two experimental centres have started
already in the ;Mekong loop and mother in the Tha Ngone Zone. Instnictors consisting of
teachers, agricultural agents and Buddhist priests were trained from November 8 to December
8, 1971 at the comMunity education centre at Ban Amone, and the courses started in Janilary
1972, with the assistance of a UNESCO consultant.

In the Philippines functional literacy is considered as a continuation of the basic litera-
cy courses with thedifference only that the primer and the teaching should be related to de-
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velopment programmes. As mentiOned --elsewhere, the first Six Year Intensive Literacy and
Adult Education Drive 1966-1972 and the second one' from 1972 to 1977,were and are aiming

at making the adult illiterates "functiorrAly literate". The proganime requites 11,000 public
elementary schools, 254 public general secondary schools and seven regional normal schools

and teachers' colleges to organize functional literacy classes. The primer of these classei in the
three major languages will be supplied by the general office of the Bureau of,Public schools.

_-

In Thailand an experimental project was conducted in the provinces of Lampang and

Prae under the leadership of the Division of Adult. Education in the Department of,Gcnèral
Education. The Thai model is attempting to combine literacy instruction and functionality

m the earliest stage of instruction.. Reading and writing .skills become a by-product of
instruction rather than the main product.

However, in Thailand the work-oriented approach may not be found in all the ex-
perimental projects. This would not necessarily make them less "functional". After all, func-
tional literacy is any literacy which fulfills a necessary function in life, and can therefore be
acquired in many ways. Normally, any child having completed primary school is functionally
literate: hp reads fluently, does not finkit difficult and can read whatever text is within his

understanding. He can write a letter without trouble, and sho Id be able" to calculate at a level

high enough to serve his day to day requirements.

In fact, this 'is the level the adult should also attain in his literacy class, although he

may not have much knowledge of other subjects, which am also taught at school. On the other
hand, he will have his life experience which will help him to acquire the 3 11's more quickly.

To make him do so, it is obviously helpful to give him the opportunity to acquire

knowledge and abilities he can immediately use, so that he feels that the time he sacrifices is

not wasted. Since he will need more profound and better knowledge about his workmost
often agricultureit is logicA to connect literacy with'his daily work and give him information

about innovations he can use to earn more.

However, work-oriented literacy is not the only way of inaking adults functionally

literate. It may be done in .various different ways, provided these are of real interest. For
instance, Malaysia as well as Thailand has taken family planning as one of the main subjects to
be combined with literacy teaching. The advantage is that in this way a problem of vital
interest, both to the individual and`to the country, can be studied in a way which could pro-
vide far better results than just a radio talk, since the problem will be the subject of discussion
for 'a certain period of time. ,People will concentrate on it, learning, reading and Writing at the

same time, although it would be peithaps more difficult to incorporate arithinetic in this

method.

Another tremendous advantage is the relative simpli6ity of the subject, in that it
would require just one programme. One of the objections to work-oriented literacy has always

been the necessity to design an often wide variety of programmes to serve the many types of
clientele. Although even this can be limited to a reasonable extent, there will always be a need

for vadous programmes to be preceded by a study. of the actual needs of a certain area, or

of people.

If family planning is made the central theme, one can use the same programme every-

where which will provide a considerable saving in the total cost.



y Courses and Programmes

Ail couritnes studied recognized the fact that literacy teaching without its aftercare
wa's of little significance and vmsteful. In tiyini to prevent the new literates from relapsing into
illiteracy 'again many countries reported activities stich as2 'community development classes,
local reading centres, libraries; reading clubs integrated with broadcasting prograhunei, etc to

create the climate for- the neo-literates tO iiSe their skill.
_

The objectives of postliteracy services are:

Prevent iewiitca from becoming illiterate agaM;

o help them apply their reading and writing skills in daily life;

to consolidate the achievements (psychological, social, eceino
.gained: as the -result Of the literacy canipiign;

d cultural)

4. to learn further and use their skill to read available material in the village.

The progamme includes inter alia:

creation and maintenance of -literate atmosphere" in the village community, by
posting road signs and name plates in public places, or their names in each house,
and the maintenance of a bulletin board;

setting up follow-up courses in the fields of commindty development, socio-
economic activities hiL, cooperatives and home-makKg, including family planning
and population education;

production and distribution of suitable reading ma erials for the new literates;

establishment of local reading centres;

development off.a village library system;

6. farm broadcasting system integrated with listeners groups td read and discuss
farming problems, as broadcast and as described in th'e alricultUral pamphlets.

To facilitate the operation in cooperation with local resources, co unity centres
were established_

The posting of road signs andnanie pl. :s wa.s practiced in many villages .11 Indonesia.
In public places one can sometimes read the ten rules of 'better living. Cominunity centres or
village meeting places are decorated with posters and pamphlets on new agricultural techniques
or information which is ea,Ily read by new literates. There was a time when community
libraries were crowded by map,' new literates. Khmer Republic has plans' to expand the corn-
rnuniiy library system. Thailand has introduced Ldcal Reading Centres, the distriliution of'
wall newspapers for the new literates. Indonesia, Thailand and _Vietnam reported to have
produced re4ders" for ne'w literates. The' Muiistry of-Rural Development of Malaysia organ4es
community development classes offering courses in home economics, child care an'd work-
oriented skills. In Thailand, adults having litir)cy certificates can join the School Equivalency
Programme. In Vietnam, the Informatiorf Service .orgines Local Reading Clubs to
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help adults to maintain their skill ir reading, at the same time distributing current information

of national interest.

Programmes Supporting Litemey

There is still one category of literacy: centres of training and research, which are very .

imortantin finding new ideas and development of new tools and methods, and the preparation

of personnel who will conduct and supervise the literacy programmes throughout the country.

The programmes may take the form of a permanent research or training institution

which offers periodic training programmes; or they may be conducted in the forms of

seminars, workshops and the Iike.

But in terms of the scope of the problems faced, the implementation of thi: category of

programmes is very limited and is reported to suffer from a number of shortages: shortage of
funds and facilities, shortage of teachers, administrators and specialists, In addition, these pro-

grammes stiffer from a lack of rational planning and co-ordination resulting in the dupliCation

of efforts and dissipation of limited resources.

D. LEVEL AND ORGANIZATION OF LITERACY

Level of Literacy

Anyone who tries to compare the criteria to distinguish litfLtes will be struck by the
varieties employed in various countries, probably even in one countly it aeveral.points Ln time.
It should be stressed, furthermore, whatever criterion has been used, that it does not necessarily
follow that what was officially adopted for a particular census orisurvey ha been applied hi an
identical manner to every person enumerated. In spite of the efforts, particularly those of the
U.N. Agencies, to improve the methods so rhat later censuses would be better than the pre-
vious ones, unification iS far from having hee,,, achieved. The standard has chaitged from signing

or reading one's own name, reading or writing a short statement or a short letter, to writing a
letter and reading with comprehension a short article from a locd newspaper. Cilteria like.the
skills acquired at a certain grade level-may be used, while sometimes arithmetic is required but
sometimes not. It is almost impossible.to mention the precise standard of every country, and
cross-country comparision is always leading to a distorted picture:

To demonstrate how difficult it is to obtain valid and comparable data, the experienee
of Laos will be very instructive to be presented.

The 1962 census in I,aos showed a, literacy rate of'28%. Recent studies yielded per-
centages varying from 242% to 49%, from which it is not advisable to select one figure con-

sidered representative.

The first pilot investigation, carried out by the Laos Government with USAID support
by Ralph H. Hall in December 1967, brought out the figure of 24.4% literates among Lao
adults aged from 15 to 69. The sample consisted of 2,065 adults taken from the population of
91 villages throughout the country. The percentage of literates (having the knowledge of a
fourth grade primary school child) is from 3040% for men and from 10.15% for women.
About 60.70% of the men and 30-40% of the women of the age 15-24 can read and write.
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The second investigation carried out by a unesco consultant, R. Couvert, in 1968 with
a sample of 232 individuals gave the following results:

1. About 30% of the men and 65% of the women above the age of la are com-
pletely illiterate.

2. In the area near Vientiane 56% of the men and 19% of the women read and
write fluently, still having only a vague notion of arithmetic; in the area near the
dam these figures are 16% and 11% only.

3. 95% of the -nen from 15 to 24 years of age and 68% of the m n from 25 to 44
years of age can read but cannot calculate, while only 58% of women from 15

to 24 years of age reach the sa ne level of literacy. No women above 24 years-;:-
and no men above 45 yearsican be considered literate, in the sense of reading,-,
writing and arithmetic.

Another investigatic:,,earried out by Bernard Wilder under the auspices of 'the Royal
Laos Government and USAID in June-September 1968, gave more detailed Mformation on
literacy. Working on a sample of 8,000 individuals, 67% of whom live in rural areas and 33% in
large agglomerations or urban centres, this study came to the. following conclusiont:

25.2% of the sample can read a text used in the 4th grade (38.4% for men and
10% for women, and 26.9% for town people and 23.2% for rural people).

All women over 35 yeao; of age are practically illiterate.

If we confine arbitrarily, iie th s study, the active population to the age group
14-34 for women and 14-45 for men, we can be optimistic for the percentage of
literacy is relatively high_ This is particularly true with the age group 14-25,
for 75% of the men and 25% of the women are literate.

The most rccent investigation on lise racy WaS carried out in the summer 1970 by the
Lao NatiOnal Committee for the Mekong in cooperation with the Planning Commission and the
Directorate of Primary and Adult Educatiori in the framework of the functional literacy project
in an agricultural area. This exhaustive invcstigation.was made on a population of 9,018 persons
above the age of fourteen living in 31 villages in an area of 5,100 hectares south of Vientiane.
hi this fur;A area there are more schools as compared with the other parts of the Lao KI:igdom,
so the results obtained are not repres;.,,,tative .

e standard ised is the ability to read only, the rate of literacy is 50% (70.8%
for men and 31.3% for women). The rate of literacy is descending with the age
and lower an-ong women.

With a higher standa:d, namely the ability of reading and undostanding a simple
tcxt connected with their daily life, then the figures are lower, namely 41% are
functionally literate. All women above the age of 40 are practically illiterate. With
regard to arithmetic, about 70% have no understanding at all, namely, 53.5% of
the men and 84 5% of the women.1

Thc5c sunonaries werc ckrrvLd from Annex I to L'Alphalajtisatioo ionctionnelle ProjrO dii
L-11).L Ministry of-Education 1973.



This experience clearly shows that it is extremely difficult to give a reliable percentage

of literacy, since so much depends on the criteria, and the sample. Census data covering the

whole of the country are therefore probably the most reliable, although it is obvious that the
ansus personnel will not have taken the trouble to give a test to each individual.

However, even if census data as such will not be completely reliable, they could well

be used to indicate trends, if at least the literacy criteria remain the same. Unfortunately, this is

not the case, since at least in one country (Singapore).the latest cnteria were stricter. This mearis
that literacy data should never be regarded as comParable, unless it is certain that the criteria
are the same, and the samples taken ul the same way.

However, there is another aspect as well: how far can one be sure that the statisti

uncertain as they are alreadywere provided as objectively as those for rainfall?

The problem of literacy is that it has become rather a battlecry than an educational

fact. It cannot be denied that a high level of literacy has achieved some political connotation
and has become identifiedand rightly so, to a large extentwith a high level of development,

least in countries where it has not been achieved. A higher literacy rate would mean good
government, whether or not the other inputs needed for development have been made available.
Moreover, if other countries show better literacy rates, it may be difficult for one country not

to do so, even it special circumstances would justify the less satisfactory situation.

Tlwrefore. another caveat is justified when reading about levels of literacy, and the
"30-35%" estimate of Laos may be, scientifically speaking, more accurate than figures in two
decimals other countries would seern to be able to produce.

National Policies

A short review of government policies may be useful to see how far the tar- s would

seem to be realistic and are actually being achieved.

hulonesia's reply stated that 5,000,000 illiterates should be made literate in the next
five years. Moreover, in the draft Second Five-Year Plan, Pelita li 1974-19.78, emphasis is laid

on providing more schools for children. However, it is realized that, with the present enrolment
rate at the primary level, there will still be a large number of children Who never had an op-
portunity to go to school or dropped out. These should be caught up bY non-formal education
which should reward the flOil ag,tinst illiteracy as its first task, i.e. making use of the abilities of
the literates: -let the literate teach the illiterate", and a little further: "In this way it is ex-
pected that the light against illiteracy will soon be over.- Will it?

1-.1owever, the Plan well remembers the great and rapid loss of whatever literacy was
acquired during the 1960-64 campaign due to a complete lack of follow-up activities, and
therefore, reading matenal and periodicals must be made available. Thirdly, opportunities
should be created to attend useful courses to be organized by the Village Social Units
(Lembaga Social Desa), the Boy Scout Movement (Pramuka), women's associations, co-ops,
sPorts clubs, etc. The Plan would hope that 'at least 2,000 programmes would be established
to cover 1,000,000 children and younrstem Even if that hope were fulfilled many milliors
would be left to their owri devices:

As far as the Khmer Republic is concerned, as have seen, the large thrust of the
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literacy campaign has not produced the great results expected, but the goveniment is aware of
the need for a complete change in the educational system which is deemed unsuitable for the
country. Functional Literacy experiments are being carried out, notwithstanding the devasta-
tions of the war.

This is also the case in Laos'where efforts are heing made to incorporate literacy into
other development programmes which is undoubtedly the ideal solution, if only such services
are really convinced that the literacy teaching would actually facilitate their work. It will be
mast interesting to see how far these attempts will prove to be successful. Furthermore, mobile
libraries will be establithed for the villages where literacy classes are organized.

As already -stated in Chapter-II, Malaysia's policy is to reduce the number of 3 million
illiterates (1961) to thc minirnuM by 1975. The reduction in the illiteracy rate from 50 to 4tro
in West Malaysia (1957-70) is satisfactory, without being astonishing. ft would seem that the
progress is rather due to high primary enrolment ratios'than to great activity of adult literacy
classes. The point was already made in Chapter II that literacy classes often were organized
rather as second lanpage classes, since it is in the national language that literacy is particularly
offered. This also may be the main reason for the three-year duration of these courses.

At present, the "Romanized Malay Course" is felt to be no longer adequate and no
new courses have been started, and by the end of 1974 the last course will have been com-
pleted. It is planned to have these courses replaced by functional literacy courses, and an
experimental project will be started as soon as the appropriate materials have been developed.
Furthermore, an official policy statement "stipulated a programme i'Or reducing illiteracy
amOng adults in the national language as one of the pre-requistes for people's pLaicipation in
deVelopment." (Questionnaire Reply).

The main points of the national policy of the Philippines wer already discussed, and
it was pointed out that the more modest policy to be followed in the- present plan period
(1973-77), namely, the reduction by 25% of the number of illiterates in the 15-25 age group,
appeared to be too high a target to be achieved in the first year of the Plan (1972). In that year
approx. 33,000 adults passed the literacy test, while this should have been approx. 90,000 to
fulfil the Plan requirement.

It would appear that the "dernand" for literacy steadily declines, as the number of per-
sons enrolled in 1972 was only a little more than half that in 1968. This is understandable be-
cause of the higli literacy rate already achieved; one can imagine that the relatively few
illiterates (17% in 1970) are not among the keenest and most active of the population. It is,
therefore, remarkable that the results become continuously bettet: the percentage of passes

.being 62 in 1972 which is nearly double that of 1968 when it was only 32. This means that the
actual number of adults to become literate was even larger in 1972.

Without further information it is difficult to say why these good results have been
obtained. It may be that the economic situation pressed people Co become literate so that-their
motivation was stronger, or the teaching may have improved.

The main features of Thailand's literacy policy can be summarized as follows to
lower as much as possible the number of illiterates, mainly by improving the quality of primary
education, expanding literacy classes and providing follow-up materials for new literates. The
tr,rget for the Third Five-Year Plan (1972-76) is to increase the number of literacy classes from
about 500 to 1700 in 1976, although it seems doubtful whetheras in the Philippii,



about 40,000 envisaged participants will be found, givcn the fact that there arre approx. 12,500

now_

Still, if such classes are regarded more as agricultural ex -nsion or whatever the subject

matter may be, provided it is of interest, with reading support, they may happily serve the

double purpose functional literacy is expected to do. They would attract a somewhat.dif-

ferent clientele, and oecome most useful exponents of lifelong education. In that case, further

expansion is prictically unlimited.

The five-year literacy plan for Vietnam foresees the reduction b.y one-sixth of the pre-

sent number of illiterates. It is stated that adequate personnel is available, but that the budget is

not sufficient Similarly, financial consideration prevents the transition from_"traditional" to

"functional" literacy, although this method has, in Principle, been adopted and introduced in

the training method of literacy personnel. Once the Mekong Project.is being implemented,

there will be excellent opportunities of applying the method in actua] practice.

The OrgaMiation

Four types of organization-can be distinguished to 3up literacy programmes in the

SEAMFO countries,

Literacy teaching by the public schools

Literacy teaching by special public educational igencies

Literacy teaching by public non-educationl agencies

Literacy teaching by non-governmental agencies.

Classifying countries into one of these four categories does not necessarily mean that

in one country only one type of organized literacy programmes is in existence, but that other

types are relatively less important.

Table: Type of Organization

Prevplent . Other type(s)
existing

Indonesia
Kilmer Republic

4

Laos '2

Malaysia 3 4

Philippines 2,3 A

Thailand 2,3,4

Singapore 4

Vietnam 3

In the Philippines and Thailand, literacy is placed under the Division of Adult Educa-

tion within the Bureau (Department) of Public Schools (Genera] Cducation). Literacy:courses

are carried out by We sch6Ul teachers in the school building, at lelst in ThaiTand's school equiva-

lency courses, In the Philityines the classes are supervised by the Adult and Community Edu--
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cation Teacher Cm:dinator who is to be responsible for the organization and guidance in-
- eluding tbe cooperation with the loeai government and the community.

Indonesia established since 1950 at the grass-roots level, the Community Education
Committees consisting of representatives of vadous governmental agencies, the local authorities
and community dignitaries. This committee was Ln charge of setting up policies, initiating
literacy classes, and other non-formal progammes such as community libraries, adult classes, or
in some areas it established Community Education Centres. Similar Committees also exist in
Vietnam at the provincial and village level which would seem to facilitate co-operation with
other services and with the public in general, as these committees were composed also of non-
official members. When experimental functional literacy projects are started, such committees
are usually established, e_g in Laos, to maintain close contact with the clientele.

Budget and Personnel

Like in any other non-formal education programmes, assessing the amount of money
spent on literacy projects is a very difficult task.lf figures are available they cannot be com-
pared since they may mean different things from country to country. At best, they can 'be
compared over time in one country.

Usually, the allocation of funds formed a part of an overall budget spent for adult
education or community development programmes. In Laos, the Philippines and Thailand, the
budget was under the heading of primary education. In other countries t. e financing went only
for he training of instructors while the literacy courses were to be paid by the trainees or the
local community,.

Sometimes one cannot help feeling that _ rgets were,set without much consideration
of budgetary consequences for instance, making 5 million people literate in the next 5 years
seems unrudistie if no clear budget is provided and the latest figure of actual achievement shows
that only 87,000 adults became liteiate in 1972 out of 135,000 enrolled (Indonesia), showing
a 1972 budget of Rp. 56.I million or approx. US$ 135,000, a unit cost of US$ I. This low
Amu cose compares with US:'.$ 10.08 for formal education.

But other countries also show clearly financial problems in their literacy work: in the,
Philippines there is no follow-up material in any language, shortage of primers in TagMog;
Cebtiano and lloeano, while there are riot even primers in other main languages.

L. ck of funds is also the reason given in Khmer Republic for shortage of learning
materials, and a similar problem troubles literacy work in L2os. Malaysia shows constantly
decreasing salary budgets- from MS3,6 to MS1.3 million for the years 1968-72for its literacy
personnel. This is difficult to reconcile with the policy statement of reducing illiteracy to be
one of the pre-requisites for development.

Although ThailanJ's reply does not clearly indicate what the budget is for the three
different literacy.programmes, there is no indication of special shortage of funds as mentioned
in most other countries: it appears that teaching materials are not in short supply, although

_ .

it is feL that certain books should be revised. Finally, as pointed out already, although in Viet-
nam s reply it is stated that the present budget is far too low, the modest target-reduction of
the illit2racy percentage from lEi7, to 157 is already being overachieved, at least if the illiteracy
figure is correct,
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Concluding; one is inclined to say that in the SEAMED countries, where illiteracy is
felt to be a hindrance to development, the budgets allotted to improve adult literacy levels do
not seem to indicate, in the majority of cases, deep concern about the literacy problem.

Closely connected with the budget is the availability of sufficient and well-trained
personnel. Most of the problems have been mentioned already in B, and from what has just
been said, it is understandable that most country reports showed that there was a lack of such
personnel.

No uniform policy of recniitment and training of personnel exists within each of the
SEAMED member countries. Generally, it can be said that the bulk of the personnel are drawn
from formal schools, in only, a fewcases a corps of full-time literacy, officers appears to exist.

There is no evidence of literacy training as pre-service formal educational institutions
in any of the SEAME6 member countries. In certain teacher training institutions, however,
there are social/education departments catering for those who will become workers in communi-
ty development and related fields.

In general, training takes the form of short.term in-service courses, workshops and
seminars organized by the different governmental and non-governmental agencies to meet their
own requirements. At least one or two training Centres exist in each country. The training activi-
ties covered general areas as well as specific ones, from Adult Psychology, Methods of Teaching
Adults, to Techniques in Group Dynamics, Creative Leadership, Preparation of Action Pro-
gramme, Development, subjects mostly reserved for trainers of instrUctors, while on-the-job
training is a more common practice Ln all the countries stuched for the actual instnictors
themselves, apart from a few days before or during their actual teaching.

When one realizes the genuine difficulties, the short periods of training (practically
never more than one week; two weeks in Laos for functional literacy training), it is clear that
many. literacy courses cannet be a brilliant success. The teacher, nearly always a school teacher,
has been told that he should not treat adults like children, but that is not easy when the books
are so similar to those he uses in day time (if not identic0), if t..e whole teaching routine is
not markedly different, often occurs in the same classroom and, moreover, the extra job does
not bring him much extra income.

Clearly, if it is felt that the more sophisticated concept of work-oriented literacyor
in a y case the r! (wally more demanding idea of functional literacyis worthwhile pursuing,
then Is no longer realistic to maintain_ the concept of volunteers, (morally or legally com-
pelled) to teach his neighbours without further training, "because he is literate already". This
may work for a short period in a strong national mood which may overcome numerous dif-
acuities in a mighty thmst of patriotism, but as soon as the work becomes a longish affair, yet

manding a certain measure of inventiveness, then it is necessary to train for it and to pay for

There is one aspect in the organization which should be mentioned a icularly: that
is the role of research,

Literacy research should not be regarded as a luxury. Practical experiments as now
heing undertaken in Indonesia, Khmer and Laosthe only three countries mentioning any
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studies in this fieldtend to lose much of their value if they are not carefully described and
evaluated. Only then can a new technique or a better method be tested in actual practice. Such
experimental research is obviously relatively expensive, but lack of functional literacy would
prove to be far more expensive if it is not given where it might facilitate development.'

hi Indonesia, the literacy research is incrirporated in the National Training Centre for
Community Education (Rusat Latitan National Pendidikan Masyarakat: PENPM). This would
seem to be a gOod combination: in any case the research unit should be connected with those in
charge of actual literacy work, so that research is geared to practical problems and, moreover,
its findings can-rapidly be tested on a larger scale, and be adopted as soon as proven useful.

E. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Literacy at the Cross-roads

The basic hypothesis behind the new concept of literacy is that illiteracy on the part of
the farmers or workers hinders the growth of productivity and must, therefore, be considered as
a factor retarding development. This hypothesis is at the root of the concept of functional or
work-oriented literacy teaching.

If literacy is thought of merely as an instruction in reading and writing, it may meet
indeed the ethical or political requirement, but functional literacy teaching reflects a desire for
economic growth and social progress, and is essentially an attempt to bring about individual
advancement as well as socio-econornic gowth on the part of the society.

Literacy teaching in the first sense means the acquisition of knowledge, a kcy to pro-
gress and modernity, a tool for reading a newspaper as well as for abstract thinking or for the
mental mastery of technical informatioi yhereas the aim of functional literacy teaching does
not stop at the individual level, but it is the transmission of practical ability, the awareness of
one's role in the society in such a way that individual achievement will become a significan:
factor in society development as well.

Functional literacy work, then, should be taken to mean any literacy operation as a
component of economic and social development projects. It is distinct from the so-called tra-
ditional literacy work in that it is no longer an isolated or distinct operation but makes it_
possible to treat the illiterate as an individual in a.group context, in relation to a given environ -
rnent and with a view to development.

The predominant feature of function?l literacy work is that it is concerned with man
in the- performance of his functions. The key to the programme is not just the question of
collaboration with the various sociai and technical agencies (agricultural extension, develop
ment projects, cooperatives, industrial enterprises) during the preparatory studies and in
drawing up the progammes, but ideally, of these ah6ncies actually assuming the responsibility
for the operation of functional literacy including the setting up of an appropriate infrastructure.
It means also that the financing of literacy programmes should be predisely indicated when
planning development projects, of which t' should form an integral part.

IA number of research and experimental projects are briefly \ described in the "Literacy
Research" issue of Literacy Discui,do.i, Vol. I, No. 3, Sur=er 1970, published by the intcrnational Institute
for Adult Literacy Methods, P.O. Bo,c 1555, Teheran, Iran.



In this-context then being literate is no longer an end in itself, but rather a means
ctd achievine a certain end.

Tbe difficulties experienced in the experimental projects are that community develop-
ment agents or agricultural extension agents are already preoccupied with their, own aims,
which In:11;es the literacy teachMg second or third in their priority list.

As it is at present, workoriennted literacy has not yet proved itself to be the tnheren
component of develotiment protects as we believe it to be. Nevertheless, it is interesting' to note

that in all the SEAM° countries where illiteracy is felt to be a problem, experiments have
started. in some count ries, traditional and functional literacy go on side by side, in others, such
as Laos and Nlalaysia, the authorities have definitely decided to follow the functional method.

The Level of Literacy and Arithmetic

As was pointed out above, functional literacy is a wider concept than that of work.
-,iriented literacy, but both have in cormnon the relatively high level of literacy they postulate.
As lone as reading is an Won t. one can hardly, expect that it will fulfil its,.funetion of providing

useful information. Therefore, it is necessary that those adults who want to shed their shackles
of illiteracy are really helped to do so, and not left alone at a point where it is impossible for

them to continue without further assistance.

In practical terms: functional literacy requires longer courses, greater effort on the
part of the teacher and of the learner, more money and more time. But it definitely means
something, and is not only an improvement in the position of the country concerned in
educational' statistics!

To he helpful, real literacy should include sound knowledge of arithmetic; without
that, the practical cll.:et of the whole exercise, the result as a contribution to development,
he crippled. Hero 'again, one has toi'consider carefully what level of arithinetic is needed, and
how this can most quickly be attained. In arithmetic for adults it is more obvious than anywhere

else that one should develop a method really suitable for people who have used mental

arithmetic n everyday life, so that a method should be found to exploit existing abilitics
rather than destroy them. The need for arithmetic was clearly brought out in our study where
this Factor was mentionedmany times as one of hampering agricultural extension work

Bu_ it rs mt only so in agricultural extension, it appears to be the same in vocational

training: an international study conducted by the United Nations Research Institute for Social
Development, (:eneva, among 271 experts in vocational training, ranked "arithmetic (e.g.
basic operations, percentages)" first among deficiencies in school subjects encountered among,

trainees.1

Improved Literacy Rates, Sex and Age Group Differences

In other respects also the present studies appear to be in agreement with international
findings: the gradual sometimers rapiddecrease in the illiteracy rates in all the SEAivIEO
countries, accompanied however, in some of thembut not in allby an increase in actual

U. von Euchwkld, Vocational, Training in Developing Countri
periences, U N k t S 1), Geneva, 1973, P. 25.

survey of Expert Ex=



numbers, as pointed out in Ch Ipter 11. One point, though, should be mentioned: the more ra-

pid increase m literacy in some countries among women than among men who, in all countries,
always show a higher rate; therefore, the fact that in the Philippines women showed a slightly
higher increase in their literacy percentage than men (1.03% against 0.76% per year 1948-1960)
is an indication of the tendency to equality in education of both sexes. This is now confirmed
by the finding of practically Ion% school enrolment of girls as well as boys which implies an
increase in Orls' enrolment.

This is also shown in Laos,1 where the increase in gir enrolment between 1961 and
1971 was no less than 18% per year (from 18,000 to 88,600), even more than that of boys in
the same period which amounted to 16% (from 56,000 to 149,000). Still, the absolute figures
clearly show that, notwithstanding this favourable tendency, there will still be many more
illiterate women than ineif:'

The tremendous difference in literacy between age groups is equally common to the
area, as is higher male literacy, but the relatively low"effective enrolment" rates as mentioned
in Chapter II should be a warning that, even though general enrolment is no longer a remote
ideal in some SEAMEO countries, the type and quality of education ought to be such that it
is clearly felt by the parents that it is really useful, so that they themselves see that education is
compulsory, not only legally, but actually, by the will of the parents.

In this respect, attention may be drawn to the very frank and courageous statement
made by the Kilmer Republic2 at the 34th Session of thelnternational Conference on Educa-
tion (Geneva, September. 1973) in which itAvas clearly stated'that this country wished to
overhaul completely the whole educational system, as it-was felt that it did not serve well the
needs of the population.

racy and the Problem of Multiple.Languages

Adult literacy as well as school education should li geared to the needs of the society
and serve to widen the horizon of the witole population to take part in the total development
of their country. However, here the language problem must be mentioned-which 'exists in all
SFAMEO cotrntries, as there is nowhere _)ne single language which is the mother tongue of all
citizens. hi some count ri?..s It may be a matter of small minorities only; in others it constitutes
a major problem since large parts of the population speak different languages.

Obviously, when the number &literates in one sin& language is large enough to create
sufficient demand for periodicals and books in that language to be printed in such quantities
that it is economically viable, there is no real problem_ Booki in other languages can be trans-
lated and will be sold. In this respect, the unification of spelling established by the governments
of Inionesia and Malaysia will be beneficial to both countries, even if there may remain dif-

rice in the use of certain terms in Indonesian- and Malaysian which, obviously, are basically
the same languages. The unification will create a stronger demand for publications in both
countries, now having very similar national languages in identicM

1 1:alphabetisation formionnelle, Pro] in Laos, Annex 1,p. 4, Ministry of Education, 1973.

-Rapport qui' revolution de reducation, Phnom Penh, August 1973.
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Similarly, "large languages, such as Javanese or Sundanese, will not provide major'

problems since there will he plenty of reading 'natter available to make it worthwhile to be

literate in these languages. while, moreover, ail the children learn the 'Indonesian language at

schoc'

However, what about languages with relatively few, or very few speakers? Would it

be possible, economically speaking, to print periodicals' in Cehuano? Probably yes, hut can a

sufficient demand for books be expected?

These are all major languages as compared with the many minor languages in the

SEAMEO area whir:IL-will never have sufficient speakers to permit active demand for printed

material.

This problem has its consequences for literacy teaching and the production of follow-

up material. It means that, in the case of a "small" language (and there are many not even
having 100,000 speakers, while in certain areas there may be as few as some hundred only),
literacy work actually means two things: making people literate in their mother tongue as

well as teaching them a second language at the same time. If that is not done, their new
knowledge will not serve any useful purpose.

lit this respect, the work of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) shouhl he

mentioned. This Institute works in various parts of the world, andas was pointed out already
has done a great deal to study a number of.minor languages in the Philippines. Moreover, in

many cases, a suitable alphabetical system had First to be established, and some reading
material, besides a primer, had to b`e prepared. The costs of such an operation are obviously

tremendous, since the' number of speakers is too small.

In such cases governments are put in a difficult position: is it worthwhile to spend so

relatively much.,money on such a very small group? Obviously, if a private organization like SIL,

takes the responsibility for the high initial cost ofstrdying and alphabetizing a minor language,

and or, teaching the national language 'to the people concerned, the government can easily

provide the necessary follow.up by making available reading material in the national language.

However, if all the work should be government's task including the work of a linguist, it seems

doubtful whether it is economically feasible, since the development needs of such isolated
populations are in most cases not at the level of a real demand for literacy, Still, the answer is

not easy, and the government may have to State certain priorities, according to the interests of

the population concerned and the nation as a whole.

Follow-up Material Should be Attrdctive

It has been said several times, but it may have to be said againwithout follow-up,
literacy makes no sense. Therefore, if this cannot he provided, it is far better not to undertake

the literacy effort at all. On the other hand, if it is attempted, it should be done well.,Why
should government pamphlets. extension brochures, medical hand-outs not be made attractive?

The additional cost is little in companson to Me 'total eXpenditure.

Follow-up material for new literates should be made attractive also hecause it would
bring home the message more easily. It should not only be so that people would like to beOn
reading, they should wish to continue to do so. Why should no use be made of "comics", a
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form -of message which is most popular in highly industrialized countries where it has spread

far beyond the interest of children'? The combination of pictures and words facilitates under-
standing, while well drawn, good pictures may help to remember the1messagealI the better.

Tp use funny characters in bringing home a serious and useful message is not necessari-

ly contradictory. It may even prove to be very successful.

. In generai, the combination of entertainment and the delivery of useful infomiation

should be tried. In this respect, one would v. to quote one of the tasks assisgned to the Klimer
National Committee for the Literacy Caii. m: "to provide instructive entertainment with

educational And vocational purpo. ". Nobody is eager to see the streams of city migants swell,

but then the village should become as attractive as possible; there-should be entertainment,
sports arid village culture in which people should take pride.

Here again, adult literacy may playa role, not only to improve p
enable people to read for pleasure, to read the Scriptures, as they wish, i
and find a solution for .the boredom that so often mars village life and cha

the city..

F. RECOMMENDATIONS

ition, but also.to
any case to try

_he youngsters to

I. Traditional literacy teaching has not produced the expected results, nor have ex-
periments with work-oriented and other forms of functional literacy as yet convincingly proven
their value as a decisive factor in development, so that at present there exists a danger of literacy
efforts becoming less vigorous. However, the experiments carried out, also outside the SEAMEO
area, are Qufficiently promising to justify the functional liieracy approach, in the sense of at
least imparting the appropnate level of literacy.

Recommendation: Since it is undeniable that the appropriate level of literacy makes an
important contribution to development and modernization, the governments of tlw jEAMEO
countries are urged io integrate literacy teaching as an active component into development
programmes.

2. From the data provided by theSEAMEO countries, it appeared that funds allocated
05 literacy were so limited that it can hardly be expected that literacy teaching will improve.
In many cases the budget was even not specified. In countries where the rpte of literacy is
very low more money is needed.

Rmommendation: In countries where there is still a large proportion o
population, budgets and other resources for literacy should be substantially increased.

In order to make better use of the budget for literacy, priority should be given to
carefully selected programmes/projects instead of spreading the budget thin.

3. Except id .1 few countfies in the SEAMEO region, the problem of literacy is vast
and complex, and the late of literacy is too low. Some countfies still carrY out traditional
literacy programmes side by side with functional literacy winch is still at th pcdmcntal stage.

Recommendation: Since the problems differ from country to country, functional
literacy should be relevant to the demands of the development of each particular country.
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It is recommende work-oriented and other unctio literacy experiments
should be further conducted in the SEAMEO region to find alternative ways of literacy
teaching which, according to circumstances, could he applied.

4. Literacy teaching is ti:n carried out tor its own sirc Relaps into iliitcicy s always
due to lack of reading materials, at least of material relevant to the need of the people concerned.

Recommendation: Follow-up measures to serve neW literates arc necessary to be pro-
vided in order that people will have accessible opportunities 'to practice their literacy skills,
especially reading,

Reading materials for adult learners should be further i proved to be more rclevnt
tc the needs and interests of the adult population,

5. it has been shown by countries which were launching literacy campaigns that the
role of the conimunity was very important in reducing the rate of illiteracy in those countries.
The participation of potential teaching groups in the society will reduce the cost needed,
if the programme were carried Out solely by government agencies.

Recommendation: Private organizations and associations should be encouraged to
come more involied in literacy teaching activities, e.g. religious organizations, women's clubs,
youth organizations, studer4s, etc. However, it is understood that I) some training should be
provided to such voluntary 1,eachers, 2) they realize that they assume a Serious responsibility
towards their fellow-citizens, iind 3) genuine liteiacy cequires more than learning the alphabet,

6. From the reports provided in this stady, it can be observed that concerted literacy
forts by different organizations should be coordinated at the national level in order to be

more effective-and efficient. The national co.,rdinating body should have the facilities to carry
out research so that more methods can be communicated in order to achieve better results.

Recomniendation: Since literacy prog:ammes of different forms are conducted by
different organi:ations, there s!,ould be a national body which coordinates the literacy activities.

7. In the literacy progiarumnes studied, arithmetic has been mentioned as a very im-
portant part of liter- L'y teaching. However, there seems to be little research done in the tedching

'of arithmetic, the level to which arithmetic should be taught to illiterates working in different
occupations, and how it can best be done.

Rea) mendation: More researches in literacy teaching should be carried out. Es-
pecially in the field of/ arithmetic which is badly needed by all illiterates, research is needed to
know how already acquired mental computation a'niity can be used, instead of being destroyed,
when written ariihmetic is taught.
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Chapter Four

RURAL, DEVELOPMENT

THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURE

!By any measure, apiculture is quite important to th&yLIral development of the SEAMEO
.countrieS. In terms of shares in tbe gross domestic pmduct GDP)1 agriculture leads all other
sectors hi all these countries except Singapore. Data for. the early 70s show that agriculture
constituted about a third to more than four-fifths of GDP; in export earnings, the same sector"
had about a third to more than se%;en-tenths of the total exports. Yet per capita incomes are_
only about a half to a seventh of'the non-agriculture sector, About half to more than three
fourths of the economically active population are directly dependent on the land, suggesting
that the levels of living of this segnent n.-ted urgent attention posing challenge to governments
and development planners in this second development decade of the United Nations.

Part and parcel of a country's development is the erpwth of indusSry And commerce
hand-in-hand with urbanization; rural-urban migration ina6ases, leading to declines in the
percen)taw 01 the popin ion actively engaged in agriculture as it has beeneven ir very slowly
in SEAMEO c c.untries This seemingly natural course of events, however, is unlikely to continue
as long as agriculture is undeveloped, nor can industrialization proceed without substantia
improvements in the rural areas. These should include a variety of-act:Rides, and not be directed
to agriculture in the narrow sense of the term to achieve results.

Industrial output in early stage economy would Vt have a very thfn market. By
reason of technology, such output would be unable to compete wish the industrial products of
advanced economies; urban population of the less developed countiles'(LDCs) is only a small
fraction of the total population, they would even prefer imported goods to those produced
domestcally. This is to say tliat the hope for a fast industrial expansion lies in increasing the
ineotne and purchasing power of the population engaged in apieultUre.

As aericulture develops, it relies more and more on manufactured goods as farm
inputs a-nd --ural folk use increasingly the consumer products that industry turns out. As
indust grows, there will be a burgeoning number of non-food producing population relying
heavily on the fan-ners7 marketable surplus.

In a very important sense, agriculture is a sign:.ean
m export earnings) and at the swne time it is a vast potential market for industrial p- oducts.

ounce of industrial investment
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While agriculture is a dominant source of growth for many countries, yet it scents to have

n a serious dr:i0 to the SEAMEO rcgion

Education and Rural Development

-It is a common observation that economically advanced countries have a highly

educated population. For some time this observation has influenced many LDCs in believing

that the golden key to modernization as symbolized by advanced countdes is education. Indeed,

LOCs spent a substantial proportion of their incomes for education, not necessadly because it

is a sufficient means to modernization and development but that socio-econornie advance is

impossible without a fair unlount of it.

In early stage agriculture, increased total productivity is possible by merely utilling
abundant labour to cultiv'ate new fertile land. The marketable output (over and above .sub-

sistence) is exported (probably bartered) in exchange for consumer produLts. Attractive export

prices and earnings expand production to the less and less fertile lands by utilizing more and

more labour up to the point when further expansion is not worthwhile anymore. Population
increase could easily wipe out the marketable surplus and probably even subsistence output,
thus necessitating food imports to meet huge shortfalls and avert consequent famines. As popu-

lation expands rapidly, as it has been among most SEkIMEO countries, the prophets of doom

couldn't be less than gloomy, except that modern technolog offers a new hope and promise
that abundance in agdculture lies in technologicM change bn the fanns and social change
amongst the rural folk.

Because modern farm technology is sophisticated and- therefore requires education, it

is deceptively easy to think that intensive use of such technolog iweds a highly educated
famwrs, so that it is necessary to provide good education for young farmers, But the loOe of

this statement immediately breaks down when education, urkider the circumstances in LDCs,

tends to drive away those who have it from the farms. Very few agricultural school graduates

go back to farming; college graduates in agnculture prefer government posts. In fact, there is
mnting evidence that_this phenomenon is world wide. Never in any country the world over

have farmers not been the residual population in terms of schooling. They are the people who

have the least access to any school, but the fortunate few who had it tend to seek urban jobs.

If the SEAMEO countries want the rural population to receive education as a

among many to improve their productivity and levels of living, new approaches have to be
found. This s(udy looks at the non.formal modes of learning as a premising possibility.

Promising, because of the fact that it is flexible, 9ractical, of short duration, and does

not require big buildings or complicated equipment so that it is cheap as compared with formal
systems. It can be given at the time when it is needed and precisely to those who require it.

This _does not mean that such education should be of low quality; on the contrary, it
should be as good as possil?le, but it should be practical and serve the, farmer diredy-and fully,

to serve the purpose of rural,development.

How far have the SEAMEO countries developed systems of non--formal education
which would serve this purpose? The presentstudy attempts to answer this question and. this

Chapter will mainly discuss the information:received on concrete programmes and projects,
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identified as "significant" by the National Liaison Committees, while the rural development

data of a general nature have been delegated to Chapter Il.

B. SIGNIFICANT NON-FORMAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES IN RURAL
DEVELOPMENT

Sources of Information

In this survey several information sources were utilized:

a) Questionnaire B (Q.B) which requested the NLC to make an inventory of coun-

try progammes and projects in agnculture and rural development, and followed by a smaller

list of projects which in the opinion of the same NLC were sufficiently significant to be studied

in depth;

b) Questionnre C (Q.C) or the project case study questionnaire towhich respon-

sible officials such as the leaders of the significant projects (listed in Q.B) were individually

requested to reply.

From Q,B, a number of significant projects, mostly state-supported activities, were

identified. However, getting more information on these projects, by Q.0 was difficult. In
spite of the etTorts of the NLC, the Q.C. of sixty-eight projects were not available. The analysis

of project case studies, therefore, mainly applieg to the Q.0 received, supplemented by available

information from secondary sources.

Criteria for Significance

Before submitting the replies (to Q,C) to the Team for further study the N1,Cs were

requested to use any of the following criteria in detemnning the significance of the projects:

I. The urgency of the project arm its prospects of future develop

2. Size of the :lien tele or the number of people potentially or actually served.

3. Size of expenditures incurred by thz! trainees, employers, government, and other

agneies, singly or collectively.

4. Volume of output of the industry or area of activity served by the programme/

p oject.

5. Others.

In evaluating the regional significance of the projectt as described in Q.C, the following

criteria were further applied:

the ratione

b) the clientele

c) costs and some indica ions of effectiveness, if available, and the potential (if not

the actual) usefulness of the project.

Rationale. The rationale describes why the prbject is worthwhile to undertake in the
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setting or conditions where it was actually conducted. The reasons could be in terms of using
the project as a measure to stop losses, e.g., information cawpaigns and training to combat an
outbreak of virulent livestock or plant disease; as a productio..-increasing ;:tich as

training in the wise and efficient use of irdeation watol. fertilizer; andlor probably as a social
welfare function to alleviate human deprivation in eritical plaees, e.g., food productior
campaigns-cum-nutraton progrunmes.

The study on the rationale olthe projects is Intel Jed to see the variety of uses of non-
formal education (NEE) projects in agriculture under particular settings dna conditions ob-
aining in the SEAMEO countries.

Clientele. pojects which are addressed to audiences and are of regional urgerh;ies
are obviously given attention, e.g., specii projects designed to reduce unemployment or out-
of-school youth, projects intended to increase the farm yields of farmers in high production-
potential areas of the region, and also those projects which cacer to srmIll aut!iences such as
specialist groups but which have potentially high'multipliin--effects.

Costs (and EfTectiveness). Even by the sheer size of the expenditures, the project can
easily be identified as important or significant. Governments or its sponsoring agencies, whether
public or -private, are unlikely to pour In huge sums of Money and men to trivial projects,
althougli.some mistakes may happen. Even so, the huge costs of such mistakes still render the
project significantin the negative way. i.e., towards avoiding the replication and multiplicadon
of such pitfalls, and showing what the agencies of count desforego by insisting on the continued
support of projects which have huge costs with too little effectiveness. Close attention is given
to projects which require high costs, without neglecting the inexpensive ones which on the
basis of available information have high potential effectiveness and usefulness in the region.

Another way of looking at costs is in terms of what stream of bene.fits the project
confers on the clientele. Assuming that the project is effective, i.e., high cost is due to its high
quality in terms of increasing the productivity of the participants, then -high cost projects
could be useful devices to minimize worsening income inequalities, or to assist farm people to
move out of extreme poverty, e.g., landless labourers who might be caught in the throes of
rapidly changing land tenure conditions.

Potential 'usefulness. This criterion is intended to assess the project in terms of its ap-

plicability to a wide spectrum of educational urgencies in the region. Here the project is not
evaluated in terms of specific practices but in terms of the logic of such practices, viz, the
principles. The project is not seen as an aggegate of parts but in the unity and harmony of the
various strategies employed, -taking note of the various circumstances under whiCh the project

was undertaken. Given such principles, design of projects wit!) similar logic could be rendered

less difficult to suit vanous particular settings and conditions in the SEAMEO region. This way

of looking at the projects could encourage the design of NEE progammes to solve common

specific education-related u7gencies rather than promote transplantation or copying of projects

which are likely to be unsuitable to different conditions for which they were not intended

originally.

NEE projects which are of action-research nature are highly valuable in terms

potential uselldness.
9 8
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Taxonomy of n-FormA Fdlicatkin Projects

As a device to facilitate the :i:is of the prjeet se todic, -a system 11 classifica-
tion vexi ckeated based on the tolhiwing di:rpo

interest area

clientele

c) method or delivery ti\ s:nt JsOli

Interest Area. This c gory ri to the :lea: ct.vitie$ itt agnculture, classified
according to the purpix,e of such a i namely. crops, livestock, forestry, fishery, co-
operativk!s and farmers associations. irrigation and fann machinery, 1-ann home, and human -

resources. Pr.Yjects which were multi-purpose iii nature and without any major emphasis in
any of the agricultural commodities were put together unde:: human resources. This system of
classificahon is an at/ hoc strategy ntihzed nnh I-or the immediate purposes of the study.

The distribution of the project case studies (QA.) received by the Team is the fon

Total RI Khmer Nrsia RP Sn Th Vtn

Crops 13 1 2 4

Livestock 7 1 1 1 1

i
Forest ry '
Fishery 1 1 1 _. ,
Ci.:yops and Farmers Assn. -I - 1

Irrigation and Machinery 1 -. 1

H m 4 - - 1 3

Human Resources 24 4 1 1 7

TOTAL nO

Critical readers can readily dete. t gaps in the kinds of projects that are available for

further study. Firstly, there ought to he some projects in forestry; there are, for example,novel

projects conducted by the Univen3ity of the Philippines College of Forestry to assist shifting

cultivators who are close to the watershed of hydroi:lectric power clams; secondly, Malaysia is

known to have a strong programme in farmers associations; and thircily, only Vietnam and
Thailand reported projects whose focus of activities is the home: It may be argued, however,
that preliminary evaluation conducted by the NLC could have mled out some of these pro-

jects as non-significant, although it is also possible that these projects, even if important, were
obscure arid were unknomi to the same NLC; or, perhaps, it was extremely difficult to obtain

Q.0 replies from such projects.

1 Indoneisa reported one work.orientethliter:xy project having soil erosion as its ma n theme.

However, SitleC tilV technical part oI the information was little detailed, it has not been possible to take it

into consideration in this Chapter.



in spite of the foregoing remarks, however, n also see that the total of 60 itemu

represents a wide variety of projects which, even i f less than ideal in terms of representativeness,

can he considered as a fair sample of NFE activities in rural development in the region.

Clientele The clientele coitld be classified in several ways, namely, by the level of

schooling, formally received, by age group and even if somewhat trivially, by scx. Cutting

across these ,.:2ter,,ones is whether the clientele is gainfully employed, under-employ-A, unem-
ployed. There are also proiects which are addressed to a wide variety of audiences.

It is shown in the tables (following im{ tediately) that the projects analyzed in this

study were addressed to sever-A groups of clientele, meetly for the low.literate (and probably
non-Literate) audiences who were likely to be adults.

By level of formal schooling received 'Number

I. Third level; mainly specialist cotirses for high-level technicians,

Per cent

officials, and researchers 5

2. Second level; mainly for volumeer cadres, technic ans of Junior

gade, and research aides 14 23

I Multi-level clientele, mainly for low-literate audiences 41 68

Total 60_ 99

By age-Droups Number Per cent

I. Children (below age 15)
12. Young-adults (about ages 15-20) 23 38

3. Adults (above age 20) 37 62

Total 60 100

Method or Delivery System. Met rod or delivery system indicates the way in which the

teaching-learning outcomes are produce& Two main categories are considered in this study,

namely, training and extension. A criterion for this classification is the degree of the structural

organization of the method, training as a highly structured activity on the one hand and ex-

tension as a somewhat loosely structured series of advisory activities on the other hand.

An ideal-type training method is exemplified by residential training which is not only

highly structured but also so organized that the activity is conducted in a more or less
contiguous block of teaching-learning time. Extension, as used in this study, is a series of

loosely structured (yet possibly highly organized) advisory contacts between the technician or

agent'and the target audience, where the contacts are somewhat brief and in discrete periods of

teaching time. Farm visitis, field days observatiOn tours, method demonstration, result demon-.

st ration, leaflets and other mass media activities fall under what is here called extension.

Training as a method could be undertaken in various forms such as residential training,
on-farm/in-cornmunity training, courses offered by mobile training units, apprenticeship and

on-the-job training in certain off-farm occupations in agriculture.

in most instancd, however, tr&ining is supplemented by extension acthrities, as des-

cribed previously. Such combination of methods should be properly cAled traiMng,curn-exten-

sion or extension-curn4raining, whichever is the.main activity. For the purposes of this study,.
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etraining-urn-e_ _ . sion meth (As is simply caliod 1iiJJiJifl JiILI he kind ;J-

.project case studies lvailable for analysis are:

Number Per cent

Tra 22 37

l±xteflsIori 3S 133

t)t AL

LogOc of Method or Delivery System

In this section NEE is viewed as an investment, the transformation of present re-

sources into a stream of future benefits. NEE is not wanted foritself but for the potential and
likely benefits that one could'reeeive via the skills that are acquired. If the activity brings forth7,_
in one's subjective evaluationmore income than expenditure, more rewards than punishment,
alternatively, more pleasure than pain, then the motivation to seek such NEE activities will be
strong. in this view, people'who see the rewards of NEE, have the access to and have the.capaci-
ty to incur the costs of such activities would likely participate in them: Much more so, if they
bear only a fraction of the total costs. It-is in this view that individuals as decision-makers

and governments, including their instrumentalities, as decision-makers froM the4ocial perspec
five, want to use present resources in NEE prorammes and projects in order to reap the mani-
fold benefits from such activities, which in present value terms are seen at least as more than
what they cost.

In a more concrete way, education (whether formal or non.formal) is wanted because

it tends to increase the productivity of educated people more than those who have less educa-

tion; this productivity is reflected by the observation that, in generalpersons who received
more and better schooling tend to receive, ceteris parihus, higher wages. Statistical calculations

isolate the -pure" effects of schooling by partialing out the influces of sex, measured

native ability, social class origins, and other factors, tend to demonstrate even more the afore-
mentioned positive relationship between schooling and wages.

Like schooling (or formal ducation), NEE act vities in rural development e.g, training
and extension, have demonstrable effects on productivity. Distinctive characteristics such as

specificity, divisibility(ad hoc feature), and even portability make NEE activities more effective

means to alter step-by-step .the production process under varying settings, cultures and coned-
tions, unfolding virtually infinite ways of increasing the productivity of human and agricultural

resources of which the SEAMED region has in abundance.

These optimistic gifts of NEE aL. tivities, however, are not easy to obtain. NEE is a
powerful instrument, but the limits of its power hinge, to a large extent, on the user and his
understanding of the dynamics and possibilities ofeducation and his willingness to use them.

Training. The usefulness of the skills and particular knowledges fnrnished by training

appears to be dependent on the production process itself where such sIdlls or knowledge ate
among the inputs. Changes in the production process materially affects the usefulness of lie
skills acquired through training. Where technologjcal change in an industry is rapid, the useful-

ness of some skills decreases considerably, thus these skills arc rendered less productive and

.oecome obsolete. In changing agriculture, some skills have to be left in fallow while new ones

nee.4 to be acquired.
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Obviously, for training to be useful it is necessary that the learning results of such
training (e.g:, knowledge and skills, affective states) be utilized soonest; it is also obvious that
this usefulness is directly linked to the interdependence between skill and productivity so that
the training should be geared to the production process itself if possible on the spot, and
just before it should be used. Whenever under-utilization and/or non-utilization of the learning
outcomes of training preVails, then training-has no reason for being; the use of trainMg-resources
could probably be better tr1 elsewhere. It is in tlbs respect that training of workers and direct
producers of agricultural commodities has a high premium, if the circumstances surrounding
the production process encourage the -Utilization of skills and knowledge acquired froM train-
ing. It is also in this view that firms, agri-business concerns, or even the government tend to
spend more and mcje efforts on training programmes and projects.

From the foregoing views, farmers and possibly other workers in agricultbre would
welcome training -if this is worth their time compared to other uses of their time. And indeed
when scarcities of certain skills would command a distinct advantage on the part of the clientele,
they would tend to seek such training, particularly when their expenditure is only their time.

Training in agriculture is usually heavily subsidized, i.e. , the direct costs are borne by
taxpayers. Society, through some governmental or political processes, chooses to use training

..as a mode of intervention (mediation, if this term is preferred) toward increasing agricultural
productivity, and-that the usage of training is justified because the gains frontsuch--activities
are worth more than the trouble.

Productivity in agricultdre, however, is not a sirnple matter. The thinldng that more
[mining always results in higher-productivity is obviously quite simplistic; even if this relation-
ship wers true, more productivity in agricultureunder certain conditionsmay even lead to a
dramatic reduction in ,profits; unck very uncertain farming situations, peasants were observed
to maximize not profits but survival (Lipton, 1972).,It is useful in this regard to think of
training as only one of the many inputs, rather than as-the singe cause, of rural development.
One keen obsenier labels education (of which training is only an aspect) as merely an accelera-
tor' rather than ari essential to development.2

Another feature of training is that if the skills acquired confer increased incomes (due
to increased productivity) then it can be a useful tool to reduce income inequalities, particularly
when the production and utilization of skills are addressed to deprived segments of the popula-

ExtensidiCApplied to agiculture, extension (C.V. Good, 1959, pp. 217-8) refers to
"the diffusion of agricultural and related knowledge concerning rural life thrcugh demonstra-
tion, extegsion lectures, directed group study and discussion, bulletins, reading courses, and
sometimes, farmers' institute and short courses." As described, extension in agriculture is a
repertoire of communication activities to fapners and farm workers. It is a bridge, sb to speak,

1One could easily be tempted to say that an accelerator is also, like any other part, an essential
to an automobile; the clistinction is, however, subtle, i.e., that-the accelerator is a convenient device to in-
crease the speed of the car. In a somewhat similar fashion, the analogy is that education is an effective in-
strument to "get agriculture moving" when all the "other" essentials ale there.

.

2A.T. Mosher, Getting Apiculture Moving, published for The Agricultural Development Council,
New Ydrk: Praegerrc1966.
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between the producers of new knowledge in agriculture "(defined broadly) to its end-users, i.e.,

thefarmers. The communication strateOes are intended to increase the aloption (hence, utili-
zation) of agricultural technology, that new technology leads to lilgher farm-resource pro-

ductivity.Again, the end in view is that extension as an educatienal programme influences '1 2

productive capacity of farmers, although capacity shouhl be expressed in terms of more r;ce

per hectare of land, more eggs per hen, more milk per cow; in brief, more income from their
-farms as requisite to rural development in terms of more and better food on the table, better.

clothing on the person's bAck, better housing, a modicum of income to afford social services

like education, medical care, and an increasing participation in community affairs and

government.

All these promises of a better life for farm families are thought to be possible via the

new farm technology. Extension appea to be the means by which technology is adopted or

utElized, almost implying that More and better extension leads to more adoption of new agicul-

tura! practices This is obviously an over-simplification, yet it appears that many extension

progammes are influenced by this view.

Advances in diffusion of innovation research show that extension is not enough for

practices to be xdopted. if extension progammes increase the.. farmer's knowledge and his

ability to choose, the decision-to adopt certain farm technoloff would likely be postponed,

withheld, if not become negative, if such practices are from the point of view of the farmers

not profitable. Experience in the Philippines has shown, again and again, that lack of credit,

fertilizers and farm 5upplies, and, obviously, low prices of farm products seriously lirnit the-,

adoption of farm techno14 in spite of a wen worked Out extension jaroglamme. It Appears

that without th, essentials, extension could likely end up in an exercise in futility, reducing

extension activities to human relations, leaving the farmers as they were since time began. The

foregoing discussion is not tO argue for less of extension but to consider-it along wAh the other

development variables.
a

C. ANALYSIS Or CASE STUDIES't

TRAINING PROJECTS

Rationale. In response to critical situations, the training projects were utilized in

many ways, namely:

I. Pre-service Training. To supply specifically qualified personnel to particular jobs

to meet manpower requirements. This,rationale was accompanied by an awareness of, if not
frustration on, the inability of formal schooling to'prepare the graduates for specific jobs, and

on the pv!rsistent, acute shortageS of qualified personnel.

Examples: Specialist Training for SuperviseriCredit Technicians (Philippines), Fishery

Training Course (Singapore), Training Agricultural Cadres and Specialists (Vietnam) and

Agricultural Training Centre (Thailand).

2. In-Service Training. This type of training was designed to up-grade the competen-,
cies:of personnel already on the-job so that they could become more eftecqve in their work.

This (raining was also intended to "re-fuel" field workers with new technologies generated by

research institutions.
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Examples: Agricultural Training Centre (Thailand), Padi Mechanization Training
(Malaysia), Vegetable Seed Production Training (Philippines ) and Training kbnagers of Farmers
Associations (Vietnam).

3. Help solve critical problems which were linked to educational solutions. lligh
qnemployment, malnutrition, acute shortages of vegetable seeds, high prices of staples and
other food necessities, etc. were problems which right be alleviated by NEE projects.

Examples: Ralojat Training Centre (Poultry : Malaysia), Livestock Development (Laos),
,HVE Green Revolution Project (Philippines), Agricultural Skill Training (Indonesia), and Using
Fertilizer, in Rice Production (Khmer Republic).

4. Supplement on-going formal instmction in sehOols, ad
pupils and school drop-outs.

Examples: 4-1 (4-H) Club Projects (Vietnam
FAHP) Training (Pldlippines).

d Agricultural

ed to in-schciol

adership (FFP,

5. `- Increase utilization of zxisting facilidcs in schonls.

Example: Summer TrainingSourses at Kasetsart University for inte sted people
Thailand).

6. A quick means to facilitate acceptance of a new educational programme.

Example: Se inar onference on Revised Secondary Agricultural Curriculum
(Philippines).

Objectives

The rationale in the preceding section portrays the kinds of problems that the pro-
jects were addressed to. In a way, the rationale reflects also what the objectives of the projects
were.

The analysis of ebjectives zearched for regularities such as the specificsjn temis of.
knowledges, skills, etc.acquired by the clientele, arid the objectives that are somehat remotely
educative in nature yet are of immediate coneern to the project/programme. Attention was
focused also on, the substance and manner in which objectives were expressed.

It was found that the project, objectives were stated in broad, if net vague, teaching
objectives, suggesting that the emphasis tended to be on teaching rather than on learning. The
objectives, in the way they are, would render the project difficult to evaluate in terms of learn-
ing outcomes. Only in very few cases were the project objectives expressed in terms of out-
comes, varying from prease statement to general anticipations.

Examples:

I. Statements of Expected'
After a period of 5 mon hs trairting, the participants, being agicultur ex:-!

worke a ost- secondary level, shoWd be able to:
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a. identify the requirements of crops used in cropping systems,

b. select crops tor cropping systems for given enviroinnental con

c. design cropping patterns for a Oven location.

2. Objectives in terms of teaching rather than Icalmins outcomes.

a. To train and improve teacher competencies hi.. .(crop/livestock) production.

b. To prepare participants to become effective. . .(field workers).

c. To teach how to. .(skills). .

d. To (impart) technical skills in agriculture.

Objectives which are somewhat remotely educational

a. To improve the economic status of the family and the commu y.

b. (To) Produce well-nourished and healthy citizens.

c. (To) Bring about desirable changes in the artitude of the people towards work.

d. To promote the efficiency of extension workers who work in the rural areas all
over the coun ry.

Clientele.

The clientele of the training projects were mostly (but not in gl cases, see previous
section 4) those who had substantial amounts of formal schooling, as shown below:

Training courses mainly for specialists, high-level techni.
cians, officials and researchers; require third-level education

Trgning courses mainly for volunteer cadres, techmicians
of junior grade, and research aides; require at least second-
level education

9

4

Training courses mainly for young literates 8

TOTAL 21

There were different Idnds of traMing methods used by the projects, n_ _ely:

1 Resideptial tranthig. This type of training was provided by training centres with
boarding accommodations, lasting from a week to as long as 6 months.

Examples: Specialists Course in Cropping System (Philippines), Training Course for
Supervisea Credit Tedmician Philippines), Short Course in Ccoperative Management
(Thailand), Padi Mechanization Training (Maysia).

2. Mobile Training. The training unit travelled to where the clientele were
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conducted the training course there; after completion of a corm,- or a series of courses, the

training unit moved to another site.

This type of training is particularli ,uited to simple, short term courses which are
addressed to moh:',2 groups, e.g. fisnermen, and to other audiences which are widely dispersed

geogaplucally.

Example: Sea Fishing Technical Training for Fishermen (Vietnam).

3. QuicIde" Courses. These courses last only a few hours to a few days mainly

for information campaigns followed by a how-' o-do-it demonstrations. The participants were

assembled in public places such as at the villaw temples, schools, or at training centres where

the course activities were undertaken. The training consists of farmer classes, method de-
monstrations, and sometimes followed by practice and observation tours.

Exlmples: Short-Term Trning for Farmers letnam), and Increase of Food Crops

Production (Laos).

4. Youth Club Training. This method was applied to the young and young-adults

for the development of leadership skills, either to supplement in-school programmes and/or to

cater to out-of-school youth.

Examples: 4-H Clubs, such as the 4-1 in Vietna*and the Yuwa Kasetakorn in Thai-

land; the FFP and the FAHP projects in the Philippines are also in this category.

5. Seminar-Conference. This method has a distinctive usefulness in promoting k!-re

acceptance of an innovation by involving the participants in discussions to thresh out its ad-

vantaws and disadvantages, its anticipated problems and conflicts as well as the guidelines in

the resolution of such conflicts. For a long time, group discussions about new policies, farm

practices, a new consumer product have been known as an effective marketing or adoption

strateEy.

Example: Semin -Conference on the Revised Secondary Agriculture Curricu u

(Philippines).

Costs.

Cost is here interpreted' as anything one gives up in exchange for something. Direct

costs borne by the agency/office which conducts the training are shown by expenditures, on

the services of personnel, facilities, and sometimes on grants (whether in cash or in kind) to the

participants. Tile costs incurred by the participant may involve out-of-pocket costs and the

value of his time if this were spent in its next highest productive use.

Data on costs are sketchy, many- of them are unavailable or if they are:they could be

shaky estimates. The analysis that follows, therefore, should be understood with this limitation.

A perusal of the cost data revealed the following observations:

I. In terms of per capita income in the countries where the projects were con-

ducted, the expenditures involved were substantial. This observation means that training
activities as components of NFE programmes are important.
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2. The value of the clienteles' time is only a small fraction of the total costs. This
infonnation means that the sacrifices to be made by the participants were not important. The
training projects were fully subsidized by state support whether from taxpayers' funds or

from external sources.

3. In some instances, the volunteer component of the cost is significant. Tapping
volunteers as a training resource could substantially lower the direct expenditures borne by

taxpayers; alternatively, for a given cash budget, more clientele could be reached by the project

by harnessing the services of volunteers.

e 4. Average unit ,:osts (per participant ) in roost instances are quite low, indicating

/that for modest expenditures a good number of participants or clientele could be served.

5. Training at the high-levels, e.g. specialists, obviously entails huge unit expen
tures- the queStion of the utilization of the training is, therefore, paramount.

6. At the lower levels of training, unit cost is generally lower than OM of the
specialist courses. But number makes the total cost large; the utilization of such training needs

to he looked intoalso.

Problems

' The major problems of training projects are resource-related concerns. High on the

list are: availability of equipment and facilities, availability of qualified personnel, adequacy

of budget/funds, and availability of supplies.

Frequency
(Usually more than one
difficulty was mentioned)

Availability of equipment/facilities '13

Availability of qualified personnel 10

Adequacy of budget/funds 9

Availability 'of supplies 8

Audience/Clientele
Admirfistration
Others

The matter of the audience or clientele also deserves_ special mention. Although

the frequency of me:ition is somewhat low, yet the level of difficulty is just as high as those at

the top of the listUnder this categoiy, the problern-of "fast turnove'r", as mentioned by one

cif the specialist 'training courses, needs elaboration. Why the fast tura-pver? 'How does this
pioblem relate to the stnieture of the costs?

The project in particular was a joint project between a training -institute and a
sponsoring agency, wthere the latter specified what it wanted to be done to the participants as

part of its pre-service training programme. Apparently, apart from the value of the 'participants'

time, the total lairect cost of the training was incurred by the sponsoring agency. Byt the sIdlls

acquired from the trainhig were also applicable and Wghly valued (in terms of higher salaries)

by other employers, especially by private agri-business firms. In this situation, the sponsoring
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agency has to adopt a wage policy (for its sponsored trainees) that is competitive with those of
other employers, otherwise, that agency vrill continue to have a crowd of trainees, yei too few
qualified workers.1

EXTENSION PROJECTS

Rationale

The extension projects were addressed to urgent concerns suc as:

low farm productivity
low rural and farm incomes
low bargaining power of farmuera, poor access lo productki credit

d. poor farm housing
e. very poor nutrition, froth and sanitation
I. smallholders/film-leis lack technical support
g. poor use of irrigation facdities.

Considering that the farmers and the rural folk make up about three.fiftlis to four-
fifths of the population of mczt SEAMEO countries, the problems cited above demand im-
mediate attention and concerted action.

Objectives

By studying the projects in isolation from the total extension programme, it was
sometimes difficult to see the relationship between the objectives of specific projects with
those of the programme to which the same projects belong_ Taking note of this Wmitation,

attention was focused on the project objectives in terms of activities. A careful examinadon of
available information on objectives pointed out the following:

apP

I. The project objectives were expressed mainly in general terms making then

opriate as programme rather than as project objectives.

Examples: To increase the income of farmers
To improve the standard of living of farm families
To develop chicken farming, etc.

Sonic of the activity-type objectives were the following:

To help the farm families repair their houses according to sanitation and health

principles;

To help farm housewives choose, and prepare inexpensive, wgienic and nutritious

food.

1 M.D. Leonor, "Human tal and Migration", Farm Economics and Development Journal
Vol. 2:1, pp.59-65. Also, the writer's -Diplomas for Development? Observations on Graduate Unemploy-

ment in the Philippines" in Studies in Education and Development. D1I43, s. 1973.
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2. The objectives were expressed in terms of teaching rather than learning activitieS.

In this way, it follows that when th.e teaching (or assisting) activity is done, the project
objective is said to be accomplished; whereas, if the objectives were stated in learning terms and

further, in-terms of specific behavioral consequences, e.g. the farrner is able to increase fice
production from say 1.5 tons to 2.0 (or more) tons, under given situations, then judgements

on the effectiveness of the project would be in an entirely different dimension.

3. The objectives were addressed predominantly to matefial technological change,

e.g., new knowledge and skills in biological, chemicA and sometimes in mechanical technologr,

hoping that by these means the farmers could improve-their situation. Rarely was re-structufing

social institutions utilized to speed up the adoption ofmaterial technology.

4. Judged from what is known about what makes extension projects worthwhile,

the objectives reflect heroic intentions but equally threats Of ineffictiveness.^s statement
will be clafified later in this study.

Clientele

Extension programmes were generally addressed to the adult members of the farm

family, and to a limited extent, to younger members. The relatie importance of the thfferent
audiences of extension projects is indicated by the following figures:

Extension projects for Number
Youth 5

Adults 20
TOTAL 25

The extension projects w re directed to low-literate farmea 2110 to other members of

the farm household. It was ..not possible to ascertainrto what extent non-literate farmers were
exposed to extension activities; not one of the projects reported was specifically designed for

such an audience, although -certain work-oriented literacy projects had cmral development as

their theme.

Short training vities in extension firojects, e.g, training for managers of farmers

associations, training for older out-of-school rural youth, training in co:operative huyini-!andi

marketing were directed to the more literate members of the fannerstcommunity. In effect,
those who were literate mid had more previous formal school tend to have greater exposure

to extension agents.

roithod

The project case studies yielded the following patterns ofapproaches in exten ion:

I. Corwentional Extension Services. These arc the usual teChnical backstopping to
farmers in the form of advisory serVces, demonstrations, farm visits, etc. Specific extension
activities directed at solving limited, particular problems, e.g., pest control, livestock vaccina-

ti on, promotion of HYV seeds, tggirig latrines, etc. belong to this kind of extension approach.
In some instances, short training is provided and then follow-up activities in the form of farm

visits take place. Most of the project case studies submitted are in this category.



2. Integated Commodity-Oriented,Approach. This is production target ()dented
approach 'where technical backstopping by extension services is integrated with other produc-
tion increasing factors such as liberal credit, availabilit); of farm inputs such as fertilizer and

-other fami chemicals, mechanical tillers when justifiable, price incentives, etc. Land reform
and the creation of other institutional structures %such as co-operatives, farmers associations,
etc. are also part of the integrated_approach.

Example: _ asagana 99 (Philippines), Pilot Project for the Development of irrigated
Cultures (Khmer Republic).

A

, 3N Integrated Village Development Approach. Instead of the commodity focus,
this apProach uses increased productivity of agkicultural commothties as mly one of the means
to improve the levels of ihing of rural households in village- communities. It develops and uses
village institutional structures ,and governmental machinery to facilitate technological change
in agriculture. Its distinctive feature is the sequence of mutually re-enforcing development-acti-
vities to mobilize the human resources, to fully develop the land and water resources and to
create a progressive rural structure towards moderMzing agriculture.

,

Example: UPLB/SEARCA Social Laboratory (Praippines), TRRM Agricultural De7
velopment in Rural Villages (Thailand), Comprehensive Education Programme for Youths
(Indonesia)

Costs

As in training projects, the budget expenditures M extension are generally significant
particularly for pro,;,ects which are nationwide in scope; unit casts are obviously low, although
the per unit costs do not tell anything on the project's effectiveness.

The total budget costs of inclividual projects pooled together woWd certainly be re-
latively large for each country, even if its relative size compared to GNP would be very small.
Tins reasoning might be used by proponents for the expmsion of extension programmes. That
more and more serf-ices be extended to the farmers, few would object; what matters is not so
much with the linear expansion of the farmer advisory services (hence, spending more), but
with the reasonable effectiveness of such services, that would justify additional expenditures.

Even ,if information on the effectiveness of the projects were not available, the ele-
ments or conditions which make projects and programmes increasingly effective are generally
known; if these are absent, the increase in expenditures; or expanding the projects, are unlikely
to bear fruitful results.

It might be noted, too, that some projects have high volunteer components and, there-
fore, trid to have direct cos s which are a small fraction of the tf'fial project costs.

In rirojects which supplied information on the participants' time, it is generally
observed that the value of such time is only a very small fraction of the total estimated cost per
participant. If such projects were as productive at least as a bank deposit (yielding an Mterest
of about 6-8 per cent), then the fanner would reap the benefits of the total unit expenditure
for 'only his time s his cost. The project would then be persuasive in attracting participants.
For some reason or another, however, some projects had problems with clientele, Although it is
doubted whether any farmer, even unconsciously, ever made such 'a computation on the value
of his time, there are certainly a good number who think that such a project is not "worthwrffle".
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Problems

As in the training projects, the problems in extension are also highly resource-related.

High on the list is the scarcity of quhlified personnel. Another acute problem is the unavailabili-

(and the high price ot) farm supplies and inputs; another obsta6le is the inadequacy of

operational budget and credit/loans to famiem. These major problems, if not solved, are suffi-

cient to render any vigorous extension Meffective, much more so the linear expansion more of

the same) of such projects.

Related to the shortages of field personnel is the problem of technical cornpetence.

When the extension agent lacks the subject-matter competence, the accuracy of his technical

advice would unlikely be better than chance, and his credibility', to his clientele would be

seriously impaired. Consequently, the extension project breaks dawn, reducing the extension

service to sterile, back-patting excursions. This means that extension workers, if not well train-

ed, are rather a liability than an asset, since they would reduce the credibility of the service as

a whole. 'and would make future work in the same area nearly impossible.

D. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Training and Extension Projects

The repertoire of uses that projects were put tO give an Lndication on the exciting

'possibilities and potentials of NFE for further development and refinements in the SEAMEO

region. It is remarkable that for country-specific situations, NFL projects-were devised to suit

to such situations. It is in this flexible character that NFE projects and programmes could have

high significance to the region with its many-sided educational crisis situations and circum;

stances.

But the effectiveness of NFE projects a`nd programmet is still an open question. Pro-

jects in a given setting could hardly be transplanted to-another setting without altering their

effectiveness. Nor is reliable information on effectiveness readily avalable. For one thing, most

NFE projects were a-ddressed to audiences who in the tiist place were in highly deprived cir-

cumstances; their educational levels were at the lowrr end of the ladder. Their situation ap-

pears to be so, not that they are poor because they lack schooling but the other way around.

To push .education hard by means of NFL projects and programmes without alterimg the de-

pfived conditions by other means as well would certainly be a single-minded strategy. Yet most

of the projects studied appear to have that common theme.

Invariably in many projects examined, the emphasis was on teaching rather than on

qearning. It is probably a surprise to note that even highly org Mzed projects Rich as those run

by state agencies and institutions still lack, remarkably, the refinements in the simple skills of

stating training objectives. Of course, excellent results can be obtained even if the objectives are

unstated, vatether explicitly or implicitly:- But it is in the way objectives are expressed that a

rigorous technical evaluation of the objectives can follow, either within the framework of

pedagogy, and/or within the scope of the project's contribution to .:he alleviation of multi-
faceted problems of which education is only a part in the entire package of either sequential or

simultaneous solutions.

Training projects appeared to have various forms and content; they Were designed to

I
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meet specific, manpower problems. Art inventory of these projects and their configurations
provided a gocd pieture Of how they were utilized, under what situations, for what clientele
and for what purpose. Mainly, the training projects were in response to quickly meet acute
shortages, of specific manpower requirements of visible, on-going development programmes.
They were, so to speak, used to supply the manpower requirenients that could not be identi-
fied by forecasters, or to whittle away the inaccuracies of manpower forecasts. That training
projects were undertaken probably in utter frustration on the inability of formal school cur-
ricula wIth high occupationalor job-bias to produce the kinds ot qualifications that the job
market wants is triteresting and 1-tighly significant. The fact that there appeared to be a good

number of more or less permanent training schemes for regularly needed personnel,can only
rengthen this observation. Even if primary information on project costs was shaky and on

project effectiveness non-existent, few critical thinkers would likely object that, in the given

circumstances, the training projects were the better strategy than formal school vocational cur-
ricula.

Formal vocational school curricula, i.e. those with a Itigh occupation or job-specific

bias, are likely to have a very slow reaction time. Long lead time is needed to plan the program-

me, acquire the site, build the facilities, recruit the staff, attract students, operate the progam-'

me, etc., and finally gaduating less than a handful eVen after a lapse of a decade. Rapid techno-

logical change would leave such curricula way behind and the graduates would be well qualified

for jobs Which became obsolete. Retrning by way of NEE programmes could be of help, but

this would be a step too late, meanwhile the route is extended and costs much more.

The finding that the training projects were on the whole addressed to those who
already have had substantial f6rmal schooling is another significant point. The per participant
cost was often high in training projects which were addressed to those who/already had high
levels of schooling. If unit costs were any indicator of the quantity.and quality of such training,

then it is not far from the truth to say that those who have more formaTschooling tend to have

more non-formal training. This statement, in fact, is supported by mounting documented
evidences that the better educated tend to benefit more of, and actually do invest more in,
specific training such as 6vert in NEE Programmes, suggesting that indeed there is high coin,
pletnentarity between formal and non-formal education. Towards efficiency consideration,
there must be near-optimal, if not optimal, mixes between the two modes of education among

other variables in the deyelopment process.

All the project cases submitted for study were state organized except for some which

were run by research and non-profit service institutions. It is .of general knowledge, however,
that m'any NEE programmes and projects ate undertaken by private firms such as agd-business

enterprises. In view of the lack of information on pnvate industry-sponsored NFE training

projects, the Team is unable to describe them or derive some guidelines that might be useful to

the public sector. Nevertheless, the project case studies showed many possible ways of creating

and utilizing training projects. They were less helpful, however, concerning guidelines in us-

ing a project effectively, for example, when to use it, how much of it, when to dispose of it,

and under what specific circumstances.

Private industry is ldghly profit-oriented; from this consideration, training will likely

not be undertaken when it does riot add anything to profit, either in the short and/or in

the long run. This is to say that rfirm tends not to conduct training as long as it cannot inter-
nalize the benefits from such training; if firms do get partial benefit fro:n training projects,
they do pass some of the cost, if not all of its, on to the trainees in various ways such as' wages
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lower than marginal productivity supplemented by iron-clad devices to prevent quits until the
full costs are recouped by the firm, immediate sharing of the costs, etc. But this is generally
true only to firmspezific skills, i.e. those-which are less useful to other firms by reason of
technologidt unique-to the firms which undertake the training. From this discussion, it follows
that training projects are undertaken when they bring in profits to the firm and are dispcsed of
when the consequent profits are-zero or negative (lases). This rule-of-thumb could be useful
but is unlikely to be followed in, the non-market sector, i.e., the public tax-supported agencies
and institutions. It appears, therefore, that some measurable profit analogs will be useful as am
indicator for the chcice 'Of training projects in die public sector as well as for determining the
reason for the existence of such projects.

Extension projects could be viewed as training projectS, in fact they really are, except
that the clientele are geographically dispersed anj the contiguity of contact time be'.ween the
technician or agent and the dientele (farmer) is likely to be discrete in contrast with that in
training, especially of the residential type. It follows that much of the foregoing #iscussion on
training generally.appltes to extension.

The usefulness of trning in a 'private firm is in terms of capturing the advantages
(benefits) of a superior production technology. New machines are purchased, new management
systerns potentiOy reduce costs or increase productisity, and training is necessary to enable the
firm to move to- higher production feasibility frontiers; all costs considered, training of em-
ployees shld bring forth more profits. Pre-serAdce trairdng could be argued in these terms.

-Extension !night be viewed Os° in the same-light.

Newer technologies exist, e.g., mechanical, biological, chemical, agronondc, etc.
which have high potential for increasing the productiVity of fann resources such as land and
labour. Extension is a means of altering step-by-siep the farmer's production processes towards
the feasibility frontiers promised by new technology. But the conditions in agriculture are
much different from those in industrial manufacturing, where raw materials and other inputs
are conveniently brought together under one roof. On the other hand, the manufacture of food
and fiber via the bidogical and climatologica process necessarily requires its spread over wide
surfaces of the earth, and needs much tline, while production units are scattered and are less
amenable to organizational techniques than in industry; prices fluctuate widely and unevenly;
rks and uncertainty are high. Normally, the traditional, fanning system takes all this inbo
account, and will appear to be the best in the long run, finless new factors are introduced. In a
sense, therefore, the alternation of the production process is liklly to be extremely difficult,
demanding sophistication and skill. Much more, the project Case studies inacated acute scar-
cities of farm inputs and supplies, etc. which inhibit the application of the skills that the farmers
acquired from the extension agent._ In such cases, skills that are unutilized provide only sym-
bolic rather than tangible benefits to the fanners; the production of skills via NFE programmes
would be an exercise Ln futility. Extension projects which are fascinating pedagogically-but
without the cornplementarities mentioned would come to naught.

In the search for analogs. (to piofit), extension projects could very well separate
pedagogical objectives (learning outcomes) from prochictivity objectives (increased farm profits
and incomes); and in the absence o visible increases in productivity, extension agencies might
hang on to pedagogicM 'profit-analo as their reason for existence, inevitably also for the NFE
programmes and projects that they undertake. Curiously, social organizations in thenon-market
sector tencl.ter maximize their survival rather than their productivity. Without the productivity
analogs, NFE projects and programmes would likely outlast their Usefulness; NFE programmes



would tend to acquire the features, e.g. the sluggishn:ss to respond to chanOng situations, that

formal schools enduringly nave.

In industrial and commercial enterprises, it is in tha,intimate association between
training and the production process that the benefits of training are captured, either by the

firm and/or by the trainee. It is also in this very same principle that the private (the farmer)

and soCial (the entire Seciety) benefits of extension projects are interngized. Extension pro-
jects, therefore, should be considered hand-in-hand with provisions for other production
factors, such as farm supplies. It is for this reason that extension projects utilizing integrated

approaches are of high potential for the SEAMEO reOon. One of the SEAMEO Project Cen-

es leads in action-research in this direction.

E. TRAINING FOR CO-OPERATIVES1

Generally speaking, no or little place is Oven to rural co-operatives in the curricula of

formal agricultural Schools and colleg..J, the mai, providers of extension personnel in the
SEAMEO countries. This means that they do not sufficiently emphasize this important aspect

of rural development, since they have been trained mainly in agriculture in the narrow Sense of

the orrn. This also implies that agricultural extension work is not or not enou o-operative

movement.

Another point has also conic out of the experience of a number of Asian countries:

the difficulty for pure credit co-ops to function well. lr credit is not linked with producd on and

marketing, there appears to be little chance for the credit co-op to survive, since the right

amount as well as Jire time wben the credit is.required are difficult to estimat correctly for

the co-op personnel. Moreover, the money may be used for other purposes, so a multi-purpose
cc,operative, proviWng, prefevably in kind, the various necessities such b..s IlYV seeds, fer-

tilizer, insecticides or whatever is required, and organizing, along with the farmers, marketing

and transport facilities, is a far better proposition.

In some countries, however, this dichotomy :las nearly resulted in Idlling the whole

co-operative movement, since, for instance, the Ministry of Agriculture wanting to establish

multi-purpose Farmers Associationsjof the type which works so successfully in Taiwan)

competed with the narrow credit co-ops to the detriment of both. Thercfore, in organization
and training, the broad purpose of niral development including several aspects of rural life

should be the acknowledged purpose which will then lead to a co-ordination of work of various

services instead of competition.

Discussing the situ. tion country-wise, it can be stated that Indonesia, although there

existed officially a number of training institutions for co-operative personnel, is now using the

services of three ILO experts to set up a real training system, since the existing centres were
actually not dealing properly with the subject matter as such, but were not much else than--
secondary schools. KUD (a large rice gowers co-op) has just started (15 April 1974) good
training centres, hating a double purposers the future KUD officials will leari the details of rice

cultivation, but also deal with the problems of co-operative production, credit and marketing.

The Team gratefully acknowkdges the orat tiforniaon it received from Mr. M. von Mura/t,

expert in co-operatives, ILO Regional Office, liangkok who, however, should not he held responsible for

possible errors in this section.



Bilsides, the Friechich Reit Foundationis supporting a successful training centre foi

co-operative personnel in North Sumatra.

In a different sector, that of "transmigration" (internal migration, particularly from

Java to other islands), the policy has changed favorably: formerly the purpose was to persuade

as many farmers as possible to leave Java, with the result that available resources were-spread

too thin. The rationale behind this was die hope that the particUlarly difficult demographic
situation would improve by migration. However, a long history of effonsbefore and after
Independencehas shown that the-number of migrants from Java was never even 100,000 in

a single yew- and, moreover, that it wal no exception that those who returned to Java out-
numbered the migrants leaving the island. Gradually .the authorities are now changing their
views, and migration is more and more considered as a means of developing parts of the Outer

Islands. The assistance now provided to each farm family migrating to one of the development

areas is more substantial, including support to Settlers' co-operatives and explathing to them

how ccr-ops may help to Improve living conditions.

The situation in Khmer Republic at present does not allow much work to be done in

training for rural co-operatives, while this type of education has riot progressed very far yet in

Laos either. However, the Lao Credit and Savings Co-op stancd a few years ago small-scale but

well orgmized training efforts supported by the Agricultural Development Organization and

USAID, mostly for organizets of agricultural production co-operativei

In Malaysia a Co-operative Training College (at Petaling Jaya, Kuala Lumpur)organizes,

courses of different type and duration for various lOnds of co-operative personnel, particularly -

managers and accountants. The -training appears to be good, although perhaps a little too
theoretical and not fully geared to practical needs. Besides this College, there are youth and
settlement training courses which irclude training for co-operative organizers: settlers oq "new

lands" are required to became members of a co-op, which indeed is the most logical form of

organization in such circumstances when the farmers, having moved to a new area; cultivating

in many casesnew crops, missing the social control of the village community, will be happy to

have this co-operative to provide them the guidance and security they particularly need in
these difficult conditions. This is given via the Federal Land Development Authority (FELDA,

Kuala Lumpur) by training provided during the first few months when thc new settlers have to

learn howto cultivate oil palm and subber trees. This training programme is again connected

with the membership of z multipurpose co-op.

Another point of ii;terest in Malaysia is the law requiring all cops to sPend 2%
of their income on training. The College mentioned above is financed for the greater part out
of these funds which are rather important since the urban co-op movement in Malaysia is

strong and, therefore, makes a considerable constribution .

ln the Philippines the Agricultural Credit and Co-operative Institute (ACCI in The Uni-

versity of the Philippines at Los Banos) is providing high level training for co-op managers and,

in general, it is a trainers training institute. However, since the accelerated implementation of
the Land Reforms which coincided with the introduction of, Martial Law, a pre-co-operative
institution, Samahang Nayon (Barrio Association) was created' all over the Philippines with a

staff of 2 500 government employees, selected and trained to set -up, train and advise the local
Sarnahang Nayon. These 2,500 staff members had received a series of courses (partly before,

partly in-service )to a total of 3-months. In their turn, they organize the compulsory training
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a altogether 40 weeks of the members who are admitted as such only after a w ek
initiation course.

Since the Sarnahang Nayon is the organizing arm of Land Reforms and has inter-
alia the task of collecting the yearly payMents tlue hy every-fanner having received land via the
Land Reforms Legislation, it is in the farmer's interest to join and follow the course which is
excellent, practical, down-to-earth and just providing the knowledge the farnier who has to
make the difficult transitipn from semi-dependent tenant to indegendent, decision making
cultivator, would need in these circumstances. The Co-operative Training Manual (1973) is very
good and follows the programmed.learning method. It provides multi-purpose training from
rice cultivation to hog raising, from co-operativeS to farm inanagemenj.

A-Samaliang Nayon is a farmers association havirig the features of a pre-Co-operative.
Only,after 3 yems can a Samahang Nayon be registered as a full-fledged co-op, provided the
training or the members has been successful. The training is monthly evaluated by ACCI.

Obviously, the purpose of this rather rtgorous-systern'is to avoid the Common draw-
back of lower production after the introduction of land reforms when the newly independent
farmers have not yet learned to make decisions, to find credit, and to take full reSponsibility.
It will be interesting to follow the further development of,this fast expanding movernent:

Singapore has no training scheme for co-op members, hut there exists in-service
training for personnel of the larger co-ops. The co-op movement as a whole in Singapore is
essentially an urbanized one. National Trade UMon Congress has organized co-oper4tive super-

-1
Markets, insurance companies, dental clinics, etc.

In Thailand the Co-operative Training Centre (Bangkok), supported by the Ministry
of Agriculture and Cooperatives, used to be the only training institution.- However, this
task is !now gradually being taken over by the (semi-government) Co-operative League

of TImiland. The training is mostly confined to managers, accountants and co-dp staff in
general, although some work is also being done, via this staff, to train the members themselves.
However, the type of Iraining provided by the Centre as well as the League, is rather too
theoretical while the total -personnel trained is not sufficient.

The situation in Vietnam rather resembles that in Thailand. training for different
types of personnel is provided, perhaps a little more theoretical than would be 4esirable .,
However, here also instructors are trained who have the task to organize coupes for actual co-
op membeis.

F. RECENT TRENDS AND PROJECTS OF HIGH POTENTIAL

With the rediscovery of NFE as an old resource yet useful to solve new problems,
there seems to be a bandwagon for creating and trying various confivrations of activities
in training End education.

There was the period which could be characterized as the transfer of programmes and
projects from the advanced countries to the settings in developing countries. In some countries
where they were established for the first time, the approaches to extension seraces, and even
such notions as felt-needs, client-systems, adoption stages, etc were in many cases reminiscent
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of what was taught in the land-grant zollegrs, U.S.A. The notion that farmers lack the modern
know-how and ihat teaching them such know-how solves the problem of low productivity
was pervative. It was thought that the success stories of American agriculture are replicable in
othei cultures and economic conditions. It was a case of institution transplanting which was not

o successful in Latin Americant as it might be said also in certain SEAMEO countries.

-As these countries gained experience and some dcgree of maturity to examine what
things were successful and what were not and why, mam9 of the transplant practices were
modified trials of new creations are increasing in tempo, receiving as much stimulation from
the extreme necessity to innovate as from the technical backstopping provided by the more and
more competent national university research groups. Some of these important developments are
mentioned below.

Youth Training for Farming

Considering that the unemployed or underemployed out-of-school youth is a serious
problem in SEAMEO countries, NFE programmes for this clientele would have a very ltgh
potential for wide application tri the region.

A number of SEAMEO countries have programmes which train youth for farming.
It is thought that if a country wants to modernize its agriculture, training in modern fanning
must be provided, particularly to the younger members of the farm family who will eventually
replace their parents. The expe.rience tif these countries hi these programmes, however, has not
been very pleasant. Only a handful of the graduates, if any at all, went back to fanning.

In response to the aforementioned situation, some innovative training programmes
have recently appeared in the Philippines and are the subject of action-research activities,
amelY'. (1) vOcational education for out-of-school farm youth (e.g., Project VEOSFY and

Social Lab's Training for Older Out-of-School Youth) and (2) the Flarrio Development Schools.
Essentially all these programmes have similar purposes i.e., training for fanning, but differ in
content, duration, and mode of delivery. In their present development, the projects may be

descnbed briefly as follows:

Training for Older Out-of-School Rural Youth roject TOOSRY)

'The project is an action-research -which develops a two-year terminal training course
for out-of-school farm youth, with emphasis on mastery of technical skills and the develop-
ment of managerial abilities. The trainees are required to spend a major portion of their time
in well planned home projects to bi-- carried out in two years under the close supervision of
the agriculture teacher. Production loins are made available to finance the projects of the train-

ees. The idea is to assist-(unemployed/underemployed) farm youth to get started and esta-
.blished in farming while undergoing training..

2. Vocational Education for Out-of-School Farm Youth (Projec VEOSEY)

This is an action research project .designed to develop and conduct a pilot vocational

training programme for out-of-school farm youth in order to gain more understanding of the

1 cf. Rice, Extension in the Andes..Wakhington, D.C. AID Publication, 1969.
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out-of-school youth and his family, and to discover and develop effective approaches to

training these youths. The pilot training programme indludes training in apiculture (primary

, emphasis), homemaking, handicrafts, and related trades, and citizenship training. The training

methods include group instruction, instnrctional follow-up through fiome farm visits, super-

vised fainting and group projects.

3. Barrio DeveloPment School (BDS)1

As an action-rescarch project, fhe Banjo Development SchoonA Masaya Bay, Laguna,

Philppinii, is undertaken to:dete7ine whether a non-college preparatory secondary school

-programme is pbssible in a village setting, to determine the extent to wnich it can contribute

to the socio-economic development of thi clientele and the village, and to study the sociological
processes involved in the introduction and operation of the school project itself. AUthough the

Barrio Development School is a formal seconclar school programme, it would seem to be of

interest to discuss it briefly, because,of its implications for the non-formal system.

To stern the tide away from college and from non-agricultural jobs, if not from unern-

ployment, the Barrp DiVeloprnent Schoolusing an existing school buildingwas launched as

an experimental ptoject. It is intended specifically for farm youth who wantor are compelled
to stay on the- farm rather than for those who seek the seductive city lights. The approach
assists the farm youth to make a beginning and get established in farming by closely supervised

projects on their "own farms, i.e. by means of heavy dosages of technical backitopping and
production crerEt. Credit and saving education is emphasized, and students are aided in getting

loans. To balance the education progamme, general education subjects are added to the curri-

culum spread,over 4-years. The method of organizing practical work on the home farms makes

the school inexpensive since any farm machines to be demonstrated are borrowed from the

parents. Probably to discourage college-bound students frOm participanting in this education-
-,

al project: the curriculum is considered not college preparatory;(nor one which prepares stu-

dents to take the national examinations for college admission, Goiag to college of further stu-

dies is one of the reasons why few graduates from other agricultural schools ever return to thd-

farm.

To draw conclusions on the success of this project would be premature. However, a

few observations even at tht stage miekt be made. It is evident that the 'project follows the

notion that school progammes (curriculum) sliould be fitted to the needs of the ledner; basi-
cany, it is designed for those who, even at an early age, have decided to stay on the farm. And
it is indeed an excellent idea. But behind such an idea is the notion that a different high scliool

curriculum must also be -designed for those who want to go to tellegp and/or to the city; in

brief, two different curficula for two different notiOns, i.e., the rural and the urban, or one for
the peasant and another for the elite. Decidedly for the farm youth, it is better to have s'ome

_ldnd of schooling rather than none at all.

However, few people who are familiar with the effects of unequal schooling on income

inequality would agree to the fundamental principle behind the BDS project in spite of the fact
that they, too, are aware, that schooling is 'not a complete solution to the reduction

lgacerrts from the Seminar-Workshop Papers by Dr. T.E. Contado on the Project Implementa-
tion for &snit) Development Schools, Continuing Education Centre, University of the Philippines at Los
Banos, College, Laguna, Philippines, Februavi 18 to March 1,1974. Dr. Contado is Director ofProject BDS.
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worsening income inequalities among peoples and among nations. Designing educational pro-
grammes in order to nicely bottle-up people rm the farm Lmmediately puts a constraint on

factor mobility, irdlibiting the movement of trained human resources towards places of their

best use. Further, baxtio high schools of which the BDS Is a variantare necessarily small and
will be unable to capture the effects of complementarity of different highly qualified teachers
of general education subjetts which laxger schools cart afford at low per student costs.

The pladsible solution that BDS offerv to the problem of why few agricultural high

school graduates return to the farm is quite fascinadng, but it ignores the brutal economic and
demograpfic fact that the farming population has always been a residual p/Opulation in terms of
schooling. It is tantamount to solving a non-educational problem\by-arr educational solution,
of striking at the symptom rather than the causes. Nevertheless, the BDS as an action-research

project presents exciting possibilities Of documenting the socio-economic processes and of
understanding better the interactions between the school' anti the community in the adoption
of an educational innovation such as the Barrio Development School as a "hybrid" between the
Vocational Agriculture High School and the Barrio High School.

The merit of the "non-institutional" (non-forma) approach to trairdng youth for
farming was already discussed lengthily by G. Cameron Clark.1 He cited the obvious advan-

tages, of young-adult, non-institution-based vocational agricultural education programme, given

at the right time, i.e. when the youngster found to his regret, perhaps that farming should be

his future.

1. Participants are highly motivated to learn (socially and psychologicdly ready);

2. An immediate pay-off on educational and material investment in the farm far

increased agricultural production;

3. It strikes at a critical problem area of "fitting in" youth into established adult ,

fanning scciety;

4. Ilighly economical teacher-student ratio (1:60 to 80 vs 1:10 to 15 in re

Vocational agricultural Schools);

5, Educational investment is insured as it goes ordy to literate youth alrea
committed to fanning, and on land;

6. Provides the trainee with basic understanding of scientific principles governing
farming as basis for continued self-learning (less reliant upon extension in the future);

7. Teaching tends to be more relevant and of a -problem solving" nature;

8. Large numbers can become involved in agricultural development at a relatively

low unit cost

1 C. Cameron Clark, "A Non-Institution-Based Approach to Vocation& Agricultural Education
in Asia" iv Extension: A Review of_Selected Developments in ExtTsion and Rural Youth Activities. FAO,
Rome, 1971, p, 52.
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The formal school' solution to the problem of training youth for modern farming is

obviously clumsy.1 It is firstly an expensive enterprise; aecomily, once established it is hardly
disposablisven if its achievements in terms of its purposes are wanting, particularly so if such
projects bre heavily subsidized by external sources of funds.

Given the foregoing considerations and for the urpoe of training youth for modern-
farming, the NFE solutiOn seems to be decidedly better than the formal vocational schoorap-
proaches. Even at their present_stage of deielopment, it appears that projects TOOSRY and
VEOSFY have exceedingly high potential for wider trial in the SEAMEO region.

But it is not only in the Philippines that efforts are made to solve the problem ofthe
young farmers. Indonesia reports an experiment which gradually grew from an adrrdnittrator's
concern for the young generation-in his district: Jombang (East Java), while Ln Thailand and
Vietnam equally interesthig activities are being undertaken which deserve our attention. ,

In 1967 the Jombang expedment was not actually undertaken as suct, but rather as
an effort "tOslo something- for the young people in the district.2 Therefore, there was no
assistance itom outside sources when the Bupati (Head of the District) decided to tackle the
pfoblem of youth unerriployment corhbined with lack of skilled manpower resulting in urban
migration. By bdnging together the BoyScout movement (Pramuka) and the leaders of all the

Welfare Services such as schools, agricultural ektension, health, cooperatives, etc. kcornmittee
was set-up with the purpose not only tc provide trainng in many fields but also to put it into

- practice. The. idea of service as practiced by the scouts was applied more generally and, coupled
with the community and mutuM help system traditional'in Indonesia, it appeared possible to-

.

bcideve quick results.

Under the guidance of the various specialists vegetables were gown; animal. b`reelling
includng Eshwas undertaken; preserration and processing was faught. But one also started
making farrn tools, simple house construction, small-scale irrigation, road building, various
repairs-and maintenance -work, health practices, first-aid, family Planning concepts were'clis-
cussed, while cultural educationgamelan and angldung .(bamboo orchestra) etc.Twas- not
forgotten either. Finally, for those who had dropp'ed put from school literacy and remecial
courses were organized, while those who had some further education could be trzained in the ,

offices of the vanous co-operatives where they eventually were put to work.

The main feature is that there is a continuous effort to-make the training immediately
effective: poultry,and vegetables are sold, people pay to get _their radio sets or bicycles re-
paired. The mail, point, therefore, was to detect the areas of training where there were irn--

_mediate economic pOssibilities, and to organize all this which has largely been the art of the

1 For an extended discussion on the subict, see Philip Foster, "The Vocational School Fallaty
in Development Planning" in C.A. Anderson and M.J. BowMan (eds.) Education' and Development. Chicago:
Aldine Publishing Co, 1965, Also, FOstees, education and SociA Change in Ghana, London: Routledge

ancl Regan Paul, 1965.
2The following summary is based on 2 description prepared by the International Council for

Educational Development "With extensive assistance front Mr. A.N. Lubis of !KIP (Teachers' Training
Institute), Jombang and Mr. S.J. Woodh 01.15C, a member of UNICEF's staff irk Indonesia": The Comprehensive
Youth Education Programme in Jombang, Indonesia (mimeo).
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Bupati. Sti11:7to make a boy start work as an apprentice in a dee mill' or a cocip office Was

largely due to the "good deed" et1nc of Ihe Pramuka, while the co-ops provided funds to start
-

shops when the boys could begin independent work.

There has been a Body for Guidxnee and Development Education, headed by
Bupati, which is a genuine rural development agency. The total budget over 1967-73 was re-
ported as the equivalent of about USS27,000, and more than 1,000 youngsters were-trained
in the whole period. Of course, this is not much for a District of,some 800,000 inhabitants.
but4he effort would seem to be admirable, since it is directly practical.

However, it has its clear limitations. Not only is inspiring leadership required to achieve
such' a willing co-oneration of all the services available and is the result largely to'be attributed
to the free training provided by the Officials concerned in their leisure time, but it also appears
that only Pramuka members, not the really poor younpters, benefitted from the project. More-
over, the economy of the District as such has obviously notehanged and detecting needed and
economicalry feasible training opportunities is, therefore, not an easy task and has its obvious
limitations. One has also to consider the competition between farmers and tradesmen.

c

-At present the Bupati has the responsibility for ext nding lUs project over the whok:
province which will be the actual proof of its feasibility.

. Another Indonesian project should be .mentioned in this respect, described by Diana
Fussell and Andrew Quarmby.' The idea is to insert 6 months of village work into the -study
period of each student at a point of his study when he is deemed, to be mature enough to do
so. Indonesia has an acute -Shortage of extension personnel and cannot afford to appoint even
more government ;workers, so ihe purpose is to supplement village development personnel at
very low cost, varying `probably,between the equivalent of USS35 to 50 per student and'per
month. This fiiitre includes the expenses for the upkeep of the stirdent ($12 to $20), as well
as the supervision, administration and evaluation of the p oject. It does not include the cost of
any supplies to be contributed by the village.

It is stressed that this experience of six Months village work will be extremely benefi7
cial to the student who usually has only very vague ideas of what village lifeleally means.

In 197111972 three universitieVearried out pilot projects with satisfactory results, so
much so that the President of Indonesia decided to make it a compulsory service. At present-
'approximately 40() students from 13 universities spread all over the country, are carrying out a
further experiment.

Usually one orperhaps two students will be assigned to a village, and.their work is not
necessdrily connected with-their field of study: they are expected to work as generalists, work'
in the -village at whatever project that-seems. useful. The student will often stay in the village
Headman's home which will give him a useful introduction. He May help him to put the village
Alministration in order, collect village statistics, but may also take the initiative to improve a

Kuhah Ker3a Nyata (Indonesia's National StudentService Sciwinc), Nov. 1973 (mime
-B1.T1'S1 itself has submitted a most va1uabl6 reply to our Miestionnairc, but the new project, extensive iLS it 15,
may supplant most of BUTS1's work.
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road or a bridge, a well, or the village school, etc. Here again, appeal is to be made on the tra-

ditional village community service. He may demonstrate_the use of fertilizer;_the advantage of
poultw or fish breeding, girls may give courses in dressmaking or home economics, etc.

Technicd knowledge is not expectedunless the village worker happens to be an agri-
, cultural, medical or engineering student but he has had a snort training (how short was not

mentioned), and .aan ask advice in any case from the technical service concerned. However,

they should not only advise, but they are expected to work along with the village people and,

if possible, find somebody in the village who, after his departure, can take over.

The students' important role would be fostering to-operation between the services, as
soap as they have discovered in a simple survey what the problems actually are. Here again, no
question of any "village research"as some oniversitieg were inclined to carry out. lust an
orientation to know what should be done, and what iS possible to do. The authors feel confi-
dent that, on the basis of present experience, this work can be not only extremely useful to
Indonesia's many thousands of villages as every year some 23,000 students will be available,

but perhaps even more to_ the students who can take initiative, would understand inter-disci-

plinary co-operation and learn a part. of Indonesian culture unknown to them.

This programme is hitegrated into intra-curricular activities and is irr ended to

serve three purposes:

1. As a feedback for the University Curriculum;

2. To make students more familiar with farm work, village development and

village

3. To help the farmers with reasonably low rate payment but with high quality

manpower in managing and programming the development of the village.

The present--project is a success: with a few hundred real volunteers who only seldom

actually worked for more than 3 months. Can one expect students to do something really

useful in a compulsory se-vice? The supervision of 25,000 students would become a formidable

task.

Another programme that should be mentioned here is BUTSI (Board for Volunteer

Student Service). This programme started about four years ago, and up to this time has recruited

about 850 young university graduates.

Cross sectoral approach is used in this programme rather than sectoral one, since the

scoPe of activities covers many kinds of activities existing at the village, level: agriculturO,
vocationWtechnical as well as managerial. That is why this programme appears in the Rural

Development Chapter as well as in the Vocational/Technical Skill Development chapter.

The programme covers two steps of activities. The first step is to train the volunteer
graduates who later on will be assigned to go to villages. The second step is the work in village

itself. (See further in BUTS! case in Part IIProject Summaries).

;-
In Vietnam, a youth-oriented project in the rno econventionA stylethe previous one,

after all was primarily set up to help extension work and not to train studentsis the 4-T
Competition in HYV Farming, Long An.
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The purpose of the project was to promote the use of a HYV of rice which wai car-
ried out by organizing a competition among the members (1247- years old) of local 4-T clubs.

It started in 1967 and was yearly conducted amoIng approximately 60 competitors. Each
should have available demonstration site of 1,000 in' (one tenth of a Ha) to show that HYV

gives a better yield than the local variety. A jury was established to judge the results and to
award the prizes. The Educational and Infon-nation Services co-operated with the Agricultural
Servic: (which conducted the project) to provide the necessary information about the plan,
while the local administration also provided its support.

The competing members were showr, how to select see ds,,how to plant seedlings,what
fertilizer should be used and when to apply i, how to protect the rice plant and fin .y how
the rice should be harvested and storeda full circle of model rice production. Moreover,
double cropping was introduced which means that several demonstration plots became avail-
able in a number of villages where the farmers could see how the boys carded out the work and

what were the results.

The 4-1 members were meanwhile trained during the 8 months of the project's
duration, 10-12 hours per week so that they could become cadres themselves, and guide their

local 4T teams, learn how to write reports on team activities and do simple book-keeping.
Films, posters and printed materials were used in the training which was said to have produced

90% results.

A very similar project for ou -of-school boys who also had to work on their own
plot of. 1,000 m2 was reported from the Philippines v,ith 80% good results, but there was
here no competition involved. However, in this case the boys were also trained in farm manage-

ment, a most useful subject.

Such projects may not show anything particularly surprising, but the Vietnamese one

would seem to have the great merit of, hy its competitive nature and official support, drawing

general attention to the importance of irsing better seed varieties and following the best methods

and techniques. One seems to have succeeded in demonstiating that rice farming can be

interesting if done well, that it then produces more, that good training has visible results,
while the boys themselves must have felt proud to be the centre of interest, not less than their
parents and neighbours who, after such demonstrations, may become convinced of the value

of the method.

The competition approach not only has the advamage of making youngsters really

dq 'their best, as there are prizes and honouts involved; it also exploits the play element, always

an important factor in life, and not only of the young.

It should be stressed that, youth clubs may be particularly helpful when they provide
combinations of various activities, work and play. Too often development agencies'are only
concentrating on work and serious messages, wliAe play, sports and entertnment are com-
pletely neglected. Obviously, an extension worker is pot expected to be a football coach,
but it would do no harm if he showed s6me interest in reereationa activities which would make

it easier for him to deliver his actual message. Many-sided youth clubs, offering a combination
of activities should, therefore, be supported to make village life bfighter and more interesting

to young people who otherwise would seek excitement in tovm. And, as it is likely that the
more active youmpters having initiative and sPirit would be the first to leave, this would mean

i 3
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a loss of human quality. If there is a youth club in the village with competitions, games and

sports, they will play their role at home and would probably not leave the village.

Training and EtensioI1 for Ado:t Groups

Complementing the youth training programmes for farming are two major kinds

of integrated approaches, mainly addressed to adult farmers. Their importance is supported,

by the observation that immediate increases in agricultural productivity and improvements in

rirrd life are likely to be attainable by adult fanners who are already cultivators and are likely

7.0 remain on the farm rather than by the youth whose commitment to farming is not yet very
stable. The training usually prmides not too many problems, since it is done in small groups ,

where the transfer of knowledge and skills can be controlled relatively easily. In general,

we shall, therefore, ooncentrate on extension in which usually larger, unorganized groups are
the target although certair, training programmes will also be discussed.

Indirect and Direct Approach

Generally, both approaches, the direct and the indirect, are followed in the countries

stuffled. The direct apprmich is obviously excellent, if it is possible for the extension official

to reach his clientele personally. Examples are the fishery project in Singapore, where fishermen

have the opportunity to work on a modern, well equipped vessel and so learn the more sophis-
ticated methods and teChniques; the training of managers of farmers' association, etc. which

are generally relatively small groups.

In certain cases the direct approach is also followed when the groups as such may be

large, e. rice farmers, but the training is purposely limited to a small number, or area, either

to test a new method or seed variety, or to provide more intensive training.

In the case of large countries with millions of farmers it is hardly to be expected that
extension workers could he appointed to serve a small number of farmers say a few hundred

and here the indirect approach is often followed. In a nation-wide extension seivice like that

of Indonesia or Thailand we find high extension worker-clientele ratios, one to several thou-

sands,1 which would obl.ionsty not pemnt direct useful contact with all the farmers. From

one district (Malan, Central Java) it was reported that the extension technician concentrated
on 20 -contact" fanners in different villages, who, in their turn, had each selected 20 "pro-
gressive" farrners who were tO share the information with the contact men. Finally, the pro-

gressive fanners were supposed each to influence 10 other farmers, so that if every thing went

well the final result would be 20 x 20 x 10 4,000 farmers reached. This is probably some-
what optimistic, but it is perhaps the only way to cope with the very large numbers, needing

farm information. Still. these 4.000 Canners were living 'in only 3-5 villages in densely
populated lava, widch means that any linner who want0 direct contact with the technician,

would be able to establish that.

A similar system is followed in the Philippines by the International Institute for Rural

Reconstruction. Silang, Cavite. !fere a "farmer-scholar" programme was developed for farmem
who, however, arc trained at the Institute, :tiler which they are expected to ::pread the message.

che statement male by I'.1-s,c11 dna Quanoby (op. cit-.) that there should be only one per

keeionatmi (stii-pdistriet) of 40,000 inhatutantii is nor sopported by the questiormaire replies

received, indicating (me technician ior 1,000 to 9,0u0 hirt»err,
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Thailand also reports concentration on leaders of Farmers Groups, who then explain

the newly Oven information to their members, finally covering 3,500 or 4,000 farmers. One

report from Vietnam ako mentioned work via village or hallllet comnuttces, and a similar

system was reported by Laos, where veterinary personnel closely co-operated with trained

Omer-leaders, but no precise ratios were given.

se

Obviously, in all these cases the use of mass media is clearly helpful, and agricultural

ces indeed genefally use radio and press, which will be discussed in a separate chapter.

Rztio Extension Worker-Clientele

It is interesting to note that the ratio was relatively low in the majority of case -

ported. Reference is made to extension progammes only, since training progamrnes always

have a low ratio. However, out of The 22 extension programmes reported by the SFAMEO
; countries, 14 were said to have ratios of 1,000 or less, and 6 cases even 250 cr less.

Much depends on the local situation, type of fanning, density of population and the

objective of the extension service. For instance, one extension agent for 1,0.00 farmers in 10
rice growing villages (Khmer) may have a harder job than his colleague in Java who has to look

after 4,000 farmers in 3 villages, although it is clear that none of the two can manage chrect

contact with the 'whole clientele.

Results

It is obviously difficult to say what is tilt actual achieve -xtension work.

The questionnarie asked for results, either precisely computed as the result of a study, or
estimated by the Service. As could be expected, very few reports indicated that the percentage

of positive results waS the result of a study, although the percentage mentioned in the Vietnam

youth competition will certainly be accurate. The two reports mentioning "study" as the source

of results information were both from the Pchilippines: the out-of-youth training prooamme
and an experiment reported by the Social Laboratory which is clearly not a regular extension

project, but deserves special mention for the emphasis laid not only on tangible results, but

especially on chanOng the attitudes of farmers.

The Social Laboratory is a joint project of the University of the Philippiries College

of Agiculture (LIPCA)_ and SEAMEO Regional Centre for Graduate Study and Research in
Agriculture (SFARCA). To achieve the ch;,e in attitude and thus fruitful co-operation be-
tween the government serOces and the local people, the Social Laboratory basically a research

institute which works througil practical activities tries to explain to the villap people the
advantages and possibilities of an al17round farmers' association) When that is understood,
and such an association has been established, the farmers arc encouraged and helped to use their
initiative in improving the village situation. One extension worker, himself first trained by the

Social Laboratory, is assigned to two villages, eath having an Association of about 50 members.
Then the training, discussions and demonstrations take place, in which the purpose is,to have
the actual work done by the Association members themselves in their plots, so that they would
not regard the demonstration plot as something cOrupletelyforeipt to their ownexperience,

4 This i biectiee or some n the rriajor objective of cvtra i extension scrvmrCs. e,g. iii

Mala ia and Khnwr Rcnnblic.
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The identification with the innovation is the key to real adoption of a new practice
which can only be achieved in the way of personal involvement with the demonstration. The .

Social Laboratory also followed the intepated approach; a friV of rice combined with appro-
priate cultivation method and the necessary loans, and all this suppofted by the farmers Associa-
tion. It appeared that 60% of the members had been able to double their yield from 50 to 100
cavans/ha. (1 cavan=44 kg.).

The estimated results are obviously some sort of self-evaluation of the service con-
cerned, but the fact that the percentages given by one service concerning different objectives
often showvd wide vuiations would seem to indicate that the estimates were serious. For
instance, the Tasikmalaya (West Java) Centre for mimal husbandry gave 60% for better animal
production, but only 30% for improved,breeds.

On the other hand, the agricultural extension service:reporting the use of the "multi-
plier effect" was probably not precisely informed about_ the precise results, estimating at 60%
the use of HYV, fertilizer and pest control in rice cultivation initscriminately. In another
Javanese province on the contrary, sharp chfferences were estimated to exist in the results of
various objectives: improved rice cultivation and farm management went weB (80% and 75%
respectively), but farmers associations did not really prosper (20%).

f;
The Laos project mentioning the use of fannerleaders as a link with the extension

personnel, gave also rather different rates of success: 30% in poultry, 60% in pig raising, but

only 15% in cattle.

The Khmer extension ser.rice reported ten times as much success in the use of fertilizer

as in that of HYV and improved seed beds in rice cultivation.

Generally, it is not posSible to say whether there is any correlation or not between
the techrUcian-clientele ratio and the success of the work, since the number of cases where both

are clearly irulcated is too small to draw any conclusion.

Projects with Special Features

I. One ptuject may be mentioned because it succeeded in combining all the resources

in the area in a pilot project.1 The purpose of the extension project was to determine the

effects of new rice technolog in practical farming, using "a minimum number of lUghly skilled,

action-oriented farm management technicians." The goal was to increase ricemyields

to an average of:99 cavans per ha. The project was located in Balacan, initially Covering a not

mentioned number of farmers cultivating 2557 ha. Since farms are smAl, there may have been

1,500 farmer. _In any case II extension technicians were trained for 3 weeks to acquaint

them well with the special techniques required by this type of lice. All available cornmunica-

tion media were used, including posters, banners, ratlo broadcasts, leaflets etc., to draw
attention to the projects, not only of the farmers, but also of bank officials, local adminis-

trators, etc.

1-See Projea Review, The International Rice Research lnst

duction Training and Research, the Philippines. February 6, 1971
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The barrios (villages) were selected on the basis of interest shown, and 5 or 6 barrios
were assigied to one extension official who was provided with a motorcycle to make him more
mobile and effective. Also extra pay was given since they would have to spend over-time.

'The fanners who were willing to join the experiment were provided with loans up to
p 700/ha., in three instalments, and whenever possible given in kind.

The IRRI report is confined to only one cropping season (1972 1973), but it appears
that 90 out of 100 ha. cultivated in the new way gave a yield of over 90 cav./ha., while the
norim-d yield in that area varied between 35 to 65 cav./ha. In terms of money: a farmer cultiva-

ting 2 ha. made r 3,000 net for his 180 cavans.

2. Another programme has the special features of having a wide range of objectives
as given by the Thailand Rur0 Reconstruction Movement. The project described is situated
in 30 villages Chainat area, with approx. 10,000 farmers. The objectives are 1) to iu,prove,
rice cultivation 2) to introduce second cropping 3) to promote home plot gardening 4) to
assist animal husbandry, and 5) to promote fish pond culture.

Obviously, these various objectives require a number of practical measures to be taken

and advice from more than one specialist. Promoting Frilf of rice goes hand-in-hand with show-

ing modern cultivation_ techniques and the use of fertilizer and pesticides. The assistance to
animal husbandry requires vaccine to be available and teaching about diseases of various ari'ms,
particularly swine, cattle asid poultry. Horticultur work and fish ponds again need different

specializations.

There are 15 extension workers, a number deemed to be large enough (one for 100 to

200 families) although their training is not sufficient. They first follow a one-week orientation
progamine, then a 3-month volunteer course, followed by a 3-month trainee course. Having

completed this, they are considered for extension work. The project experienced difficulties

in selecting the right type of persons, having sufficient insight into the nature of their work,
while those responsible for the training may not have adequate abilities according to the project.

Although the methods used for extension: demonstration, discussion and asking some

farmers to apply the new methods giving them special advice would seem useful, the wide

variety of innovations requiring probably too much specialization on the part of the ex-

tension personnel may be a drawback_ However, no estimate of the results WaS given,

It should be added that the project used a number of mass media: films, newspaper
articles, various pamphlets, posters, etc., and the MOSt pressing difficulties were not in trLining
of personnel, but in funds and water supply needed for the agricultural part of the work. Kow-

ever, Immediately alter that came the difficulty of changing people's attitude and their lack of
knowledge of agriculture (as well as (heir lack of reading ability and arithmetic).

3. A third programme may be mentioned, since it concentrates altogether on additional
earnings of the farmers. This refers to the Fruit Rehabilitation Project in Malaysia. lt is felt that
in this way the farming population could not only benefit by a better balanced diet, but they
could sell their surplus produce and decrease fruit imports (and May eventually even export
fruit), while finAly farm unemployment would be reduced, which again would decrease the
migration of unskilled rural workers to urban areas.

The project concentrates on. rice, ruljther and coconut farmers and attempts to con-
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vince them of The advantages of growing fruit near their homes. Demonstrations of horticultural
techniques are Oven on selected farms followed by group discussions and the distribution of
leaflets and newsletters. The demonstrations seem to be particularly effective, and the farmers

are encouraged to kc.ten in touch with such farms to see the-effects of weeding, manuring and

pruning techniques in the orchuds.

It was not felt that the generally low level of school education was a real hindrance

in explaining the various techniques, since much could be done by simple demonstration, e.g.
the proportions of different mixtures of fertilizer could be demonstrated by the quantity'of
each to be mixed. Moreover, the leaflets actually contained more pictures than words.

There is one extension worker for about `r0 farmers in 3 villages The report states that the
level of training is sufficientthey are .raduates of a 3-yeu course in the Institute of Agriculture

and receive further 1n-service trainingbut their number is not. This may seem surprising as

such a low ratio is seldom &served, but it should be added that they have other tasks as wdl,

such are providing farm supplies, assisting in marketing the produce, strengthening the farmers
associations, collecting ,farm statistics, land inspection, co-ordinating other services' activities

(health, welfare, etc.) for the benefit of the farmer, all excellent and needed work, but leaving

- about 30% of their time to educational work. Still, the ratio would seem to be excellent

as ompared to most other services.

The report estimates that 20% results are obtained in the first objective creasing

and improving fruit production) and 10% in the other two (substituting fruit imports and re-

ducing rural unemployment).

Extension and Research

It is not pretended that the above projects or programmes part ularly successful,

well organized or in other respect worth imitatina. The various projectt. 3ntioned because

they seemed to have certain particular features showing the variety of pi t.,j,..ots and the different

ways in which extension is carried out in the SEAMEO arca.

Although there are obvious weaknesses, eXtension is the link between research and

practice and as such it is dependent on close rlations both with the producers and the eventual

consumers of research: the universities (or research institutes) and the farmers or fishermen.

Extension and research are highly rewarding, in fact, several studies have shown that

research artd extension are one of the best investments, producing, in sheer terms oftmoney,

returns of 35% or 40% per year on the average, but often even more. This takes into

consideration the cost of failures as well as the long preparatory work.

On the other hand, it also appears that extension without national research is not

really effective for the simple reason that highly successful seed varieties in one area lose much

of their applicability as soon as they are moved to places with somewhat different climatologlcal

and soil conditions._ A case in point is that of the HYV of rice introduced by the International

Rice Research Institute (IRM) in the Elvilippines, introduang the "Green Revolution." It was

1 Robert Evenson, Evidence on Agricultural Re$Cafch Productiviry (Seminar Paper on "Institu-
tionalizing Research Management in Asia" Laguna, Philippines, Dec, 1973). The following discussion is

derived from this piper which quotes many studies, carried our in different parrs of the world, including Asia.
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expected that, considering the tremendous increases in yield obtained, the food problem of
Asia was now solved. Nevertheless, it appears that this is not the case, even there where HYV
has been adopted rather eenerally.

It has been found that th crieficial effects taper off after the first 4ft t o 50% of the

area under rice has changed over to the new variety, since it is probable that this will first be
done on lands having the best conditions. Hence the need for national research institutes to
adopt the 1RRi varieties to the local ones, to produce a new variety which fits the conditions,
is disease resistant and suits the taste ot the consumers.

, The author gives an estimate of the results in terms of US dollars of the rice research
by IRRI, and its aftermath: from SI 20 million in 1966 increing to 81206 million in 1970-1971,
but this would have been far less if the research carded out by IRRI had not been supported
by national research: this is 75%, namely 4 tY,70 from national research, 35% are transfers from
Other national research systems, while the "green revolution" research only provided 25%.

As pointed out, national research combined with a well organizeeextension system
will be of great service to the national economy. The money' spent on non-formal education
appears to be a good investment.

G. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMM,ENDATIONS

By collecting the threads that run through the available information on non-formal
education programmes in rural development, one finds that the following themes appear prc.
minent.

1. There is a great variety of not-formal education programmes and project or
activities in the regon. The various features '!.rid uses of the projects described provide resource
materials for creating new desigis of non-formal education that are particularly suited to
specific situations in the different SEAM EO countries, It is also possible that from such
featuies and wes, general designs could be made for urgent educational problems common to
SEAMEO countries, with bui1t-in flexibilities for mcnEfications suitable to country-specific
situations arid priorities.

Recommendation. Further vigorous effort should be made to develop re-
source materials from the regon and from external sources for designirig non-foimal
education progarnmes for the SEAMEO countries, either individually o: collectively.

2. Noting that non-formal education is mainly usekfor skill generating activities,
particularly those which are production process-specific skills, and that formal vocational school

programmes appear to be clumsy devices for supplying trained manpower with specific quaitica-
lions, there seems to he a strong case for emphasizing the non-formal education mode for skill
training and for shifting the generM education abilities mainly to the formal mode of learrdng

systems.

Recommendation. Further studies should be conducted to explore the
possibilities of re-structuring the delivery system of learning outcomes, shifting voca-
tional skill training to the non-formal education mode and strengthening the formal
mode for the development of general cogiitive abilities and attitudes. It is expected
that this structure should lead to dramatic efficiency gains in the use of educational



iesources both now and :n the immediate future. These further studies should be used

as bases,for national and/or regionai action.

Studies, preferably of a longiuidinal nature allowing to follow various groups
of learners over time, should he made.to confinn or reject the hypothesis that tfiis

division of tasks would indeed produce the substantial elite ency gains in the use of

educational resource.

3. Due to data limitations, it was, not possible to rigorously evaluate the effectiveness
of specific projects submitted by the NLCs. Even if some observations were made on the
likelihood that some projects could be theoretically more effective than others, yet it must
be admitted that the matter of effectiveness is still a widely open question.

The .way in which project objectives were stated seriouslylimited the avenues for ern-
pirical evaluation. It is possible, however, that evaluation of non-formal education programme
could be made less .unmanageable by separating the learning outcomes from the production-
process outcomes before making any judgment on the total result of the project.

Recom endation. Tn view of the great importance of knowing the effecti-
veness of non-formal education programmes and projects as basis for evaluating their -

usefulness to SEAMED countries, it is urged that studies to measure the effectivenes .
of significant non-formal education programmes be conducted. This exercise will
become more meaningful if undertaken with cost studies.

a 4. The range of arguments for skill training and extension hinges on technology
transfer from advanced_countries to LDCs-and technological change at the fann or village level.
It wai indicated that educationwhether formal and/oi non-fowl:al is only one of the necessary
means to achieve such technology transfer and ehange.

For land-scarce, labour-abundant countries, mechanical technologies from advanced
countries arc less applicable; 1-rtuch more so technologies such as those which are biological in
nature, e.g., the IlYV rice. However, experience and research have shown thatthe latter is quite
environment-specific so much so that even for plant varietien which are saat to be suitable for
a wide range of similar environments, supporting adaptivr studies need to be conducted to
modify -the varietal characteristics to particular soil, temperature range, mdsture, day-length

cycles, etc. Technology transfer to countries which did not have their ma research and experi-
mental base has had very little practical effeCt, even if the extension work WM carried Out with

strong financial support. On the other hand, a substantial number of stuclies in countries at
very different levels of development have shown that the research-extension combination pro-
vides a benefit-cost ratio amounting to about 3, and in certain countries as- higja as 7, the
effect being usually higher in the less developed countries when farmers have few other sources
of information. This means that it is practically certain that further investment in research and
extension will prolific a pay-off probably not expected by governments which, judging from the
admittedly limited evidence available, have not made any heavy investments in this sector.

Recommendation. Training and extension should be research-based on
endogenous s:tuations. It is even better if such non-fomial education is conducted at
the research station where facilities are available and could be utilized more fully
by training activities, and that extension .activities to farmers be done by those who
were so trained there. Furthermore, the extension service should be so organized that
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extension officers making use of the mass media whenever possible would have

a chance to lia..re more or less'-regular contact with their clientele. Finally, the service
condition and the selection of personnel should result in attracting and keeping the
right kind of men.

5. Social technolog is generally cultural-dependent. Specific culture groups vary in
their response to strategies to change social organizations. Extension programmes developed
for say North American Wisconsin farms, are likely not to have similar successes among Latin
Americans, nor among culture groups in the Far East (Cf. Rice, Extension in the Andes). Since
extension utilizes sociA technology as much as it does of material technology, it is best that this
programme utilize endogenous social science research findings.

Recommendation. Training and extension'ctivities for rural development
should seek and utilize competent advisory services of university/college social science

research groups.

6. From the data provided by the SEAMEO countries it is clear that in all (except
SingapOre) rural development constitutes the basic problem Although non-formal education
could play an important role in helping solve this problem, it should not be expected that
education can produce solutions of difficulties which are not educational deficiencies. Educa-
tion cannot produce more land, nor irrigation water or fertilizer. However, research supported
extension can do very much to make the best of existing deficiency situations. It will be really

effective only however, if it is geared to rural development as a whole. In order to achieve this,

there should be much closer co-operation between the various services. First of all, demonstrat-

ing the advantages of HYV without being sure that the conditions needed for the cultivation of
that variety are fulfilled, such as the seed itselfduly tested before hand to be sure that it really

provides the ekpected higher yield in ,the area concernedirrigation water at the right time,
fertilizer, plant protection, etc., will.not help much. Secondly, even if this is available, but the

farmer is unable to buy it since he cannot get ere& on reasonable terms, fittle will be achieved.

Thirdly, transport and marketing facilities at acceptable prices are a necessary condition, while

a radio service should provide information on production problems and market prices. Finally,
animal husbandry development can increase the farmer's income, provided the service concerned

assists not only in breeding and marketing, but also in providing fodder which, in a number of

cases, could be produced by the farmer himself, if well advised. Such a net of services Will
generally best be rendered via farmers' asseciations', co-ops, or similar institutions.

Recommendation.. Ceyoperation between ministdes resul ng in co-ordination
of services is needed to make extension work achieve actual rural development. Such .

services should include extension in agriculture, animal husbandry possibly including
fishery radio broadcasts and the press, co-operative services and/or farmers' associa-

tions, public works for irrigation, roads etc., provision of the necessities for crop and

animal production,

H. THE PROSPECTS

The thrust that we have been concerned is toward understanding the dynamics of
NFE projects so that their usage and application will be more efficient and, of course, more ef-
fective in relation to the costs incurred and in comparison with other modes of learning systems.
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This exercise is only an inifial step in the study of NFE in the SEAMEO region, its

nature at this stage of the undertaking is obviously very exploratory,. Yet, abstracting from the

variety of NFE procts submitted, the settingin which the projects were conducted, the various
conditions and circumstances which lead to the conduct of these same projects, and from
other information, one can sense some features which contribute to the flexible character of
the projects. It would seem that flexibility permits NFE projects to seep through the various

intentices of the production process, thus strengthening the association between the totality of

education and its desired effects in socioeconomic development.

Because desigung NFE projects is preferable to copying what is practiced elsewhere,

it is feIt that we should lay bare what appear to Lis as the fundamental elements in the flexibili-

ty of NEE. In this regard, we feel that the following should be taken as parameters for NEE

designs:

I. Specificity. As much as possible, NEE should be geared to the production

process. Skills and knowledge which are gener8, Le. those which are needed by everybody or

are common to many industries or crops, and those which change very slowly, and therefore,
obsolesce slowly, may be learned via the formal mode.

2. Modifiability. The NFE learrdng system should be amenable to quick adjust-

rnents. This is particularly true to production process specific skills which obsolesce rapidly.

Parts of the content which change slowly may be taught earlier than those which change some-

what more rapidly. In order to capture this feature, it would require a dynamic organization of

the agency that is undertaking NEE. Modifiability is closely connected with specificity in that

both features fit in with the modern production process in which changes rapiffly occur.

3. Divisibility. Because of the specificity of production processes and since pro-

duction units are usually dipersed over space (especially in agiculture, but often in Lndustry

as well) mei in agriculture also over time, it is important that NFE should be provided in sm0

milts. This is obviously particularly important for famiers who often have certain periods of the

year when there" is little to do. It is through these small convenient units that NEE interacts

more efficiently with the production process. To provide divisibility of NFE pr9granunes, it is

important to emphasize decentralized planning, so that skills can be learned just before they

should be put into practice.

4. Disposability, NFE projects should be disposed of whenever their productivi-

ty and effectiveness tend to be equal if not less than their costs. In brief, NFE projects should

be designed on an ad hoc basis. If such projects were designed in small units, they would be

less difficult to dispose of when they outlast their usefulness.

5. Economy. NEE often can and dces use existing facilities and manpower which

means that the unit costs are relatively low. Even in the case of NFE personnel not having a

formal teaching task-m is the case in extension servicestheir cost should not be fully imputed

to NFE, as they usually carry out other tasks besides. '

6. An additional feature shouldbe that NFE designs can be quickly assembled to

respond to urgent educational needs. However, this quick response capability is often

hampered not so much by lack of physical facilities, but of suitable and well designed

programmes. Therefore, it would bc extremely helpful to collect and codify a library of
NFE resource materials as the sof tware for progamme/project design and implementation.
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Chapter Five

VOCATION A /TECHNICAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

As was stated in the report of the Technical Working Group Meeting convened by

SEAMES, I9th July-2nd August 1972, in Bangkok, the formal school system, especidly in

vocational/technical training, often takes place in an artificial simulated environment and

therefore has its linUtatiom. Firstly, die formal school system is very rigid in nature. Once

established, it is difficult to dissolve when it is later discovered that .he school is not needed

any more. Secondly, the equipment is usually outmoded compared rith that actually used in

industsj. Thirdly, the teachers in the formA school system have ttle, if any, contact with

industry. .FMally, the formal school establishment is expensive e. ,ecially for our countries'

imited financial resources.

It was thought that non- ormal education can be an ay rnative since certn forms of

knowledge and skills can be impaned more effectively on die jo or in real life, This chapter of

the report will try to give information on significant on-go tg programme5 in vocational/

technical skill development with emphasis on non-formal eduf lion, and identify its problems

as reported by die SEAAEO countries.

A. ME NATURE OF VOCATIONAL/TECILNICAi SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Scope and Coverage

In a broad sense vocational/techrdcal skdl development is a part of the total experience

of the inrEvidual whereby he learns successfully to carry on a gainful occupation. In a narrower

seroe it implies the exjstence of a series of controlled and organized experiences used to train

any person or persons for a given emploYrnent.1

Vocational/techrfical skill develOpmOnt covers training related to (I) industry, (2)

agriculture, (3) commerce, and (4) other services such as doctors, lawyers, artists, etc. The term

"industry- covers handicraft trades as well as power-operated industry, whereyer these trades

make use of a regal& system of training, and techniques in operation are not simply passed on

from wneration to generation witiUn the family, or learned through a wholly unregulatedap-

prenticestdp. Since agricultural skill development is discussed in a separate chapter of this re-

'Prosser and Quigly, Vocational Education, American Trchnieal Society. Chicago, 1968, p. 2
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port we shall not deal with it here. Nor shall we discuss training usually provided in universities
or other third level institutions, as required for the professions (4) and some of the jobs under
( I) to (3). Commercial skill training covers both business atid office training. Modern under-
takings every kind need skilled personnel for accountancy, correspondence and general
business administration, as much as they need skilled production workers in the case of indus-
trial establishments. A great many commercial occupations also require training in the hand-
ling ot machines. such as typewriters, calculating and sorting machines, etc. As regards the'
purpose of the vtxational/technical skill development, there are four stages of training, name-
ly, training for ocational preparation, vocational maintenance, vocational mobility, and train-
ing For vocational advancement. Vocational preparation refers primarily to persons entedng
employment tor the first time It is, however, not a matter for young people only but it also
includes such training of older women to move from house hold duties to outside em-
ployment. Vocational maintenance 'training aims at Oving appropriate- courses, when
changes in occupational skill as the resulLof technolo0cd advancement in industries have
made it necessary to retrain workqrs. If there is change to such an ,extent that the worker is no
longer employable within 'his initial field of training even with maintenance courses, then he
should he retrained altogether. Training for horizontal mobility is of increasing concern in
modern society. Vocational advancement training is attempting to improve 'a lot of workers to
acquire vertical mobility, the opportunity for individuals to move from one level to the next.
according to their capacity.

Relation to the Labour Market

0( course, the primary intention of vocationit/, cimica! traHng is to ,iwide skills
which can be used. Unfortunately, there is ho automatk relationship ber-wco 5;;..',0 training and
the placement of such trained persons in the labour mark,zt. There arc qy factors
in the creation of employment, and it would be a bad mi-take -or 'at ew urdostiies
would be created by making available workers trained foi _nornic problems
cannot be solved simply by educational measures.

However, if ther2 ,js the economic oppo-tunity t) hush new industry, it will
more easily hecome a reality when trained personnel are av; daole, or suc'i personnel have some
basic skills so that they can be t raitie ickiy on the job tor which_they are needed. In this
respect technical training may encourac2 the establishment of industries

Once industries exi it is the task ot those who organize training t that the
training provided ,suits the requirements, that die type of training as well as its le, -:1! respond
to the netts. If not, the training will he wasteful.

It 'would seem titrrt in this respect there remains something to be done in the LTAMFU,
countties which, with the exception of Singapore, do not yet have a well developed r.power
unit-preferably connected with the planning board to study the requirements of Ow labour
market. Such a unit, covering the public as well as the private sector of the econorn,. , would
help those in charge of technical training t determine the real needs. -

B. THE. TYPES OF VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL SKILL, DEVELOP ENT IN
TIIE SEAMEO 'REGION

There are three channels through which vocational/technic, ,. aining is vmducted.
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The first is formal training in (Efferent vocational and technical schools. In all the
countries of our region, the vocational and technical schLols begin at the rcondary level of
education. In most of the SEAMFO countfies the schools are divided into two stagesthe
first stage take: three years immediately after the primary level while the second stage lasts
another three years. Mast of the vocational and iechrLical schools in all the countries are
established by the Ministry of Education but some are also set up by a vuiety of Ministries
which aim at iooviding skilled workeis either for their own needs only, or to he offered also at
the labour market. The purpose of these schools generally is to prepare their students imme-
diately for various occupations, but it is found that students, having completed the first part,
tend to curs/ on their stucty to the second stam. (In Indonesia this applies to about 80%). More-
over, the gaduates of the first stage are often still tooyoungto join the labour force. Finally,
this first stage has little public appeal, since it often carries the label of inferiority if compared
with the general secondary system. (This is certthnly the case in Thailand).

For all reasons there is a tendency in some countries to integrate those first stage
schools into the general academic ones which, in their turn, would be given some prevocational
bias.

The second channel is throu non-formal education which becomes the topic ofour
study. This channel of training provides almost all vaneties, stages, and kinds of training as
provide-a by the. formal schools. In addition, non-formal education has a large covera'ie in
terms of geoaphical areas unlike the formal ones which only exist in larger towns or cities.
The mixt imrortant reasons are: firstly, because of its higli flexibility and adaptability to local
needs, to the convenience of its clients and to virtually any type of subject matter and learning
objectives; secondly, because of its freedom to try new and unconventional approaches; thirity,
because of its ability to mobilize and utilize a wide range of human Went and to make off-
hour use of existing physical facilities; fourthly, because of its potential for tapping many dif-

ferent sources' of support, public and private; and finally, beeause of its freedom from figid,
standardized admission requirements and similar constraints of formal education.

The third channel is througE in-formal education. However, it is hard to say anything
defini e about its development in terms of people involved since this channel is very loose and
completely unorganized. But we have to note here that perhaps most of our technical and voca-
tional training which is really directed to employment is still being done through this channel.
Most of our farmer boys still learn the art of farming from their fathers, most of our Orls still
learn the duties of housekeeping from their mothers, and most workers in industries,still learn
their jobs by the pick up method, in which observation, initiation, and inilvidual initiative are
the only means of training.

. C, THE ORGANIZATION OF VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN

THE SEAMEO COUNTRIES

Existing Opportunities tbrou- Formal EducatIon

The following Tables will provide a reasonablY clear idea of the situation, although

they may -,not be fully complete in all .-cases, while their accuracy obviously depends on the

sources quoted. Moreover, it should be stressed that the figures only relate to government

schools, tpless indicated otherwise.
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Table 1: Enrolment in Vocational/Technical Schools by Stage and Country, I 9 7 1-

1972

Countries

Indonesia 1972
Khmer Republic 1972

Laos 1972

Malaysia 1972
1971

Singapore 1970

Thailand 1971

Vietnam 1972

First Stage

307,626

913

Sezond State Total

352,797 660,423
900 900
218 1,131

20,918
227.952

13,6854

25,834
17,6201

-includes pupils in private schools
Sources: 1. Questionnaire A: V tionO/Technical Skill Development.

2. Office of Educational Development. Jakarta, School Statistics 1972.

3. Malaysia: Educational Statistics 1971.
4. UNESCO Statistical Yearbook 1972.

To have a clearer picture about the opportunity of vocational and technical trainuag

in the formal schools, it Will be more mcaningul if we know the number of school population
in the 1318 age group. In 1971, there were 29.76 million children of that age group, and
about 6.54 rrUllion went to school, out of which 'number 979,885 received vocational and
technical education through formal schooling. Percentagewise we can say that there are 21.98%

of the children of this age group who are in school and 3.29% of them are in vocational and

technical schools or 14.98% of total enrolment at the second level. The information in detail,
by country, regarding this matter can be found in Table 2.

Table 2: Total Population Aged' 13-18, Second Level School Population and
Enrolment of Vocational/Technical Schools by Country, around 1970

Count
Total Pop. 2nd Level % of Voc/Tech.

Year A -18 Sch. Pop. T. Pop. Sch. Pop. h. Pop.

Indonesia 197.1 14,835,000 1,930,630 13.0 671,850 34.8

Khmer Republic 1965 846,000 143,800 17.0 900 0.6

Laos 1972 379,000 15,010 4.0 1,130 7.5

Malaysia 1972 1,630000 571,000 35.0 20920 3.7

1970 4,580,780 2,221,870 49.3 227,9503 10.2

Si ngipore 19701 341,600 150,467 55.0 13,685 9.1

Thailand 19722 4,18,910 788,630 189 25,8303 3.3

Vietnam 1972 2,962,400 718,740 24.3 17,620 2.5

TOTAL 29,757,690 6,540,147 979,885

I Age groups arc 12-17.
2Age groups are 14-18 .
3Yea 1971.
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The distribution of students over different types of vocational and technical schools
varies from country to country. Table 3 below gives some detailed information. Not in all
cases was it possibleto provide a break-down according to the type of school. Moreover, in
a number of cases there appear to be schools providing training in more than One line; these
were classified under "others".

Table 3: Percentage Distribution of Vocational/Technical School Enrolment
1971-A972

Country

IntioneSia`
Khiner Republic
Laos

Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thalland3
Vietnam

,By Coyntry Percent

Year Agri. Comm. Techn. Others Total

1971 0.5 35.1 42.4 22.0 100.0

1972 4.6° 10.9 67.1 17.4 100.0

1971 7.5 13.6 71.2 7.7 100.0'
1972 1.02 n.a 41.13 57.854 100.0

19725 34.0 53.0 13.06 100.0

1972 0.0 8.5 64.3 27.2 100.0

1971 8.04 19.80 47.822 24.34 100.0

1972 47.4 0.3 24.0 28.3 100.0

I No information available for Agricultural and Commercial Schools.
2Includes 3rd level.
3Includes pupils in private schools.
4Private Vocational Schools.
5Excluding Private Schools.
6 Fish cry.

Sources; 1. ionnaire A: Vocational/Technical Skill Development.-

2. Malaysia: Educational St;tistics 1971.

3. Butler L. Laos Education Statistics 19624972.

As regards change in enrolment in vocational and technical schools4.s a proportion of
school enrolment at the second level of education Irtween 1968 and 1972, there was some

increase in lndoneisa, Malaysia and Vietnam, bat decrease in the Test of the gEAMEO countries.

Its shown in Table 4.

There are important changes; particularly in Indonesia where there was a special reason
for the increase, as will be explained below. The decreases in Khmer Republic and Laos may be,

due to the war situation which then became an important issue in these countries. The fall in.
Thailand is probably to be attributed to the general lack of appeal:of this type of education,

already noted, while ,that in Singapore is due to the transfer of vocatkonal schools to the Adult
Education Board and non-formal education organizations with effect in 1970. The slight in-

crease in Malaysia may be attributed to the general geat interesi in all types of education in
that country, but -this does not .explain the very high percentage in Vietnam.. Here it may be

the war again which caused many families to seek refuge in bigger towns, ,where this type of
school is situated. As pointed out in Chapter II, the war situation disrupted the whole educa-
tion-system in .Khmer Republic. while in Vietnam it has lasted so long that = as we will see -
special remedial measures have already been taken.
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Flow tar does the vocationg enrolment reflect the' trends in the economy? In Indone-

sia, according to- TableAl 0-(C'hapter Two) we find that employment in-the manufacturing
and construction sector increases its share in total employment from 7.4% to 9.8% in the

nod under discussion, which means an increase by 32%, while that in "services" over the

much longer period 1960-1970 increases by not fully 10% (in absolute percentages: froni
24.6% to 27% of total employment). This would mean that most probably trained manpower

has increased more than enough to keep pace with the expanding economy.

- In Malgysia this may not be the case: manufacturing mid construction's share grew
from 12.1%t4 14%, so by 15%,ln 3 Years, while "Services" increased its share" from 30.4% to

33.5% or hy '10%. It would seem, therefore, that Malaysia's trained manpower increased at ap-

proximately the same pace as the corresponding economic sectors, but not faster,

Ai far as the Philippines is concerned, here we observe.a slight fall in the share of con-
struction and industry: from 12.6% to 12.3% Or by 2%, precisely the percentage of decrease in
vocationg enrolment. Too good to be true! Indeed, the services sector increased its share from

25.9% to 33.8% winch ought to be reflected in the commercial schools, However, this type of
formrd school (atthe lower -level) does not appear to exist, which means that the expansion in
ernploythent must have been filled by the graduates frail private courses.

Finally, Thailand, here we find a clear contrast between the economic opportunities
(increase in industrial employment by 41% in 3 years) and decrease by 20% in lower vocational

enrolment which clearly confirms the generg obsemtion of the unpopularity of this type of

school.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that, apart front Thailand, the other countries

se'em to show a rather close correlation between formg vocational enrolment and economic

development.

Table 4: Enrolment in Vociiim:ial/Technicar Schools as a Portion of School
Enrolment at the SecOnd Level Education, 1968 and 1972

Countrk 1968 1972 Change percentage
1968-1972

Indonesia 27.10 (1965) 34.80 (1971) + 25

Khmer Republic 1.67 1.01 40

Laos 3.11 1.99 36

Malaysia 3.13 3.52 (1971) +12

Philippines 6.08 5.95 2

Singapore 12.61 - 9.10 27

Thailand 4.07 3.27 20

Vietnam 1.27 2.10 + 65

urces: 1. Questionnaire A: Vocational/Technical Skill Dvclopmcnr
2. Office of Educational Development, Jakarta, School SCacitics 1971

As reprds the distribution of students enrolled in vocational and technical schools by

sex, available information indicates an average of 67% males. and 33% females. (In most

SEAMEO countries sigrnficant vocational/technical training is conducted, at least in some of the

general academie schools.) For instance, there are some -comprehensive schools in Thailand

[28
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which provide vocational practices ranOng from 23% to 40% of their learning hours. In the
Philippines, there are 1,670 "Barrio High Schoole' possessing -250,000 enrolment which
also provide intensive vocational trMning in apiculture. Concerning Khmer Republic, Laos, and
Singapore, they provide 30%, 44% and 32% of their general academic learning hours for voca-

tional training respectively.

The trend to provide vocational and technical training in general academic schools is_

actually based on a significant change of attitudes in this respect. Formerly, it was thought.
that in order to increwe the number of technically trained manpower, one should establish
more vocational and\technical schools. This thinking was apparently followed by qndonesia,
for example, in her first five-year plan or IPELITA I (1969-1973) by" allocating one third
of her educational development budget to the rehabilitation of existing vocational and technical

schools and the establishment of some new ones. But as the cost of such schOols was very
high, generly 5 to 6 times that pf general academic schools, only a small number of vocational
and technical schools were actually established. On the buis of this experience, Indonesia has
changed her policy for the next five years and included pre-vocational education in general

academic curricula instead of establishing mom vocational and technical schools. HoW to blend

pre-vocational training with general acaderrdc curricula will be experimented in eight pilot

pr ojects.

The Philippines actually has a long experience in blending vocational training with
general academic curricula. The "Barrio High School has been operated since 1964. Although
it limits itself to only vocational training in agriculture, it is a good example ,of how vocational
training is integated into general academic curricula. A detailed description of such vocational
curricula in Barrio High Schools can be seen in 1NNOTECH publication written by Dr. Pedro
T. Orata, the founder Of Barrio High School.1

On the other hand, it is quite common for voca ional schools, particularly it the lower
level, to provide a solid dosage of general education in their curricula. 'This means that the
difference between the two types of school would seem to dintip[sli and that it would not fie
surprising ifAhey would finMly be fully integrated, probably to the advantage of both.

These expedments in Indonesia would seem to be of great interest not only to formal,
but also to the non-formal system, since one of the points to be tested is the functioning of the
so-called "multi-ekit-entry-system" which,may have a Cirect bearing on non-formal education.
This part of the experiment should therefore be explained further. In the multi-exit-entry-
system each of the years of vocational training constitutes an independent unit, and, although
the three years are of increasing coMplexity'so that the second can only be taken after com-
pletion of the first, etc., this does not mean that all three are needed to be of value. On the
contrary, it is expected although not required that the student will go to work after the first
year, and would return whenever he feels he needs some further training.

1-Cf. Pedro T. Grata, Self-Help Barrio High SchooB, Sir pun. SEAMEO Regional Cntr I&r
tdu.iion.d Innovation and Technology, 1972.
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Moreover, he may switch from a vocational year to general education and vice versa.
This would rriake the whole system more like the non-formal one, espechdly since industrial

worken are admitted to the vocational year into which they would fit tin the basis of their
abilities and skills, in whatever way these may have been acquired. Each successfully completed

year carries a certificate.

One can foresee certain difficulties. Fes instance, an industrial worker may have the
practical skills permitting him to follow the, say, second year, but may not posse§s the theoreti-
ca knowledge expected at that level. Where should he be placed? And how would a worker
at the age of 25, having completed the second vocational year, but now attracted by general
academic education, feel amongyoungsters of 16?.

Hovver, the system seems to have promising ptslbilities arid deserves fu a en-_,
tion.

Existing Opportunities through Non-FormM Education.

We have to admit, unfortunately, that for the time being, it is very difficult to get
cornprehenve data concerning the number of trainees of all activities carried out. by 01 non-
formal education programmes. The reason is that non-formal education is everywhere adminis-
tered by a yariety.of ministries and voluntary pfivate organizations and private persons. Since
there is no registration, information is inadequately documented and seriously lacking in data.
The point that complete enumeration is difficult, is valid. But each project may be well docu-
mented. The bewildering vaxiety of institutions dealing with non-formal education complicates
the matter even further. Firstly, there are multipiapot , institutions, such as Rural Development
activities in Laos and Indonesia, wl-dch promote village community development. Secondly,
there are full-time vocational and technicd trning programmes for the school drop-outs and
young unemployed it. almost every country in the SEAMEO region especially in'the Philip-
pines, that aim at teaching young people in different technical skills. Thirdly, there are part-
tirife vocational courses usuly conducted in the form of night classes in Vietnam, Thailand,
Philippines and probably in some other countdes. Fourthly, there are courses in tectmical sub-
jects provided by private organizations which generally exist in all the countries of the region,
that want to help youngters to acquire sonie skills for entering jobs. Fifthly, there is training
provided by the military and the police. Sixthly,there are youth clubs or national youth service
inogrunmeS whi6h, in_ addition to social objectives, may also aim to provide vocational train-
ing: 4 H clubs in the Philippines, Framuka Taruna Bumi (Agicultural Scout Movernent) in
Indonesia are among the marly examples existing in the region.

Finally, there is the even much more valied group of commercial
even estimates of their number, type and clientele.

s which defy

The following Table, therefore, only incates the number of institutions/trainees as
given in the questionnaire replies which did certainly not claim full coverage.
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Table Numbe Trainees tu NonF'orma1 Program s/Projee s Covered by
this Stu 1972, Selected Countries

.Te_

Country

Number of
Units Number of

Operating Trainees

Khmer Republic 1,144 11,594

Laos1 7,216

Philippines 809 124,425

Singapore 10_ 27,610

Thailand 133 39,124

Vietnam 1,755 193,867

Ycarly avvragv 1965 to 1972.

Source: Qucstionnaire B: VocationalfTechn ical Skill Devclopowilt.

Existing opportunities through Informal Edu- don

If we have difficulties in assessing non-formal eduqation, it will be much more difficult

te,) identify the scope of the activities of informal education in vocational and technical skill

devel opment

But it night be recognized that the informal channel to acquire vocationA and techni-

cal skills is still dominant in our re0on or perhaps it_isthe only way for mcst of our youngsters

to get actual training leading to jobs, especially.in agriculture, but also in a number of crafts.
There is a vast network of apprenticeship training which in the unorganized sector is semines-

cent of the guilds system of the Middle Ages. pinally, how many peoplg arc involved in this
category of education is very hard even to estimate.

a SIGNIFICANT CURRENT NON-FORMAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMES/
PROJECTS -IN VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Variety of the Prograt es! Projects

In reply to the questionnaire, the SEAMEO countries indicated 47 projects which can

be classified as follows:

I. According to Sectors of the Economy

The term sectors of the economy refers '.o industri, commer ial and services. But
there are some projects which can be classified under all categories or cannot apply to any
category; these have been put under "general". According to tins classification the project
submitted by the National Liaison Committt.es (NLCs) can be classified as follows:

Number
Industrial 24 51

Commercial 4 9

General 19 40

Total 47 100
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According to Method

The projects zan be classified according to method or delivery system as follows:

Number %

training in the training centre 40 85

on-the-job training in industry 1 2

both
TOTAL .

47 100

3. According to Sponsoring Agenc

With reprd to sponsoring agencies a reported projects cur be classified as follows:

Number

Government 18 38

Semi-Govertiment 11 24

Private 18 38

100TOTAL 47

The industrial courses offered in these projects generally ccesist of automotive
mechanics, elect neity, rado mechanics: machine shop, forging and welthng, varieties of crafts,

enOneering, etc.

That industrial training has a high perceatage is not necessarily because this sector of

the economy has developed yen, rapithy in our regon and creates more demand for training.
The NLC's made a choice on the basis of the sigMficance of each individual project, wWch may

not constitute a representative sample.

The criteria were earlier indicated already, but they were naturally applied individually

by each NLC who also were dependent on the projetts concerned for die replies. In some

cases the research team did not quite understand why a certain project was judgecito be "sigru-

ficant"especially in the big sector of private commerciW courseswhfic sometimes no example

of probably important training opportunities, such as correspondence courses, have been pro-

vided by any of the NLCs.

The commercial training gtoup consi ts of 9% of the to al sample, to which should be

added a substantial part of the projects classified under "general", since they very often provide

commercial courses.

The third field of training which seems to cover a gjeat part of participants is what we

classified as "general-. This kind of training offers a variety of courses wtdch usually cover

many vocational subjects and are directed niostly to people who have a low education (not more

than primary) or no education at all, although some of them provide also for more educated

people. This ldnd of training constitutes 40% of our sample.

1 2
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So _ examples of these types of training are:

(I) Mobile Training Unit in Thailand and the Philippines which goes to certn
villages for a certain period of time to offer courses or practical work for farmers and villagers
in simple vocational and technical skills as well as village development in general.

(2) National Youth Pioneer Corps in Malaysia, which trains the youth in agricultural
work and in other vocationW and technical activities such as building construction, motor and

radio repairs, tailoring etc.

(3) University Student Volunteer Organization (BUTSI) in Indonesia which aains
university students and graciu.ifes who Fifer are asigned to go to villages to offer some._practi-
cal knowledge and skills needed in daily life including ,orne practical vocational and technical

training.

(4) Adult and Community Education in the Philippines which offers training in dif-

ferent types of knowledge and skills such as arts and crafts, health, citizenship and family life.
__.

(5) Training for disabled soldiers in Vietnam.

(6) Education for socially hanclicapped women wWch
skills to ex-prostitutes who wan( to become normW citizens.

provi Ing useful

(7) Numerous private courses inseeretarial work, dress making, tailoring, hair
dressing, etc

(8) Vocational/technical training for the physically handicapped which aims at
provicling useful s1dlls and knowledge in order that these adults cln earn a livelihood and not

resort to mendicant activities or rely on charities.

Method of Delivery System Used

Most of the t aining is c nducted only in the training centres (85%), 13% in the train-
ing centre combined with in-plant training, and only one case it pure on-the-job training. Exam-

ples of training in the centres combined with in-plant training are craft and trade trairdng
schemes provided by the School of Arts and Trades in the Philippines, and training in travel and

hotel management, sponsored by the Tourist Organization of Thailand. The only case of on-the-

job training, is that of Mercedes Benz auto mechardcs in Manila. There are also a good number
of apprentice schemes in Singtpore and Malaysia, but special caseshave not beemsubrrdtted.

Staffmg of the Projects

Staffing patterns vary between projects,' so it is difficult to make generalizations.

The staffing of the Mobile Trade Training School in Thailand for instance, consists of one
full-time principal, several full-time vocational teachers, and several part-time teachers. The
full-time. principal and teachers are government officials, while part-time teachers are hired on

a temporary basis.

Another example is the staffing of Evening Opportunity Classes of Marikina School of

Arts.and Trades in the Philippines. The whole.staff consists of teachers who are under the regu-
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lar employ of the school. Their services in tlie."evening opportunity classes" are ren ered after
regular school cg office hours. All of them are paid full-time in the projects.

Still another example is the staffing of Industrial Vocational Training Centre in In-

donesia. All of the teaching staff are government 'employees assigned as fulbtimers.

It is obviously not possible to draw definite conclusions as we are not comple ely

sure about the accuracy of the figures provided-, but generally speaking it would seem that the
ratio teacher/student is satisfactory. Only a few cases of exorbitant ratios were submitted,

such as a dress-maidng and tailoring course, having 4000 participants per yearin 200 hour
courses with only IS part-time instructors (Vietnam).

It is obviously not.enotigh to know the number of teachers and students, as one should

alsb know the number a worldng hours of the teachers.

Although the number of "contact-hours" was usually Oven, varying obviously accord-

ing to the type of course, the number .of eaeh individual teacher's working hours could clearly

not be indicated, In regular school with full-time staff, it is enough to know the proportion
teacher-students, but in non-formal courses with usually part-time staff this proportion A such

does not say very' much. Nevertheless, the impression created by the proportions givenuwas

generally favourable.

On the other hand the level of staff was quite often insufficient according to the

project organizers, at least if they were government servants. Clearly, it was always sufficient

in private courses!

Cost involv d

Most of government sponsored projects are fully financed by the government, although

some non-formal training courses, such as those proirided by the school of Crafts and Trades in
the Philippines, get some resources from their participants. The semi-government sponsored

projects, in general, are financed by government for their equipment, while current expenditure

comes from the participants. The financial resources of private projects clearly come entirely
from participants, although there are softie receiving funds from private organizations (women's

associations, missions) or from the private enterprise concerned. For example, the tourist and
hotel management training in Thailand gets its recurrent expenditure from the trainees, but the

Tourist Organization of Thailand provides the facilities and equipment. The same financial
arrangernent is adopted by the Mercedes Benz mechanics training course in Manila.

One hesitates to say any thing about the amounts actually spent on non.formal voca-

tional and technical courses. Bildgets were usually provided, but it is extrentely difficult to
know what they really include (the building may often be provided by some formal institu-

tion, the instructors' salaries may actually have been paid by a different Ministry or some other
institution, so that they are not fully calculated, etc.).

It would seem roo hazardous to draw any conclusions in a field where the data are

really,too shaky to help in throwing some light on the problem of more or less accurate cost

calculation.
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From the total fielu of non-formal vs formd education cost in terms of percenthge of
the Ministry a Education budget, it would vary from less thur 1% to nearly 2% in die SEAMEO

countries, but in a number of cases other Ministries_ ue alsoynaking contributions. Neverthe-

less, the conclusion that the unit costirk non-formal education is substantially lower thrm that
in the formal system is justified, even if it may be so that the cheaper system wouldsometimes

seem to pgasitize on the more expensive.

Problems of the Project%

The problems involved in the reported projects accorcling to the rating as given in the
replies ai.t a; follows:

Problems

1- Equipment/facilities
2. Training supplies .

3. Qualified instructors
.4. Location aihe project
5. Budget/funds
6. Determination of the type of

.courses
7. _Lack of co-operation from

local authorities 2

Placement of graduates
(Nor all the projects had difficulties, but 43 out of 47 had)

6
5

2

3 1

1

2

Equipment 'and shop facilities arb the mos't costly part of conducting vocational and
technical training, and they are'also a very important component for the success of the training. .
It is interesting to note that the problem of building does not appear in any projects. Ap-
parently this is because all the projects make use of available buildings.

. Regarding the probleTh of training supplies, it was mentioned by 25% of the projects
reported. It is understandable since most of the training in vocationd and technical skills con-

h sumes material.

As non-formal education varies in Idnd,'spreading out over a_large area, and often is
specific in nature, its Problem of qualified instructors is a very palamount one. Even if the
project is centrally organized, it is very difficult to transfer instructors from one place to
another. Therefore, it will rdly only, in most cases, on the availability of local instructors who
usually ary less qualified.

In fadt, the difficulties mentioned so far are basically financial ones: those of equip-
1

ment and supplies are -clearly so, but that of qualified teachers would be much easier if non-
formal education courses could pay good salaries. Therefore, with more funds it wouldbe
possible to solve 38 of the 43 problems. However, finance is exactly the crucial-one!

The probrem of location of the project, particularly refers to projects which are part-
of national programmes. If the project is located in a very far place from its headquarters, and

,its operation depends much on its headquarters' decisions, then it will have some difficulties.
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Seconthy, the 1 ation of projects involves difficulties to bring the participants from distant
areas, especially when transportation in the areas is still in poor conthtion.

Non-formal education and training aims at supplying skilled manpower in relatively

short courses in specific fields for people who seek employment and not jtist wish to "finprove
IheU minds"."Therefore, its ccoirses must be arranged accordthg to the needs. of -unployment.
Since usually there is no adequate information concerning the future employment, it is very
difficult for the prOject to determine the type of couises which will satisfy the needsmf sqciety
as well as of individuals.

ln addition to the above problems, there are also problems mentioned such as the lack
of cooperation from local authority and placement of the gadilatedparticipants, In this, study
we have frequently stressed the problem of services' cooperation, while that of placement is in

fact the same as 6. and was already disctissed under B.

Some Possibllities to Overcome or l'ilinimize Some of the Prohlen s.

There are some possibilities to overcome or minimize some of the problems.
(1) Conterning the problOs of instructors, one possibility- is to make a national

programme to involve university sttidents in technology in non-formal educ4t1on as a part of
their intra-curricular actisities. Indonesia has moved in this dir,ectinn. This arrangement might
result in two things. One, it 1.1411 help non-formal vocational education to get more instmctors,
and second, it *ill be a valuable experience-also for the inthvidual students, helping to bridge
the- gap betWeen their theoretical thinking and the real practice in the society. If this is done on
a voluntary basis this project may indeed be helpful; though on a limited scale, as previous
efforts in Indonesia have shown. If it should be compulsory, little can be expected. (See dis-
cussion in Chapter III).

(2) Reprding equipment, it is normal to make use of eydsting equipment and facili-
ties whenever possible, be they in schools, factories, or military bases. One good example of
this is the use of facilities of the schools of Arts and Trades in the Philippines. Vocational/
special trade courses are offered, organed by the Bureaus of Public and Private Schools.

. So e figures of 1972- are as follows:

No. of schools involved,
No. of participants enrolled

633
121,709

(3), Concerning trathing materials, one .may consider to- develop training courses
. utilizing abundant raw matefis. One good example is the training organized by the National

Cottage IndustUes Development Authonty in the Philippines. Some figures of its achievement
from the midthe of 1963 to the end of 1970 are:

No.4 training projects
No. of trainees . 58,891

It must be mentioned, how ver, that kinds of trathmgs under (2) and (3 ) must be
limited to the economic feasibility. The question of job opportunities and markeu for the
products should be carefully considered for the.benefit of the participants.
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E. PROJECTS WITH SPECIAL FEATURES

1, Evening Proginrnme in Pangasinan School of Arts and Trades, Philippines

Project Description

The evening oppOrtunity vocat onM courses offer basic sidll training. As a training
centre, the courses are geared to the basic needs of the existing industries within the service
area oil the school. Moreover, building and equipment of the formal school, no serve a double
purpose.

It is often called the 2.Year Special Trade Cuniculum; it is divided into 4 semestral
periods to allow specialization on certain job operations within the semestd. Each semestral
training block is so designed that it will provide.the students an opportunity Lobe employed

.. in the industries needing operational sidlls. However, the studerpts can continue going to school
''at the beOnning of any semester to complete the course:

Classes are ccinducted in the evening to allow employees as well as out.of;school
youth,to upgrade their sldlls for ready employment. Students, before graduation, axe recom-
mended to the 25 cooperating industries for further training (on-the-job trdning). It occurs

=that before graduation the industries absorb them as regular workers. Furthermore, the course
is broken down, whenever possible, into thdependent units. In car mechanics, for instance,
being a full 2 year course, one can take separately engine repairs (15 weelz), or engine diaposis
and tune-up eeks), etc.

The project siarted in 1958, preceded by.an .oc'euf,ational sur;rey conducted by the
school all over the province of Pangasinan which showed that the majority of those employed
in the local industries-had not gone to any organized training progammes, while the occupa,
tional preparation of the others was outmoded by the new and modern needs-of industry. This
project in this institution prosides better facilities, training instructors and supervised train-
ing methods of instruction to enable also th OSC ;actually employed to upgrade their skills.

The project which has been in operation for almost 16 years now was an outgrowth of
the 'demand (Or vocational training among the high school graduates and out-of-schciol citizens
who want to seek employment in- industry. The enrollment is gradually increasing yearly and

_ it has reached a total high of 41firadult students in 1973. After completion of the course the
trainees usually have no difficulty in finding a job.

Specific Learning Tasks

The learning is conducted by lecture, demonstration apd on-the-job training in shops
or industries. The number of hours of-contact are 3 hours daily or 252 hours in a semester. For
auto-diesel mechanic coume the hours of contact are 171 hours, for machine shop re 159
hours', and for radio mechanics are 65 hours.

Staffing

There are 14 teachers orinstruc -rs and 6 clerical personnel. All the instructors are
part-timers with 'pay. They consist of one training administrator, one training supervisor, and
12 instruttors for auto-diesel inechtinies, machine shop practice and radio mechanics. To

lose instruCtors wh &want to improve their skill there are many auto-repair shops available, .



Tmininz Cottage Industries Using Local Ma erills

_ hinu of scheme at upgading skills in the produ lion of cottage products. In
line with the development of tovrism the production of cottage industries seems to becotrie
more and more important. bectruse the craft industries reflect the cultural aspect of thi coun-
try %Odell usually attracts th.- interest of the tburists_ The ,problem of learning materials will
not be s.'ery difficult because thc trainees provide the matedals themselves. A very good
example of this s(-:henie has tw.:n dolls!' in the Philippines organized y the National Cottage In-
dustries Development Antl ,:ty_ The activities cover-a great variety of crafts and their tAtal
figures from 1963 to 1970 ,:-an -tunniarized as follows;

Craft Number of
Projects A

Number of
Trainees

Needlc and Embroider: i rafts 511 32.53 21,071
Loorn weaving, Mat an,, tlx we mg,. 211 I343 ,7,213
Fiber, Bamboo, Shell'.-
Rattan and Metal cinf' i 351 22.35 12,247 .

4_ Toy crafts ' 17 1.08 715
-5, Ceramics 15 0.96 421

6. Other crafts 466 29,66 - I 7,224

TO1 AL 1:571 100,00 58;891

3. High-Level Courses

It should be recoptized that non-formal courses are conducted at all levels, and not at
all limited to the lower level's of education. In business and industry:it is common, olthough
perhaps-not in all the SEAMECI countries, to organize 'meetings, seminars, or refresher courses
for high level personnel, not onlY to hear about new procedures, but also t6 discuss among
themselves their omr experiences.

For instance, the Staff Training Institute, Singapore, orgapized a one-Week, 451/2
rs course in General Management for Personnel Officers.of various enterprises. The course
-conductedlly three persons, one from the University, the other made-available by 'the corn-

panics concerned and the third from the staff of the Institute. There were 18 parlicipants.

In this case the .`missed opportunity" cost of this high level personnel (computed asa
their week's salaries' total) was considerably higher than the cost of the honoraria of the three
lecturers, being the only direct cast of this course.

4. Mite Collar Changes to Blue Collar Jobs
tc;'

This project was initiated by the Deparpient of Manpower. Transmigration and Cck
operatives. Jakarta, Indonesia in 1956. Its purpose is to provide technical training (building,
rnetiIworc electricty, automechanics) to younger and older people, usually unemployed
graduate. 1 from secondary schools or universities, 4ho wish to try their hand at this new type
of work, having failed to find "whlte collar" employment.

The proje, _ived support from the Colombo Plan machines. and equipment),
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MIR and private industries, the latter providing the personnel to conduct the courses which
include manamial training and practical work. Thc teaching staff are all university gradusites

with non-formal technical training, and the courses take 480 to 960 hours. The project issues a

special bulletin entitled "Infonnati on on Industrial Vccational Training."

There were. 515 participants in 1972 and 767 in 1973 (it is interesting to note that
's there wvre resp. 23 and 81 women among these), but it is still a major problem how to find

'placement for the gaduates.-

5. Private Vocational/Technical Training

There are many
X projects in vocatiOnal and technical training provided by private

undertakings in all the .countries of the region.. The variety of courses offered by those private

firms or organizations covers almost all the sectors of the economy, namely trade and industry,
commerce andiservices. But because the courses in trade and industry need a heavy investinent
in equipment, most of them only offer commercial and service courses such as accounting,
typing, secretarial work, and home services like cooking, tailoring and dressmaking.

To provide an example, below is a case study of "Da Nang Vocational and Technical
School? Da l_s6ng, Vietnam.

Project Descrippon

This is a private project but in co-operation with the leaders of a public,schobl; the
project uses the facilities of the Public Technical, Vocational and ComMercial School in Da
Nang. The entire operation and management of the project is ih priVale hapds, but its instruc-
tors, mostly teachers of the school, are worldng part-time in this project.

Most students who completed the course
project was .started in 1969.

The Clientele

e recruited by industrial companies.., The

The participants were veterans, disabled soldiers, soldier orphans and widows, and
unemployed youngters and adults.

The number of participants was 2,650 in 1971 and 3,032 in 1972, which, indicates its
ericouraging development. If funds, facilities, personnel, etc., Were available, the project could
accommodate around 5,000 pa rticipahts a year.

Specific Learninglasks

As usually happened in any vocational and technical training, the course is conducted
by lectures but mostly by practical work. The -training covers machine repaidng, machine

operation and maintenance, business, and home economics. Each coune takes 500 hours.
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volved

.The project total expert: ure in 1972 was6,450 thousand Piasters. The breakdown
of its components is as follows:

in ousands Piasters

Item T. Exp. from T. Exp.

Salaries 800 27.91

Travel 300 4.65
Supplies 400 6.20
Equipment 3,000 46,51

Capital Outlay 500 7.75
Others 450 6.98

TOTAL 6,450 100.00.

The income of the project comes entirely from its participants which in 1972 was
_7,000 thousandPiasters. The average cost per trainee for one cycle course is 2,500 Piasters or
approximately USS4.- which is a very reasonable fee for a 500 hotir course!

6: Mobile Trade Training Progran

Recoprizing the fact that a great part of the population is living in rural areas, the
Adult Education Division, General Education Department, Ministry of Education of Thailand,
offers courses in vocational/technical skills f6f rural peorie Mai the co-operation of the local

government. In addition, this project Oyes the rural people the opportunity to diversify their

skills beyond agricultural practices.

There are 45 mobile units which usually stay in a district for a short duration de-
pending upon the needs for the training of that particular locale. They operate mostly in the
Northern, Northeastern, and Southern provinces, sometimes in the Central Plain. The USAID
contributed experts and equipment during the early staged of the programme.

Programme descriptioi

Before th9,training starts a survey is -conducted by district officials concerning the

people's interest ill this kind of non.fofmal education. If it appears that quite a number of
people are interdsted and that the district agrees to provide a building for the purpose or some

space already available, the district authority then makes a request to the Department of
General Education, Ministry of Edtication, to establish such a training programme. After the
approval is granted and the preparation is completed, the training project can start.

The programme begin in 1960 as a national activity covering a large number of dis.
of the country. Participants numbered 10,074 in 1972 and 17,479 in 1973.

The main purpose is to Ove opportunity to the rural people, not only the youth but
also ,adults, to diversify their skills. They should have at least 4 years primary -education.
Since the training is notsecomized in the formal school system, the participants who complete

their courses cannot use the certificate to qualify for office status. But most of the paOicipants
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trie their experiences from the training for working indepeldently or for improving their

working abilities.

Specifk Learning Tasks

The teaching is conducted by demonstration and practical Work. Courses cover a wide

variety of subjects, such as tailoring and dress making, auto mechanics, electrenics, typing,

food preparation, cosmetics, etc. The duration varies but 6 months is an average.

Staffing

The staffing of the project consists of one full-time pdncioal, some full-time instruc-

tors, who are all government officials, and some part -,;me instructors who are hired locally on

a tempormy basis.

Cost involved

The progamme total expenditure in 1969 was 45,395,340 Baht. The breakdown is as

follows

sand Bah ts )

Item Exp. % of Total Exp,

Salaries 8,775

Travel 680 1.5

Supplies 1,840 4.0

Equipment 600 1.3

Capital Outlay 6,800 15.0

Other 26,699 58.9

TOTAL 45,394 100.0

The "other- item consists of expenditures of USA1D in terms offoreign experts'

salary and counterpart funds from the government.

The income of the project almost entirely comes from the government budget, since
the fee of participants is very small (0.7%).

If in 1969 the number of participants was also approximately 10,000; the Unit cost
was -not counting the item -other"-roughly 2,000 baht or USS100 per participant. This
would be unusually high, since the budgeted unit cost in Thailand in 1972 was 740 baht only
for non-formal education. However, there are two factors which increase the cost of this

prog mime: the capital i? em in 1969, and the relatively high cost for salaries inherent in the
progamme, as the permanent personnel must receive daily allowances for practically the fu1i

period of their work.

7 Manpower DepartmentTraining Service

The training Service ir the Manpower Department under the Ministry of Labour and
Manpowe.., Malaisia has responsibility of organizing and implementing industrial training
programint: and Noviding consultancy and other services to industry as required.
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The following industrial triining courses are provided at the Industrial Training In

stitutes in Kuala Lumpur and Prai:-

(d)

Apprenticeship Courses

Preparat ory Trade Couirses

Skill Up-Grading Courses

Instructional Techniques Courses

Trade Instmet or Training COLIISCS

8, Institutional and On-the-Job Training

Apprenticeship Courses

These courses are provided to apprentices employed in both_ the public and private

sector industrial undeiialdngs and rejstered for training under the National Apprenticeship

Scheme as operated by the National Industrial Training and Trade Certification Board
-----(NITTCB). The scheme proNrides for the training of craftsmen in a systematic manner to

standards set by industry. The training programme for the apprentices involves a combination

of institutional training at the Industrial Training Institute and cm-the-job training in the em-

ployers' establishme nts.

Institutional training is provided for the present in four stages over the 4-year ap-
prenticeship periodthe 1st year stage is of 22 weeks duration and the 2nd, 3rd and 4thybar
stages are of II weeks each_ The courses are provided on a block release system sandwiched

between on-the-job training periods_

Apprentices are required to pass progress tests doling each of the four stags before
proceding to the next higher stage, and finally to the apprenticeship final examination .con-

ducted dunng the last half-yeai of the apprenticeship period by an independent panel of
examiners appointedby the Central Apprenticeship Committee of the NITTCB. On passing
the prescribed-examination and completion of- the apprenticeship penod apprentices are
warded certificates of proficiency by the NITTCB.

The National Apprenticeship Scheme caters for the training of apprentices in the
following "declared" apprenticeship trades in the mechanical, electrical, building and printing

in dust ries:-

A. Mechanical

1. General Mechanic
2. General Machinist
3. Motor Vehicle Mechanics

(including Diesel Engine)
4. Welding
5. Construction Plant

Mechanics
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Electrical

I. Electrical Fitting
2. Armature Winding
3. Electrical Fitting

and Armatve Winding
4. Electrician
5. Radio 84 Television

Servicing
6. Refrigeration and

Air-Conditioning.



C. Building

1. Bricklaying
2. Carpentry and Joinery
3, Plumbing

Ent ty

Appren ice

Age: At least i and under 21 years

quire ents into the Scheme:

D. Printing

I. Hand Composition
2. Machine Composition
3, Letterpress (Machine)

Printing
4. Bookbinding

Education: A pass qualification in the SRI)/ LCE Examination or its equivalent. (Can-
didates who are unable to offer this qualification but have successfully completed a related
technical training course in a recognized training institut on would also be considered).

Employer: Be qualified to give adequate training to the apprentice or be in a position
to provide such trning by some other qualified person, and the undertaking in which the
training is to be given should be such as will permit the apprentice secure a proper training in
the trade to be learned.

Course Fee: Institutional training of apprentie ce of cost for the present.

Hostel Accommodation: Free (priority being given to apprentices who are based far
away from the In: .tute and are unable to commute daily).

Board: Resident and non-resident apprentices can purchase meals at the canteen
at contract rates. Meals per day cost M $1.47 per head at present contract rates.

9 In-Plant Training

On-the-joh training is nothing new; on the contrary, it is the olthst system, whether in
crafts or in industry. What makes it new is its institutionalization. This is less simple thmi it
may seem, as the interests of the plant, the branch of industry to which the plant belongs,
and those of the trainees have to be taken into consideration.

Training-within-industly was particularly reported by Malaysia, the Philippines, Singa-
pore and Thailand, either as the single system, or combined with a formal or non-formal course
(See D. above).

Obviously, on-the-job training may have its disadvantages, especially for trainees. He
may be trained in a narrow way, just enough to do the job for which he has been hired, without
any understanding of the functioning of his machine except the barest minimum which would
enable him to_clean, lubricate and maintain it properly, if at all, since special maintenance
staff may have been appointed.

He will have no idea of the p oduction process either, and would have to be trained
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all over apin should he be transferred to another job in the same establishment. lie may

become trained, but certainly not slled,ki

Another danger for the trainee is that the factory would regard him as a trainee for a

rather indefinite time, paying him some pocket money ordy. Moreover, his instructor" may
be a skilled worker himself, 'out may lack the pedagojcal and psychological abilities to become

an "educator" and will simply be an 'Instructor". A clumsy apprentice may cause an accident,

hurting himself or damaOng an expensive machine.

Finally, when the trained worker would wish to go elsewhere, he would be unable to
show any proof that he has the ability to work on severrd machines, as he would usually only

receive a simple statement that he has worked for a certain petiod of time in such or such a

fac t ory

All these difficulties call be solved, but it does require a certain time to bring togeth r
various establishments in the same branch of industry, convince them that, in the long run it
is more advantageous to build up a sound traThing system rather than to "steal" skilled workers

from each other. Finally, the government should take the initiative to promulgate legislation
or adMinistratiVe measures 10 control the system, supernse the ittnicrion and,' in co-operation
with the industry, lay down certain levels of ability required for agreed levels of skill, so that
trainees can acquire recogdzed levels which would assure them the corresponding level of

wages.

It also means that instructo = no longer can be just skilled workers, but should know

what to teach and how to provide a certain basic understanding needed for a (semi) skilled

wor.ker.

operation between a (non )-fonnal technical course and induStry which would
permit a divisiun of labour between the two may be an excellent solution which is followed

besides pure in-service traming in Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore. The systems are
safeguarded by a number of measures, such as registrations, inspection, examination by an
independent board, etc.

In Malaysia there are two apprenticeship schemes, one organized by the Ministry of
Labour already described, the other by the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports which esta-
blished LI l8 year liunits. Moreover, thase apprenticeships .are not particularly in factories,
but rather with traditional trades, covering also agriculture, animal husbandry, etc. The dura-
tion is I to 3 years, according to the type of trade.

In Singapore apprenticeship Ira ning in indust ry is under the supervision of the Indus-
trial Training Board, I _egi.dation ( or administrative ruling) is being finalized and is expected to

be applied later in 19;4. It will include procedures and agreements between the trainee, the
employer aa the Board, whose Training Officers ure stipervising the training, In February
1974 under this scheme 1691 apprentices were regastered, almast ill in the various engineering,

Indus tries.

Apart front this, the Ministry of Labour, in its Supervisory Unit, of the National Produc-
tivity Bourd, conducts training-within-industry (TWI) courses for foremen, supervisors, senior
instructors, etc., to improve the quality of their work. Eight courses are offered, such as Job
Instruction, Job Safety, Job Control, etc, in which, since their inception in 1968, smue I9,00()
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students participated. These couises are conducted currently by 87 licensed trainers.

Besides, last year the National Trade Testing System was approved by the government,
in which standards are laid down (in consultation with the industries.concerned) for three skill
levels in various trades. The lust examinations, open to anybody in the trade, whether or not
having followed any course, were held in September 1973, and consisted or written tests (2 to 3
hours according to the trade) and practical tests, varying from 3 to 10 hours.

These examinations provide the advantage of assigning to the graduates a recognized
level of skill and accordingly the right to a certain level of wage.

In conclusion we may say that in-plant training provides some definite advantages,
when it is institutionalized as described. The combination with iechnical courses, formal and
non-formal, can be arranged, and makes it possible for such courses to be cheap, as the really
expensive, special machines are available in the entetprise. The basic knowledge and skills can
be furnished in the course, the specialization and practice in the industry, to the advantage
of b nth,

F. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Is There a Shortage?

When trying to prepare the Tables on formal vocational training, we found that-there
were several contradictory statements in the replies which had to be threshed out as well as

possible, and we are not fully sure that the ligures even on formal vocational training are
correct.

We did provide a Table on non-formal education, but warned that it was not more than
the numbers of persons enrolled in programmes selected by the NLCs. Finally, we did not
furnish anything at all on the "Inform&I" system. What should then be said if one would, most
reasonably, ask: "Is the actual vocational training system sufficient or not in the SEAMEO
region?" We would be inclined to say: -Quantitatively perhaps, but qualitatively no.-

Complaints in the replies that the quality of the inoructors was not good enough were
too numerous not to be convinced of this weakness. Hu,...tver, this lack of quality does not
apply to all the countries, and there are many good and ,:::rcsting projects everywhere.
However, generally, the answer Oven above, may be correct.

One does not get the impression that there are anywhere intolerable shortages of

trained personnel, although there may be general comp:aints about the level of training.
Unemployment, also among Youngsters with certain training and certificates, is still rampant.
In the replies it was more than once said that it was rEfficult to find placement for the gaduates,
although the organizer may normally consider that this is not his problem. Indeed, in the
objectives olmany government sponsored projects it was stated that one of the aims of the pro-

ject was to reduce unemployment by providing useful skills. From the point of view of the
youngster, following a course may be postponing the moment of actual unemployment. It was
a rather general impression but not more that many younptcrs having left school (or
dropped out)wanted to follow some course, without any special preference for one or the
other,_ in order to improve their chances for employment. However, blue collar jobs are, even
with often better pay, still the left-overs, very seldom the first choice. Secretarial courses are
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abundant, whatever the job prospects may be.

As pointed out already, a well organized'man-power assessment unit will be helpful

to make it possible to furnish at least sonic basic infomiation about job opportunities which
could be passed on to labour exchanges, schools, the mass media, in order to inform.people of

me possibilities.

What about the Quality?

Clearly, there may exist side by side large-scale unemployment and scarcity of skilled

labour. The general judgement of industry on the products of vocational schools is not too
flattery. Obviously, the factory manager can hardiy expect that a technical school would turn

out precisely those graduates who happen to fit precisely into the vacancies he happens to have.
Not seldom, therefore, maY such complaints be less than fair.

Nevertheless, the lack of cOntact between instructors and factories which so often
exists, is one of the reasons for the sather poor reputation of graduates of formal vocational
schools; the instructors art not re;-Aly aware of new production methods. Often also they have

no opportunity of teachirn up-to-date methods:Snide the maehinerS, required -sirifply is n-ot

available. Such cquipmen, becomes more and more expensive, so that the technical school
cannot afford to buy such machines.

It should not be said that the non-formal system therefore provides the solution. Very

often as we found the non-formal dourse in the evening is given in exactly the same build-
ing ty precisely the game instructors as was the case in day time, when the identical establish-

ment was called a formal vocational school. The slight difference in easier access no age

limits, no educational certificates, etc. to evening courses does not make the system suddenly
good if it was poor in day time. MoreOver, the lack of homogeneity in educational background
among the participants in NFE makes teaching more difficult.

iloviever,-one sometimes finds a definite advantage which ouglit to be provided more
often the possibility to break down a course into several short units, e.g. in 3 2-year (2 x ,42
weeks) car mechanics course, 3 hours per evening, it was possible to take separate units
such as enOne repairs (15 weeks), or engine diagnosis and tune-up (5 weeks), or spray painting
(9 weeks) etc. This provides clear advantages to the car mechanic who would concentrate on
one special part without being obliged to follow a full course. Such features are typical advan-

tages of thc non-formal system.

Is non-formal vocational training onomical?

The argument that such courses are cheap, since they make use of existing equipment,
is actually a half truth only. If the formal system would disappear, the non-formal schools
would somehow have to find their buildings and equipment and would be equally expensive.
Obviously, using existing facilities more than before is always a good thang, but at present it is
usually so that the non-lomial course is cheap because the formal school exists. Even if rent
is paid, it is then a matter of economizing on existing opportunities, as the non-formal system
is not inherently much cheaper, although further economizing is also made by simplifying and
shortening the existing curriculum. However, this does not make it cheap. Unless, of course,
the non-formal system (and the formal as well) turns to industiy to bear the cost of the equip-
ment. This indeed is the present trend.
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G. RECOMMENDATIONS

I_ Non-formal ediwation has great ntials In vocationalRechnical skill develop-
ment, but the most important problem is the determination of the types of vocational and
technical training required. Since each country has its own -characteristics of economic
development, a serious effort should be made to find ow the real needs of each Country in non-

nal vocationallteelmicA training_ In order to know the need,s for training more precisely.
there should be established as far as this has not yet been done, a manpower assessment and'
planning unit.

2. Because of non%formal education in vocational/technical training being adminis-
tered by a variety of agencies and, moreover, poorly documented, it is recommended that each
country should make a serious effort to make an inventory at least of the projects or activities
catering for a large clientele. By doing so it will help to provide information as a base of-sound
policy decisions.

3. It is agreed that vocational/ echnical training is not the res insibility of govern-
ments alone. Business and industrial enterprises which will use the greater part of the graduates
of the training should also be responsible. The recommendation is to invite business and indus-
tnal enterprises to involve in non-formal education, especially in vocational/technical training
which seems to have a close relation_with their interests. Their involvement could be in the
form of financial support like the SENA scheme in Brazil, or SENATI scheme in Peru, or in
terms of providing facilities like the supervised apprentfce schemes of some SEAMEO countries,

or in any other form, already existing in some SEAMEO countries.

4. The ideal vocational and "technical skill training should be a combination of a
(non)-formal course and in-plant or on-the-job training in actual working activities. By this

arrangement it is possible to bridge the gap between the shortcomings- existing in "formal
training" and "on-the-job-training" alone, for institutional training tends, to be -too aeademic

.and -does not provide the right type of experience while in-plant-training only often is too
narrow.

5. It is till den inble that non-formal technical education, using existing personnel and
facilities in many cases, can berrelatively cheap. However, this should not be a reason to pre.
sume that it can thrive on next to nothing_ The information provided showed that the large
majority of "difficulties" experienced could be summarized as lack of sufficient funds, and it is
recommended that governments, desirous to provide good quality non-formal opportunities
in technical and vocational education, should consider the possibility of increasing the funds

set aside for this purpose.

O. It was obserVed as the most difficult problem to provide equipment and facilities

needed in the training. But it is also evident that there are still many facilities left idle in
certain periods of time, be they in schools, factories, or military bases. If an organized scheme

for using those idle facilities could be provided, it no doubt will create a great opportunity
for learning vocational and technical skills without making too expensive investmerit

7. It is evident that the next difficult problem is the inadequacy of material sup-

plies used for training. It is recommended, therefore, to consider how far a type of training

using abundant local materials such -as training in craft industries, would be economically

feasible.
15'1
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8. Lack of qualified iristmc1or willing to accept a rel.. A.tly low payment is another

high ranking problem. It may be worthwhile to explore the possibility of using technia uni-
versity students, aS a part of their extra-curricular activities. The first step should be to prepare

!Itaining-package" containing the clear-cut learning objective (s) in behavioural terms, course
content, method used and evaluation procedure. The next step is training the students as how
to carry out such a training packageo, The second possibility is to use arrned forces. personnel in

the same manner L-6 involving university students.
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Chapter Six

MASS MEDIA IN NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

A. THF LIMITATIONS OF THE MASS MEDIA

If it is agreed that training and extension programmes aiming at improving the level

of knowledge and skills of the population cuinot reach all those many millions requiring this
improvement, then there is no other possibility left than to use the mass media of communica-

tion. They should support the face-to-face contact, and are sometimes the only possibility

of communication in isolated areas.

If one considers the fact that it is no exception that agricultural extension services

cannot afford to appoint more than one technician to serve several thousand farmers, that,
moreover these farmers are - at least in a number of cases - living in small villages or hamlets
which in certain periods of the year cannot easily be reached due to lack of good 'roads, it
follows that direct contacts which are valuable cannot be established with more than a few

hundred people.

Valuable contacts are those which bring about a measure of confidence on the part of
the farmer in the innovation promoted by the extension worker, so that he would be, willing

to try it. This means that such contacts should be relatively numerous, and, if not indivIdual,

at least in such small groups that questions can be asked, objections can be raised and problems

he discussed. Besides, it'should appear from experience in the past that the extension-man
really gave vuable advice, so that he deserved to be trusted, and that therefore his views should

be taken seriously also in the future.

Could any of the mass mea take over such a task? The answer simply is: no. How-
ever, this does not mean that the heavy task of the extension worker cannot be made somewhat
lighter, or, in other words, the reach of the service can be made wider, and its influence more
effective, by making judicious use of the mass

'loin VC , it would be unusual for any lamer to switch to a new ed variety, or f6r
any house-wife to start boiling drinking water, just becasue the radio said it ASS wise to do so.
They should have seen the advantages of such measures, discussed them with neighbours who
actually tried them, be convinced by an extension worker or somebody in the village influenced
by him, to adopt an innovation. After all, this is the real purpose of extension: being the bridgc
between research and prktice. Research should be used.
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B. THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE MASS MEDIA

What then could be expected of the conventional Mass media? From the information
received it can be stated that at present television can be practically ruled out for the rural
areu of the SEAMEO countries. Not altogether, for it appeared that in Vietnam more than
3,000 sets had been distributed in villages, but also that, because of the war situation and pro-
blems of maintenance, many were out of order. In fact, all the other countries (except Laos1)
use television, but in many cases the network is not dense enough, nor would thc large majority
of the population have the money to buy TV sets. Still, in urban areas television can certainly
be used.

The prospects of the use of rthiro are bright: all the SEAMEO countries possess the
necessary "hard ware" to reach practically all their provinces. Moreover, the use of transistor
radios is so widely spread that one may argue that there are no serious technical problems

generally speaking to use the radio as a genuine means of mass communication. The actual
number of sets per thousand of the population is not a very valid indicator, since it is quite
normal that, if there is interest, far more people listen than the number of Sets wout,i suggest.

As regards newspapers, their use is far,more limited. With the exception of MAaysia
and particularly Singapore, the circulation figures are relatively low, while the readership is to
a large extent but certainly not fully limited to urban areas. Still, specially prepared pam-
phlets, provided they are good and printed in sufficient copies, could be a most helpful means
of communication, even if the percentage of illiteracy of course, particularly in rural areas
is still rather high in some of the countries,

Granted, therefore, that press and radio could practically be used, how could they
extension work in rural areas?

The Use of Radio

One can say that, considering first the possibilities of the radio, these are particularly
in the following fields:

a. Providing news. This may be of most different nature, of course, hut all closely
related to the direct interest of rural people, such as the prices of commodities which would
help the farmer, or fisherman or craftsman as well as the chairmen and secretaries of their
associations and co-operatives to determine at what prices they should sell their produce,
or buy supplies.

But the news would also give information on the weather expectat nand far it
would be advisable to start already certain tasks. It would contain items On the- spread of
diseases of plants and animals, and the places where one can obtain the necessary protection.
Such rather detailed and nearly local information is not impossible if one considers that all the
larger countries possess severLd transmitters which can be used to adapt the infcirmation to the
needs of their particular area.

In Laos relev ion is not yet vailable. bur is in preparation to be used for norpformr) education.
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b. Creating interest in innovations. Although it is clear that a mere radio broadcast
will not result in achievine manv new adoptions of innovations. it can easily create interest.
Any fanner who bears Mat somewhere it should not be in Mexico or Japan, but in his
own country, and preferably in his ovoi province a rice yeild has been harvested twice as high
as his own, will be interested in hearnw more about it. Whn the message is eiven by a great
national or local authority known to practically everybody, this will certainly add to its credibi-
lity, even if the authority concerned does not know the subject very much himself.

Obvi uslv seius:Oionah improvement possibilities are rare, but others may be equally
interesting provided thc v are definite improvements and can he brought within the reach of the
tanner. Such short success stories may be repeated from different places, all known, to the
listeners.

c. Givine further details about innovations. Once interest has been created, more
details can be eiven about the innovation, how precisely it should be applied, what are the costs
ol the supplies required, etc., prelerably told by somebody who has done it himself, giving
practical details and speak* Ins own version of the national or local language, provided it cap
be assumed that he be understood by all for whom the broadcast is meant.

If at this time the CXICIISiOT1 worker, or his local conta,:t man, would organize a demon-
stration of the innovation, it is firetty certain that the number of farmers present will be much
greater than if the radio had not done its preparatory work by creating interest in, and already
some knowledge of, the innovation concerned.

Obviously, all this requires careful timing. Agricultural work is closely limited to cer-
tain periods of the year, the availability of irrigation water, etc which are not exactly known
in advance, nor the same all over, the country, or even ,often within the broadcasting area.
Nevertheless, with careful planning. reasonable co-ordination between the broadcasts and the

actual farm dem(Instrations can be achieved.

The a51vantuge of the preparatory work of the radio obviously is that the explanations
can' be relati. ely short, the farmers already:know about the innovation and have discussed it
arnbrrfthemselves. Questions can be asked about the possibility of individuW application
under particular soil and water conditions, objections can be raised concerning the cost
availability) of supplies needed, etc.

d. Weekly courses. Apart from these innovational ad-hoc talks to be held, of
course, at the regular times of a Farmer's Hour well known to everybody having a receiver,
some time may be reserved for a regular course which may not be about a real innovation, but
a well known practice which is actually not very wide-spread for various reasons. Examples are
kitchen gardening, poultry keeping and other small animals, better utilization of fishponds,
avoiding soil erosion by various measures, etc. These are all subjects which are so large that
they can conveniently be broken down into weekly talks, each separately useful, but still part
of a larger programme.

Here again the direct influence of such a course may be not much more than creating
a certain interest and knowledge, but it would be a useful basis from where to start direct
disckissions and demonstrations. Moreover. those who already follow the practice will find it
useful to receive regularly fresh information which they can apply immediately, thus serving
as demonstrators to those who have not yet taken this step.
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e. Feed-back programmes. This type of radio programme may be of special interest,
both to the listeners and to the broadcasting service. It is a major help to achieve the necessary
feed-back from the audie1 nce, as it would be taped on the spot in one of the villages of the
broadcasting area.

It is assumed tt,at in most villages Farmer's Associations, co-ops, radio forums or any
type of organization exists having as one of its activitiesas in Indonesia, for instanceto listen
in groups to farmers' hours, in order to discuss what was said and also the content of a pam-
phlet on t!-- same topic. This demands a certain level of co-ordination and organization which,
however, is not impossible to achieve. One of the tasks of the radio forum is to collect informa-
tion from the members (who are usually progressive" farmers) concerning their experiences
iith innovations or recommended practices_ In some cases these experiences will be rather

different from what was expected, both in the positive and the negative way. The leader of
the goup will write to the broadcasting or extension service, whichever organizes the activity,
about the experiences and will receive a reply immediately, either to explain the special ex-
perience, or to say that it will be investigated, or that somebody will come to try to find out
more about it.

In the latter case, the broadcasting service will come with the extension specialist to
make a tape of the discussions, probably held on the field where the special experience occur.
They will use this opportunity to ask the, group members and any other interested villagers

about theit problems and interests, 3-.14 all this will be tapet& and used in one of the next
broadcasts, as far as it would appear that the points rsed are of more thdn strictly local

interest.

Clearly, nobody would prevent the co-operating broadcasting arid extension services .

to go to some village on their own initiative for the same purpose of finding out the type of
problems and subjects which appear to be of special interest. In that way it will be possible
to know what should be broadcast and aiso, in certain cases, what might be the problems to
suggest for further investigation to the national or provincial' research institute.

Obviously, the problems to be discussed should not be.limited to agriculture in the

narrow sense of the term; they will probably include irrigation, animal husbandry, farm credit,
nutrition, education, health, family planning, village culture, or whatever the interests may

appear to be in the wide tield of rural development.1

C. THE-USE OF RADIO IN NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

a. In all the countfles xcept Khmer Republic) radio is used as xmedium for rural

deve opment. Table I shows that Malaysia makes a very extensive use of this medium. As will

be seen from the Table the larger countries usually have more than one radio transmitter,

Such iMprovised, on-the-spot investigations cannot be a substitute for more thorpu& socio-
economic and socio-cultural studies broadcasting and extension sLrvices may wish to undertake in order to
rnow more precisely what the influence is of their combined activities, but could supplement them, or, in
certain cases, actually instigate more precise studies.
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TOble 1: The ise of Radio for Rural Dcvclopment in 1972

Country
ave. min /

week for
talks

No. of
courses

ave. min /
week for
courses

ave. duration
in ureks

In donesi...,

Khmer Republicl
145 12

n One

47

Laos 210 none
Malaysia 870 none
Philippines 321 15 12-16
Singapore 35 none
Thailand 415
Vietnam 55 none

indicated that there are 42 citie:i beaming out information for their owm
besides =the powerful natiom-d transmitter.

)PIiiliproc: has 4 different Cytem5 brckidcasting information to cover the whole country, eispecially
&.mla on Broadcasting Systems (KBS) consisting of 13 prOvincial stattons all over the Fhihppirics

Thailand categorized the sources of broadcasts as central, and local.

The other countries gave the ave"rage minu es per week as a whole.

_Before 1970, the Khmer Republic had provided the programmes as such. HoweVer, due to
war situatn and political difficulty in the country, the programmes were dissolve&

z

sometimes several systems, some governmental, others commercial. This means that a number
of listeners will be able to follow programmes from more than one system. The nu;nber of
minotes indicated (average of all transmitters) does not take this into consideration, so that
this should be regarded as the minimum available. In certain countries the national transmitter
will be so s.rong that it can be 'received all over the country, but more detailed information is
not available.

It is clear that the use of regular courses in rural development is lim
and the Phihppines only,.the latter country providing just one course in 1972,

d to Indonesia

However, we are not sure whether our informaJon is complete. A check carried out
in Thailand indicated that various universities and provinces possessed their own broadcasting

systems producing lrom time tc, time quite substantial non-formal education programmes
which were not included in the replies to our questionnaire. It is not impossible that such

nissions also took place elsewhere.

To give an idea about the type of radio programmes in rural development that were
Oven in Indonesia, sonic titles may be quoted: "Guidance in Fishery", "Water Distcibution in
Irrigated Rice +ields," -Kitchen Gardening- (including answers t.0 letters received), etc. Laos
mentioned 'Livestock Breeding-, "Water and Forestry-, altogether a wide variety in the
,SEAMEO region.
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Table 2: The Use of Radio_ for New Literates in 1972

Country

Indonesia
Khmer Republicl
Laos
Malaysia
Fnilippines
Singapore
Thailand
Vietnam

ave. min/
week for
talics

none
none
75
85
96
none
none
none

No. of
courses

ncne
none

2

riane
none
none
n one

ave. min/
week for
courses

ave. duration
hi= weeks

90 8

30 30

1 Before 1970, the Khmer Republic had provided the progammes as such. However, due ro war
situation and political difficulty in the country, the programmes were abandoned.

b. The use of ra&o for literacy work was limited to Laos. Malaysia, the Pltilippines
as shown in Table 2. In fact, ar, was also proven when further clarification was asked in Thailand
it is most probable that the progammes as such have very little to do with "literacy" work in
the sense of follow-up work for new literates. It is rather so that programmes of general interest,
such as "Rights and Duties- of the Citizen," -Nutrition Programme," etc. are geared to the level
of those whose educational level is vew modest; or, as in Malaysia, a programme to help in
obtaining a certificate in the national language. These courses do ,not pretend to be literacy-
oriented, in the sense that they would discuss books or leaflets distribut6d -by the Literacy
Service, and in this way encourage new literates to read. It is probably safe to conBude that
such programmes combhiation o: literacy follow-up and radio do not actually exist in the
region. However, Table 2 has been given following the indications in the replies.

c. As far as iadio for ccrnmerciallindustrial workers is concerned, Table 3 shows
that here the large majority of counitie3 used this medium (Khmer Republic and Laos excluded).
It is ,clear that the radio does not lend itself easily to actual "technical." training.

However, there are broadcasts on broad subjects such as National Development, Social
Security, Vocational Guidance, Commerce TalU, Co-operatives, Singapore and the Technologi-
:al Age, etc.

d. Socio-Cultural programmes are provided by. all the SEAMEO countries, and most
of them devote the highest percentage of non-formal education programmes to this subject, as
will be seen from Table 4, Malaysia and the Philippines both giving the largest share to -Rural
Devel opment".

However, there are also here problems of classification, e.g. a Nutntion and Health
-came may be somewhat uniisual under the heading of socio-cultural bráadcasts. Besides soine-

language courses a regular item in all the countries, the list from Indonesia also includes subjects
like "Mother as a Farnily ModernizeC "Fundamentals of Hindu Religion", "Etiquette. in
Eating" etc. Khmer Republic mentions radio dr2mas based on Khmer legends, Laos gave a
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Table 3: The Use of Radio for Industrial/Commereial Workers in 1972

Country
ave. min/ No. of
week for courses

Indonesia
Lios
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Vietnam

311 6

270 n one

60 none
45 none

1074 2

1692
lone none

ave. min/
week for
courses

21

30

ave, duration
Ln weeks

37

9

There were 42 cities beaming out the information.

°The figure represented the average of minutes per week beamed by m in central and local

stations.

historical radio play over 6 weeks and folk songs, while ("cher countries did not mention special

titles.

e. Number of Listeners. It is remarkable that the estimates of the audiences, if given,
appear to be very precise, e.g. 15,650 for the Fishery course in Indonesia. Generally, the
estimates are rather low for non-formal education broadcasts, from 1,450 listening to a course
co "flower planting as a hobby" to 177,520 interested in the anal programmes, broadcast by
23 capital cities of provinces. But the figures are mostly between 20,000 and 30,000, while
the audience in Singapore for rural broadcasts is estunated at 50,300. (Given the small number
of farmers, this mewls about 100% coverage.) The largest auWence in the Philippines of 1.8
million is to a programme produced by the government, and broadcast simultaneously by all

the radio stations in the country, every day from 6.30 7 a.m:, which is entitled "Development
ot the Country". Some other national programmes reach from 300,000 to 700,000, but most
of the progiammes seem to be followed-by relatively small audiences, around 2040,000, at
the regionl and local levels.

This would have the advantage that the feedback becomes relatively easy, but organiz-
ing it, in a way that it works well, is relatively ex,pensive. In countries where the commercial
radio prevails (the Philippines and Thailand), one cannot expect that a station will spend much
meney to get the tedback it would need for organizing a good educational programme.
On thc other hand, the countries with principally or only government or semi-government
stations can only hope for more funds in most cases, when .they produce better programmes.
Nevertheless, it woeld seem that if a good co-operation between the respective ministries could
be established, resulting in more funds for non-formal education radio broadcasts, a larger
audience could be reached with, thanks to the feedback, more appropdate programmes which,
in their turn, would attract more listeners.

As mentioned before, the "hard-ware" appears to exist; Vietnam reported that,
besides suffrcient transmitter capacity, there were no less than 5 million receivers which, for
a population of approx. 18 million, means saturation. Here opportunities for the use of radio
in non-form:A education are clearly enonnous_



Table 4: The Use of Radio for So io-cultural Development in 1972

Cou

ave. min/ No. of
week for couises
talks

ave. min/
week for
courses

ave. duration
in weeks

Indonesia' 480 13 17 25

Khmer Republic 315 4 150 5

Laos 1065 4 56 8

Malaysia 300 2 30 30

Philippines2 224 4 4/
Singapore 1152 1 30 10

Thailand3 340
Vietnam 110 1 25

radio am

E1011%.

liidia. the figure r 'presents the av&ragc number of min urea per week broadcast by

2 centres.

Four nation-wide syateur. Cxivt in the Philippines.

.3The average figure of minutes per week for Thailand was -derived frim the central and local

D. ThE USE OF TELEVIS1QN

There is no doubt about much more forceful possibilities of televi:don as compared

with radio as a medium of communlication. However, it is equally clear that it is much more
expensive, not only because of the numerous relays it requires for the farther broadcast of its

signals, the far higher cost of receivers, but also the inherently high expenditure required for

the production of progammes.

Nevertheless, -also in the SEAMEO countries television becomes more and more

popular, although understandably mostly in large cities and their immediate surroundings.
Vietnam reported that there are 500,000 privately owned TV sets:, 1

a. Notwithstanding the obvious limitations of television, the audiences are in

general considerably larger than those for 'radio. Estimates in Indonesia" vary between 100,000

and 1.3 million, with most around half a million. Religious features are least popular: Protes-

tant, Catholic and Buddhist proffammes all remain well below 100,000._ English and Indone-

sian language courses have close to one million viewers, while a course for manual work,

Transistor Repairs, attracted nearly as many. Since TV is largely a city feature, it is under-

standable that a, "Practical Guide to Use Pesticides- found less than 70,000 interested persons.

The estimates in Indonesia take apparently into consideration that there ire _ normally several

viewers per TV set. since the total number of sets (December 1973.1 was 270,000, more than half of these

being in Jakarta,.
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It is surprising, therefore, to see that an equally agricultural programme "The Problem of Rice
Shortage had an audience of very nearly 1 million. It is possibly because city dwellers, as
consumers are as much interested as the producers. The Philippines, Singapore and Vietnaml
all report approximately the same size of audience, with MTerences according to the pro-
gramme, but mostly around half a millionthe other countries did not produce estimates.

First of all, we should realize that the same size of audience in the countries just men-
tioned, actually indicates a tremendous difference in the present potertial of television to reach
the population. Half a million viewers means for Singapore 50% of the adult population, but
it represents not even 1% in Indonesia, and again 4% in Vietnam and 2% in the Philippines.

Secondly, it is remarkable that even now, when_television has, so to say- just started
in the SEAMEO countries, its audiences are already roughly ten times as large as thc6e for
similar radio programmes. This is not true for certain special radio programmes, e.g. the
Development Programme in the Philippines which has an even larger audience (1.8 million)

than any TV programme, but in general it is true. For instance, a radio course in English in

Indonesia has an estimated audience of 10,500, but there are 810,000 people interested in a

similar television course.

This would seem to show that the metlium as such is more attractive, particularly
since a language course can be given just as well without pictures. Therefore, one has to re-
cognize the fact that television is more powerful as a means Of communication.

Thirdly, the fact that television is naturly connected with urban centres provides

.a new danger of further disadvantages for the rural arem. As it was seen in Chapter III, there
is a continuous disadvantage for the rural areas as to the level of literacy. At present, most
governments have decided to follow a policy of systematically setting up reacting centres in

as many villages as possible. One would wonder, whether it would not be possible to have this
policy expanded to include television sets, as it has been done in Vietnam. It is clear that the

cost involved is high, since it would require 1) an increase in the number of transrnitters2) pro-

vision of television sets in thousands of villages and 3) a maintenance service to keep.the sets

in good repairs. However, it would mean that the inherently advantageous position of cities

would for once be counter-balanced by similar facilities in rural areas.

b. As was pointed out already, television is not extensively used in rural develop-

ment: besides the two courses in Indonesia already mentioned, there is only one weekly 10-

minute programme for farmers; in Malaysia, however, 21/2 hours are available, but no regular

courses, which are not given either in Thailand (40 minutes) or'in Vietnam (90 minutes), the

only countries using television for ads aspect of non-formal education. It requires little

imagination, however, to see how much could be achieved if television would be available

to strengthen agricultural extension and other niral services in their efforts to .:p,.ead knowledge

about useful innovatiotz.

In this respect it is interesting to note that Vietnam already offers 90 mintnes of tele-

vision time for farmers, and only 55 minutes or radio time, notwithstanding the relatively small

number of TV receivers in rural areas.

1 .Vletnani reported no figures but indicated that 77% of tlic population prefcr television to

radio. High usage is therefore probable.
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c. As far as television programmes for literacy teaching, or for new literates are

concerned, these are hardly conducted. Indeed, Khmer Republic mentions some programmes,

but they seem rather to refer to regular school television programmes. From the Philippines

4 progammes are reported, but here again it is indicated that they are not specificaliy organized

to help new-literates in reading; the titles would indicate that these are generth progranmies at a
level understandable to everybody. The one hoar weekly "literacy prngramme" of Malaysia is

more particularly meant for those who became literate in the national language; they may liave

been literate in another language already. Nevertheless, this would seem the only case of televi-

sion in the se rviceof spreading literacy, since also the Thai report rather referred to programmes

of the same nature as those in the Philippines..

It would seem, therefore, that in none of the SEAMEO countries, with the exception
of Malaysia, television is systematically used to impart literacy, or to encourage new literates

to use further their newly acquired abilities. This is understandable insofar illiteracy
is generthly low in urban areas, where television has its most immediate impact. Nevertheless,

if it is believed that is is worthwhile to make use of this mediun. to Unprove theliteracy level
including arithmetic, a most needed knowledge, certainly in towns it may be considered to

use television.1

d. Television programmes for industrialkommercial workers were produced, ac-
cording to the replies, by Mthaysia, Singapore and Thailand. However, we cannot say for certain

that these programmes were particularly meant for industrial or commercith workers to im-

prove their skills. The questionnaire may not have been clear enough in this respect. Mthaysia

gives "as and when necessary" newsreel coverage and magazine.items referring to the subject,
but no special courses. Singapore lists 7 programmes, two of which-according to the titles-are

connected with industrial workers: "Our Worker" (once in two weeks) and "Vocational Gui-
dance" which is probably rather meant for young people than for established, or young already

specialized workers. Thailand indicates that every week 26 minutes are given to vocational/

technical subjects.

On the other hand, although Indonesia does not transm t special programmes for a

special group of workers, it did indicate some reth vocational trakiing programmes, probably

meant exactly for the non-specialist who wished to learn how to repair transistor radios. Other
courses were "How to keep bees properly" and "How to preserve fruit"-perhaps not special
vocational training, but courses useful to anybody interested.

It would appear, therefore, that one should conclude that regular television courses

in vocational/techn:LA training either to show innovations in the work procedure, useful for
established workers, or to undertake or assist the training of new comers is not common

practice in the -re-

1 A special issue of Literacy Discussion, (Vol. 1 No. 2, )970), was devoted to die use of radio
and television in teaching literacy. This appeared to be particulaxly helpful when use could be made of moni-

tors, since even with television it would be hard for an illiterate to become literate,Literacy Discussion is
published (in English and French) hy time Internationa1Institute for Adult Literacy Methods, P.O. Box 1555,

Teheran, Iran.
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Table 5: The Use of Televis on for Soci culturA Development

Country
ave, no. of
min./week
for tallo

No. of
courses

ave. no. of
rnin./week

Cr COLIMS

ave. duration
in weeks

Indonesia 240 18 20 27

Khmer Republic 60 none

MOaysia 300 3 30 26

Philippines 375 none

Singpore 230 5 20 31

Madan 11

Vietnam 130 20 weekly

Note The cities a, jogyaltarta and Medan are the places for __casting in Indonesia.

e. Far more popular are socio-ailtural tzlevision programmes, as shown in Table 5.
The Khmer Republic provides a variety of stibjects ovefthe School Television Programme one
hour per week), but this programme finds audiences outside the schools as well.

The subjects are naturally of great variety: Indonesia provides various language courses,
as do most other countries, Singapore particularly concentrating on English (in fact, 4 out of
the 5 Courses mentioned, the fifth providing guitar lessons); Malaysia offers courses in Art
Drawing, Chess for Beginners mid Folk dancing, wfule Vietnam produces a course in social
studies. The other countries do not give special titles.

A glance at Tables 6 and 7 will show that television, even more than radio, concentrates
on socio-cultural programmes, which will not surprise anybody. Agirin, it is remarkable that a
course which miglit usuly not have a tremendous appeal, like "Psycholog for You" (Indone-
sia) is estimated to be followed by 270,000 viewers. Even "Vocal Music Lessons" (also Indone-

sia) draw a 135,000 audience. More than half a million followed a course in Family Planning.

U. Use of Books along with Radio/TV Courses.Before closing this section, it may
be of interest to surmnare the replies received to the -question how far books were used in
combination with radio/television courses. Out of the 31 ratho and 22 TV =MO mentioned
by Indonesia, this was done in the case of 6 courses: 4 language CourSeS (Bahasa Indonesia,
English Conversation course, a coune in German and a course in French) and besides in an
Educational Administration and a New Mathematics course.

The use of books may be a sort of test on the seriousness with which the' course is
followed: the participant has been willing to buy the book and is apparently determined to com-
plete the course, taking the trouble to study the materi. The number of participants varied

from 1,600 te 10,500. Laos mentioned the use of books in connection with school radio, but
here it would seem that we are dealing with a reinforcement of the formal educational system.
In Vietnam a printed guide was used for a radio course in English, while in Singapore in the
first two parts of the 4 series TV course "English for Everyone" as well as in the Guitar series
books were used. Moreover, in the 3 "life audience" radio couises, organized in 1971, 1972

and 1973 and diseusing "Singapore and the Technological Age", "Improvement of Manage-
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Table 6: Time Use by the Central and Lo Cal Ra 'o Systems in Various Fields of
Non-Formal Education, 1972

in percentages of NFE time

Country
New
Literates

Ru
Dc

Ind./ Socio-,

Comm. CWtural

Indonesia none 22 5 73

Khmer Republic1 none none 25 75

LAOS 5 13 17 65

Malaysia 6-- 61- 29

Philippines 19 43 1 37

Singapore none 2 47 51

Thland2 43 26 10 21

Vietnam none 33 none 67

1 Actually 5 flours school radio, bur with an estimated audience o
listeners.

ny.out-of-school

he programmes are intended to be general knowledge for he new litetatea. not lit -acy

Courses.

Table 7: Time Used by the Central and Local Television Networks for Programmes
in Non-f6rrnW Education, 1972

Country
New
Ljterates

rn percentages of NFE time

Rural
velo iment

Industrial
Commercial

Socit, .
Cultural

Indonesia none 4 8 88

Khmer Reptiblic1 n one none none 100

Malaysia 11 25 II 53

Philippines 31 none none 69

Singapore none none 19 81

Thailand 2 63. 9 6 22

Vietnam none 40 none 60

1-Actually school television

Ise progTarnines are intended to be general knowledge for the new literates, not literacy courses

ment Skills" nd "Singppore on the change" respectively, the participants in the life courses
(around 200) received a synopsis before each talk was given. However, this is obviously not
equivalent to a course book, to be used as necessary complement to the course. The other
countnes did not mention the use of printed material along with such courses.

It would seem to be good practice to combine the written and the spoken word, amd

the remainitig effects of any course will obviously be much longer and complete if books are
used which, long after completion of the course, can always be consulted win.
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THE PRESS AND NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

a. Newspapers are still tir cheapest reading material available and moreover a con-
tinning sour e of informal education. As such they are excellent as follow-up t o literacy courses,
although it i not certain if these courses really bring people at the level that theY can read
newspapers 4itly comprehension. Nevertheless, this seems the level such courses shOuld aim at;
if the language uSed to nempapers is too complicated, the couge bas'failed to achieve its
purpose: to-0ring the illiterate ni poor:reader 4 at a level of reading and understanding that
he can follow at least the main news items and features.

This is in fact a relatively high level, even ir one would not expect that al the parts
of a paper, such as business and comihercial items. arc clear to the general reader. However.

it would certainly be useful if literacy courses would use newspapers as reading iriaterial

wards the end, of a course. This would accustom the neo-literate to the special language of head

lines abbreviations and telegram style often used. .More twot tan( still, it would 11;:c.nstom
hhn to find hiS way in the various paces to pick those items winch are of interest to him.

-

In certain literacy courses k-papers are issued, in bolder type than normally used,.
but having several features of the real papers, t o accustom the participants to this rather parti-

cular type of reading material. It also happens that actual newspapers reserve a 'comer for
neo-litmates, again in bold type and in simpleIsentences, but still carrying the major news items.

However, it was not reported that_such an assistance to neo-literates was provided by any of the

ne wspapers in the ret&ion.

Besides their important task of infomial educators, newspapers often Mso assume the

task of non-formal educators, carrying particular columns on political, economic, social,

media or other problems, or corners for special groups of-readers:Usually with an educational

purpose, but obviously avoiding to assume a "tea -hing- style, since the purpose always remains

to provide interesting and possibly pleasant reading.

When asked whether an estimate could be made of the "educational content of the
major newspapers, most respondents have betti kind enough to oblige, although no definition
had been Oven !of the term. This had purposely been-omitted, for the same reason as no defini

don ,had been given of the term "literacy": it seemed better to leave this to each country to

decide, flowever,,. the respondent for Singapore rightly replied that this question ,could not be

answered, sin'ee: no definition had been Oven, and sent sample copies of various papets, leaving

it to the research team to judge for themselves. In fact, leaving aside pure news items, advertise-

men ts, pure ent crtainment, comtnercial and business news, we thought that the Singapore papers

yarded approxim'ately 8 -.10% "educational content". This was not very far from what our
respondents from other countries considered to be educational content, the range being in
Thailand 5-10`;";, someWhat higher in Laos, Malaysia and the Philippines'(10-30%),and lower in

Indonesia (3-(a), while the other countries did not Ove estimates, One may conclude thid.,

educationally speaking, a newspaper is a good buy.

b. Much of their influence obviously depends on the circulation of the newspapers.
As in the audiences of radio and television, the actual figures were in some countries not too

far apart, eT,. 30poo 80,000 in Malaysia, Thailand, Singaporo. and Vietnam, with a hi r



issue of the Strts Times published both in Malaysia (137,000) and Singapore (138,000) and
the Sunday TiMes (150,000, a weeldy obviously) in the latter country, and in Thailand Daily

News (138,000) and Thai-Rath (320,000). Much smaller editions were issued in Laos (2,000-

5,000), while in Indonesia the 32 papers had a wide range from 2,500 to around 100,000
(Kompas and Merdek,a) with an average of about 29,000.

As pointed out earlier, the similarity actually means dissimilarity, since one has- o

take into consideration the number of literate inhabitants and of newspagers. MosLreporting__

countries mentiOned 5 to 8. Total circulation in relation to population clearly is bighes
Singapore (550,000) which-aS Malaysia-publishes papers not only in the national language

-se-arrdEghs1çftllrwedby Malajfsi a (470-,00CirTfairar-(620-,000)-Vie tn am
(163 ,000), Indonesia (935,000) and Laos (13,000).

For newspapers the same remark can be made as for sAn: the clientele is urban,
no( Jxclosively, but nearly so. Newspapers are still a rare commodity in villages, partly because

of less interest-but villagers also like to listen to the ratho news, aithcugh it is true that in general

this ir .est is relatively less than in cities-partly bec.ause the price is for the wnerally pooltr
villagers relatively high and particularly, it is, in many countries, practically impossible to
organize a more or less satisfactory delivery service. However, a newipaPer in a village may be

read by quite a number of people. A solution may perhaps be found in making weeklies availa-

ble at probably subsidized rates in village libraries, or reading centres. However, it should be

stated that even in urban areas, except in Singapore, newspaper circulation is relatively low in

the SEAMEO countries.

c. No questions were asked about book production, but respondents could provide

inforMation on the use made of leaflets, brochures, etc. by the various extension services. This

was indeed generally done, although we have no figires about the actuid number distributed:
Such materials should obviously be available in village reading centres. .Thailand plans to have

7,000 of them by 1976, and in Indonesia many are functioning already. Most countries re-

comize the importance of such centres of information, and it is not seldom the rather modest

school holmry where such materials are kept, along with chilthen's boolz and anything else
which can serve as reading material.

Obviously, a separate reathng and infonnation centre would be desirable and may not
be beyond the financial capacities of most countries, if the villagers themselves were interested

to help construct it.

As to the leaflets themselves, it is obviously important that they should be attractive

to read. Unfortunately, this is not always the case, although we have already mentioned, in a
different context, the picture-oriented leaf-16s used to overcome possible reading flaws with the

clientele.

Government services must always be careful to keep expenses low, but the difference
in cost between a well produced and pleasant pamphlet and a dull one is insignificant. So why
not use attractive material to -sell" a good thing?,

F. GROUP USE OF THE MASS MEDIA

a. Advantages of such Groups. Group use of mass media, be it radio listening, televi-

sion viewing or reading has definite, advantages, apart from the first and obvious advantage of
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economic use of hardware. It may be one of the immedate purposes of a farmers' association;
otherwise would there be any real programme for Tegular meetings?.

Secondly, the exchange of experience in a natural discussion of the program es or the
brochure read, leading to real involvement rather than passive attention.

Thirdly, the social status the particiPants will acquire hy joining the "club". This will
more or less oblige them, thanks to the social control within such a usually rather small group
(10-20 would probably be the best size), to carry out the new practice if the group agreed that

__..iL.would be worthwhile trying (and the extension services concerned had indeed helped to see
that the physical requirements were available).

Fourthly, such groups as stated above, would be helpful as.feed.back units to broad-
casting services, but also to extension services which would be their counterparts in the person
of the leader of the group.

Fifthly, readthg a brochure perhaps on the same subject as the radio talk which ob-
viously would be an ideal combination, but requiies excellent orgmization and co-ordination-
is a natural follow.up activity for new literates. In fact, in Indonesia the Panti Musjawarah
Pembangunan (Discussion goups for Development) is such an organization. A sample survey
canied out in West Java by the Provincial Office of Community Education showed that there
were indeed encouraOng results: increase in reading ability and more demand for reading
material, but- also increase in adoptiOn of new farming techniques and more demand for agro7
chemical products.1

Finally, organizing such groups creates a certain demand for leaderstilp
be use ul in other respects as well.

ich will

b. The Training of Monitors. How far do such goups exist in the SEAMEO 2=,
and do they function well? In Indonesia such groups are apparently useful, and also exist in a
different forni of radio forums, getting together in a community centre, where the radio has
been placed, all the services of rural development have made available their pamphlets, and
where the village library is located.

Here we find an example of real co-operation between serlices which appears to have
excellent results: The groups are usually under the leadership of a -contact.farmer" a man who
has received a short training and acts as the counterpart of the extension worker as described
earlier in Chapter IV. His group of "progessive farmers indeed helps to cieate an atmosphere
of purposeful activity in the village in various aspects of rural development.

Similarly, in Khmer Republic and Laos such groups exist, both countries reponing
monitors, but those in Laos being trained.

Although in Malaysiaas is well knownFarmers' Associations are playing a most useful
role according to the report there were no monitors-of radio listening groups at MI and were
not felt to be needed.

1
P.S. Martadidjaja: "A New Approach to Adult LiEcracy", Litcricy Discussion, Voi. D. No. 1,

Winter 1971. p. 93
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As regards the Philippines, it was reported that trained monitors were available for the

government sponsored broadcast for Adult Education and Out-of-School Youth Groups. There

were none fOr the listening groups of non-commercial private network broadcasts.

Singapore had bothpained and untrained monitors, but Thailand and Vietnam prac-

tically had no monitors at all, since in the latter countnes group listening hardly occurred.

Tlds is understandable taking into conSideration the very large number of radio sets in these

countries. 3

All the countries using monitors felt that their further training was needed, and this

indeed would be an excellent way of bringing about the "multiplier- effect one always hopes

to achieve in training.

The task of the monitor is not only that of organizing and leading his gxoup. He

should be able to report bo the discussions, at least when they should lead to conclusions the

broadcasting system or the extension service ought to know, BesideS, he should make plans

for action of the members of the group and be able to he the link between them and the central

orpnization.

Much depends, therefore, on them and their training is of great importancryo the

group, but also to the good functioning of the broadcasting system and extension service, it

should not be forgotten that nearly all the staff certainly of networks - consists of city people.

The man who produces the broadcasts for farmers is nd famier himself, nor the author.of the

agricultural pamphlets. They may have had some rural expedence, but they may not reWize

that this experience is no longer as valid as -they believe. Constant contact, therefore, with

actual rural life is needed for those who produce the advice. They cannot go to,the village all

the timebut they should at least now and th,enana the contact with failners groups will be an

absolute -muse' for them to remain up-to-date.

G. 'COMMENTS OF THE RESPONDENTS

The questionaire requested ae respondents to Ove their comments on a) the role of

the mass mera in their country, b) problems connected with a possible-lack of trained per-

sonnel and el) problems concerning the use of the mass media for non-formal education.

When summarizing the replies should like to state again our gatitude to the res-

pondents for their often elaborate-and thoughtful answers.

a. Opinions rffered as regards the role of the mass media, some respondents felt

that, with all their problems, radio, television and press were doing a decent job (Khmer

Republic, Malaysia, the Philippines), or on the contrary, were not performing as they should

(Thailand, Vietnam), while the others made no comments orstated the objectives. These were

described by the respondent from Indonesia to be to provide in fomiation, education and healthy

entertainment. However, lack of facilities (only 270,000 TV sets) was one of the draw-backs.

Moreover, lack of co-ordination of services made it impossible to draw up an integrated plan for

educational radio and television lle suggests that the educational activities in all the'ministries-

should be co-ordinated in a new Directorate General of Educational Brdadcasting.

Thailand's respondent is very criticA of the radio/TV system as a whole: the'



media are just adver shig media; moreover, there is lack of co-ordination be
ment agencies. Facilities are plenty, in fact too many netwaiks exist.

. In Vietnam the basic problem is that the country is at war, which means that moo
time is devoted to national defense than education over the networks. Similatly, he doubts
the ducational value of the newspapers as well; rather informative thmi educational. Articles

nded to be ed9cational are taken over from foreigi papers and hardly apply to the situa-

tion in Vietnam:

b. :framing problems were expenenced in most countries, 1,5,ith the exception of
aysia, and,_ to 'ome extent, Thailand. 'In both countnes training 'facilities are available,

however, in Thailand the netwOrks, even if occasionally employing graduates from the
several universities offering courses, do not give them the opportunity of putting into practice
what they have learned. The training, it is felt in Indonesia, concerns the programme produc-

tion personnel particularly, less so the'Iechnical personnel. This is als6 keenly felt in Khmer,
Laos and the Philippines. The latter country, however, mentions with satisfaction that the.
networks, both governmental and commercialhave played a positive rote in promoting the
Masagana'99 programme for higher rice production; it vra possible to achieve a helpful feed-
back by inviting the farmers to mention their problems in writing to the networks where they
then were discussed during the first 15 minutes -of alegular farmers programme. Nevertheless,

there is lack of trained personnel for non-formal education which should be able to better
plan, produce and evAuate their programmes.

In Singapore one needs speci personnel: educational broadcasten, Idm producers,
broadcasting engineers, mass media specialists, behavioural science specialists, specialists in
retrieval and field specialists in the mass Media.

The respondent for Vietnam states that lack of trained personne a major drawback,
especially in Planning., Hardly any analysis of feed-back is being done.

c. The use of mass media M non-formal education in devdopment. The comments
made here may be summarized by quoting a statement.made by the respondent from Vietnam:
-The most significant task should be a concrete approach at gdverrimental level, to be adopted
for the promotion of non-formal education which seems to be another facet of national invest:

ment in which the mass media should be considered national resources as often recommended
by-Unesco. A conceptual approach should be adopted so that the objectives of the project
on the use of the mass media for non-formal education may be clearly defined." Only then
would an evaluation be possible.

In the Philippines the problem of co-ordination between the numerous government
sendces dealing with development on the one hand, and the government and commercial
networks on the other, appears to be the major problem, quite apart from that of finance, a
difficulty obviously mentioned more than once. Let us conclude this section with a pertinent
description given by the respondent frcHtt Singapore:

-1The establishment of the regional Centre for Production and Training for Adult Education
Television (CEPTA) in Singapore in November 1973 rnay solve some of the major problems felt; training for
TV programme production personnel. The working papers discussed at the founding meeting may already
constitute valuable mato-Cal. See Praceedings of CEPTA TV Association Inaugural Mee'ing, CEPTA,
Singapore.

1
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"To gain maximlini results in the quickest possible manner in the shortest time availa-

ble with highest efficiency and effectiveness with minimum cost';

STUDIES ON MASS MEDIA

Studies on the way in which the mass media can serve non-formal education were re-
norted :rorn Indonesia and Thiaryl. The-finclings of one of the Indonesian studies were sum-
marized and showed that rural educational radio broadcasts in the Semarang and Jogyakarta
regions (Java) in 1972 were particularly appreciated if the subject was of direct interest tothem,
and the presentation was then less important. Obviously, lively presentation is better liked than
a long dull speech, but a subject of little genuine interest could never be saved by excellent
presentation. People liked to hear about new developments and innovations. Clear information
on-what will be broadcast is definitely necessary, andfit is important to do it at a time convenient
to the audience.

The Directorate of TVRI (Tefevisi Republik Indonesia) conducted an enquiry about
the effectiveness of the televiSion progammes in 1972 and 1973 the main findings of which

were that 70% of the audience followed TV progammes for at least 2 hours per day; that the
best time was 9-10 p.m., the audience consisted mostly of teenagers (18 years) and young
adults (25 years) and the programmes best liked were English lessons, news items and dramas
with an educational purpose.

In Thailand an audience survey was carried out by the National Statistical Office

(1968-1969) on radio and television, and a Directory on Mass Communication (1970-1971)
was prepared by the School of Journism and Mass Communication, Tliammasart University.
More studies are to be expected in the course in the current year.

Last year a case study was conducted by the School of Public Relations on the Recep-
tiveness to Mass Media.,or the Thai People,in a Rural Community, (in Ban Rai Sub-district,
Suphanhori Province, approx. 150 km. ,northwest of Baagkok). It was a large village of 9116
inhabitants (1120 housesholds), and a sample of 168 households was taken, one adult per
household (90 males and 78 females). No less than 92% were living cin farming, and a little

. more than half the sample had finished lower primary school (4 years). It was found that 7-'1%

had a radio receiver in the household and 63% listened almost everyday, and only 4% never
listened. Favourite programmes were apparently strongly divided: 29% preferred news, 17%
music and 13% Northeastern native songs.- The percentage of those reading nempapers, at
least now and then, was high: 49%, hut this area has an easy road connection with Bangkok.

As regards the reliability:of the source of information, 63% of the respondents said

that information received from the sub-district head or village head was reliable, while 11%

(mostly males) preferred radio broadcasts ft should he added thilt the educational background

, of the villagers is below averave, sinee many of them come here asimigrants frorti the Northeast-

ern area where educational facilities are less developed.

One study carried out in Vietnam hy the Algxandre de Rhodes Educational Television

Centre, Saigon (1971), should also he mentioned. 4 was reported that the Research Depart-
ment visited, early 1970, more than 60 hamlets in 5 provinces to collect information on interest
in educational television pnip-ammes and potential teleclith leaders. This interest appeared to
exist and one started work against the background of more than 60% of the population having

I 06
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had less-than three years of elementary schooling, one sthird of the primary school children 0-ut

of school (at the time of the study) and illiteracy being higjier than 40%,

, Four series Of programmes were prepared: i'one:for children, one on heah 1, the third

on nutrition, and the last series depicting the life: story of a lower middle .claSS family and

their problems having become refugees% The. series:cOnsist of,:,2,0--46 programme f.eaturesjaased

as carefully as possible on the e,xisting situation and so conceived that the lessons aie applicable.
_

.

toe series: on nuttition d'oes not require much additional time or expenditure trs prepare

the, food. ln this w-ty it is hiiped that,, with the help of the teleclubs, the'Prograinmes will be
1:)

effe'env

In the cttnwst of how mass media may help to promote innovattonsan important part

or noCf-tornial educationthe Development Support Communication Service (DSCS); a /
UNDV/UNICEF centre in Bangkok, should be Mentioned. This service is meant to be used by/

vernments planning to introduce major changes, such as resettlement projects. DSCS would

study the existing situation, as well as the circumstances in the new area, identify the problems
as the advantaws probably involved in the change. Similarly, the administrative set-up

is studied, in order to know the organizational structure. Then communication materials are,

prepared with the assistance of national specialiSts who, wherever available, should also con-
duct the sociolobicol- economic study of the communities concerned.

The communication material is pretested and, after adjustment the messages are de-
livered using the media most likely to nave the desired impact, to prepare the population con-
caned tor !' 2 changes which will occur,

I. :I iNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I . Although it appears that television is a most powerful means of communication,
preferred to radio, it is at present only of minor interest for non-fon-nal education in ma
areas (except Singapore), siwe the reach is too limited, and not only in the geographical
sense, as TV sets ore too expensive for the large majority or persons in need of non-formal

1.111C

low:Tver, in certain SEAM() countries coverage is already wide; in such cases, and
whenever the reach of television becomes largeand electricity is available=-village television
Nos slitnild he provided by the government on easy terms, preferably to Farmers' Associations,

foi use in a communiti .entre. There should also be available brochures, newspapers, or week-
lies. along with hooks in the village library, so that various types of information are available in
the sante place.

2. Group use of mass media would seem to have considerable advaiitages and
should he encouraged in order to facilitate the work of the various extension services, to
make the messaws from these services, broadcast or printed, more effective, and to promote
reading ability and interest. However. training of leaders of such group should not be ne- cted,
as they have to play an important role in extension as well as in feed-back.

The choice of the mass media, at present largely limited to radio and print,
should geneiallv not be one of either- or, hut rather be found in a judicious combination of
both, This will [cone 1 ureat deal of careful co-operation and coordination of services, in
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which commerCial networks should also be involved. It would scorn that generally the "hard-
ware" for, satisfactory racho broadeasts does not provide a major difficulty.

,

4. Lack of co-ordination is felt to be one of the Major hindrances of efficient and
effective functioning of broadcasting systems along v.ith extension services. It would seem
that, in order-Jo make co-ordination possible, a new high-level organization should be created,
recognized by all services concerned, public and private.

5. The problem of lack of trained personnel in various bruiches of networks, but
particularly in -planning and producing as well as evaluating programme material, calls-for
serious consideration by the'governments of the countries where this need is felt. It will be

"unavoidable to find funds to undertake such training, sin;:e extension services alone, even

when well organized and inaldng use of trainnd "contact men" or similar persons provicling a
multiplier effect, will not be able to function well without the assistance of. the mass media.

6. Should radio networks function well, then, they should be well acquainted with
the socio-cultural and economic situation, the needs and possibilities of the groups of the
population they intend to' serve. Studies should be undertaken wherever feasible, and visits
be paid by the broadcasting and extension personnel, to discuss on the spot special successes
or problems. Besides the necessary feed back, this will also provide interesting programme

material.

order to achieve a better ui,i4standing of the effectiveness of the illaSS media

as a support of non-formal education activiti.,.t, evaluation studies should be undertaken, pre-

ferably at the same time as the learning acti..i,y begins. This -will have the advantage that a
proper basis is established for the operation of the extension serifice, as well as a base-line is

_ produced from where any change can be measured, In this respect the possibility of requesting,

particularly when major changes are 'considered, the co-operatibn of the INDP/UNICEF

Development Si: pr-ort -uniniunicat ion Service, Bangkok, may be considered.

8_ Although newspapers have a limited or even very small circulation and are, in all

respects. city-centred, they do provide cheap and interesting reading materiM which would be

welcome in every village library or community centre. However, distribution difficulties maY,

,Lyake, wide circulation in rural areas difficult, if not impossible. In such eases weeklies, whose

educational content tends to be higher than that of dailies, may still be provided. To enable

rural people to inake real use of such publications, they should be provided free or at a special

rate, while organizers of literacy courses should aim at enabling their clientele to read these

publication.

9. Specially produced brochures issued by extension services should be writteifin a
clear.. imple style, well produced with pictures where useful in order to be attractive, possibly

in the style of comics. Similarly, the lanpage and style of special rural brOadcasts should be

adopted. io the audience artd may mix entertainment with the message, using popular heroes

or folklore figures or whatever is appropriate to make the message interesting.
a

10. Provi4ing healthy entertainment in rural areas is not the easiest but certainly
one of the most valpable tasks of the mass media which should help to make life more interest-

ing and enjoyable 'to people who suffer many disadvantages. If mass Merla concentrate more

on village culture, rural people may become better aware of the values of their own culture and

lake pride in it.
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Chapter Seven

(INCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAUONS

The study on non-formal education in the SEAMEO RetrJon was conducted with the
aim to gmber information On signitic:mt On-going programmes/projects in non-formal educa-
tion and to identify problems as well as potentials of the broad spectrum of non-formal educa-
iion activities in the region with a viow toward recommending subsequent regional and/or na-
tional actions.

The study cannot claim to he as thorough and complete.as one might wish. Available
Ant-ormation was abundant on certain details yet frequently shaky on major issues, thus, un-
manageable. For an extremely complex and elusive subject as non-formal,education, an in-
quiry can only be at hest incomplete. In fact. the results raise More questions than what the
inquiry attempts to answer. At most, the present study as an exploratory venture can only be a
modest attempt to scratch the surface of a vastly complex,subject enmeshe.d in kaleidoscopic
settings and cultures of the SEAMEO region- It can be said with confidence, however, that

tile study is fairly- comprehensive, having concentrated on the principal facets of non-formal
education in threi, urgent areas of concern, namely, literacy, technical/vocational training, and
rural development, including certain relevant aspects of mass media.

The following are sipilicant features if the finWnp of the --udy:

a. The changes in the economy in the SEAMEO r ,gion as a whole are marginal,
although some, .:ountries have shown definite progress or improvement, Educationally, _

roll ows that some countries are hard put to increase the percentage of children going toschool,

while in others all children have that opportunity. There are, if any, little extra resources left

to ppride the poor quality of school education. Facing this comMon problem, it is a mr,

tural course for the countries or the rejon to search for a more relevant and economicM

alternative_ Non-formal education, thus. is being examinedwith the prospect of offering answers
c problems being faced.

b. A more critical look at the existing formal systems of education in the region
reveals unrealistically huge expense, huge wastage in some countries and, of special signilicance

to our study, a huge proportion 'of young people outside the school who command no Orli-
cular skills to earn a living besides t,:aditional farming. Worse is the fact that, once literate, a
large proportion of them relapset o being illiterate. Income gap, communication gap, and many
other di-,advantages and social ills naturally follow the course- The total situation again points

to the pressing need for the SEAMEO countries to drastically reform their education
systems (formal and non-formal), one aspect Or which is, for smite of the countries, to increase

the percentage of rhe budget lor odueltion.

1 "
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c. There have existed in all SEAMEO countries some Idnds or forms of non-formal

education during the past decades. However, such educational activities were not recogned

as NFE in its broader sense as is currently viewed. The sponsors of these activities were merely

responding to challenging opportunities and situations, without the thought that what they

were doing, in faci, was quite relevant to the nee& of their clientele and, probably, a tremen-
,,

dously powerful means to enhance the development of their country. The modern concept and

the vue of .non-formal education was only recently invigorated. However, one should take

care not to regard it as the sohnion.to all educatiOnal problems.

d. Non-formal education Activities in the SEAMEO countries are undertaken in a

milieu of great social and cultural diversity. The success or failure of any non-formal education

programme/project depends quite significantly upon how well it has been conceived and how

well it is conducted and administered to suit the social and cultural peculiarities existing in each

count ry

c. There is a rich variety of ideas and practices of non-formal education going on in

the SEAMEO countnes, ranging from adult literacy courses to extension projects of high yield

rice production, to courses in modern management techniques, etc.1 In any case, non-formal

education programmes were launched to meet the needs both of the people and the country.
Naturally, the vaneties are more than what a1e actually offered in the formal education system,

simply because most non-formal education programmes are need-oriented as well as action-

oriented.

f. There are also a great many agencies and organizations taking part in offering

non-formal education activities Nvi t h different degrees of intensity and/or coverage. Nonriely,

NEE activities by government authorities predominate while those undertaken by private
agencies of various kincls to play significant roles though many of thLm are rather obscure

in some instances. Consequently, there are endless varieties of programmesall suggesting the

geat dynamism and unlimited scope of non-formal education.

g. It is generally accepted that the non-formal mode of education is cheaper than

the formal one Evidence in our inquiry suggests that this is particularly true because the non-

formal system utilizes existing facilities, usuMly created for schools. It can be inherently
cheaper only if it is 'letter organized, i.e. if it is more precisely geared tolhe real needs of the

any groups of learners and continues to use existing facilities in schools or factories, or

wherever they may be found.

The survey of the exis mg programmes/projects suggested that there are a num-

ber of programmes/projects with high potential or special features (See Chapters LII, IV aria V)

which could be further developed and also provide helpful guidance for other SEAMEO

member countries.

Notwithstanding the ahove significant features, a number of crucial questions remain

unanswered, and in the opinion of the Research Team these would provide challenges for

those involved or interested in non-formal education to delve further into them These
questions rire:

Part II Project Identification and Project Summaries
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I. Do we believe that non formal education can truly help solve the educational

crisis we are now facing? If so, to what extent?

2. How could we avoid overestimating and/or underestimating the potentialities of
non-formal education?

3. How do we conceive, plan, and implement any non-fol.mal education programme

in the light of 'ts true nature on the one Land and the prevailing socio-conomic circumstances

in the country on the other?

4. How should we organize and operate a non-formal education progamme without

over-organiza ion or over-institutionalizing, and as such, formalizing-ii?

5. In the selected areas of this stuay, namely, literacy, rural development, and
technical/vocational training, to what extent can non-fonnal education he used, and how can the

mass me&d best be utilized in this respect?

6. It is clear that there is overlappirt between these areas which would require

close croperation, between the ministries concerned. How could this be achieved, and who
should be the corthnating authority?

7. How can we be sure that in offering 1-forma1 education we are not giving
inferiOr skills and knowledge to the less fortunate people as a consolation to their failures?
How:can we be sure that the skills and knowledge they will receivefrom the non-formal chan-

nel will not work out in favour of their social and economic superiors?

8. In some countries there is clear evidence of a thorough dissatisfaction with the

actual educational system as a whole. In what way does one expect to achiev.e genuine improve-

ments?

With a :riew to formulating recommendations for subsequent action at the national as

well iar the regional level, a Conference of the Chairmen of the National L.Wson Committees,

members of the Research Team, ald SEAMES officids was convened in.May, 1974. The Con-
ference examined the report and findings of the study and formulated the following recom-
mendations:

At the National Level

I. In the SEAMED countries as a whole actions related to non-formal education
are carried out by a great number of agencies: governmental, semi-governmental and private.
The member countries are therefore urged to constitute anatonal committee for nen-formal
education which should comprise representatives of all agencies ivtich have responsibilities-hi
conducting non-formal education. A more definite composition of this coordinating body is the
responsibility of each country and should be Ln conformity with her own admMistrative
policies. Under the umbrella of this coordinating committee, sub-committees could be esta
blished to deal with various aspects/areas of ncii formal education.

2. There is a need for further research in and evaluation of non-formal education
programmes in each member country, since there are many aspects of non-formal education

171
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which deserve systematic research and evaluation. Provisions should he made for research
projects to be carried out by the respective countries in the SEAMEO region. The results of the
findings should be made available to SEAMEO co:Tunes as well as the interested agencies.

3. The importance and necessity of non-formal education should be made more
widely known to the public by different meaus available (e:g. mass media, seminars, etc.).

4. Non-formal education should rightly continue to rely heavily on competent
part-time staff. Therefore, opportunities should be created for part-time staff to receive appro-
priate professional training. The success of con-formal education programmes, however,
depends largely upon well-trained full-time professional staff. Their training in the methodology

of non-formal education, such 2's the psychology of adults, is of great importance.

5. There is currently no systematic collection of information on non-formal educa-
tion, particularly information of a statistical nature. As the collection of such information is

vital to the planning of non-formal education programmes, it is recommended that a body
responsible for non-formal education information be established in each memoer country.

6. Despite the general avareness of the important role of non-formal education in
national development, budgetary sup,7ort from the government in most countries is not com-

mensurate with the needs_ The findings of this study indicate great potentialities for non-

formal education. The Government must be convinced that non-formal education should

receive greater slippo,-t

At the Regional Level

I. Since in several of the SEAMEO countries, resources, either human or material,

for non-formal education L:re limited, it is recolmnended that SEAMEO study the possibility
of providing the member countries, upon request, the services of consultants, and support

requests made by the member countries to international and/or regional organizations for

assistance to non-formal education programmes.

2_ Follow-up studies should be undertaken to maintain the continuity of the SEA-

MEO, Non-Formal Education Study_ For example, priority projects on non-formal education

existing in member countries should be classified and selected for further studies. Such 'studies
could be undertaken either by each member country or by SEAMEO upon request, and SEA-
MEO could publish and disseminate the findin,,s to member countries.

3. Evaluation seems to be a major problem of non-formai education activities.

A workshop or other forms Of nctions could he organized to discuss and formulate evaluation
instruments in order to enable member countries to undertake evaluation of their non-formal

c lucation prograMmes. The results of good evaluation will help the personnel concerned to
plan their programmes more effectively_

4. The availability of full-time staff, with the necessary training in non-formal

education, is important in the development of non-formal education and should be given high

priority. SEAMEO is urged to look into the feasibility of establishing a regional mechanism
for the training of key personnel in non-formal education_

8
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5. Provisions should be made for the exchanges of personnel engaged in non-formal
education programmes so that they may study. on the spot, significant on-going projects in the

SEAMEO countries.

6. SEAM EO coulC promote the exchange of information and experiences among
member countries by sewing m the coorclinating body in providing information by way of
gathering and disseminating in formation on non-formal education activities from all the member

countries. Exchange of publications .2nd audio-visual materials should also be encouraged.

7. Since it wm not possible for this study to treat the financig and personnel aq

pects of non-formal education programmes/projects, it Was recommended that a cost study bc

conducted to measure more accurately the financial feasibility of the significant programmes/

projects. It might be desirable, however, that the inquiry should be carried out with a different

methodology from the one adopted for the current study. On-the-spot inquiry, in close colla-

boration with the national authodties concerned, would be a desirable approach.

8. There is a need for top administrators of non-formal education programmes to

meet in order to review and discuss, in depth, the policy, methodolog, strategy and problems
of implementation. Also, a meeting or worlohop of professionals for programme development

is necessary so that appropriate steps may be ta!'n to further develop non-formal education

progammes. It was recommended that the adminL,trators and the professionals from different

ministries and/or agencies could meet at °he arid the same meeting, to which three participants

from each member country might be invited.
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PART TWO



INTRODUCTION

The puipose of this part is to present significant non-formal education projects

existing in the eight SEAMED countries. These projects are identified by the National Liaison

Corrunittee of each country in the replies to the Study's questionnaires..

First, the projects are listed, country by country and clsiticd into three areas
namely literacy, rural development and vecational/technicg sldll development.

Next are the priority rankinp of significant projecti in the light of the established
critefia. The National Liaison Committees were so kind to make an extra effort t6 do the
rating, the result of which was recorded and analyzed here.

In order to give general information about the non-form0 education projects in
these countries, a short description of each project selected from the project case studies sent

to the Research Team is subsequently presented in the form of Project Summaries. Some pro-
jects which are identified on the list are not describqdIn the Project Summaries simply because

of the lack of ,L-tailed information. At the same timq, it should also be noted that some projects
described in the Project Summaries are not identified on the list of significant projects, i.e.
Agricultural Development in the Rural Villages of Chainat and Uthai-Dhani by the Foundation

for Thailand Rural, Reconstniction Movement. Most of these projects are conducted by private
agewies; the information was sent to the research team in addition to those collected by the
National Liaison Comr.Mtees. In the case of the projects which are o- -rated under the same

principle with the difference only in location, only one summary is given.

It is hoped that this inventory will be valuable to the readers who might want to
have a brief account of the existing non-formal education undertaldng in this region and also

these who wish to use the information as a C: je for further investigation.
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I. SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMMES/PROJECTS IN NON-FORMA_ DUCATION,

INDONESIA

Programme/Project

LITERACY

1. B -1- literacy courses

ist.literacy activities

-Follow-up courses for the after-care
of new literates

Production of reading ma erials for
new literates

. People's libraries

Community service centres for family
hfe education

Introductory courses for
.development

wily

Socio-economic adult courses

9. Family life education courses

10. Fumnional literacy experimental pro-
jects-

I I. Training of personnel in Iitccv

12. Training of personnel in community
development'

13. L teracy gampaicu by KOWANI
ugh PKK I preparatory stage)

'AURAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 1: Incre of i.. Secon
and !tort dtwal Produ

176

1 8 ()

0 ce Address

Directorate of Community Education,
Ministry of Educ; :ion and Culture.

do

do

do

do

do

= do

do

do

do

-- do --

do
In cooperation with the Directorate of
Community Development and the Di- -

rectorate of Social Guidance.

KOWANI (The Indonesian n's
Congress).

Directoi Gen riculture



Progamme/Projeci

Projects 1.1 Plant Protection

1,2 Seed Production and Distribution

1..3 Fertilizer, Soil Productivity and

Agricultural Mechanization

1.4 Development of Agricultural EN-

tension

PROGRAMME 2: Increase of Animal Husbandry
Iwiduction

Project -1 1

PROGRAMME 3:

Projects

Development:of Animal Husbandry
Prod uction

Animal Protection

Animal Husbandry Extension

Poultry Promotion

Increse of Fishery Production

3.1, Development of Inland Fisheries

3.2 Development of Sea Fisheries

3.3 Pest and Disease Control

3.4 Fishery Education

PROGRAMME 4:

Project

Officer/Address

Pasartninggu, jakarta

do

00 =

do

Director-Genera of Animal Hus-
bandry

JalanSalemba 16,

do

do

do

Director-General of Fish ries

Jalan Salemba 16, Jakarta

do =

Increase nf Estates and Small Hold- Director-General of Estates and
ings Productio,: Small Holdings

Small Holdir ension

VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME I:

Project

PROGRAMME 2:

Project

PROG_

Project

General Rural Development, Cr ss
Sectoral Development

Mobilizing Manpower Volunteels lo
Promote Reform and Development

Vocational Training Centr

Industrial Vocational Trai
Centre

_E 3. Manpower Building,

Agricultural Skill Tra rung

1 77

1 8

Directorate of Small Holdings Ex-
tension, Jart Letjen S. Parman,
J&katta

Dr, W.P. Naj3itupulu

Halimun 4, J1kat ta

Mr. Harsono

Pasar Rebo, Jakarta

Mr. Djarot Duriat

Jalan Tumapel,
45 Singosari,
Malang, Jawa Timm.



411MER REPUBLIC

Programme/Project

LITERACY

Literacy Campaign

Libraries in Communities

Publication of illustrated magazines
indicating literacy activities and the

results of functional literacy

Instructive entertainment for educa-
tional and vocational purpose

Functional Literacy

6. Women's Education

Literacy for out-of-school youth

Officcr/Addre

Permanent National Committee for
the Literacy Campaign

= do

do

Directorate-General of Ed ucation

(DEMEP)

National Committee for Non-Formal
Education (CONENF)

National Committee for Non-Fomial
Education (CONENF)

Directorate-General of Education

(DEMEP)

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 1: Farmers Agricultural Bank

Project Rural Credit and Farmers Associa-
!,

tion

PROGRAMME 2: ,Directorate ot Rice Production

(DPR)

Projects 2. 1 Extension of fertilizer utilization

in rice production

Banan Pilot Station of irrigated
Crops (Battambang) (Improved ir-
irrigation and crop diversificztion in
a 300 ha. rice area)

a

2.3 Prek Thnot Farm. Research (Im-
proved irrigation and crop divcrsi-
riCat ion)

VOCATIONAL/TECENICAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME I:

Projects

Professional and Technical Training
Centre

Small Motor Repairs
Auto Mechanics

I Elect ricians

1 78

Sem Phum

Mr. Kong Sam 01

Directorate of Agriculture,
210 BD 9 Tola, Phnom Penh.

Ir. Chhieu Nam

Banan Station

Mr. Loy Sim Chlwang

Prek Thnot Research Station

Mr. Prom Lay

Centre de formation et d'appren-
tissage professionnel



Proigramme/Project Officer/Address

I .4 General Mechanics

I .5 Electronics,.

PROGRAM E 2: Training and Refresher Courses for
Personnel of E.D.C. (Electricity
Generation of Cambodia)

Project 2. I Training Course for Technical Per-
sonnel in Electra-mechanics

2.2 Training and Refresher C,
Qualified Workers in
Wiring, Diesel Mechanics,
tricians.

PROGRAMME 3:

Projec6 3.1

ses for
rical

Fdec-

Technical Teacher T aining Centre

Electricity

General Metal

3_3 Sheet Metal & Welding

1_4 Wood Work & Constr Jction

3.5 Auto Mectunic

3.6 Applied Chemistry

17 Industrial Drawing and Architec u-
ral Drawing

PROGRAMME 4:

F'roj ect

Foundry Shop and Electricity Shop
in the Sthool of Industrial Aits ,

"Training. students to be employed
in industries

S

179

Centre de formation et de perfec-
tionnement du personnel d'electri-
cite du Cambodge

do

Mr. Phlong Chhat

Centre de formation et de per-
fectionnement technique et peda-

gogique, Sras Chak, Phnom Penh

Ok Haeun

Eaculte des arts et m
Phnom Penh.



LAC

Programme/Project

LITERACY

Functional literacy prograrrime for
farmers

Development of Rural Libraries

Family Plannint

Trathing of fain

RVRAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME I : Rice Production

er/Address

Direction de l'enseignement primaire
et de l'education des adults.

National CornmitOe for the Develop-
ment of Rural Librades.

'Direction de la protection materrialle
et infantile.

sSiuohn-.Directo f AgriL ltural Exten-

Tao Somsavath Vong Koth,
Director of Agric4ture.

Projects 1.1 Salakharn Rice Experimental Station. Salakham Rice Experimental .9.!ation.

L2 Rice Cultivation Techniques

1.3 Rice Seed Technology and Seed
Prod- -tion

PROGRAMME 2: Intensified Agricultural Production

_Project Irrigated Crop Prothytion

PROGRAMME 3: Credit and Marketing Organization

Projects 3.1 Agriculture Loan and Savings As-
sociation

3.2 Fertilizer use

PROGRAMME 4: Livestock

Projects 4.1 Pigs Productio

4.2 Poultry Production

4.3 Pasture Techniques

VOcATIONAL/TECHNICAL SKILL DEVE

PROGRAMME I:

r-oject

Rural Development

Ban Amone

Mr. Oroth Chounlamountry,
Hat Dok Keo Pilot Project

Mr. Boun Nong
ADO Manager.

ADO Vieritiane

Salakhan Riee Experimental Station

Dr. Houane Sithamagna
Livestock Veterinary Service

Don Dok Pigs Farm
Provinces

Napheng Pasture Farm

Mr. Dui Khounkh2m

Ministry of Rural Affairs,
Vientiane, Lam

PROGRA E 2: Professional Training 'of Govern. Mr. D. Maxwell

ment Employees and DSAID Local
Employees

Project L_JAID Local Training Centre USAID
Vientiane, Laos.

1 0



NIAL

Programme/Project

LITERACY

Officer/Address

1. Basic Literacy Classes (Adult Educa- Ministry of National and Rural e-

tion Classes) velopment

2. National Solidarity Classes Programme National Goodwill Office

3. Community Development ( Romanized Ministry of National and Rural De-

Literacy Classes) velopment

4. Remedial Education Programm -s in Ministry of Welfare Serces

Welfare institutions

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME I Training of Farmers and Youths at
Rural Agricultural Training Centres
(RATCs)

Project 20 RATCs in 11 states in Peninsu-
lar'Malaysia

Director, Agricultural Extension,
Kuala Lumpur. and
State Directors of Agriculture

PROGRA, E 2: Farm MechaniLation Trainin for Director of Agricultura chaniza-

barmers aod Youths

Seven Farm Mechanization Training
Centres in Peninsula Malaysia"

PROGRAMME 3: Padi Mechanizati -n Training Centre
(PMTC)

Project. Padi Mechanilation Trainin

PROGRAMME 4:

Projects 4.1

In-Servicc Training of Staff for
Padi Farm Mechanization

7 EMTC's (as per programme 2

4.2 1 PMTC (as per programme 3)

VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME

Projec6 1.1

1.2

PRO 1
1.3

1.4

MARA Vocational Institute (M.V.I.)

M.V.I. Kiu-Aa Lumpur

M.V.I. -Sungai Getapi

M, V. 1. Malaka

M.V.I. Pet ig Jaya (Radio & TV)

1,5 .-M.V.1 Ak

1.6 NIA!. I. Joho ru

tion

Director of Agricultural Education

Bumbong Lima,
Penang State.

Director,
Agricultural Educa ion and Tra ming



Programme/Project Officer_ Addrtss

M.V.I. Petaling Jaya (Tai ring)

PROGRAM F Youth Training Centre

Project Training of Perlis Youth as Sugar Youth Training Centre,
Plantation and Factory Workers DuSuntua, ISM Lsngat,

Sel 'ngor.

1 82



PHILIPPINES

Prop-mme/Proje-c t

LITERACY

Officer/Addrs

I. Functional Literacy brive Bureau of Public Schools (Adult and
Community Education Division), Ma-
nila.

2. Community development including Philippine Rural Reconstruction Move-
literacy teaching ment.

3. Literacy programmes in minor Lang-
uages

Sunmer Institute of Lingui s

4. SALAM Bureau of Public Schools (Adult and
Community Education Division), Manila.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME I Agricultural Extension Thining Francisco F. Saguiguit,
Programme Director,

; Burm of Agricultural Extension,
Diliman, Quezon City,
Philippines

Projects L I

L2

1.3

-1.4

1.5

Extension Service in Agriculture
and Homemaking

Rural Youth Developr en through
4-H Clubs

Agricultural Cooperatives

Lnformation wid Public Relations

Leadership Training

PROG _k 2: Training Programme in Forestry Jose Viado,
Director,
Bureau of Forestry, Manila

Projects 2.1 Reforestation and Soil Control

2.2 Leadership Institute in Forestry
Extension

2.3 Teachers' . Institute in Forestry
Conservation

2.4 Multiple-Use Forest Mulagement

2.5 Training Seminar for Forest Guards
and Scalers

PROGRAMME 3: Agricultural Research Programme Eliseo Carandang,

Dirccto,r,

ti33
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Programme/Project Officer/Address

Burc.m. or Plant industry,
Manila, Pilippines_

Projects 3.1 Rice and Corn Production Program-
me

3.2 Feed Grains Production Programme

3.3 Vegetable Production

3.4. Green Revolution

3.5 Coconut Rehabilitation and Devol.
-opment Programme

3.6 Seed Production. Procuremen and
Distribution Programme

3.7 Pest and Diseases Control Pro-
gramme

3.8 Development of Export Crops Pro-
,.

gramme ,

PROGRAMME 4: Applied Nutrition Programme

Projects 4.1 Establishment of ovens in selected
provincial and city divisions

4.2 Feeding of school children to ba-
lance nutritional needs

4.3 Raising of crops and animals in
schools and in the hom of pupils
to improve nutrition of the family.

4.4 Departmc.nt of Education Project
No. 72-4-12 in cooperation with the
German Government for the proper
utilization of school gtound for

food production.

PROGRAMME 5: Training io Rural Cooperatives and
Rural Credit in Fishery

Projects 5,1 Peace Corps Volunteers Progr.imme

5.1 Mobile Technical Assistance Team

5.3 Japan Overseas Crops Volunteers

5.4 Brackish Water Fertiliation Train-
* Programmes

5.5 Management Seminar for Middle

Line SuperVisors

. 84

Liceria B. Soriano,
Director,
Bureau of Public School,
Manila, Philippines

Felix R. Gonzales,
Director,
Bureau of Fisheries,
Manila, Philippines.



Programme/Project

5,6 Euchema

5.7 Fish Farming Training- Progr,unme

5S Pond Fisheries Extension Training
Programme

Officer/Address

PROG _E 6: Adult Training Progarmmc Fernando Bernardo,
Dean,
College of Agriculture, UPEB,
Laguna, Philippines.

Projects, 6.1 Farmers Msociations

6.2 Rural Youths Development

6.3 Training for Rural Women

PRO 64 Teachers' Training for Elementary
Agriculture

6.5 Out-of-School Youth Training

6.6 Barrio Development

6.7 Forestry Development

6.8 Dairy Training Programme
6.9 Adult Farmer's Home Developr ent

Organization

PROGRAMME 7: Food Production/Nu rition

Projects 7.1 Food and Nutrition Roberto Fronda,
7.2 Extension Service Executive Director,

7.3

7.4

Other NFAC Projects

Infrastructure

NFAC. Department of Agriculture
and.Natural Resources,
Quezon City, Philippines.

7,5 Research

7.6 Fum Credit

PROG ME 8: Green Revolution Napoleon a Dignadice,
Assistant Director,
Bureau of Vocational Education,
Manila. Philippines

Projects 8,1 Vegetable Production FAHP)
8.2 Vegetable Seed Production

Short Course (Rice Production)
for Out-of-School Youth

8.4 Raising Vegetables, Fruits, Poultry
and Swine and other Livestock

PROGRA E 9: Agricultural Leadership Training Pedro L Esteban,
Chief.

. Agricultural Education Division,
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nogrammeiPriOjOCE

Projects 9,1 Seminar-Conference on Revised

Secondary Agriculture Curriculum

9.7 Future Facmers of 'the Philippines
Youth Deveiopment Programme
(FFP)

9.3 Clothing Shops (FAHP)

VOCATIONAL/TECHN1CAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 1: =Opportunity yocationaliSpecial
Trade Coursei m Mike Trade
Technical Schools.

projects 1.1 -Special Trade Courses (day)

1.2- Opportunity Vocational Courses
( Even(ng Programme).

PROGRAMME 7: Skill Training in Home )ndustries

PROGRAMME Special Vocational 'Courses (day
and evening)

PROGRAMME 4: Apprenticeship |n Varions Trades

ficr/Addree:s

Bureau of voca tional Educatio
Manila. Philippines.

Mr. Florencio M. APolinar,
Chief,
Trade and Industrial Education Div.
Bureau of Vocational Education,
Manila, Philippines

E. Arnang Rodriguez,
Institute of Science and Technology,
Nagtahan, Manila.

Undertaken in 1 I, public trade
technical schools

ML.Conradio de los Reyes, Chief.

Home Industries Division,
Bureau of Public Schools.
Manila, Philippines.

Mr. Julian Yballe,
Director.
Bureau of Private Schools,
Manila, Philippines

Thtse are undertaken in evening
aid lay programmes in 610 private
schools scattered throughout the
country.

Mr. Narciso Alban, Director,

,Bureau of Apprenticeship,
Department of Labour.
Manila, Philippines.

These are undertaken in various
industrial establishments with re-
gistered apprenticeship programme.

PROGRAM 5: National Electrical Trade Training Mr. Ruperto &Romero,

Programme Project Director, NETTP.

196
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Programme/Project Officer/Address

National Manpower and Youth
COnned,

Department of Labour,
Quezon City Philippines

PROGRAMME 6: Vocational Training for the Reha. The Director,
Pr op.ranwic of the Disabled blur= of Vocational Rehabilitation,

Department of Social Welfare,
Manila, Philippines

4;?
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SINGAPORE

Progr a Project

LITERACY

Literacy in a second or third languag

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Office Add_

Adult Education Buaril and other
adult education agencies

PROGRAMME I : Extension Service Director of Primary Production Dept.
Ministry of National' Development.:

Project Farmers Project

PROGRAMME 2: Fishery Trainm

Pr*ct FisherY Training Course Fishery Trainine Centre,
Changi Point,
Singapore 17_

VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL SKILL DEVELOPME

PROGRAMME 1: Pre-Vocational Training

Pyoject

Mr. Koh Ham Yam:
c/o Adult Education Board.
126 Chairnhill Road,
Singhpore,9.

Vocational Preparatory Cour:_es for (1) Kim Keat AEB Centre,

Primary School Leavers Ethan Ampase,
Singapore 2,

(2) Mountbatten AEB Centre,
Dakota Crescent.
Singapore 14.
Bukit Batok AEB Centre.
Jalan Jurong Kechil,
Singapore 21,

(4) Parry Avenue AEB Centre,
Parry Avenue,
Singapore 19:
Bukit Ho Sv in A EB Centre,
Jalan BukiC Swee,
Singapore 3:
Newtown Secondary SchoO:i

Centre,
Queensway, Singapore 3,

PROGRA E 2: General-Management Courses Mr. John Tan

Projects 2.1 Courses in the Modern Management Lorong Langsir, Singapore 10.

Technique

Induction Courses for New Entrants
to Civil Service

188



Pro --me/Project

2-3 General Management Courses

2.4 Leadership Training Courses for
Civil Servants

Officer/Address

PROG E 3: Commercial/Vocational Education Mr. Fbrig Weng Kee,

for Women c/o Adult Education Board.

Prof:et Commercial/Voc2tional Education Hai Sine Dewasa fristitute.
Courses for Women 49 Holland Road,

Singapore 10.

3 J
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o

THAILAND

Progniume/Prolect

LITERACY

I . Fundamental Education

2. General Education levels 1- and 2
(School Equivalency Proeramme)

3. Functional Literacy and Family Lift:
Education

Public Libraries

5. Local Reading reCents

6. Production of Wall.Newspaper

7. Production of Readers for New Li

, 8. Functional Literacy Programme

Literacy Classes for Prisoners

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME I: Agricultural Training Centre

Officer/Address

Adult Education Division, General

Education Department in cooperation
gowrnment and non-goverAment

agencies

-- do

do 71

Adult . Education Division, Private

Organi7ations, Municipaley

clp

Adult Education Division, University
Women's Association.

do--

Foundation fof Thailand Rural Re.
construction Movement

Prisons Department, Ministry of In-
terior,

Department of Agricultural Exten-
sion, Ministry of Agricultural and
Cooperatives,
Rajdamnern Ave.,
Bangkok, Thailand

PROGRAMME 2: Farm Mechaniza 'on Training Department of Agricultural
Techniques,
Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives,
Bangkok, Thailand.

PROGRAMME 3: !Ionic Economics in Fann Dseiopnartment of Agricultural Exten-

Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives,

Bangkok, Thailand.

PROGRAMME 4: 4- II Clubs (Yuwa Kasetakorn) = do

PROGRAMME 5: Farmers Groups ' do
\ .

PROGRAMME 6: Cooperative Education and Training Training Division,
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Prdgramme/Project Officer/Address

PROGR

CooperatiVe Promotion Department,

Summer Tranung Courses for the Extension and Traimng ()thee,
People Kasetsart University.

VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME I Mobile Trade Training Schools Pro-
gramme

Project Mobile Trade Training Schools Adult Education Division, General
Education Department,

Ministry of Education,
Bangkok, Thailand.

FROG RA ME 2: Adult Vocational Sch 1 Program- -= do

mc

,PROGR MME 3 Adult Voeational School Program-
me ( Night class)

PROGRAMME 4: Polytechnic School Programme

PROGRAMME 5: Private Schools

Project Soraya Dressmaking Ins i.ute

PROGR ME 6: Short Course Training

Project

do

Technical School Division,
Department of Vocational Educati

Ministry of Education,
Bangkok, Thailand.

l90-192 Siam Square,
Rama I, Prattimwan,
Bangkok, Thailand,

Travel Industry and Hotel Manage- Bangkok Technical Institute
ment

PROGRAMME 7: Socially Flandicapped Women Public Welfare Department,
Ministry of Interior.

2 0
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Programme/Project
LITERACY

1. Literacy courses

2. Literacy cours, for children
3. Literacy courses for adults
4. Adult education for ethnic minorit

in the local language.:
5. Rehabilitation programmes for prisoners
6. Advanced courses for new literates

Local Reading Clubs
Training Courses for literacy Instructors

RURA DE-VELD MENT
PROGRAMME 1: Training Programme of Coopera-

tives, Farmers' Associations of
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery and
Animal Husbandry.

Project

Officer/Address

Ministry of Culture, Education and
Youth
Ministry of Rural Development

do
Ministry of Ethnic Development

Ministry of the Interior
Ministry of Culture, Education and
Youth
Information Service
Ministry of Culture, Education an
Youth

1.1 In-service Training of Managers of
Farmers' Associations &Cooperatives

1.2 In-service Training of Accountants
of Farmers' Associations & Cocpera-
ives, In-service Training of Farmers'

Associations Cadres.

1.3 In-service Training of Cooperatives
Administrators and Supervisors.

1.4 Coordination and Guidance Train-
ing Courses for MOA Officials

1.5 Cooperative Education for Members
of Farmers' Associations and Co.

operatives,

PROG MME Agricultural Technique GUidance
Programme

Projects Extension project of high yield

Hee production

2.2 Extension project of sorghum

Mr. Bui Tien Khoi,
Director of Agricultural Training

Centre,
85 Le-Van-Duyet,
Gia Dinh, Vietnam.

Vu Dinh Thang,
Chief of Agricultural TechniqUe

Guidance Service,
28 Mac Dinh Cl.d, Saigon.

48 Agricultural Services

out the country.

6 Agricultural Services:
An-Giang, Chau-Doc, Sodec,
Kien-Giang, Klen-Phong,
Phong-Dinh.

Extension project of corn and oil 48 Agritultural Services throughout

plant (soy bean, peanut) growing the country.
techniques.

through-

_
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mme/Projec t -
:3_4 Extension project of pig and chick-

en self-su fficiency raisin e techniques

7.5 Extension project of livestock dis-
ease prevention techniques

ficer/Address

PROGRAMME 3:

Projects 3.1

Young Farmers 4T Programme

4T and special activities training for
leaders, menibers and local volun-
tary cadres.

Mr. Nguyen-Phuc-Luong,
Chief of 4T Bureau,
12 Mac-Dinh-Chi,

48 Agricultural Services throughout
the country

3.2 Inter-provincial member exchange
project: observation tours.

3.3 Agricultural techniques train g pro-
lea- for 4T members

?ROG_ _ E 4: Home Economics Progr mme Miss Phung-Thi-Bach,
Chief of Hougaold Activitir: Service,
12.Mac-Dinh-Chi, Saigon.

Projects 4.1 Nutrition and Food Training 48 'Agricultural Services throughout

4.1 Training in Hygiene the country

4.3 Training in Tailoring and Handicra t

PROG E 5: Fishery Training Programme Director of Fisheries Direc
Saigon.

Projects 5 1 Project for i and fishery promo ion Mr. Nguyen-Van-Thuong,
Chief of Fishery Promotion Bureau,
Directorate of Fisheries,

Sea Fishery Project

PROGRAMME 6: Agricultural Training Progra me
for Ethnic Minorities.

Pro ects 6.1 Practical Agriculture Training
for cadres

6 Agricultural extension ourses
ethnic minorities

VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME I : The Society qf Popular Centres

203

116 Phan-Dinh-Phung,
Saigon I.

Mr. Van-Hun-Kim,
Chief of Fishery Technique Bureau,
Directorate of Fisheries,
I 16 Phan-Dinh-Phung,
Saigon 1.

Mr. Hoang-Kim-Cuong
Chief of Pre-and-In-Service Training,
Ministry of EtImic Development.

Director of National Cadres Training
Centre in Pleiku.

Ethnic Development Se rvices

throughout the country.

'unn Dinh Thanh,



Programme Project

Projects 1.1 Popular Polyt -elmical Schools in

Cholon and Gia-Dinh

LI Literature and Applied Arts Cer-
tre.

1.3 Popular Polytechnical Schools in

other ci tes arid towns around tho
country.

Private Technical Vocational Mr, Ly Kiln Chan,

Schools Dire ,ior of the Directorate ot Tee

Vocational Education,

2.1 Private 1. nical.Vo tional Schools 2 Phan Dinh Phung Street,

in Saigon & Cholon Saigon,

Private Technical-Vocational Schools
in Gia-Dinh

Private Technical-Vocational Schools
in other cities and towns around
the country.

PRO 7 I IF. 2:

Projects

Of ficer/Address

No. 7 Phan-Ke-llinh Street,
Saigon.

1 1

I

PROGRAMME 3: Technical-Vocational -tools of the
Ministry of Veterans & ;he Ministry
of Defence

3.1 Technical-Vocational Centre for
Disabled Soldiers, Veterans & Sold-
iers' Widows in Saigon.

Technical-Vocational Centre tor

Disabled Soldiers, Veterans and
Soldiers' Widows in Thu-Due, Gia-
Dinh.

Technical-Vocational
Army Specialists at
Base

3.4 Technical-Vocational
Navy Spejalists at
Base.

Projects

PROGRAMN E 4: Technical-Vo ational
Workers

Projects 4.1 Technical-Vocational
Workers jn Saigum

Tochnical-Voc d

Workers in Gia-Duth

Schools for
Saigon Army

Schools for
Saigon Naval

National Rehabilitation Institute,
70 Ba Huyen Thanh Quan Street,
Saigon

National Rehabilitation Institute.

70 Ba Huyen Thanh Quan Street,
Saigon.

Disabled soldiers villac in T u-
Duc, Gia-Dinh,
Saigon_

Number 40 Army Base for Techni-
cal Forces at Tran-Hung Da
Saigon.

Naval Base at Cuon-, De Street,
Saigon.

Schools for The Head Service of the Technical
and Vocational Training Service of
the Ministry of Labour.

459 Tran-Hung-Dao Street,
Saigon,

947 LeNan-Duyet Street.
Gia-Dinh, Saigon.

Schools for

Schools for

2 9
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IL THE PRIORITY RANKINGS OF SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS IN SEAMEO
COUNTRIES

M a follow-up to the collection of questionnaires from SEAMED member countries,
the National Liaison Committee of each country was asked to scale the projects ,they sub-
mitted as well as those they considered siaiificant accorcling to a number of criteria:

I. relevance to the needs of the people

II. large number of people or clientele being reached

111.- available resources to support the p.rogamme

IV. response from the people;°,

V. efficiency of organization arid operation

VI. multiplier effect

VII. degree of urgency

VIII. degee of support from the authorities concerned.

A five-point scale, from 5=highest to llowestr was used for each.

If equal weight is assigned to each criterion, then a sclle kalue for each programme -/
project may he computed by simply summing the scales for eaah criterion ana dividing by S. A
pdority ranking based on these scale values can then be established. It must be noted however
that. the ranking must be read subject to the following qualifications. First, the assignment of
scale values to each criterion is largely subjectively determined by the National Liaison Com-
mittees. The exception is Thailand, which lists clearly the rationale for their scaling procedure.
Equally arbitrary perhaps is the use of equal weights for each criteriop in derivi"bg in project
scale values, nor indeed can it be,asserted that the eight criteria, above are exhaustive. But in
the absence of more in forMation, exploration Of alternative weighting schemes is likely to be a
futile exercise. Fortunately, it is passible to check for consistency of priority rankings .and
scale values, and this matter wll be the subject of the next analYsis, Thirdly, there are projects
which do not fall easily into the areas rural development (RD), literacy (L) and vocational/

_technical skill development (VT): they cover two or mpre areas. No attempt is made,, to force
these programmes into any area of activity in the following tables.

The priority ranking list of every country is largely self-explanatory. The following
brief remar16 may however be useful. In Indonesia, it is difficult to say which area has priority,
especially since a number of Rrojects/programmes cover several areas e.g. socio-economic
adult courses. student service programmes. In Malaysia, the same appears to be true, though
there is a slightly greater-emphasis on rural than on vocational training or literacy. The Philip-
piws has a fairly even distribution of subject areas- over the rankings. though the emphasis on
rural development. with rankings of onec-und two, is quite obvious. The predominariciof, and
the priority accorded, vocational/technical skill development programmes are understandable
in highly developed Singapore, where agriculture is relegated tolhe lowest rank.. Functional lit.
eracy and family life education receives the highest ranking in Thailand, but a wide spectrum
of subject areas is distributed over the ranking§..5eale values decrease quite evenly down the
ranks. For Vietnam, the emphasis on agriculture is clear as we proceed down the list.
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INDONESIA

Prograinme

Priority
Ranking

Scale Value
(5=Highest; I=Lowest

DPvelopment of A :cultural Extens3on RD 1 4.00

Socio-Economic Adult Courses 2 3.87

Student Service Programme 2 3.87

Training of CommtaityDevelopment Persorinel 2 3.87

Agricultural SIdll TraMing RD 3 5.75

Training of Personnel in Community Development 3 3.75

Agricultural Sldll Training VT 4 3.62

Field Seminar For Functional Literacy L 4 3.62

Reading Materials for New Literates L 4 3.62

Mobilizing Manpower Volunteers RD. 5 3.50

Family Life Education Courses (Penteraya) L 6 3.37

Community Source Cent,r! for Family Life
Education L 6 3.37

Functional Literacy Ekperimeatal Projec s L 6 3.37

General Rural Development, Cross
Sect oral Development RD 6 3.37,

Manpower Building (Agricultural Skill Training) RD 6 3.37

Extension of Animal Husbandry Increase 0 RD 7 3.12

FisLery Extension RD 7 3.12

People's Libraries L 7 1.12

The Literacy Carnpaip by Kowani through PKK L 8 2.87

Training of Personnel in Literacy L 8 2.87

Vocational Training Centre -VT 8 2.87

Hasic Literacy Courses L 9 2.62

Follow-up Courses for the Aftercare of
New Literates. L 9 2.62

Introductory Courses for Community Development 9 2.62

Post Literacy Activities L 9 2.62

K ER REPUBLIC

Programme Area
Priority

Rarling
Scale Value

'alliwhest; I Amwest)

Extension of Profesnional and
Technical Training Centre VT 1 4.00

Technical Teacher Training Centre VT 1 4.00

Agricultural Prpjects after war RD 3.75

Rice Production (DPR) RD 2 3.75

Foundry Shop and Electricity Shop
in the School of Industrial Arts 3.62
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mme

Training Courses for Personnel of

Priority
Ranking

Scale Value
(5=Highest; I=Lowest)

E.D.C.(Electdcity of Cambodia) VT 3 3.62

PrekThnot Farm Research RD 4 3.37

Extension Project in Aitimal Husbandry RD 5 3.25

Banan Pilot Station of-Irrigated Crops RD 6 3.12

Literacy for Out-of-School Youth L 7 3.0

Fanners' Agricultural Bank RD 8 2.62

Libraries in Communities L 9 '2.5

Instructive Entertainment for Educati n
and Vocational Purpose L 9 2.5

Literacy Campaign 10 2.0

Functional Literacy L75

LAOS

Priority Scale Value

Programme Area Ranking (5=Hig1mt; l=Lowest)

Rice Production RD 1 4.25

Livestock Programme , RD 2 4.12

Training Course for Agnicultural Extension
Workers (intensified Agricultural Production) RD

Development of Rural Libraries
Raolo broadcasting for animators in remote areas
Credit and Marketing Organization RD

FUnctional Literacy for Farmers
Rural Development ( Ban Amone) VT

Professional Training of Government
Employees (USA1D Training Centre)

MALAYSIA

Progrrfunme

C ommunity Development
National Silidarity Classes P.ogramme
Small Holdings Extension
FunctiOnai Literacy Training Programme
Extensiori Literacy Scheme
Fruit Rep anting and Rehabilitation
MARA Vocational Institutes (M.V.1.) Short

Courses only
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4.12
4.0
4.0
3.87
3.62
3.62
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Area
Priority
Ranking

Scale Value
(5=Fli ;1=Lowest)

L 1 4.62
2 4.12

RD 2 4.12
L 3 3.62
L/RD 3 3.62
RD 3.62

VT 4 3.50



Priority Scale Value

Programme r a Ranking (5=Highest;I=Lowest)

In-land Fishery Training Centre VT/RD
Padi Mech-niza.tion Training -RD

Remedial Educational Programme in
Welfare Institutions

Social Education
Youth Training Cen trc=Training for Perlis

Youth as Sugar Plantation and Factory Workers VT/RD
Training for Farmers in Nulty! Husbandry RD

PHILIPPINES

7

7

3.25
3.12

.2.75
2.75

2.50
2.38

Priority Scale Value

Programme Area Ranking 5=Highest; I=Lowest)

Green Revolution: Raising Vegetables.
Field Crop.. etc_ RD 1 5.00

Short Courses in Rice Crop Production RD 2 4.25

Social Laboratory: Rice Production through the
Institutional Approach (Action Research) RD 3 4.12

The Functional Literacy Drive 4.00

Apprenticeship in various trades (undertaken in
various industrial establishments) vr 5 "3,87

Opportunity Vocational Courses (Even n Pro-

gramme undertaken in public trade
technical school) VT 5 3.87

Vocational Training for the Rehabilitation
Programme of the Disabled VT 6 3.75

National Electrical Trades Training Pro amine
(NETTP, National Manpower and Youth Council ) VT 6 75

Agricultural Leadership Training RD 7 3.62

Green Revolution: Tool making establishment
of nursery seed bank, etc. RD 7 3.62

Special Trade Courses (E. "Amang Rodriguez
institute of Science 84 Technolog ) VT 7 3.62

Selective Food Production Projects RD/VT 7 3.62

Seminar, Conference on Rev. Ag. HS
Curriculum RD 7 3.62

Specialized Vocational Skills Training in
Handicraft (School for Philippine Craftsmen) VT 7 3.62

Manpower Training for the Manufacture of
Sinamay cloth (Roxas City School for
Philippine Craftsmen)

Extension Training in Sewing (Merida
School Alf lome Indust ries) VT 7 3,62

Training Programme for Rural Women RD/VT 7 3,61,
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Programme Area
Priority

Ranking
Seale Wue

(S=Ilighest;I=Ldwest)

Wgetable Production (UAM) RD 7 3.62
IRRI Multiple Cropping Training Course RD 3.50

. The Philippine Rural Reconstruction Movement RD 3.50
Special Vocational Courses (evening and day

programme in 610 private schools) VT 8 3.50
The Sununer Institute of Linguistics c 3.50
Training for Older Rural Youth RD/ 3.50
Training Supervised Credit Technicians

for Rural Banks VT 9 3.37

SINGAPORE

Progamme

General Management Courses
Vocational Preparatory Cours

primary school leavers
Literacy in a Second Language
Commercial!Vocational Education for Worn
Extension SL:rvice: Farmers Project
Fishery Training Course

THAILAND

Area

VT
RD
RD

Priority
Ranking

2
3

4
5

6

Scale Value
5=Highest; I=Lowestl

4.62

4.25
3.62
3.50

-2.25
1.88

Priority Seale Vakie

Programme Area Ranking (5=Highest; I=Lowest)

Functional Literacy and Family Life Education L 1 4.25
Agricultural Training Cent re RD 2 3.62
Production of Wall-Newspaper L 2 3.62
Functional Literacy Programme (Thai Rural

Reconstruction Movement) L 2 3.62
Summer Training Courses organized by

Kasetsart University ) _ 3.50
Extension Education,: Farmer Groups RD 3 .3.50
AdulvVocational Technical Progamme

(Night Class) VT 4 3.37
Lccal Reading Centres L 4 3.37
School Equivalency Progamme (Adult

Education Division) L 4 3.37
Home Economics in Farm Families RD 5 3.25
Public Libraries L 5 3.25
Short Course in Ccoperative Management RD 5 3.25

Farm Mechanization Training RD 5 3.25

Polytechnic School Programme VT 6 3.12
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Priority Scale Value

Prouamme
Rankthg 5=ftighest; 1=Lowest)

Production of Readen for New literates 6 3.12

Vocationai PrivatESchools
VT 7 .

3.00

Youth Farmers Programme (4-11 Club) RD 7 3.00

Mobile Adult Vocational Schools VT 7 _3.00

Mobile Trade Training Schools
8 2.87

Short-Course Training M Travel Industry

and Hotel Management
9 2.62

Literacy Classes for Prisoners
9 2.62

VIETNAM

Programme

Priority Scale Value

_Area Ranldng (5= Wiest; I =Lewes

Competition in HYV Demonstration Fqrming RD i. 4,62

Farmer Association Development RD 2 4.25

Seafishing Technical Training for Fishermen RD/VT 2 4.25

Fishery Development RD 3 = 4.12

Training Managers of Associations and
Cooperatives VT 4 4.00

Growing Crops RD 5 3.87

Technical Guidance RD 5 3.87

Training for Farmers RD 5 = 3.87

AnLmal Husbandry (4T) RD 5 3.87

Chicken Farming (4T) RD 5 3.87

Reeducation Programmes for Prisoners
(Ministry of the Interior) 5 3.87

Training Local Voluntary Cadres 5 3.87

Development of Fariners Associati
Obscrvillon Tour .. RD 6 3.62

Training Agricultural Cadres and Speciali sts RD 6 3.62

Advanced Courses for New Literaten L 7 3'.50

Literacy Courses (Knistry of Culture,
Education and Youth) L 7 3.50

Literacy Courses for Adults (Ministry of
Rural Develppment)

3.50

Literacy Courses for Children (Ministry of
Rural Development) L 7 3.50

Popular Polytechnlcal School in Saigon,
Cholon and Gia-Dinh VT 7 3.50

Not Agricultural Villages RV 8 3,37

Private Technical Vocational School VT 9 3.25

Popular Polytechnic Schools in other
cities and towns around the country VT 9 3.25

Tailodng Counes VT 9 3.25
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Local Reading Clubs (by the
Information Service)

Adult education for ethnic mincrthe
in the locd language

Food Improvement
. Food Nutrition

House Bettement
House Reparation and Improvement
Literature and Arts l'actical Centre
Technicag Vocational Schools for Army

Priority Scale Value
Ranking Highest; 1Lowest)

10 3.00

11 2.75
12- 2.62
13 2.37
14 2.25
14 2.25
14 2.25

Specialists at Saigon Army Base VT 14 2.25
Technical VocatiGnal Centre for Disabled

Soldieta, Widom in Thu-Duc, Gia-dinh VT 14 2.25
Technical VocaticriA Schools for &my

pecialists at Saigon Army Base 15 2.00
Technical Vocational Schools for Navy

Specinitsts at Saigcn Naval Base VT 15 2.00
Technical Vocational Schools for Workers

in Saigon
Technical Vocdlonal Schools for Workers

in Gia-dinh VT 15 2.00

VT 15 !Do
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CHECKING OF CONSIS ENCY CH' PRIORITY RANKINGS

,Shatever the limitations, an analysis of priority rankinp is neverthel4s useful not

only as a guide to the effectiveness of certain progranmes but also as a check on the consisten-

cy of the scale values adopted. On the basis of the eight cnteria above, at least four propositions

can be established.

I . The Degree of Urgency and the Degree of Support from the Authorities (VII vs Will)

For .a programme to be effective and useful, the extent of support from the authori-

ties should be yeater the more urgent the Progamme is. This implies that there should be

reasonably close matching in the scale values assigned to these criteria. This is if:deed the case
ze

generally. However.; there are certain instances where a departure from this is indicated.Table 1

shows the number of programmes where the difference in scale value'between the two criteria

is two or more:

Table 1: Differences
Atsthorities

in Scale Value between Urgency and Support froñi

No. of Progammes wheie the difference: Scale

Country gercale ort froripthotities is

4 3 2 +2 +3 +4

Indonesia 0 0 0 14

Khmer Republic 0 0 1 2

Laos 0 0 0 1 0

Malaysia 0 5 4 0 0 0

Philippines 0 0 0 3 1

Singapore 0 0 0 0 0

Thailand 0 0 0 4 0 0

Vietnam 5 0 0 5 4

Since the differende ,taken is scale (VII)--scale (VIII), positive differences imply that the
degree of urgencY is not matched by sufficient support 'from the authorities. This appears to be

the case of most of the programmes repbrted in Table I, with Indonesia and Vietnam having

respectively 15 and 9 prograrrimes falling in this category. Negativedifferences on the other

hand indicate the, converse, that authorities are supporting programmes of little urgency. This is

possibre but not likely in LDC's and a plausible explanation must be made in terms of in-

consistencies in the scaling process.

2. Degree of Urgency and Response from the People (VII vs Pi)

A measure of the 'urgency' of a programme can be obtained from the response it eli-

cits from its intended clientele. The implication is that the more urgent the programine,the
greater the reiponse from the people. Table 2 shows the number of programmes winch deviate

from this expected correlation.
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Table 2: Differences in Ranking between Urgency and Response fro_ People:

Country

No. of Programmes where the difference: Scale
urgency)scale (Response froni People) is

Indonesia 0 14 4 ,

Ianner Republic
0

Laos 0 0 0

Malaysia' 3 0 0

Philippines 0 -,, 4 1

Singapore 0 1 , 0

Thailand' 1
0 0

Vietnam 0 4 1

Since the difference is taken as scale (VII)Scale (IV), positive differences indicate that the

authorities/NLC's have erred soinewhat in considering programmes that elicit little response

from the people urgent. Negative ififferences may be interpreted to mean that those pro-

grammes to which more people respond not in 'fact been considered urgent-by-the autho-

nties/NLCs. The posSibility remains of course, tharproyision of attractive incentives would in-

duce better response from the clientele. However, it is difficult still to see why a programme not

considered urgent should contain more attractive incentives.

3, Large Number of People ReaChe4 and Multiplier Effects (II vs.Vl)

Unlike the first two propositions, the third and fourth propositions do not necessarily en-

tai! inv hasic inconsistency on the part of the authorities/NLC's, but points to sub-optimal

Table 3: Differences between the Number of People' Reached and MultiPlier
Effects,

Country

Indonesia

Khmer Republic

Laos

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

Vietnam

No. of Programm
Effect)Sc rge No. of People Reached) is

where the thfference: -Scale (Multiplier

.0

a 3
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'strategies instead. Ideally, coverage of a programme is_maximized when that progranurie not
only reaches a large number of people but Aso, in doing sohas high multiplier effects. Prt>
grammes reaching many people but with low multiplier effects will have slow rates of growth,
while progranimes with .-I4gh multiplier effects but reaching relatively few peocle will remain
small in coverage for some time. Prom table 4, it would appear that among thole programmes
which deViate from- the desirable correlate above, the majority are those reaching few people
but .with high miliplier effects. It must be stated, however,,that this is not intended as a cri-
ticism, since-some Of these may be high potentiA progammes in their earlier stages of develop-

_ ment.

4. Efficiency of Orgaiization and Operation and Aultiplier E facts: (V

Finally a close positive correlation is desirable between effiCiency of organization and
operation and muhiplier effects. This makes for overall effectiveness of non-formA education
programmes. Deviations among programmes from this desirable pattern ue few (Table 4)

,

Tablif4: Differences between Organizational and Operational Efficiency and
her Effects

0.
(Efficiency

where the D' uence: Selle
&ale (Multiplier Effect) is

+2

Indonesia

Khmer Republic

Laos

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

thailand

-Vietnam

0

5

1

0

0

0

2

1

Q.

0

2

1

0

0

0

Since the difference between the two criteria is taken as Scale (V)Scale (VI), positive
differencei show that efficient programmes are usually those with' low multiplier effects. Seven
such cases are encountered in Malaysia, but in gener0 there are_ few programmes belonging to
this category. There is one programmein Yietnam, five in the Khmer Republic and one in Laos
where the differences are negative. This means that the Idgh multiplier effect of the programme
is scineWhat diminished by low efficiency.
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PROJECT DETAILS

INDONESIA

AGRICULTUAAL-ORIENTED FUNCTIONAL LITERACY EXPERI E AL PROJECT

Proje`ct Leader/Informant Mr Achjar Yessi,
District Inspectorate for Community Education

Programme : Functional Literac:. .

General Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Method ,

Duration

Other Information

Illiterate farmers

: To support the programme for the improvement of agricultural

techniques (BIMAS)

Group discussion and practical work

The project is conducted in rural communities in Subang. Classes are held six months

per year .during the famiing season so that learning can take place in a::real working situation.

Subjects taught are reaiing, writing, arithmetic, and agriciAtural kno'Wledge and skills. The

results of reacling and writing test were not quite satisfactory; however, improvement in agri-
cultural knowledge and sidlls could be observed.

AGRICULTURAL SKILL TRAINING

Project Leader/Informant : Djarot Duriat,
Director of the Agricul ural Sldll Training Center,
ReOonal Institute for the Manpower &Ailing.
Agricultural Training Center,
Jalan Tumapel 45, Singasari, Malang.

Programme : Manpower Builcling

General Information

Clientele : Technicians, young and adult farmers, retired soldiers

Objective(s) To develop technical skills in crop farming, cr'..cle bred 'ng,
fishery, : h orticulture

Method Training, mobile farmer-training

Duration : Farmer training is 210 hrs.; cadre training is 2100 hrs.
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This is a niulti-purpe training facility for various clientele who want improved
teluiical skills in modernizing apiculture. In some instances, training is provided to farmers by

a meiotic t raining unit.

About 295 trainees completed couts s offered by

Gu&nce

roject.

Pro}:ct Le der/Informant : Drs. B. Syahrial Wahab,
Head, Office of Supervision and Students, Dedication,
Directorate of Higher Education,
_Wan Proklamasi I7-A,
Jalmrta, Indonesia.

Progamme : Student Service Programme

Ge eral Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Met hod

Duration

Other Info_ ation

Studen s/graduate volunteers; farmers

: To provide extension service to rural areas by means of student
volunteers

: Training and farmer extension

f
BIVAS began in 1963 at the Institute of Agriculture at Bogor as an agricultural ex-

tension propanime in the field of rice production, using students in an intensive way as vil.
lag,: level extension workers.

In the past ten yews, many students (mostly from apicultural faculties) have spent
six to nine months living and working in the villages, facing the challenge of increasing pro-
duction in Indonesi staple food crop.

Flom the -orign al idea of an extension service by students, BIMAS has developed into
a new form of fanner as.sistance which includes credit in the form of seeds, fertilizer, tools,
lann chemicals and cAsh, along with the technical services of extension agents and student
volunteers.

BUTS! (.Indonesian Board for Volunteer Service)

Project Lader/ln1omiai Dr. W.P. Napitupulu,
BUTSI Secretary/Director,
Directorate of Manpower Development and Job Opportuni
Department of Manpower,
Transmigration and Cooperation,
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Programme

General information

Clientele

Obiective

la lan Ilalimun 4,
Jakarta, Indonesia,

Student Service Programme

: Student volunteers: Village younpters, village mothers, peasants,

etc.
(a) To train 3nd u ilize unemployed graduates for village

development

To impart to the village community new skills, knowledge

and aspirations to raise its standard of living.

hod Training of volunteers; farmer extension

Duration

Other Information

l-2 weeks training, followed by 3 months
villages.

years ork in the

BUTS1 (Badan Um= Tenaga Kerja Sukarela Indonesia) was begun in 1968 as an

expedment to seek an .answer to two major problems facing Indonesia: a large number of

uneniployed gra duates'and semi-graduates, and a great shortage of village extension workers

for rural development.

Areas of activities in BUTSI include agriculture, arts, economics and cooperativcs,

educati n, forestry, etc.

In this project We Manpowvr Volunteers (graduateq and undergraduate students)

conduct trning courses in the village community to raise its level of knowledge and aspirations.

The villaws where the volunteers are placed are the relatively poor reNons far from the city.

The village courses usually consist of a few hours 0 lectures and followed by daily

practice for one to two weeks. The follow-up activities are fieldwork or practice in the houses

of the partiapants and additional discussions after the courses.

The volunteers are given transportation and maintenance allowances. About 14,992

farmers and 420 volunteers participated in the project in 1971 and 1972. The project plans try'

reach 500,000 village people this year.

No infor ation on any syste atic evaluation of tlis experimjnt is available.
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EROSION CONTROLORIENTED FUNCTIONAL LITERACY

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. R.D.J. Koesoemohadipranoto,
District hispcctorate for Community Jiducation,
Temanggung, Jalan Jendrai S.
Parman 33, Temanggung, Indonesia_

Progamme Functional Literacy

General Information

Clientele Rural people in seven villages in the Terrianggung Sub-district

Ohjective(s) To enable the clientele to improve technical skills for erosion'.
control and to increase their income

Method : Group discussion and field work

Duration : From 1971 to 1976

Other informa

The classes arc conducted in the slope area of the Sumbing Mountn; therefore, the
project lends itself well to the purpose of teaching about erosion control. 1659 illiterate and
serni.literate rural people have participated in the project. The content covem such topics as
religious education, civics, national language, adthmetic and relevant vocational skills.

EXTENSION OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY PRODUCTION INCREASE

Project Leader/Infor nt Mr. Achmad Sugama,
Head of the Production Techniques Section,
Animal Husbandry Service.
Distnct Tasikmalaya, West Java.

: Increase of Animal Husbandry.ProductionProgramme

General Infonnation

Clientele Village officials, teachers, local leaders, military people, farmets

Objective(s) : To increase the production of livestock, both in quantity and in
quality.

Method Farmer extension

Duration Continuing; short course about a week

Other Information

This project was started to assist the participants in 'acquiring general knowledge and
skills to raise cross-bred chickens in 4 sub- 'astdcts of TasikmWaya.-The courses are conducted
in village schools, village centres, and even in reliOous schools.

About 1,756 participants attended the short courses in 1971 and 1972. Places for
3,000 participants can be made available yearly,
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FISHERY EXTENSION

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Maksum, Head of the Extension Section,
inland Fishery Service,
District Tasikmalaya,

Programme Increase of Fish Production

General Information

Clientele : Fish farmers

Objective (s) : To increase the knowledge and skill of fish farmers c c rning
(a) selection of good fish breeders
(h) selection of good fishfarm location, and
(c) better fish fry production.

Method : Farmer training and extension.

Duration Training is 3 months; extension, continuing.

Other Information

This project was started in 1971 to increase fish fry production in three sub-distficts.
The training course is conducted in the village schools or village centres, usually in the afternoon.

In 1972, a more intensive course was offered to would-be contact fish farmers (lay

leaders). About 1,378 fish farmers participated in this project in 1971 and 1972. The project
plans to accommodate about 1,200 panicipants yearly.

LNCREASE OF FOOD CROP PRODUCTION

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Sabinu,
Head of the Agricultural Service,
District Klaten, Central Java.

Mr. Kumiaatmodja, Head of the Extension Section,
Agricultural Service, District Tasikmalaya, West Java.

Programme : Development of Agricultural Extension

General Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Du

Other Information

Agricultural village workers and farrucrleaders

: To up-grade the technical competence of viRage workers and
farmer leaders with regard to pest control, fertilizer use, and
study-tours

: 3 days; about 21 contact hours.

This traimng programme has been conducted in five Agricultural Extension Centres
sinv 1969, primarily to up-date the village workers and farmem leaders in the new ways of
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cultivating the high yielding varieties of rice.

About 882 trainees have participated in the projec

INDUSTRIAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING CENTRE

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. HarFono,
Assistant Director for Operation,
Pasar Rebo, Jakarta, Indonesia

Vccational TrainingProgramme

General Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Method

Duration

Other Information

n 1971 and 1972

Unemployed youth, workers, university students

To provide technical training in industry.

Demenstration, practical work.

The project was started in 1996; on-going

This project is organized by the Ministry of Manpower, Transmigation and Coopera-
tives. Courses offered are in carpentiy, electronics, automechanics, etc. A proficie-icy certificate
is awarded upon completion of the specific tiade course. The number of participants was 514
in 1972 and 754 in 1973.

SMALLHOLDINGS EXTENSION

Project Leader/Informant- Mr. K. Suganda,
Head of the Service,
Smallholdings Service,
District TasikmAaya,
West Java.

Programme Increasing Production of Commercial Crops.

General informatIon

Clientele Smallholders farmers of commercIal crops, about 159,160 people

Objective(s) To increase production of commercial crops by the use of
technologi and efficient farm management.

Farmer extension

On-gaing

Method

Duration

Other Information

cre
This project is intended o serve the smallholders whose access to new technol

acilities and opportunities to secure better prices for their crops are quite limited.
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Better rubber production methods, rejuvenation of coconut farms. cultivation of oth

cormnercial crops, etc are the main emphases of the extension activities.

STUDENT SERVICE PROJECT ( KULIAH KERJA NYATA; K.K,N.)

Prcicct Leadr/hil orruari t Drs. IL Syalirial Wahab.
[lead, Unice of Supervision and !.,,idents Detheation.

Direci orate of Higher Edueatibn.
Jalan Proklaniasi I7-A, Jakarta,

Prograruic Sip dent Service Programme

General information

(:lientele

aboivelsr
method

ft lion

Other Information

IVA-graduate or undergraduate students

To raise the quality of higher education

Training for students and placement in rursl work

: Training involves 28 lecture hours; students serve 3-6 months in

the rural areas

The project held the view thaf neither lectures nor practice in the university itself

guarantees maturity in the student's way of thinking either as a generalist or as a specialist. In

this view, students have to learn outside the university to be able to know, understand and

compare what they have learned in the university with what exists outq: !t is intended that

the project will serve three-fold purposes:

I ) as a kind of feedhack upon which the university can 111o,re its curricula to

make them relevant to rural development;

2) to make students more familiar with the life of the village people and deyelop-

Merit;

3) to assist and pr note the village devel -pment itself.

TRAINING FOR FUNCTIONAL LITERACY INSTRUCTORS

Project Le der/In ormant ; Mr. R.M.S. Sindoewidjojo,
Provincial Inspectorate of Community Education,
Gentengkali 33, Surabaya
Indonesia.

Programme Functional Literacy

General Information

Clientele Selected members of the coinniuniry who will serve as functional

literacy teachers

Objective(s) . To give training to teachers to enable them to teach functional

literacy classes

4
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Method : Lecture, goup discussion, demonstration

Duration : Six days, 17 to 22 September 1973

Other Information

This project was conducted in East Java to take initial steps in providing functional
literacy programines with teaching personne!. Twenty persons (school teachers, fanner3, village
officials, religious teachers, etc.) participated in the training. Many government and non-
government agencies cooperated in the training by means of providing facilities, learning
materials and technical guidance (local administration, Coordinating Board for Family Planning,
Indonesian Association for Family Planning, etc.)

KHMER REPUBLIC

AGRICULTURAL TRAINING PROJECT OF THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM OF PREK THNOT

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Loy Sim Chheang,
Director,
Station Experimentale du Reseau d'Irflption de Prek Thnot,
Direction de PAgriculture,
Khmer Republic,

Programme Rational Use of Water from an Irrigation System

General lnforination

Clientele : 65,000 farmers in the Prek Thnot area, mostly non-literate.

Objective(s) To promote the rational use of irrigation network to develop a
high production potential, water supplied area.

Method : Farmer ektension; individual and goup contacts, conferences,
visits, excursions, result demonstration, magazines, leaflets, radio
are used.

Duration

Other Information

On-going, began in 1967.

The project was conducted in response to a situation in which, inspite of torrential
rains, there is an acute shortage of water for permanent irrigation. The objective is to make
70,000 ha. of rice land more productive.

Complementary to the irrigation system, factors such as extension services on new
seeds, fertilizers, multiple cropping, livestock raising, fanner organization, buying and marketing,
etc. are introduced.

The project begin in a small village of 16 families, and the results were good. The
number of villages served Was increased; in 1972, 22 villages with 821 families were covered
by the project. In June 1973, the security situation in the area was criticM; consequently, the
extension personnel were transferred to another arca.
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DE%'ELOPMEIff OF STOCK RAISING

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Chau Khim,
Docteur Veterinaire,
Doyen de la Faculti' des Sciences Veterinaires et

Sous Directeur Technique,
Direction de la Producticn et Sante Animale,
70 Moha Vithei Pracheathippatci, Phnom Penh,

Khmer Republic.

: Vaccination and Stock Raising CampaignsPrograrrme

General Information

Clientele

Objective

Methods

Duration

Other Information

: Farmers, members of farmers associa tons, family animal r

commercial raisers.

: To protect and develop the livestock industry.

: Mobile vetennary teams; extension services are integated with
veterinarj senices to protect livestock from disease outbreaks.

: 3 to 4 months; services threatened by war.

The project promotes the development of livestock raising by information campagns

on the danger of destruction caused by certain contagious diseases, by forming farmer's asso-

ciations, by carnpaigis on vaccination, and by introducing new methods of raising animals. The

introduction of new and better breeds of animals is also part of thi2 project.

The project was set up in 1966 in the northem provinces of Lompong and Siemreap

where cattle pestilence was prevalent, causing great losses to the fanners. With the assistance of

FAO experts, a campaign for general vaccination of livestock in the entire country was
launched.,In addition to veterinary services, activities such as th introduction of new practices

and better breeds, iniprovement in feeds and feecling, and organization of trade and marketing

of animals and animal products were undertaken.

There are post-war plans for the expansion'of the przi c

LITERACY CAMPAIGN

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Mai Lcin, Director,
Services Pidagogques,
274 Pracheathipatei Bd.,
Phnorn Penh, Khmer Repub lc.

Programme : Uteracy Campaign

Geneva Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

: _.111iterates througjiout the

: To enable illiterates throughout the nation to read and write
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Met od : Classroom work

Duration SIx mouths

Other Information

This project was organized by Permanent National Committee for Literacy in 1964. It

was reported that 61,539 people passed the course in 1969. However, the project failed to
continue its full activities after 1970 due to financial problem and the war.

PILOT PROJECT FOR THE DEVELOPMEW OF IRRIGATED CULTURES AT BANAN

Project Leader/Informant Mr. Chhieu Nam,
Director,
Direction de la Station Pilote de Banan,
Battambang, Khmer Republic.

: Exploitation of Battambang AreaProgramme

Geneml hiformation

Clientele

Object]

Method

Duration

Other Information

: Farmers and members of irrigation cormittee M the Battambang
area

This is an applied research which verities hypotheses concerning
types and metho& of cultures, irrigation methods, materials to
be used, and the organization of professional structures.

Action research and farmer extension and training

On-going since 1967.

The project is implemented by the }Omer Government assisted by UNDP/FAO for the
exploitation of the Battambang area. The project is airned at the development of an area of
about 300 ha., named Zone du Perimetre de Cultures irriguees de Banan (ma of inigated
cultures at Banan). Applied research and farmer training involve five villages in the area. It is
expected that the project ssill be expanded to 80,000 ha of the Battambang plain .

riarned at area development, the project activities are closely linked to the efficient

me of irrigation structure complemented by HYV seeds, fertffizers, other' farm chenacals, im-

proved agronomic practices, farmer organizations, etc.

PROJET DE DEVELOPPEMENT DE LA PRODUCTION DU RIZ

(Rice Production Development Project)

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Kong Sam 01,
Engineer of Agricultural Work,
Directorate of Agriculture.
Plinom Penh,
Khmer Republic.

Pr- a __e : Fumure Nlineirale du Riz (Utilization of Fertilizers for
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General Information

Clientele : Farmers, chairmen of villages and rural cooperatives, etc.

Objective(s) : To increase agricultural production, raise living standar
farmers, community development by helping famiers,

Method Fanner training and exten:,:ion

Duration On-going; farmer training is about 7 days

Other Information

Begun in 1966, the project has been known as"Brigade d' Action Rurale" (Brigade for

Rural Action). It consisted of one week training of all government officials concerned with

rice production. In 1968, due to the lack of volunteers, the Provincial Committee for Popular

Assistance and Aid decided to train model farmers or cattle breeden (2 per village). The
training was conducted by officials coming from provinci0 services in Agriculture, Coopera-

tives, Veterinary, Civil EngMeering and Health. Since 1971, this training was entrusted to the

Rural Pre-training Centre.

The project activities were conducted in small groups with similar interests and led by

officials from competent services and members of instriet committee for rural development.

Discussions were followed by demonstration.

About 530 farmers participated in the 20 contact hours n 1970 and

1971,

Farmer extension was used to popularize the efficient use of chemic0 fertili
rice seeds, and other agonomic practices.

TECHNICAL, VOCATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL TRALNING
SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Phlong Chhat, Director,
Technical Teacher Training Centre,
Corner of Vithei Mat Chrouk and Fling Pen,
Phnom Penh, Klmier Republic.

Programme Training of Technical Teachers

General Information

Clientele Elementary School Teachers with 5 years of teaching
experience

Holders of Higher Technical Diploma from various techni-
cal universities

Objective(s) To train technical and v -ational teachers in various fields of
specialization

Method Lectures, seminars and practical training in industries

Durati on 2 years

2
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Other Information

This project is organized by Ministry of Education supported by BGI (Brasseries &
Glaciere de l'Indochine, a pfivate institution and SNA (Socijtd Nationale d'Assura;:ce) a semi-
government institution. The government provides the building, personnel and funds for the
operational costs. while BG1 and SNA provide the equipment for the project. The project is
located in the middle of Phnom Penh near the industfies of the city.

After the tr
junior high schools.

g the majonty of graduates become ten he of technical counes in

The project started m 1973 with 60 participan s.

TRAINING CENTRE OF THE CAMBODIA ELECTRICITY COMPANY

Project Leader/Informant

Programme

General Information

Clientele

Meas Mercredi,
Chef de Service P6dagogdque,
C.F.P,P. Electricit du Cambodw.
B.P. 45, Phnom Penh,
Khmer Republic.

Trning of skilled workers in electromechanics

I) Workers of the Company

2) Students with lower secondary school qualifications

Objective(s) : To provide the company with sIalled employees

Method : Theoretical & practical instruction

Duration : On-going; course lasts approximately :1 months ayOctober;
NovemberApril)

Other Information

This project was established for the benefit and interest of the Cambodia Electricity
Company and the Khmer Republic. The Company set up the training centre to create its own
Pool of skilled electrcrmechanicA workers. The project is independent of state control and is
organized in collaboration with experts from the Electricity Board of France.

Initially" the centre was located in the compound of the ."DirectionGenerale" in
Phnom Penh. It was later transferred to larger quarters at Tuk Thla.

The centre trained 74 participan s and.86 in 1972 and 1973 respectively. The Com-
pany pays a small allowance to the trainees during the period of training.

THE TRAINUNG OF SKILLED WORKERS AND APPRENTICES

Project Leader/Informant Mr. Prom Lay,
Centre d'Apprentissage Professionnel,

2 2
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35 Vithei Chuan Nath, Phnom Penh,
Khmer Republic.

Programme : Extension of Technical/Vocational Training

eral infonnation

Clientele : Primary and secondary school drop-outs

To provide basic vOcational and technical training in different

trades
Objective (s)

Method.

Duration

Other Information

Practical training

: 8 months
fi

This is a government project organized by the Directorate of Vocational Studies,

Universite Populaire. There are two ldnds of Programmes involved in this project, namely

Apprentice Training (CM) and Vocational Training CEP).

The number of trainees was 242 in 1972 and 289 in 1973. Thirty-five percent of the

trainees receive allowances from the government while undergoing training. After the final

examination, the successful trnees are awarded certificates.

UNDP/TA. 119-2C-2-1
KMR 70/006KMR 68/003

Project Leader/Informant :

Programme

General Info

Clientele

Objeclive(s)

Method

Duration

ion

Other InformatIon

Mr. Touch Puyeto, Director, ,

Centre de Formation des Ca dr,s
fAccroissement de la Froductivi:.L_
Ph.nom Penh (Training Centre fo, 1', dr:at Lew', echnicians)

: Rural and ladustrial Vocatiomf.

: Adults and youths

: To provide vocational training for ,young people ac

: Theoretical arn.1 practical instruction

: The project was introduced in 1963
1,200 hours of instruction per year.

appro%,..ma ly

Ttds is a -government project organized by Minisny of Labour supported by United
Nations Development Programme (IMP). The courses in vocational/technical education cover

general mechanics, auto mechanics,- agricultural mechanics, electricity and electrmechanics.

The staff of the project comprises of five foreign. e rts and some instructors

recniited locally.
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The project started in 1963. The number of participants in 1973 was 157. Some of the
participants received monthly allowance from the government_

LAOS

ACRICUITURAI St_ 174.17.1

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Boun Nong Sipha,
Apicultural Development Organization Manager,
Agricultural Development Organization (ADO),
Vientiane, Laos.

. Programme : Credit and Marketing Organiza ion

General Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Method

Duration

Other Irr{ormation

: ADO staff and farmers

To increase crop production by
(a) using better seeds,
(b) using agricultural chemicals such as fertilizers and inseeticid-

es, and
(c) providing services and cre(lt.

Staff trining and farmer extension

: On-going

This project is a joint venture between the Royal Lao Government and the USAID
to promote agricultura development by means of providing agricultural chemicals, seeds,
animal feed, and form tools on credit to farmers. ADO is the only agency in Laos winch deals
with agricultural inputs and prorides production credit in kind (sometimes, in cash) to farmers,

Training for the project personnel and other interested persons is available at the
training branch in the central office in Vientiane. About 69 participants attended the training
(a month duration) since 1971; the training can be made available to about SO to 100 partici-
pants each time if funds, facilities, personnel, etc., are available.

Farmer extension on agricultural supply is country-wide.

Note: The ADO was replaced in 1974 by the Rice Office to which t1 e government has given
500,000000 kips for use.

FOOD PRODUCTION

Project Leader/Infomiant : Mr. Oroth Chounlamountry,
Director of Hatdokkeo Pilot Project,
Direction de PAgficulturv,
Vientiane, Lao.



Programme = Food Production Programme

General Information

Clientele Extension agents and research technicians, rural affairs agents,
fundamental educators and fanner leaders.

Objective(s ) To increase food production by training and extension.

Meth od Training of technicians and farmer extension

Duration : Training: 3 months, farmer extension: continuing

Other Information

The training course is for agricultural extension workers in irfigated crop production
and for those who are going to train other_people in the skills and techniques of crop pruduc,
tion, The course involves subjects in agriculture such as: agronomy, crop science, crop pro-

tection, sc,il science, cooperation, credit and marketing, and sockr-econon-dcs. Training facilities

include ch.ssrooms, dormitoq, kitchen, and the experimental farm.

About 150 trainees attended the course in 1971 and 1972; training for 120 partici-

pants were available last year.

FUNCTIONAL LITERACY PROGRAMME FOR FARMERS IN THE PLAIN OF VIENTIANE

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Bounthong Vixaysak,
, Director of Primary and Adult Education,

Ministry of Education,
,

Vientiane, Laos.

Functional Literacy ProgrammeProgramme

Generai Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Meth od

Illiterate farmers in the Plain of Vientiane

To teach reading and writing in order to enable them to improve
agricultural techniques and their living conditions

: Group discussion

Duration : Course is run eight months each year.

Other Lnformation

The project was begun in 1970 and will be completed in 1975 (in the Vientiane Plain).
It is operating in 65 villages (71 classes) of the Vientiane Plain, seven villages (seven classes) in
the Houei Sai Province; and in thirty villages (thirty classes) in Phone Hong and Ban Keune
ReOuns. The project is organized by the Directorate of Primary and Adult Education in colla-
bonition with the Ministry of Rural Aft-aim and sub-Directorate of Agricultural Extension.
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NATIONAL CENTRE FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT OF HAN AMONE

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Oui Khorinkham,
Director of the Centre for Rural Development,
Ministry of Rural Affairs,
Vientiane, Laos._

: National Economic Development PlanProgi.anm

General Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Method

Duration

Other kiformation

:

Males and females selected by the provincial administration

1) To produce a pool of labour force orientated towards
professional tasks

2) To raise the living standards-of the rural people

Two Idndsone lasting two months and
months

other lasting five

_ Tilts Training Centre- has been operating since 1967 among others which are outside
the framework of the mational development plan. It receives assistance from USAID and
JOCV. The aim of the Centre is to create diversified skills among the rural people. The partici-
pants of the centre can be any person regarrliess of their sex and social status.

There are two kinds of programmes, lasting two months and five months respectively.
Syb ects taught in the centre are carpentry, rattan work, metal work, welding, and sericulture.
Needle work, hair dressing and weaving will be introduced within five years.

The training centre is located in Ban 15. ione, an abandoned refugee resettlement village

RICE PRODUCTION

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Oroth Chounlamountry,
Director of Hatdokkeo Pilot Project,
Direction de l'Agriculture,
Vientiane, Laos.

Progamme : Rice Production

General Information

Clientele : Agricultural agents (technicians) who worked in a rice program-
me; trainees train selected farmers.

Ob- ctive(s) : To.meet self-sufficiency in rice; to have well-tram d people; an
o-provide better seeds.

Method Residential trMning; farmer odension.

Duration : 6 months
233
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Other Lnformation

This is a 6-month training course at the Salakham Rice Experinient. station to train

rice technicians and specialists in rice seed technoloff, including rice cultivation, field inspec-

tion, seed testing, and seed certification.

It is expected that the trained personnel could help popularize the planting of new

HYV rice seeds and that there will be substantial increase in the rice production of the country.

Assisted by USAID, the project has already trained about 50 technicians in 1971.and

1972. If funds, facilities, personrel, etc. -are available, the project cart accommodate about

200 to 300 trainees in a year.

USAIU LOCAL TRAINING CENTRE

Project Leader/Informant : Dayton L. Maxwell,
American Embassy,
USAID.- Vientiane, Law.

Programme : Human Resource Devel opment

General Information

Clientele USAID local employees and Lao government employees in the

2040 age group, (A high percentage of ethnic minorities is

included.)

Objective : To train local employees of USAID mission and government
employees in technical and administrative skills.

Method Workshop, seminars and practical exercises

Duration full-tirne,3=6 months for field and pre.service employees

full-time 5-8 days seminars for supervisory programmes

Other-Information

half-day 1-2 year programmes for advanced accounting
and administrative courses

The project has been set up primarily 4,Trrieet the needs of the USAID mission
which expanded its staff from 160 in 1965 to about 4,890 at the present.

To overcome the shortage of suitably qualified and skilled local t chnicians, clerical

and administrative personnel, USAID uses its training centre in Vientiane to teach at basic,

level, subjects ranging from English shorthand & typing, plumbing and driving and at the ad-

vanced level, subjects such as English writing, business English, accounting and supervisory

management. etc.

The project forms a part of USAID policy to train Laotian personnel in sufficient

numbers to enable it to reduce the large number of foreign nationals (about 500) who have

been recruited to fill in jobs requiring s:alls unavailable in the local labour market.
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The project also trains Laotian government officials in the same technical and ad-
ative- skills as part of the vadous USAID technical assistance programme.

The project commenced in 1965. In 1972 there were 1350 participants while in 1973
the.number fell to 1175. This is so because more and more of the staff requirements have been
satisfied. There are plans to gradually phase down the project from its present level.

It is possible_that there are secondary benefits accruing from this project.

YLALAYSIA

BASIC LITERACY CLA

Project Leader/lnforrh

Programme

General hiformatior

Clientele

Mr. Abdul Sarnad b. A. Rahman,
Community Development Officer,
MMA Building, 4th Floor, Jalan Pahang,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

: Eradication of Illiteracy

Illiterate adults in villages, especially women

Objective : To enable tile participants to read and write the
language in the Romanized script.

Method : Classroom Work with student participation

Duration

Other Information

: Approximately three years (January 1972October 1974)

Informal classes are held three times a week in the evenings to teach village adults
wilo are not familiar with the Rornanized script to read and write in that script. This enable
them to receive information and news from written mass media, which Use the Romanized
script. Classes are conducted in easily accessible community centres. Since the project is ex-
pected to end in October 1974, not many more people will be served by this project, which is

organized by the Ministry of Rural Development. It is a basic literacy course involving

the 3R's only.

IN-LAND FISHERIES TRAINING CENTRE

Project. Leader/Informan Mr Lou Su Ji,
Fishery Officer (Extension of Freshwa er Fisheries
Fishery Division (I-leadquarters),
Jalan Swettenhatn,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Proganmie Freshwater Fish Culture Development

OF,
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General Information

Clientele

Objectiir

Method

Duration

Other Information

Mainly farmers who operate fish-ponds as part of a mixed farm-
ing operation; settlers in Felda schemes; members of youth land
schemes; trzinees mostly have Malay Standwd 6.

: To increase, fish production by improving the skills and know-

ledge in fish culture.

: ResidentiO training coin=

: 3 weeks

The training course consists of lectures and practical sessions an all aspects of fish
culture inclucling pond construction and maintenance, pond management,breeding techniques.

It also includes films on Fish cultirie and outside visits to commercially-run fish ponds.

This COUr3e is intended to assist farmers in increasing their fishfry production to meet

shortages as well as to increase the fish yields of -I id fish pends.

There are II courses per yea -and each course caters for 20 trainees from!ill over

Peninsular Malayda, selected from those who are operating fh pat.& or who intend to start

fish cidture,

The training course is run by the Freshwater Fisheries Extension Section, Fisheries
Division in the In-land Fisheries Training Centre, Bt. Tinggi, Palang. The Centre ho a donni-
tory, dining-hall, classroom, lounge and recreation facilities. Transport to and from the .Centre

IS arranged for the trainees.

This project also includes fisherY extension to small holders fishpond owners.

VOCATIONAY INSTITUTE

Project Leader/lnformai

Fr ogramme

General hiforrnation

Clientele

Objective(s)

Abdul Shukor Mohamed,
Chief Development Officer,
MARA Headquarters,
23'2, Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

: Vocational Training

: Burraputras (indigenous people) who have had a minimum
nine yews education and are interested in becorring skilled
workers.

: To impart skills to Bumiputra Youths to enable them to operate
and service machinery and tods relevant to their future vocallons

2 3
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Method

auration

: Theoretical and practical instruction; on-the job-training.

: On-going

Other Inf ormati

The project started in 1970. It is a quasi government institute assisted by Japan aver-

seas Volunteers, German Volunteer Seryice, Amedcan Peace Corps Volunteers and British

OVerseas Development Agency.

The number of its participants was 69-both in 1972 and 1973. The number increased

to 200 with the establishment of the project in permanent quarters in 1974.

PADI MECHANUATION TRAINING

Project Leader/Informant : Abu Bakal bin Mahmad,
Direttor, Agxicultural Education,
Deputment of Agriculture,
Swettenharn Road,
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.

Programme Extension Programmes for Farmers and Youth

General Informa ion

Clientele : 1n-service extension staff; farmers and youth; students

Objective (s) : To develop proficiency in padi mechanization

Method : Shop training

Duration : 3edays; 242 contact hrs.

Other Information

Pis is a joint project between the Government of Malaysia and Government of Japan
for promoting double cropping in padi areas by mechanization. The training course is intend-

ed to up-grade the skills of eictension technicianris well as suitable farmers and other clientele.

The project is conducted at the Padi Mechanization Trainffig Centre at Bumbong, Lima.

The trainees-are recruited for practical residential courses at the Centre. Facilities provide ac-
commodation, board and lodging, workshop, field practice, and transportation for stu -tours.

About 630 trainees completed the course in 1971 -_ d 1972. The Centre can h die

arnees each time.

Subjects such as internal cambustion engines, use of foo6 and adjusting equipment,
operation and maMtenance of power tillers, methods and techniques of soil_ preparation,
trouble shooting are taught. A systematic evaluation is conducted for evety course.
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TRAINING FOR FARMERS IN POULTRY HUSBANDRY

Project Leader/Informant : n.a.,
Pengarah Latihan Pembangunari Tarnakan,
Jabatan Perkhidmatan Haiwan Malaysia,
Ibu Jabatan Haman, Kuala Lumpur,
Kernenterian Pertanian & Pefikanan,
Kuala Lumpur, Malayaia.

Programme : Rakyat Training Centre

Generral inforrnation

Clientele : Farmers and youths from various youth clubs; minUnum grade
qualification is Standard Six, mwdmum is Form Five, e.g., stu-
dents who are normally waiting for School Certificate results.

Objective(s) : To increase the productivity and development of the livestock
industry of the country.
To train rakyat' especiOly those who am from the rural areas in
the use of mcrdern technology on poultry husbandry.

Method Resident training. The project &wets both theoretical and practi-
cal aspects of poultry husbandry and management. The theoreti-
cal part is taught from a syllabus hand-in-hand with practical
training. Each trainee is given 50 day-old chicks to rear- from the
time he arrives at the project centre -till the end of the course.
The trainee is also expected to _look after gowers and layers, --
incluIng practical training in vaccination, medication, and other
disease/pest prevention and control practices In poultry. Instruc-,
tion is in BAasa Malaysia:

Duration 42 days; the project began in 1967; on-going.

Other Information

The project is intended to equip the rural people with knowledge on poultrf husbandry.
The participants are selected from all ozer West Malaysia and undergo the six-week course
conducted in Selangor where they have the opponunity to visit advanced commercial poultry

hatcheries and farms.

The project was undertaken to raise the standard of. living of the, rural people to ap-
proach that of the urban dwellers, to lessen the acute shortage ofanimal protein in the people's

diet, and to help combat the ill-effects of inflation.

The trainees normally stay in the project centre which has board and lodging, re-
creation facilities, etc. About 665 par 'cipants attended the course from 1971 to 1973.



TRAINING OF YOUTH AS SUGAR PLANTATION AND FACTORY WORKERS

Project Leader/Informwn : M. Subhi B.M. Sayuti,
Youth Training Centre,
Dusun Tua, Ulu Langat,
Salangor, Malaysia.

Pro : Training of Youth (in the state of Perlis) as Sugar PlantatIon &
Factory Workers.

General Inform ion

Clientele : Unemployed Youths in the State of Perlis
Objective(s) : To prepare unemployed youths for eventu'al employment in the

two Sugar Cmie Corporations in Perlis.

Method Lectu17-, discussion, visits and community work.

Duration : -110 training hours.

Other Information

Tins is a short project which lasted approximately two weks (15/12/73-30/12/73).
It was organized by the Ministry of Youth, Sports and Culture to train unemployed youths in
the State of Perlis for employment by the two sUgarcane corporations operating in the state, and
which were facing clifficultes in staffing their factofies and plantations.

The klinistry of Apiculture, the Public Seniqes Commission, the Nilnistry of Labour,
Department of Information and the Police Departrnent cooperated with the organizers of this
project.

One hundred and ninety-three youths par icipated in the course.

PHILIPPINES

ADULT LITERAFY CLASS

Project Leader/Informant Miss Jean Shand,
Summer Institute of Linguistics,
Box 1270, ridanila,
Pfulippines

Programme : Summer Institute of Linguistics

General Information

Clientele Minofity somMunities not yet assimilated the national language
and culture

Objective(s) : To' help minority cominunities read and write using tie national
language.
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Method

Durati on

Other Information

: Classroom and practical work

: Summer institute of Linguistics begaii
to end in 1980.

956. Project expected

This project is orgakized by the Summcr Institute of Linguistics toenable participants

to read fluently in the natimal language. Civics, family life education, hedth and sanitation,
agriculture are among the subjects taught as well . Schools, churches tuvicommunity buildings

are used for these projects. Mart projects coincide with the school year, and sessions are held
for one hour a day, five days a week, with two cycles a year. About 200 literate are produced
every year.

AUTOMOTIVE APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING

Project Leader/Informant Mr. Jose S. Carillo,
Training Manager,
Mercedes-Benz Commercial Motor Corpora
Technical Training Centre,
Pasig, Rizat,
Dhilippines.

: Apprenticeship in various trades

General Infonnation

Clientele

Objective(s) : To prepare trained personnel with highly technica
MercedesBenz prqducts.

Method : Lecture, demonstration and on-the-job training.

trotation SO weeks

Other hiformation

The project operates a comprehensive apprenticeship course known as "Automotive
Apprentice Training Scheme" which equips the trainees with specialfted and highly technical

mand in.the motor industries. Graduates from this course are expected to be able to

trans er their know how to other fields.

Thiee agencies are involved in this project. Theli contribution Is as follows:

1. Daimler Benz A.G. Germany
2 GerrnDeveionient Aid
3. Commercial Motors Corp.

project.

Training Models & Instructiorad materials
Financial support
Builcling, Equipment & Pers nel

The training centre has been in operation since September 3 1973 and is going

2 4 0
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CLOTHING SHOPS (FAHF)

Project _eader/Infannant Mr. Pedro L. Esteban, Chief,
Agricultural Education Division,
Bureau of Vocational. Education,
ArrocerosStreet, Manila,
Philippines.

Programme Agricultural Leadership Training

General Information

Clientele Girls of 13-18 years old

Objective(s) : 1) To develop manipulative, and managerial skills of girls
speciaiizin in clothing:

2) To develop the initiative of Oils in supplementing family
income through sewing.

Method : Demonstration and practical instruction

Duration : Ten months

Other Information

This project is a business related to specialization courses in clothing offered by the
school. MI the 'Orls (in the third and fourth year at secondary school) specializing in clothing
are involved in the project which helps them set up a -shop Nvi t hin the school compound or `-
within WallOng distance of the school.,

:The shop is run by the girls with the aid of a teacher and a manager who is a graduate
of the sehool. It prmrides ample opportunities for the girls to apply their basic knowledge of
clotidng and -which ultirnately will aid them in setting up their own dress shops or in getting
employment in established shops.

This project is administered by the Bureau of Vocational Education which provides
the teachers, facilities and equipment. It is financed by a revolAng fund. This project was
started in 1968 and by 1972, there.were 180 participants.

COURSES FOR BOYS' TRADES, GIRLS VOCATIONAL AND BUSINESS EDUCATION

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Pedro IL Abon,
Assistant Principal, Boys' Trades Depart ent,
Eulogio "Amang" Rodriguez,
Institute of Science & Technolow,
Philippines.

Programme. : The 4pecia1 two-yeas and one-year shod unit vocat onM secoci
curriculum for non-form0 day school.
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General haforrnation

_

Clientele

Objectiv-

Method

Duration

Other Information

School drop-outs of 16 years and above, unemployed adults,

housewives -and. domestic helpers.

: To provide pre-service training for job -seekers wishing to gain

employment in a trade, industry or business.

Lectures, demonstrations and individualized instmction.

One year for the vocational courses; two years for the technical

courses.

This project is financed by the government of the City of Manila. The schools and

private industrial organizations are also involved. Tuition is free. Courses are conducted 5 houm

a day, 5 days a week. A proficiency certificate is issued upon completion. of ispecific course.

The project serves prople who are Mainly from the low income group. Some are school

drop-outs who have little interest in acadeniic subjects; some are adults (especially housewives)

who wish to augment family income by acquiring self-employment rt is worthwl-dle to note

that it even serves unemployed college graduates.

1973, there were 1070 students enrolled.

DRESSMAKING AND TAILORENG

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Ricardo M. Ornedo,
Home Industnes Training Supervisor,
Bataan National School for Filipino Craftsmen,

Orani, Bataan, Philippines.

Progranr-ie = Skill Training in Horne industries

General hiformation

Clientele : Out-of-School Youths and Adults

Objective(s) : To provide opportunity to trainees to acquire sewing skills for

either self-employment or employment elsewhere

Mothod : Practica instmction

DUration : Four to five months

-Other F-' -mation

Us project is an extension class of the Bataan National School Tor Filippino Crafts-

men.

Its pfimary role is to help t e people to improve their lives by being able to augment

the family income either through dressmaking or,tailoring MUM. This project employs special

crafts instructors to teach the principle: and, fundamentals of dressmaking and tailoring.
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There arc vanous similar projects in the different municipalities of Batsan. Ver

often they are set up at the request of the m!nicipa1 mayor or the barrio captain.

The project started operations in 1971.

EVENING OPPORTUNITY CLASSES'

Project Leader/Informant : MI. Robinson N. Ylagan,
Superintendent,
Marildna School of A ts and Trades,
Marikina, Rizal,
Philippktes,

Pro'amme Evening Opponunity (Vocation1 Courses ) Classes

General Info

Clientele

\ Objectiv

Method

Duration

Other thformation

: Unp,mployed adults, out-of-school Youths,employees who wish to
change trades, employees whomish to widen their horizons.

: To provide opportunities for unemployed adults and out-of-
school youths to acquire employable skills needed in 41-te industries.

: Lectures', demonstrations, production and exercises.

Minimum attendance of 270 hours in one semester.

The evening opportunity classes are short-unit vpcationA courses ranging from one to

four semesters, depending on the na_ture and cdmplexity of the subject involved. The project
'conducted in the Marikina School of Arts and Trades. These evening classes utilize the'

texisting tools, mactfines, 'equipment and other training facilities- used by the regular day
classes. These evening classes are financed jointly by the government and the parlicipants, with

- an approximate contribution of 10% ofrthe costs by the former and 90% by the latter.

EVENING PROGRAMME FOR BOYS AND GMLS

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Hilario G. Nudas
President,
Eulogio "Amang" Rodrigu z Institute of Science 4 Technology,
Nagtahan,
Philippines.

Programme : Opportunity/Vocational Classes

General Information

Clientele : Out-of-school youths (of 16 years and above) and adults.

To provide pre-service training in the trade, industrial or busine
occupations and to provide extension courses for the upgrading
of existing skills of the students.



Method

Duration

Other Informr. ion

: Lectures, derrthnstration an

: One year.

actical work

This prolect is an extension plogramine of the Eu loujo "Amalie Rodriguez Institute
of Science and Technology in Manila. It is under the jurisdiction of the government of the City
of Manila. All courses are comiuctec: f,ec of charge.

This project aims to
addition to serving employed w
to have a change of occu'patiou:,

met ii:e needs of schdol dropouts and youthful job-seekeis in

There are twelve coil:se-,
etc. for boys; dressmaking, cosn:.

qheir own materials for instructi..
staffing, i.e. in the absence of qua'

.recruited to do the teaclung.

4-lo wish either to upgrade their skills Ind knowledge or, _ _ _

S.

(prim.:3g. diesel rnechaeics, industrial electricity,
jog, secretarial skills etc. l'or girls). The students provide

A. .An inerestig feature of thi project is its flexibility in
fov certain courses, men from the industries are

The projcct wa. first
1972 md 1070.in 1973.

EVENING PROGRAMME ON'SICILL

Pr Oct Leader/Informan

Programme

General Info ion
-

Clientele 1) Erfibloyed workers wishing to upgrade their ey.isting skills
2) Unemployed youths arid adults

Objecrive(s) To accelerate skill training and' devel'oPment through non-formal
vocationo education programme.

in 1946. The number of participants was 1248 in

NUNIG

Mr. Florencio olinar,
Chie f,
Trade and Industrial EdUcatiOn Division,
Bureau of Vocational Education,
,Department of Education and Culture,
Arroceros Stfeet, Manila,
Philippines.

: Evening Opportunity Vocational Courses

Method.

Duration Two years, on-going.

Practical instruction including lectures and demonstrations

Other Information

This project&ffers courses which are so designed that they can be completed within
two years. Each course is- divided into blocks which consist of the teaching of cluster skills

witch ultimately fits the learner. ,for specific operation in an occupation. Facilities and in- .
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'3tructors in the day asses are utilized for the evening opporturdty classes.

Th_k project meets an urgent need especially in urban communities where -changes in
occupational skills (as A result of technological advancement) have made it necessark'to retrain
workers. This project is conducted at the Cebu School of Arts and Trades in Cebu City which
is the commercial, trade and industrial centre in Somthern Phdlippines. It is a joint effort
between the mentioned 'school aid the Bureau of Vocational Education, Manila. The former
provides iia own budget, training facdities and staff while the latter provides administrative sup-

,
port..

EXTENSION TRAINING IN SEWING

Project Leader/Info-

Progamme

General Infomiation

Clientele

Objective(s)

Method

Duration

Other-Info ion

: Mr. Nestorio T. Bago,
Home Industries Training Supervisor,
Merida School of Home kidustries;
Merida, Leyte, Philippines.

: SIdll Training in Home IndOstries

: Out-of-school youths. emplo)'àble adults, housernaids and ho
b oys

I) To develop a pool of young technicians or skilled workers
in s g industries.

2) T provide,sewing practice preparatoiy to factoiy system

Theoretic I instruction and practical work

Twentyveeks.

This project provides courses in the fundamentals and pnriciples of dressmaking and
tailoring."Most of the personnel employed as Special Craft Instructors are qualified people
.who havg had specialized training in dressmaking or tailoring.

This .project is rine he many which are conducted in the neighbouring towns and
big bathos of Merida.

It is reported that the clientele of the project do receive higher wages and have better
chances of promotion after having successfully completed the course.

, FUTURE FARMERS OF THE PHILWPINES YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROG E (FFP)

Project Leader/Inform Mr. Jose S. Mendoza,
Vocational Education 'Supervisor,
cio Bureau of Vocational Education,
Airoceros Street, Manila,
Philippines.
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Program

General Information

: Agricultural rship Training

Clientele : Students of Vocational Agriculture; out-of-school youth

Objective(s) : To develop leadership among the youi'd members by untiertaldng

supervised farming progammes.

ln-school extra-curricular activitiesMethod

Duration

Other Information

Continuing

The project is an extension of school instruction to practical farming situations in the

community. This project is undertaken in all agricultural schools,

All 13oys enrolled in agricuatiral schools are members of the organization (FFP). Each

school has a chapter which is composed of sub-chapters represented by each 'curricular year
Each chapter formulates its own progamme of .work for one year to be implemented by the

members. The programme of work covers the following areas: supervised faiming, conduct of

meetings, scholarship, recreation, public-relations, and information. Pedodic evaluations of all

activi es are undertaken. The organization has a membership of 20,029 and 18,820 in 1971 and

1972 respectively.

INCREASED RICE PRODUCTION THROUGH THE
INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH (ACTION RESEARCH)

Project Leader/informant Dr, Pelagio S. Fajardo,
Assistant Prolusor,
Department -of Agricultural Education,
College of Agriculture, UPLB,
College, Laguna,
Philippines.

Programme SEARCA-UPCA Social Laboratory Training Programme

Genei-al Information

Clientele

Objective

Method

Du rail On

Other Information

Villagdfarniers in the Social Laboratory

To teach the farmers how to increase dce production from 50 lo
100 cavans (44 kgs/cavan) per hectare through the institutional
approach,

Training and farmer extension via farm s' associations

: On -goi ng

This project k designed to teaclic. rnwrs to increase rice production by iristitutinnai
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niers' associations. It is throuOi these associations that technical guidance is
piovided to the farmers, along with the complementary inputs such as HYV rice seeds,
fertilizers, pesticides, power tillers, etc., obtainable from the cooperating rural banks. The,
reseaich aspect of this project is the documentation of the interaction process among the
village technician (extension agent), farmer association officials, individual farmers, and
teprem.,itatives of institutions which have been cooperating in the project.

The site of the project is in villages of Pi la, Lapana; which is about 30 minutes drive
from the campus of the University of the Philippines at Lo6 Banos,

MANPOWER TRAINING FOR plE MANUFACTURE OF SINA AY CLOTH

Project Lead Informant Mrs, Basilisa L. Astronorno,
Roxas.City School for Philippines Craftsmen
Lmtugan Old Airport,
Roxas City. Philippines.

Programme Skill Training in Horne Industries.

(eneral Information

Clititcle Secondary students of the school, and out-of-school youth.

Nle d

Du ration

Other Infi,ririatiori

1) To train participants in the proper care and maintenance
of Sinai-nay Cloth.

To teach the art of dyeing abaca cloth.

To teach simple maintenance in the operation of cottag t
industry.

Demonstration mid practical work

100 hours.

The project not only trains secondary students of the school but conducts classes
Saturday for school drop-outs. As the area in which the project operates abounds in

abaca ( which is the raw material for sinamay cloth), loom weaving of sinarnay is an important
source of family income or side income. The project teaches the students how to produce
sinamay which is widely used in die manufacture of exportorientated handicrafts such as
bags, placemats. wall decorations etc. It also teaches the fundamentals involved in setting up
a cottage industry.

The Crafts Education Demonstrators involved in the project are qualified personnel
from the !tome Industries Division and other institutions sponsored by the Bureau of Education.

This project has been in operation since 1972 and is an on-going project.

PROJECT VEOSFY (ACTION RESEARCH)

.ider/Inforinnit : Dr. Vicente A. Quiton,
Assistant Professor,

7
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rue

General Infonnati-

Clientele

Objec e

Meth id

Duration

Other Information

Department of Agricultural Education,
LIPLB, College, Laguna,

Agricultural Education for Rural Development.

: Out-of-school farm youth, age 12-25 years.

: To develop approaches to effective vocational education for
out-of-school youth (VEOSEY) programmes in agriculture.

Action research and training

On-going, tentatively set for 3 years.

This is an action-research project designed to develop and conduct a pilot vocational
training_programme for out-of-school farm youth in order to gain more understanding of the
out-of-school youth and his family, and to discover and develop effective approaches in training
these youths.

The pilot training programme includes training in agriculture rimary emphasis),
home making, handicrafts and related trades, and citizenship training. The training methods
include group instruction, instructional follow-up through home farm visits, supervised farming
and group projects.

The project is conducted at Barrio Pinagbayanan, Pila, Laguna, a village which is
about 30 minutes drive from the University of the Philippines at Los Banos. This is a joint
programme between the UNICEF and the UP c,ollege of Agriculture.

The project, begun in 1972, serves 60 out-of-school farm youth.

RAISING VEGETABLES, FIELD CROPS, FRUITS,
POULTRY AND SWINE, OTHER LIVESTOCK, AND FISH

Project Leader/Informant Mr. Andres B. Fernandez
Supervising Education Specialist 1,

, Bureau of Vocational Education,
Department of Education and Culture,
Manila, Philippines.

Programme Green Revolution

General Infonnation

Clientele : School pupils, students and members of their families

Objective(s) To develop self-sufficiency in food, improved nutrition, and the
right attitudes towards work; to develop incentives to make the

Green Revoluthm a way of life among Filippinos.

i '13
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Method

Duration

Other Infor ation

In-school pro _mme

Continuing

This proje_ is a food product on campaign which involves all schools, colleges, and

univers. ties in vegetable gardening, field crops and fruit production, raising of poultry and
swine, other livestock, and fish. This activity is expected to develop interest and right attitudes
of the youth towards work, while incre'asing food production and improving the nutrition of
the people.

The gardens and animal pens are conducted in the home lots and in the school com-
pound. More than nine titilli participants were involved in the project in 1972.

SALAM (SPECIAL ACTION FOR LITERACY ADVANCEMENT OF MUSLIMS)

Project Leader/lnfor ant Mr. Carlos B. Olano
Chief, Literacy Section,
BPS-DACE Bureau of Public Schools,
Manila

Programme Adult Literacy for Muslims

General Infonnation

Clientele

Objectiv

Muslim population of the four ethnic woups, namely: Mv
danao, Maranaw, Tausug, arid Samal.

To make functionally literate 35,000 to 85,000 illiterate Muslim
adults within the age-group of 15 to 35 years old every school
year.

Method Organized and quarterly classes

Duration Year-round integral project of the public school

Other Information

Conformably. to Executive Memorandum No. 57, dated April 5, 1973, the SALAM
Project was launched when a seminar for the training of tra,ners from thirteen Muslim school
divisions and cities in Mindanao was conducted at the INiLndanao State University in Marawi City

On May 14, 1973. Thirty-one delegates from Cotabato I, Cotabato 2, Cotabato 3, South
Cotahato, Lanao del Sur 1, Lanao del Sur 2, Lanao del Norte, Sulu 1, Sulu 2, Zamboanga del
Sur, Basilan Cny, M=!rawi City, and Pagadian City, participated in the said seniinar. This seminar
was followed by a seHes of division echo seminars which were conducted in each of the partici-
pating school divisions for the training of SALAM teachers to teach SALAM classes_ A total of
1,017 Muslim teachers and lay leaders were trained and equipped with knowledges and skills
in funCtional literacy teaching in fodr languagesMapindanao, Maranaw, Sinama, Tausug--
with the use of the Arabic script. These trained teachers, who are paid a monthly honorarium
of sixty pesos (r60.00) each, are to hold and have been holding quarterly classes in functional
literacy education for Muslim illiterate adults, 15 years old and over, with first priority on the
15-35 years old group,
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The SALAM project was launched as a means of inforniing the seemingly troubled

Muslim population regurding governmental programmes, policies and decisions in the New

Society. It uses two apprwches, as of the present, namely: the functional literacy programme
lot adults, :Is nas so far beet. described herein: and the second approach or progamme is the

tLce of the Arabic language in Grades 1 and 11 in the formal education of the public schools. This
second approaJt or programme which started on August 9, 1973, is in compliance with Depart-

mcmii 25, s. 1073. hi the said order. grade.s I and TI teachers who know Arabic are
asked to teach Arabic as a language subject to their classes until such time as it can be used as

inedium of instruction in the said grades as envisioned by law. Under this programme. grades

and II teachers who cannot teach Arabic are Oven off-school-hour opportunity to learn the

language under the instruction of Ustads and Olamahs who arc hired by the Bureau to conduct

evening or Saturday clas.,es on the subject for t1)o6e teachers,

SELECTIVE FOOD PRODUCTION PROJECTS

Project 1 eaderilnionnant Mr. Manuel T. Manuel,
General Education Supervisor 11.
Plnlippine Applied Nutrition Programme,
Bureau of Public School,
Arroccros Street,
Manila, Philippines.

Prol,ramme : Philippine Applied Nutrition-Programme

General Inform

Clientele Teachers, pupils, and people in the schools and community

Ohjective(s) To strengthen teacher competence in teaching selective food
production and to increase production of nutritions food in
schools and in !tonics,

Method

Duration

er Information

On-the-job training, lectures and field vis

On-going since 1964

The- iiccurrences of malnutrition and Lir ler production ol food in the country are
important considerations in undertaking this project of which main objective is to produce an
adetmate food supply in the homes of school pupils,

The project is mainly conducted in schools since nic6t of the people involved are
teachers mid their pupils. However, home projects are part of the school activities. In 1972,
about 260,400 trainees participated .in the project, The UNICEF, FAO, UNESCO and die Go-
vernment of the Philinpines provide experts and Funds to the project.

SEMINAR-CONFERENCE ON REVISED SECONDARY AGRICULTURE CURRICULUM

Project Leader/Informant Mr. Pedro L. Esteban,
Chief. Agricultutal vision

2-40
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Bureau of Vocational Education,
Arroceros St., Manila,
Philippines.

Programme Agricultural Dmdership Trai ing

General Information

Clientele : Agricultural school offi ials and teachers

Objective(s) ; To orientate school officials in the new secondary vocational
agriculture cuniculum, and to discuss ways of implementation.

Method : Seminar-conference

Duration : 16 contact hours.

Other Information

This project is intended to orientate and faMiliarize agricultural school officials and
teachers with the revised secondary vocational agriculture curriculum. The participants re
expected to know their respective roles and functions in regard to the effective implementation
of the. curriculum. Problems related to programming,-budgeting, scheduling, and personnel,
etc., are threshed out.

The seminar-conference involves the following aspects: the objectives and core of the
new programme, ways and means of implementation, and definition of the specific roles and
functions of each of the school constituent in the effective implementation of the curficulum.

In this particular case, the seminar-conference is oil d to spread informa ion quickly
for immediate action.

SHORT COURSE RICE PRODUCTION) FOR OUT-CF-SCHOOL YOUTH

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Manuel G. Dulnuan,
School Farming Co-ordinator,
Ifugao Agricultural and Technical
Nayon, Lamut,
Ifugao, Philippines.

Program e : Green Revolution

General Information

Clientele Out-of-School youth who are engawd in rice farming

Objective(s) : To teach new-rice technol to out-of-school youth who are
engaged in fice fan-ming

Method = Training and extension

Duration-- : On-going
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Other Information

Tho project involves the training of out-of-school youth in the new technolog includ-

ing farm managerial aspects of nce production. The training requires the student to cultivate at

least 1,000 sq. m. of rice land, 2 croppings-a year in the school !ann. The trainees get 75 per

corit of the crop as his share.
Trainees who conic from remote villages are housed in the school compound; those

who live near the school conduct their projects in their respective home farms. About 203

trainees participated in the project.

This project is conducted by the Bureau of Vocational Education and has received

technical assistance front the Presidential Arm of Community Development and other agencies.

SPECIAL TRADE CLASSES, PANGASINAN SCHOOL OF ARTS AND TRADES

Pwject Leader

Programme

Gneml Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Mr. Eortunato G. Ferrer
Principal,
Pangasinan School of Arts and Trades,
Lingayen, Pangasinan,
Philippines

Evening Opportunity (Vocational Courses ) Class s

Out-of-sch ul youths, the majority of whom, are high schoi
graduates

To develop the human resources with particular r ference

to manpower needs and active socW participation

To provide opportunity to the out-of-school citizens to

acquire employable industrial skills,

Met hod Lectures, demonstrationS and on-the-job training

Duration Two years, on-going

Other Information

This-project is an-extension of the regular programme of the Pangasinan School of

Arts and Trades. It follows what is often called "The two-year Special Trade Curriculum".

klthough the project uses the existing facilities of the school, the funds for its operational ex-

pen di tures are dedved entirely from the collection of tuition fees.

There is very close cooperation between die school and the auto and m_ al industries

in the area, with the latter providing opportunities for on-the-job training for the students.

Significantly, they very often absorb the participants as regular workers even before they graduate.

The programme is compartmentalized to allow short periods of specialized traiMng

thereby allowing students to come and go for upgrading. Courses offered are auto-diesel

mechanics, machine shop practice and radio mechanics. The teachers are usually member, of

the regular programme as well.
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SPECiALIST COURSE IN CROPPING SYSTEMf

Prtiject Leader I Mr. Manuel C. Palada.
Research Assistant and Training Co-ordin.
Cropping Systems, International Rice Resell= 1
College, Las Banos. Laguna,

Philippines.

Programme I R RI Ntultiple C ropping 1 raining. Progamim

General Information

Clientele

Obtective(s

Method

: Key personnel 'of agencies undertaking L.ropping systems research.
B.S. or Ir. degree required .

To up-dat e technical competence of specialists in the latest

advances in cropping systems resenrch

Specialist training

Duration 5 months, mst hegun

Other Information

This is a 5-month t raining course conducted Iv die International Rice Research

Insn i ute (I RR I ) for cropping systems rt.:search and extension specialists in Southeast Asian

countries..After completing the course, the participants are expected to ( I) identify and provide

for the cultural requirements of crops used in the cropping systems, (2) select crops suitable for

cropping syStems in given environmental conditions, and (3) design cropping patterns suited to

Oven locations.

At present there are six participants from Indonesia, two from Thailand, three front

the Philippines. one from Korea, and one from Israel. Twenty trainees are considered optimum

each time the course is offered.

SPECIALIZED VOCATIONAL SKILLS TRAINING IN HANDICRAFTS

Project Leader/Informan

Programme

General Information

Clientele

Mrs. Belen M. Samson,
Vocational Education Supervisor and Officerincharge,
School for Philippine Craftsmen,
Polanqui,

Skill Training in Home Industries-

I ) ,Out-of-schooryouths, unemployed adulth & laymen

Other professionals who wish to upgrade then skills

Farmers who want to augment their incomes,
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Ohjective(s) To incresc the income of the people in iliral areas in the
Bicol region

2) To utilize idle manpower in productive ventures

3) To create and revitalize income producing industries

4) To provide wholesome and profitable leisure time activiti-

Method Lectures, demonstration, group and individualized instruction.

Duration = Approximately two to four months

Other Information

The project is one of the many organized by the School for Philippine Craftsmen
Buicau of Public Schools to provide specialized vocational skills training in rural areas. It is
part of the Philippine government's efforts to promote rural development. It also aims to ex-
ploit the human and natural resources in rural areas for optimum utilization so that the urban-
rural drift can be minimized.

The project offers extension training courses in wood-bambdo crafts, coir and loco-
shell crafts, fibercrafts, loom weaving, ceramics and bmketry. Extension trning is conducted
in the different provinces of the Bicol region.

Such a project is usually introduced at the request of a cooperating agency. The
training site for the project remains the responsibility of the Requesting Agency.

TRALNING FOR RURAL WOMEN

Project Leader/Informant Prof. Fe A. Cagampang,
Assistant Professor,
College of Agriculture,
College, Laguna,

Progamme SEARCA Social Laboratory Rural Training Progsamme

General -Information

-Clientele

,Objective(s)

Mc thud

Rural women in the Social Laboratory villages; no schooling or age
specifications

To tr:dn rural women to aliment farm income and to improve
home and family life_

Training and home extension

Duration On-going, started in July, 1972 and cOmpletion is expected
a in 1975_

Other Information

The project trains rural women in many phases of home living and income-generating
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activities which utilize family labour .and other available resources in the home and farms.

Present training activities are in the following ai clothing construction, handicrafts, food

and nutrition.

About 56 farm housewives and unemployed rural women have been served by the
project since July 1972.

'The services of experts are provided by SEARCA, a SEAMEO Agriculture Project

Centre, and the University of the Philippines at Los Banos; financial assistance is received from
Philippines Business for Social Progress and the Australia Freedom from Hunger Campaign.

TRAINING OF SUPERVISED CREDIT TECHNICLANS FOR THE
RURAL BANKS AND THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK

Project Leider/lnforr

Pr °gramme

General Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Method : Residential training

Duration : One month

Other Information

: Dr Vicente U. Quitana,
Director and Professor,
Agricultural Credit an.c1 Cooperatives Institute,
UPLB, College, Laguna,
Philippines_

Supervised Crecilt Programme Throu e Rural BankirigSystem

: PrT ospective rural credit technicians of the Central Bank of the
Philippines and the Rural Banking System

: To prepare trainees to become effective farm credit technicians

This course is a prmenice training for newly recruited awiculturists who will be

hired by the rural banb participating in the supervised credit programme and. an in-service

training for personnel of the Philippine National Bank.

The course is conducted in the Agricultural Credit and Cooperatives Institute on the
campus ot. the University of thc Philippines at Los Banos. The training involves the- following
topics: an overview of the NFAC food production programme, land form, technical and pro-
duction aspects of different agncultural commodities, farm management principles, agricultural
and non-agricultUral cooperatives, extension principles arid methods, supervised credit, case
studies and practicums, etc., including an examination and other forms of evaluation. The
'Institute draws additional expertise from the univev-if v staff resources to teach the foregoing to-

pies .

The trainees stay most of the time in the Institute which has dormitory and library

facilities; the trainees have access to the university libraries, recreationM and cafeteria facilities.

The agency-sponsors of the trainees contribute to the cost of ihe training programme.
About 1,000 trainees liaVe completed,the comse since 1971.
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TRAINING PROJECT FOR OLDER RURAL YOUTH (ACTri EARCH)

Project Lead'er/Informant Miss Blanda R. Sumayao,
Instructor,
Department of Agricultural Education,
UPLB, College, Laguna E109,
Philippines.

Proaramrne Social Laboratory Rural Training Progra:- -e

General Information

Clientele Rural youth between 15-75 years old; completion of at le-_st
primary schooling.

Ob ctive(s) : To ansist the farm youth to get started and established in farming
to develop systematic vocational education programmes for farm
youth.

Method : Training and extension

Duration

Other Infonnation

: Onloing, 2 years for each batch of trainees.

The project is an action-research which develops two=year terminal training course for
out-of-school farm youth, with emphasis on mastery of technical skills and in the development
of managerial abilities..

The trainees are required fo spend a major portion of their time in well-planned home
projects to be carried out in two years under the close supeivision of the apiculture teacher.
Production loans (without collateral) are made available to finance the projects of the trnees.
The idea is to assist (unemployed/underemployed) farm youth,to get started and established in
farming while undergoing training.

The project serves 20 participants in Barrib Linga, Pila, Laguna, a village which is 30
minutes drive from SEARCA and the University of the Philippines at Los Banos, College of

'Agriculture, the co-sponsors of the action research.

VEGETABLE PRODUCTION

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Pedro L.Esteban,
Chief, Agricultural Education Division,
Bureau of Vccational Education,
Department of Education and Culture
Manila, Philippines.

Green RevolutionPr ogramine

General Information

Clien tele Members of FMIP, pHs enrolled in agricultural high schools
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Objectiv To increase vegetable production for the home and market

Method extra-curricular programme

Duration Continuing, 10 months each time

Other Information

This is an in-school project of Future Agicultural Homemakers of the Philippines

members, either as an individual project undertaken in the homes of members or as group

activity in the school. The advisers (teachers) of the FAIIP take charge of this project and give

the necessary assistance to the girls. All facilities of the school such as water, buildings, equip-

ment, etc. are available for this project.

Funds to 'finance the projec_ either conic f om the student or from loans obtainable

from the organization and from the rural banks,

le project in 197About 20,800 10-month mail-years were involve :n and 1972,

VEGETABLE SEED PRODUCTION

Project Leader/lnfon-nant Mr. Pedro L. Esteban,
Chief, Agricultural Education Division,
Brireau of Vocational Education,
Department of Education and Cul ure,
Manila, Philippines..

Programme Green Revolution

General Information

Clientele : Teachers of agriculture

Objective(s)

Method

: To up-grade techniCal competence of trainees in seed production;

establish seed centres, mid attain self-sufficiency in vegetable

seeds in sch ools,

Training

Duration :12 days; 96 e ontact hot! s

Other Information

This project involves the training of agficulture teachers to.up-grade their technical

competeAce in seed certification including handling, processing, testing, packaljng and storing

of seeds. The participants in the project are expected to produce vewtable seeds to alleviate

shortages in seed supply ?lot only in the school gardens but .,Aso among truck and commercial

vegetable gardens. This project is also expected to reduce seed importation from abroad.

In 1972 and 1973, 42 irainees participated in the project. Participating agencies were

the Bur au of Vocational Education, Bureau of Plant Industry, Bureau of AgricultUral Ex

tension, and CARE-Philippines.
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SINGAPORE

COMMERCIAL/VOCATIONAL CLASSES FOR WOMEN

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Fong Weng Kee
Assistant Director,
Adult Education Board,
126 Caimhill Road,
Singapore 9

1-'rogjamme : Commerciai/Vocational Classes for Women

General Information

Clientele

Ohjective(s)

Duration

Ot:-:e Information

: Young women who have completed their secondary educat-n

To train students to embark on commercial/vocational careers

One year

This project is jointly sponsored and operated by the Adult Education Board and the
Franciscan MiSsionaries of Mary at the Hai Sing Dewasd Institute.

The Institute conducts full-time courses for young women who have completed their
secondary education. These courses conducted in English and Chinese, include Account Clerk
Course, Advanced Accounts Course, School Certificate of Commercial Education Course,
Secretari0 and Advanced Secretarial Course and Dressmaldng/Tailoringourses.

This project started,operations in 1967. The number of participants was 654 in 1972
and 650 in 1973. Ninety-six -6ercent of the project budget comes from the participants and4%

from the government.

FARMERS PROJECT

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Woon Lin Ching,
Senior Primary Production Officer
Primary Production Department,
National Development Building,
5th Floor, Maxwell Road:
Singapore 2,
Republic of Singapore.

Programme : Extension SerViCe

General Information

Clientele : All farmers

Objective(s) To increase production and income of farmers

Method : Farmer extension

Duration : On-going
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Othe- formation

Thin is an extension project which serves tanners in the different areas of activities
such as intensive livestock production, intensive horticultural production, intensive fishery
producticqf.'

In additio:. to assisting the farmers, the extension agent also collects farm stattics,
'data on farm prices and other information needed in agricultural census and surveys. He is also
involved in farm licensing. Each extension agent serves as many as 600 farmers.

FISHERY TRAINING COURSE

Project Leader/Info _

Program me

General hiformation

Clientele

Objective(s)

Method

Duration

Other Information

: Mr. Ng Chee Kian,
Project Co-Manager of Fishery Training Centre,
Primary Production Department,
Fishery Trainhig Centre,
Changi Point, Singapore 17,
Republic of Singapore.

: Fishery Training Course

: Secondary school leavers and local fishermen

: To improve the fishing industry of Singapore by producing
qualified personnel to Operate modem fishing vessels and gear to
exploit the off-shore waters and increase the fish production of
the country.

: Residential training. The trainees are taught basic navigation,
marine engineering, net-maldng, seamanship, etc. After the first 6
months, the trainees are grouped as either deck or enOne trainees
41ere they will be taught more intensively the relevant deck or
engine sub'jj ects. Practical training is provided in the workshops
and -iii't o training vessels. On board the vessel the trainees re-
ceive abdut four months of practical experience taught by skilled
navigators aird_skilled engineers.

One year; short courses for locA fishermen are also available.

This i a UNDP assisted project set up at Clian0 Point, Singapore to develop the fishery
industry to meet the needs of the densely populated island.

The Government of Singapore provides land, builiEng, staff, trainees' allowances, a
small wining vessel, equipment, maintenance and operating costs of the project, including a
contribution th UNDP for local bperating casts. UNDP, on the other hand, supplies expert
services, fellowships, a large training vessel, equipment, and supplies. Upon tennination of
UNDP assistance (March, 1974), the Government of Singapore continued the project on the
same Lines as before.
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About 93 trainees attended the cou -e in 1972 and 1973; the Centre can accommodate

about 60 trainees eac!: time.

GNAL MANAGEMENT COURSE FOR PERSONNEL OFFICERS

Projec t Leader/Informant Mr. John Tan;
Head,
Staff Training institute,
4 Lorong Langsi
'Singapore 10

Programme : Management Training

General information

Clientele : Division I (senior) Officers

Objective : To expose the officers to various Personnel Management concepts
& techniques

Method : Lectures and session, syndicate work, written exercises and case
stiiies.

Duration On-going; course lasts approximately one week.

Other Information

The courscs began in 1972 with 18 participants. The number of participants was 19 in

1973. The lecturers were drawn from private organizations and the University of Singapore

The course was designed to give senior officers, who are engaged in personnel work or

have responsibility for personnel administration in their organizations, an understanding of the

piinciples and practice of management 4nd an appreciation of modem management techniques.
Officers attending the course were on full-pay. After completion of the course, their, attendance
was recorded on their service cards which would be taken into consideration for promotion
purposes.

The project is organized by the University of Singapore, a semigovernment institution,
and the Centre for Applied Behavioral Sciences.a private institution.

VOCATIONAL PREPARATORY CLASSES

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Koh Han Yam,
Assistant Director,
Adult Education Board,
126 Cairnhill Road,
Singapore 9

Programme Voca'tional Prepatatory Classes
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Clientele

Objective(s)

Method

Duration

Other Information

: Primary School leaving examination failures.

: 1) To provide boys 8t girls who were unsuccessfiil in the Pri-
mary Six Leaving Examination with a further two years of
continuing technically biased education.

To provide the students an opportunity to acquire some
basic training in crafts skills and be better equipped to seek
employment in industries.

: Lectures and pr.:.:cal work.

Two years

. The Board's Vccational Preparatory Class prograrnme started in 19,69. The programme
provhes overaged boys and girls of 14 plus who have not been successful in their Primary Six
Leaving Examination with a further two years of continuing education with a technical bias.
The tectmical subjects taught include wood work, metalwork, technical drawing, electricity
arid related industft onentation areas for boys and cookery and needlework for girls.

There are six centres within this project, namely Kim Keat AEB, Mountbatten Adult
Education Board, Parry Avenue Adult Education Board, Newtown Adult Education Board and
Bukit Ho Swee Adult Education Board. The number of participants was 5 564 in 1972 and
5,010 in 1973.

This project is managed by a semi-government agency. 68.6% of its budget comes from
the government and 31.4% from participants.

THAILAND

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT rN THE RURAL VILLAGES OF CHA1NAT AND
tatim-DHANI

h Leader/Inform _ : Mr. Kitchamnong Watanachinda,
Field,Director, TRRM,
Field Operation Headquarters and National Trainjpg Center,
Chainat, Thland

Progamme : The Four-Fold Programme of the Foundation for Thailand Rural
Reconstruction Movement.

General Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

10,000 farmers in 30 villages of 10 sub-districts, 5 distficts.

: The project has the following objectives:
a) Increasing rice production in the project areas;
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*Method

Duration

Other Information

Earning supplementary income of farmers through other

secondary crops;

c) Prevention of animal diseases and plamt protection.

Extension and farmer training, e.g., demonstration is done by the
extension workers; after the short-course training, discussion

with a few farmers and asking them to apply the new method
follows. The advantages are explained. Short-course training has

been found to have particularly good results.

: On-going

This is a 011age approach to rural development which focuses on four critical areas,
namely, increasing income of the farm family, health, literacy education, and civics. In addition

to technical assistance to the farm families, the extension or field worker serves as liaison
betWeen the villagers and the government officials or other agencies to promote mutual under-

standing so-that useful services to the 'cormnunity or villages can be rendered.

The project helps farmers improve their income by increasing their agricultural pro-
duction. This help continues until the farmers can help themselves, after which the field-worker

is withdrawn from the village.

AGRICULTURAL TRAINING CENTRE

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Kasem Jariento,I

Second Grade Officer,
Department of AgricUltural Extension,
[4.fiMstey of Agricultui-al and Cooperatives,
Bangkok, Thailand

Programme : Agricultural Extension

General information

Clientele : Technicians and other extension officials

Objective(s) : To imp,ove the efficieney of extension workers by upgrading
their technical competence.

Method : Training

I, Duration 3 months.

Other Information

This project inclUdes three kinds of training: pre-service training, in-service training,
and task force training to serve extension personnel which number about two thousand now.
Training activities are conducted in Bangkok. Khonkaen, and Kalasin. Such training includes
technical skills in agnculture, understanding agency policy, attitudes and behavioural changes,
human relationships, etc.
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EDUCATIONAL REGION II FUNCTIONAL LITERACY PILOT PRO ECT

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Mohd. A. Kadir,
Office of Education Region II,
Yala, Thailand.

Programme : Functional Literacy and Family.Life Programme

General Infor don

Clientele Illiterate adults between 15 -45 who do not speak the national

language

Objective(s) : To help these people learn, develop their Lntellect, and adapt
themselves to the changng society.

.` Method Discussion and project committee

Duration : 21/2 years (Feb wary 72August 74).

Other Information

The project is organizqd by the General Education Department to enable the illiterates

to use the national language and hence to participate in the development effort. It is sited in
Sano, (Pattani Province), with a population of 1,900, and about 700 out-of-school adults are
illiterate. The programme, which .covers such topics as civics, heth, home economics, has

already had 245 pemons while another 500 remahis to be served. For the entire reeon the

prospective clientele is reported to number 200,000.

FARM MECHANIZATION TRAINNG

Project Leader/Informant Mr. Paitoon Nagalak,
Division of Agricultural Engineering,
Department of Agricultural Techniques,
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives,
Bangkok, Thailand.

Programme Agricultural Engineering.

General information

Clientele Young farmers, 18-25 years old, average education, primary
schooling (4 years)

Objective(s) : To develop skill in performing basic operation, maintenance and
repair of farm machines.

Meth od : Shop training

Durati on : Approximately 375 contact hrs. spread over a period of 47 to
53 days.

Other Information

This project is not only for the farmers and their children but also for government
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officers who are involved in farm mechanization. The training center is in Patumtanee province,
Central Thailand. The trnees stay in the training center where they receive instruction as well
as food.

Some of the topics in the training course include: principles .of engines, field practice
in operating farm machines, workshop practice in maintenance and repair of farm engines.
introduction to modern farming, etc.

A total of 406 trainees, completed the course in 1971 and 1972.

FUNCTIONAL LITERACY AND FAMILY LIFE PLANNING PROJECT

Project Leader/Informant : Dr. Kowit Vorapipatana,
Adult Education Division,
General Education Department,
Ministry of Education,
Bangkok, Thailand

: Functional Literacy and Family Life PlanningProgamme

General Informa ion

Oientele Rural people

Objective (s) : To raise literacy levels, provide working skills and help improve
the quality of life of rural people.

Method : Group discumion and individual practi e.

Duration : On-going

Other Information

This project :5 organized by the Adult Education Division with financial and technical
assistance from World Education, a 'non-profit private organization, and is intended to enable
rural people to participate in development efforts. Agriculture, health, economics and civics
are taught in the evenings. Approx4nately 21/2 hours per day arc devoted to these sessions,
which occur 3-4 days a week. 12,000 persons have participated since the beginning of the pro-

ject in 1971.

MOBILE ADULT VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Swai Phongeon
Principal,
Mobile Adult Vocational School,
Muang District, Chandhaburi,
Thailand.

Prograr

General Information

Clientele

: Vocational Education

People of both sexes with at least grade 4 of Primary Education
or are sufficiently literate.
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f

Objective(s) : To give vocational training to interested youth and-adul s

Method : Practical training

Duration : Three months

Other Infortnation

This project offers courses for people in the form of classes. All interested groups can
select their own Idnd of training as long as there are more than 15 persons in a group. The
courses cover dressmaking, beauty culture, hairdressing, auto repair and agriculture.

About 70% of its participants are people who have occupations already but want to
upgrade their abilities. The other 30% of the graduates either run their own shops or are em-
ployed in the existing establishments.

The project started in 1955. At present, there are 77 schools of this kind in 31
changwats.

MOBILE TRADE TRAINING SCHOOL

Pr*ct Leader/Informant : Mr. View Phao Santisamphan,
Principal,
Mobile=Trade Training School 35,
'Amphur Maesod, Talc,
Thailand,

Programme

General Information

Clientele

Objectiv s

Method

Duration

Other Information

: Vocational Education

: People of both sexes with at least grade 4 of Primary Education-
or are sufficiently literate -

: To provide training in different vocationWtechnical skills

Practical training

Five m on ths

The project is organized by the Adult Education Division, General Education De-
partment giving vocational courses to rural people in different vocational skills. The coumes are
conducted in three shifts providing that there are enough participants enrolled.

The project will be moved to another place wl en there are not enough participants to,
make up new classes. The project started in 1960.

provinc .

The General Education Department plans to -xpand this kind of school to every



PITSANLMOK ADULT VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

Project Leader/Info Miss Oratai Chansathaporn,
Principal,
Pitsanulok Adult Vocational School,
Pi tsanulok, Thailand

Programme Adult Vocational Education Programme t class)

General Information

CUentele

Objective

Method

Duration

Other Information

s)

: Students, housewives and trainees

: To provide training in clothing and dressmaldng, Thai and En

typing

Theory and practice

Six months, on-going

'The project is orgamized by the Adult Education Division. The courses offered are

dressmalcing_and Thai and English typing.

The project started in 1969 with the dress aldng course only. Later in 1973 ihe typing

course was offered. The number or participants was 120 in 1972 and 127 in 1973.

SHORT COURSE IN COOPERATWE MANAGEMENT

Project Leader/Informant : Mrs. Mardi Kamolvej,
Deputy Director,
Institute for Cooperative Studies,
Training Division,
Department of Cooperative Promotion,
Ministry of Agriculture arid Cooperatives,
Bangkok, Ttiland.

Programme : Cooperative Education and Training

General Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Managem and assistant managers of agricultural coopera ives with

at least Matayom 3 education.

: To train present and prospective agricultu al cooperative managers
in cooperative management.

Method Training

Durati on 10 weeks
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er Info rmation
0

This is a 10-w ek course in cooperative management, particularly in 5opics such as
cooperative philosophy, principles of manageinent, marketing accounting, agricultural credit.,
cooperative regulation and laws, etc.

The training is conducted at the Cooperative Training Center. Facilities such as class-
rooms, auditorium, working offices, dining rooms are available. The trainees are billeted in
hotels.

About 65 percent of the 10-week period is scheduled for lectures, 15% for field work,
10% for discussion, and =10% for examination. Trainees who attend at least 80% of the time
receive diplomas.

SOCIALLY-HANDICAPPED WOMEN

Prdject Leader/Informant Public Welfare Department

Programme . Public Welfare

General Information

Clientele : Women who are committ d to the care and protection of the
Social Welfare Department, those who enroll voluntarily or arc
enrolled by pareots and relatives.

Objective(s) : To provide treatment and skill training forex-prostitutes.

Method : Practical and theoretical instruction in technical/vocational sub-
jects.

: The duration of the training is dependent upon the ability and
aptitude of the individual trainee.

Duration

k,

Other Information

This project is organized by the Department of Social Wei:are to assist the women who
like to change their profession from being prostitutes. The project provides medical care in
venereal diseases and others and training for different occupations. Courses offered are in
dressmaking, typing, cooking, hairdressing, etc.

The project is located in Park-Kret district, Nonthaburiwhich is the suburb of Bang-
kok Me ropolis.

SORAYA DRESSMAKING INSTITUTE

Project Leader/ In form Mr. Samran Vichuckana,
=_ Director,

190-192, Siam Square 1,
Rama 1, Pratumwan,
Bangkok, Thailand.
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Programme : Private Schools

Geneq Information

Clientele : Unemployed youths, students, tailors and dressmakers

7Objective(s) : To train students in dress-making

Method : Theory and practice

Duration : Six to eight months

Other Inform n

This project-is organized by a private institution winch gives courses in pattern making,

design, sewing, and the usage of aLl instruments used in tailoring and dress-making. It is located

Prathumwan clistrict, one of the business centres in Bangkok.

It is reported that 80% of the graduates get work th different industries arid business

and the rest either operate their own shops or teach in other dressmaking schools.

The p oject began in 1972 with 300 participants. The number of participants rose

400 in 1973.

SUMMER TRAINING COURSES FOR PEOPLE

Project Leaderilnformant : Mr. Vichit Awakul,
First Grade Officer,
Extension and Training Office,
Kasetsart Univemity,
Bangkok, Thailand.

PTogramme : Training COurses

Genera Information

Clientele =
People who ire interested in the courses offered

Objective(s) : To extend knowledge and technology to the people

Method : Lecture, demonstration, practice

Duration One month

Other Lnformation

This project makes use of existing facilities in the university to extend new knowledge

to farmem, housewives, teachers and others who are interested. In 1974, 19 courses with 20

students each are offered. Students pay fees for classes in which they enroll (ranging from 75

baht to 150 baht). The courses in 1974 are in sericulture, pluit protection, automechanics,

graphic art, cooking, flower arrangement, orchid growing, orchards, fertilizers, poultry pro-

duction, fish raising, mushroomculture, business administration, business and public relations,

typing (Thai), food processing, public speaking and conference organizing, cloth dyeing and

pririting. 398 and 613 persons enrolled in this project in 1971 and 1972 respectively.
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THONBURI POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Pirot Klangsin;
Principal,
Thonburi Polytechnic School,
Chiengrnai Road, Klongsan,
Bangkok, Thland,

Vocational (Short coutse) TrainProgramme

. General Information

Clientele

Objective(s)

Method

Duration

Other Information

g.

Members of both sexes aged 15 years and above

: To provide training in different voCational/technical skills

: Theory and practice

: 225 houn.

The Thonbud Polytechnic School offers an extensive range of short training COMES in
vocational and technical subjects. The subjects range from mechanics, electricity, accountancy,
typing to dressinaldng, beauty culture and cookery.

It is reported that the majority of the graduates in such courses either ork indepen-
-,idently or are employees of the government and private agencies.

TRAVEL INDUSTRY AND HOTEL MANAGEMENT

Project Leader/Informant : Mrs. Suranee Srichan,
Chief of Business Department,
Bangkok Technidal Institute,
Soi Suanplu, Toong-Mahamek,
Yannawa, Bangkok.
Thailand.

Programme : Short course training

General information

Clientele

Objective

Method : Lectures and on-the-job training.

Duration : Nine months

Males or females of at least 17 years of age with secondary
sch ool education.

To provide sidlled personnel for the travel and hotel industry.

Other Information

The project is organized by the Tourist Organization of Thailand in cooperation with
Thai Hotels Association, the Erawan Hotel and the National Education Council.
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The course consists of three main sections:
1) Hotel Operation

11) Food and Beverage l'reparation
III) Tourism

The course first introduced in 196§ had a four-month curriculum. In 1971, the cur-
riculum was moMed to incorporate seven months of theory and training at the Institute

followed by two months of practical work in hotels.

YOUNG FARMERS (4-H CLUB) PROJECT (YUWA KASETAKCRN)

Piolect Leader/Informant : Miss. Patchanee Natigacha,,
Second Grade Officer",---\
Department of Agricultural Extension,
Manistry of Agriculture and Cooperatives,
Bangkok, Thailand.

Programme : Agricultural Extension

General Information

Clientele : Our-of-school niral youth, ages 10 to 25.

Objective (s) : To train rural youth to become progressive fanners in the future.

Method : Training through club work

Duration ContLnuing

Other Information

This project is an extension work addressed to young people in the villages. The educa-
tional work is done through the motto 'Ilearningby doing". The-club is formed and a committee
s created to run the club. Each member has to carry out at least one agricultural or home

ecemomies project.

Half of the volunteer workers assist in this project are teachers and the rest ar
headmen and other interested local leaders.

VIETNAM

DA 1V NG TECHNICAL, VOCATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL SCHOOL

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Phan Cong Han,
II Phan.Chau Trinh Street,-
Danang, Vietnam.

Prolramme Technical, vocational and commercial programme

General Information

Clientele ar Veterans, disabled soliders, adul s, widows and orphans
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Objective(s) : 1) To train participants,in different up-to-date technical and

commerciM skills '

Method

Duration

2) To help solve the unemployment problem

: Theoretical and practical instruction

: 500 training hours.

Other Informatiop

This project is organize,d by a private institution offering different kind of counes

such as motor bicycle repairing, home electncal instaBation, electronics, car driving, accounting,

typing and food preparation.- \

The graduates of the school are often employed by industial firrns while others try to

set up their.own hops

There are oth6 six significant projec s of the same kind reported, namely Qumg Trung

Ratio School in Vinh Loug, Chan Minh Vocational School, Technical School for RacUo. and

Electronics, Popular Polytechnic Schools, -Nguyen Van Ngo Typing, Accounting and Short:hand

School and Nguyen VL. Typing and Accounting School in Saigon. The six projects have about

2,880 participants in 1972 and 2,600 in 1973.

EDUCATION PROGRAMME.FOR RURAL WOMEN

Project Leader/Informant : Miss Bui Van Phep,
Vung Tm Province Educational Service,
171 Nguyen Thai Hoc Street,
Vung Tau, Vietnam

Programme Illiteracy Eradication and Family Impro ement for National

Development

General Information

Clientele Illiterate rural women aged 15 to 50

Objective(s) : To teach reading, writing basic computations civics, sanitation,

and home economics.

Method : Classroom work

Duration

Other Inform ion

: On-going; Course lasts 3 months

The project is organized by the Government Health, Agriculture, Information and

Education Services to educate poor illiterate rural women. Sessions are conducted in the even-

ings 6 days a week, 3 months per cycle, 3 cycles a year.. Each,Session lasts 11/2 hours and is

conducted at communal schools, pagodas and temples. 250 trnees frave participated in the

project.
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FARMERS ASSOCIATION DEVELOPMENT.

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Nguyen Phuc Chan,
Service Chief,
Training Center,
Ministry of Agriculture,
255 Le Van Duyet,
Gia Dinh, Vietnam.

Programme : Farmers Association Development

General Info a on

\ Clientele Farmers

Objective(s)

:

: To teach farmers how to organize a e sociations and co-
!

operatives

: Farmer classes and extension

On-going: I week per class
ethod

Duration

r Infonnation

With the assistance of extension agents, membership education and training activities

are conducted by officials of farmev associations mid cooperatives to help local farmers under-

srani the role of associations and cooperatives in the development of agriculture. Production
aspects in crops and livestock as well as information on rural banks and creclit are also discussed

in the farmer classes.

ILLITERACY ERADICATION /74

Project Leader/Info t : Mr. Nguyen Due Chinh,
,

Cldef of Educational Service,
Long Ithanh Province,
Vietnam

Programme : Illiteracy Eradication

General Information

Clientele \ : Illiterate farmers aged 15 arid above

Objective(s) : Eradication of illiteracy among farmers

Method : Strict teacher-pupil relationship

Duration : "- Six months (March 74September 74)

Other information

This project is organized by the Government and uses classroom facilities of village

(primary) schools in the evenings. Dates for sessions remain fleadble, since farmers work even

during the off season. For this reason and also because of the lack of transport facilities, only

400 out of an estimate 3,000 farmers have participated in the project.
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LITERACY TRAINING FOR ETHNIC MINORITIES

Project Leader/Informant : Mr. Y-Blieng-Hdok,
1 Lam Son Street,
Hue, Vietnam(

Programme : Literacy Training for Ethnic Min ri

General Information

Clientele : 'Ethnic minori tes

Objective(s) : To teach ethnic minorities to read, write and to follow fthther
courses . .

Method Classroom work

Duration = Eight months (June 1973February 1974)

Other Information

The projec -s organized hy the Ethnic Development Service and Local Authorities to

- educate the mostly illiterate_ethnic minorities. It was set at two villages a Taran 1 and Taran
and there were 821participants. Sessions were conducted in the evenings.

MOBILE LIT _RA.2Y.COURSE

Prc)ject-Leader/Informant : Mr. Huynh Dinh Dan,
Chief,
lia-Xuyen Rural Development Cadres Province Team,
Ba-Xuven,
Vietnam_

Programme

General Information

Clientele Farmers and 1.abourers

Objective(s) To teach reading, writing, arithmetic and civics -

Method ..lassroom work

Duration On-going; Course runs m March to May each year.

Other Inlojiatum

The project is organized entirely by the government in Ba-Xuyen Province where the

bulk of the population consists or illiterate farmers. Three Iands of courses are taught i) literacy

courses (8 loealities). ii) popular education courses (5 localities ) and iii) adult education coumes

(3 localities) 640 persons have participated in the project.
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NATIONAL REHABILITATION INSTITUTE

Project Leader/Info ant Dr. lam-Van-Thach,
70 Ba Huyen Tham Quan Street,
Saigon, Vietnam.

, Pronmme National Rehabilitatlon and Vocational Training for Disabled
. Citizens

General Information

Clientele

Objective

Method

Mina on

Other Information

Disabled war veteians, civilian, war victims, and other disabled
citizens.

To rehabilitate and train disabled citizens in vocational skills

: Demonstration and practical instruction.

: Six to twelve months.

This project is organized by the of War Veterans of Vietnam. It offers
courses in different vocational and technical sidils fir he disabled and the blind.

The project is supported by USAID, the _7nadian government, World Rehabilitation
Fund, other Vietnamese Ministries such as Ministry A". Labour, Ministry of Social Welfare and
some, other international organizati ons.

There are five similar projects in the country. Two are sponsored by the Ministry of

War Vete:ans. Two i he kanistry of Labour and one by the Ministry of Social Afraiis. The
five pri*cts have about 4,330 participants hi 1972 and 4,290 in 1973.

PILOT AGRICULTURAL VILLAGES

Project Leader/Informant :

Progyamme

General infor

Clientele

Objective

Method

Duration

Mr. Tran Ai Qu_
Chief,
Directorate of Agricul
28 Mac Dinh Chi,
Saigon, Vietnam.

: Agricultural Promotion

turai Promotion,

Farmers in agricultural villages

-To develop and assist farmer organizations for village develop-
ment.

Farmer extension

On-going.
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Otiitr lirfurmatiirn

The proiect includes extension work in modern agricailtural techniques. lizatior
lawily labour and in developing and assisting farmers' assoeittioii and cooperatives.

)0 pilot atarici.tltU ra] villaries are planned by the orojec I at present.

PRAC- CAL ARTS AND CULTURAL CENTRE

Pidect Lcaki/liturtuatit : Mr_ Cong Dinh Thanh,
7 Phan-ke-Binh,
Saigon, Vietnam_

Prr-igramme

Ccneril hiformation

( het lc

ivcts)

od

Yi tubs and adults from all walks ollife

11 To develop arts and culture in the country

2) To help adults and youths have d prole, ion in order to
earn a living

.1heory and practice

1) 1:Ilion WO training hours

11-r Ioriii:itioii

lIns tijet:t i in i2anized hv a private tistittiti iii ci fering courses in painting sculptur -

me music and dancing.

When it he!ran in 1972 there vere participants, hut in 1973 the number had
ei own Hi 9 I 3. Most of rhe narticipants were- women. The graduated participants apparently
could 111,31.0: their own living or could easily get a job.

Alt it k a private project, Were are a lot of government e mplovees. by on
or tither, conin`ruting to the protect.

SEA FISHING TECHNICAL TRAINING FOR FISHERMAN

l'Hect FeaderInformant NIL Van Hutt Kim,
Chief 01 Technical hi' rcau,
Directorate of hishery,
115 Phan Dinh Phung ,
Saigon, Vietnam.

ProgrunIlle See Fishing Programme

_;erieriil infilrmat o

Clientele

rib lectivei-

Fishing boat owners and fishermen, aged above

To improve fishing techniques
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Method : Training, mobile training bus fully equipped with teaching aids.

Duration 2 to 4 montks

Other Information

Mobile train ng units move to local fishing centres and fishing boat stations and pro-

vide trainingto the clientele in the following topics: operation and maintenance of boat motors,

construction and operation of modern fishing equipment. opeeation i'of fishing machinery and

sea navigational techniques. The number of training courses offered depends on the demand

for such, training and on the available ,budget of the project.

About 264 and 160 trainees attended the course in-1971 and 1972 respectively, These

trainees receive about VNI1300 per day for meals. The project cr,n train 500 participants yearly.

SHORT-TERM TRAINING FOR FARMERS

t.

Project ,ader/Informa Mr, Le Ba -Dap,

Head of Agricultural Promotion Section,
Gia Dinh Agricultural Service,
11 Hung Vuong, Tin Nghe,
Vietnam.

Programme

General In f orma ti on

Clientele

Agricultural Promotion

Farmers

Objective(s) To improve the competence of fanners in the folloving subject-

matter areas: animal husbandry, fish breeding and farming
techniques, efficient use of farm machinery, equipment, and farm

chemicals such as fertilizers.

Method Training

Duration 2 to 3 hours each time.

Other Information

This project is aimed at changing the attitudes of farmers and to let them acquire new

knowledge in the various areas of agriculture and in the advantages of the adoption of modern

farming techniques.

The farmers are gathered at public places such as the village or hamlet offices com-

munal temples, churches, scnools, etc.. to attend "short-term" courses lasting from 2 to 3

hours on some brief topics or ploblems which are relevant to farming activities in the locality.

TRAINING ACCOUNTANTS FOR FARMER ASSOCIATIONS AND COOPERATIVES

Project Le d r/Informan Mr, Nguyen Phuc Chan,
Training Service Chief,
Training-Centre,
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Ministry of Agiculture
255 Lk Van Duyet Stree
Gia Dinh, Vietnam.

Programme : Rural Development.

General Informa ion

Clientele Accountants of farmer associations and cooperatives

Objective(s) : To up-grade the competL ce of accountants of tanner ia-

tions and cooperatives

1,,,lethod Residential training:

Duration : 6 months

Other Inforn tion

The training course is intended to provide comprehensive background information on

farmers associations and cooperatives to accountants who are working with these farmer or-

ganizations, and to stimulate an exchangp of field experiences among these professionals.

Some of the topics Included in the trning are: farmer association/cooperative move-

ments, organization of farmers associations and cooperativ duties of accountants, etc.

The trainees stay at the training centre where training and boarding facilities are

available; the trainees also have the opportunity to visit and see for themselves some farmers

ass ociati ons,

Each course serves 25 official part cipants, and the others are auMors or observers. In

1973, 54 trainees attended the counc.

TRAINDIG AGRICULTURAL CADRES AND SPECIAL STS

Project Leader/Informant Mr. Phan Huu Trinh,
Center Director,
Agricultural Improvement Centre

(Directorate of Agricultural Promoti
28 Mac Dinh Chi Street,
Sgon, Vietnam.

Programme : Agricultural Promotion

General Information

Clientele : Cadres and Specialists

Objective (s) : To provide pre-service and in-service training for cadres and
specialists in agricultural extension work in the villages.

Method Training

Duration 2 weeks
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Other Information

As part of the agricultural promotion programme this project consists
agricultural cadres and specialists aimed at up-grading the participants' technical competence
both in theory and in practice, particularly in rice production.

The training is conducted at the Agricultural Improvement Centre Saigon and in
th rice fields in Bien lloa (30 Kms. from Saigon).

The training is specifically intended for professional agents such as engineers, techni-
cians who graduated from specialized schools and extension agents (or cadres) who have not
been trained in any specialized school but have some practice and field experience. About 494
trainees completed the course in 1971 and 1972.

TRAINING IN TAILORING

Ptoect der/Informant Miss Huyno TIn Kini Ngoc,
12 Mac Dinn Chi Street,
Saigon, Vietnam.

Progamme lome economics

General Information

Clientele Youth and adults (especially rural women)

Objective(s) To train youths and adults in tailoring and dressmaking

Method Practical work

Dulation Two to five inonths

Other Information

This project is orpnized by Directorate of Apicultural Promotion. The aim of
project is to help _the rural people to acquire tailoring and dressmaking shills either for their
own benefit or as commercially viable skills which will gcive them extra incomes. In addition to
this project there are other significant ones located in different provinces, but, ming to insecu-
rity caused by the war, some of them could nor ,',Intinue their activities.

There are also similar projects establish d by private institutions. Among others is the
Hoa Phoung Tloring School in GH-Dinh.

TR2,1NING LITERACY TEACHERS

Project Leader/Informant

Progamme

Mr, fluynh Trung Ng1ia.
Chief,
Bac-Lieu-Educational Service.

Illiteracy Eradication
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General Information

Clientele : Teachers of literacy

Objective (s) To teach literacy personnel adult education strategies

Method : Part practical, part classroom work

Duration : On-going

Other Information

This government-sponsored project organizes intensive 15-day training courses during
the summer vacation for literacy teachers. Seven hours are spent per day, six days a week. Each
course has 30 participants.

TRAINING MANAGERS OF FARMERS ASSOCIATIONS AND COOPERATIVES

Project Lead /Informant : Mr. Nguyen Phuc Ch
Training Service Chief,
Training Center,
Ministry of Agriculture,
255 Le Van Duyet,
Gia Dinh, Vietnam.

Programme Training Managers of Farmers Associations and Cooperatives

Geneml Information

Clien : Officials of local farmers associations and cooperatives

Objective

thud

Duration

Other Information

: To improve the managerial skills of officials of farmers' associa
tions and cooperatives

: Residential training

Three months

This course is intended to oquip the officials of farmers associations and cooperatives
with the knowledge and skills necessary for the post of manager. The course is conducted at a
training centre which has teaching and boarding facilities for the participants; the centre has ac-
cess to pilot sites for practice and observation by the participants.

In 1973, about 120 officials of farmer orpnizations pafticipated in the course.
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APPENDIX

INsTrrunoNs AND AGENCIES CONDUCTING
NON-FORMAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

Name. of Institution

INDONESIA

Type

Department of Religious Affairs Governme-

Depar me_ of Home Affairs

Department of Justice

Department of Public Health

Department of Finance

Department ot Manpower, Trans-
migration and Cooperatives

Institute of State Administration

Department of Foreign Affairs

Department of Education and
Culture

Department of Information

Department of Trade and Com-
merce

Department of Industry

Department of Apiculture

De part men t o fairs

11
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280

Non-Formal Education Activities

Personnel upgrading, Community
.development

Peisonnel upgading, rural com u-
nity development

Guidance

Personnel upgrading, public health
centre and family planning

Upgrading, courses for treasurers,
rmance administration and book-
keeping courses

Upgrading of personnel, work train-
ing centre, Mobile Training Unit,
and Cooperatives

Upgrading and training courses on
administration and management

Counes for personnel

Illiteracy-combatting campaign,

courses for administrative staff and
senior administrative staff, youth
and scout movement, sports,
courses in home economics, up-
grading of personnel, community
leadership training, vocational and
technical tiaining for rural people

Upgrading of personnel

Upgrading of personnel

Courses/training

Upgrading of peisonnel, counselling,
courses for farmers, publications
(brochures/pamphlets, etc.), mral
broadcasting progammes thregh
Racho Republic of Indonesia.

Social vecation court.es, rural social
institutions, efforts- for promotion
of family nutrition, family planning



Name of Institution

Department of Defence and Se-
curity

Note:

Name of Institution

private institu riot

Type Non-Former Education Activities

guidance c fort, courses tor poppet
performers and artists

Community development and litera-

cy campaign for the very remote
areas, vocational/technical courses
for the military personnel who will
soon be pensioned,

runiental

'ducting nonlonnal education activitie
elighms, art, etc.), /101 detailed information fr not available.

KHMER REPUBLIC,.

Type

National Committee for Non-
Formal Education (CONENF)

Directorate-(ieneral of Education
(DEMEP)

Minis_ I-Community Develoi
,ment

Centre of Vocational Apprentice-
ship
Directorate of Agriculturc

Faculty of Arts and Trades

C.F,P,P, Eleetricit6 du Cam
bodge

Name of Institution

Alliance Franyise

Lao-American Association

British Counci

US AID

Governmental

Private

LAOS

Type

Priva te

Foreign aid

Non-Fonnal Education Activities

Functional literacy, men's educa-

tion

Literacy for out-of=school youth,
instructive entertainment for edu-
cational and vocational purposes

Community development activities

Exten.saon of centres of vocational/
technical training
Agricultural training and agncultural
promotion

Training students to be°employed
in industry

Training Cv1nieS or perso

Non-Formal Education Activities

Language c-arses

Language courses

Language courses

Teclmical training

National Committee for hint:- Governmental Functional literacy
tional Literacy

Community Education Rural Cen re I undanicniai Communit due! tion
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Name of Institution Type

F.agodas (Temples) 'aeliOous

Asian Christian Service-

Non-Former Education Acti

Fundamental reli ous and moral
education

Language and technical training
MUSES

Lao Farni ly Welfare Associaton Semi-private Family Planning
i

Community Training Center of Governmental Vocational traiiiing& literacy

Ban Amone

Lao National Broadcas

Rural Affaiis Commissariate

DirectiOn of Adult Education

School for Home Economics

Hygiene, health, rural & prim r
education progamme

Vocational & technical training

Literacy

Home economics

Puhlic Health Hygiene

Federal Highway Administration Coviri meiLt & Technical training
USAID

t_2(3 Police Training Centre Governmental Technical aialng

Customs Assistance Technical assistance

Army Literacy

Sub-Dir. of Agiculturai Exten Farmers ;.rinning

sion

Ministere des Affaires Rurales Professional training

Public Administration Technical training

Technical trainingHat Dok Keo 'Agricultural Pilot
Project

MALAYSIA

Name of Institution Type Non-Formai Education Activities

Malaysian Centre for Develop- Governmental Seminars

mcnt Studies

Training Division, Manpower Industrial training

Department

Prisons Department Industrial and Yoeational training
tn inmates

2
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Name of institution Type Non-Formal Education Activities

Servi,:cs, RelIltation and Caro Governmental

Division iNtinistry of Social Wel-
fare

Culture Di\ pa. .1, Ministry of
Culture, Youth and Sports

Youth Division, Ministry ut Cul -
tu re, Youth and Sports

Sports Division, Ministry of-Cul-
ture, Youth and Sports

Training Division, Federal Land
Development Authority

Mother and Child Health Unit,
Ministry of Health

Further Education Unit, Minis-
trY of Education

Conumunty Devel
sion, Ministry 01 Rural De
velopment

Department .0

velopment
ra

ouneil for the Indigenous Peo-
ple (Nit-1RA

L)epart rtieit ot In tonnation

National t'roductivi ty Centre ,

Petaling Jaya.

)(FMB Division, Ministry
National Unity

Agri.cultural Division, Ministry
yAgriculture and Fisheries
Fisheries Division. Ministry of
Aericulture and Fisheries

Veterinary DiVision, Ministry
Agriculture and Fisheries

John's Ambulance Br' de

Uove rn men tnil

'"im-Govt .

ti ernmental

Sctni'Uuvt

Remedial and Vocational Training
to the handicapped, Women, girls
and the aged.

Culture training, cottNeS and talks

Leadership and vocational training

Sports training

FELDA settlers' training

lealth rogramtnes for mother; arid

children

General Education

Conimunity development and skill
training courses for people in rural
areas, relblous education (Islam),
Honie economics, Literacy

Education and training for all types
of Cooperative Societies

On-the-lob training, Vcxiitinnal
training in instituti ons

Civics assemblies and ta_
tillable targot groups

Courses in management, finance

etc to managers, supervisoN in

industries and conunerce

Govern men rat National unity classes

Governmental

Non-
Governmental

Education of farmers in. modem
methods of agriculture
Marine and fresh wa er fishing,
courses for fresh water fish fanners

Training of the rural population
in improved techniques of livestock
and poultry husbandry

Public Service Education to Youth



Name of Lnstitution

4B Youth Movement

Malaysian Trades Union Con gress

Malaysian Youth Council

Council of Churches, Malaysia

Malayan Association for the
Blind

Home Economics Ass i n of
Malaysia

Type

, N on-Ci ove m men tal

Association for Retarded Chil-
dren, Penang

Association for Retarded Chil-

dren, Selangor

Association for Spastic Children.
Johore

Association For Spas ic Children,
Penang

Association for Spastic Children,
Selangor

National Union -if Malaysian
Students

National Association for the
Deaf, Malaysia
Malaysian Red Cross Association

Girl Guides Association

Boy Scouts Association of Malaysia

Federation of Family Planning
Associations, Malaysia

Y.W.C.A.

Prsihian Silat Gayong Malaysia

Tae Kwan Do Association

Judo Club

Reli0 ous

Non-
G ove rn men tal

Y1

Non-Forrnal Education Activities

Education to Youth

Trade Union Education

Education and welfare of youths

Religious Education

Education and training for the blind

Promotion of Home F-conOmics
Education

Education of retarded children

Education of retarded children

Education and trainina of children

Education ar d training of children

Education and training of children

EduLation of students throu Se-

minars, Conferences, Work Groups,
etc.

Educati n and training of the deaf

Public service education

Education and training in citizenship

Education and training in citizenship

Family Planning EduCation

Education and
bers

nem-

Education and Welfare of its n em-
bers

Education in martiJ arts

Education in martial arts

Eddcation in martial arts



Name of Institution

PERKIM (National Association
Islam, Malaysia)

Muslim Women's Welfare Board.
Peninsular Malaysia

National Council of "' len's
Organization

Malaysian Butit,..1-

Maktab Federal

Institute Pimpinan Oinamis

Institute Malaysia Goya Pos

Yayasan Anda Gaya Pas

Associated Educational System
Gaya Pus

Yayasan Pendidikan (Gaya Pos)
Malaysia

Maktab Adabi (Gaya Pcis)
(.C-awangan Timor)

Raj Correspondence College

Malayan Cor pondence College

Cainbridge C'orrespondence School

Stamford College (Not r stered
in Malaysia)

Type

Religi Otis

Not
imental

Non-Fonnal Education Activities

Religious education to Mslims and
Muslim converts

Education and \Velfare of Muslim
women

Education and welfare of women

Education and- welfare of Buddhists

Formal Education subjects (Cor-
respondence Education)

Formal 'Education subjects-Malay
medium (Correspondence Educa-
tion)

Formal Education subjects-English
& Malay (Correspondence Educa-,
tion)

School Certificate and Higjier
School Certificate Examination
subjects-Malay medium (Correspon-
dence Education)

Secondary level education (Curies
pondence Education)

School and Higher School Certifi-
cate hjects-Malay(Correspondence
Education)

School and. Higher School Certifi-
cate subjects-Malay(Carrespondence
Education)

School Certificate subjects (Cor-
respondence Education)

Formal Education from Lower Co
Higher School Certificate examina-
tions (Correspondence Education)

Formal educatiorr from Lower to
Higher School Certificate examina-
tions (Cormspondence Education)

Formal, Secri;tarial, Accountancy,
Commercial Education (Corres-
pondence Education)



Name of Instittit'-n

Civil Service Commission

National Manpower & Youth
Council

Department of Commerce &
Industry, Bureau of Pnnting

Bureau of Forestry & the Re-
forestation Adm. of the Dept.
of Agri. & Natural Resources;
Bureau of Public Works, Tele-
communications and Public
Hiktiways of the Dept. of Public
Works & Communications

Bureau of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion, Department of Social Wel-
Fax

Bureau of Youth Welfare, De-
partment of Social Welfare

Prcductivity & Development Cen-
tre of the NEDA

Forest Products Research & In-
dustries Development Commis-
sion, National Science and De-
velopment Board

Na onal ',institute of Technolo-
g, National Science and De-
velopment Board

Philippines' At omic Energy
Commsion, National Science

PHILIPPINES

Type Non-Formai Education Activities

G ove rn me ntal

11

In-Service Training (Orientation,
Employee Devek,pment, Supervi-
sory/Exec., Prof./Technical)

Training of out-of-schoot youili
and unemployed adults, Upgading
industrial skills-basic skills develop-
ment

Apprenticeship training for pros-

pective employ es

Apprenticestlip programme for pro-
fessional, technical & sub-profes-
sional skills

Set tlement Food Py ogramme, Socio-
Eco. Advancement Programme,
Sheltered Employment Programme
for drug addicts, released prisoners,
handicapped, both physically &
mentally & other special groups

Mini-Agn business, small-scale home
industries)as bag making, mat weav-
ing, ceramics, pottery, rattan &
bamboo crafts

Providing member or gnnizations
with more comprehensive know-
ledge in techno-managerial techni-
ques through seminars'& workshops

Providing training for technician
in different skills in the field of
forest products as veneer & ply-
wood technology, Wood identifi-
cation, & dry kiln operation

Technical Laboratory Training Pro-
gram on-the-job training for new
gaduates in the physical and biolo-
gical sciences and engineering fields

a. short-term post-college train-
ing in various.fields of nuclear



Name of Institution Type Non-Fonuer Education Activities

and Development Board cience, offering basic skills
on radio-isotope techniques
for researchers, educators,
docton; condueting.skills up-
grading for science faculties,
providing advanced courses in
nuclear techniques for' usi.,
in in dust ry , (health,. medicine,
power, agkulture & chemis-
try.

Apprentices training

SpeciM classes-lectures & la-
boratory demonstrations gi-

ven to various school-univer-
sity, groups or classes on spe-
cial t opics

In-senice trainingshoit cour-
ses for technical and non-
technical personnel and week-
ly seminars given by PAEC
scholars & researchers

The Philippine Textile Research Governmental Courses related to technical aspects

Institute Programmes

Metals In dus try Ddvel opmen t

Center

National Water & Air Pollution
Control Commission

All Vocational Schools under
Department of 'Education

& Culture

S San-) tica's Collee, Manila

ft

of Textile Industryquality con-
trol, machine operation, mainten-
ance mechanics, finishing & tex-
tile design

Giving seminars on metals to sub-
scriber-industries in their individual
plants upon request, focusing on
modern technology of the metals
industry

Seminars aimed at creating interest
in air and water pollution control,
specifically, to safeguard health of
human beings and to counter-act
the hazards of.,air and water pol-
lution.

Extension Service on food pre-
paration, meal manageinent & bak-
ing, short vocational courses ,(60 hr.
courses) for out-Of-school youths

Private; Classes for housewives where rudi-
reli0ous ments of housekeeping, sewing,



Name of Institution

St, Rita's College, Manila

Mt. View College, Bukidnon;
Maguinanao Academy, Davao;
Silliman University, Diimagiete
City; Xavier Univ., Davao City;
Mindanao Univ., Davao City;
Cebu Institute of Medicine, Cebu
City; Mary Imoll Academy, Davao;
Southwestern University, Cebu
City; St. Louis University, Ba-
guio city.

La Concordia College,

Sta. Isabdl college, Manila

Marian School, Manila

Name of Institution

National Lib rary

Institute of Education

Staff Training Institute

Police Academy

Adult Education Board

Ex - ural Stuclles Department

National Productivity Board

Public Utilities Board

Port of Singapore Authority

People's Asscciation

Type

Private

Pfivate,

Private religious

Private

SINGAPORE

Type

Governmental

Statutory

tl
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Non-Fo al Education Acti

instant care are taught.

Weekly Lifox7n1 classes vAth b2ggzr3

Community extension programme
the main target of which is the

advancement througi literacy
clsses, agricidtural projects, health
& sanitation programmes of out-
of-school youths

Manpower &Vocational Programme
in Automotive, Garment Produc-
tion, Cosmetology

Adult education for the indigents
as part of the practicum require-
ment in the education course

Health Education Oven to mothers
on pre & post natal visits.

Non-Formal Education/Activities

Talks, forums, reading:groups

In-Service training

In-service training

In-service training, languages,
eral education

Language Stutes Courses, General
Education, Commercial Education,
Further Education, Vocational/
Technical Education, Vocational
Preparatory Courses

Various types of courses at tertiary
level
Management Coumes

In-service counes

In-service_courses

Vccational/Cultural/Socia acti T s



Name of histitution

Economic Development floArd

National Youth Leadership Train-
ing Institute

Singapore Institute of Management

Singapore Institute of Personnel
Management

Singapore Planning & Urban
Research Group

National Trades Union Congres,s

YMCA

YWCA

Malay Youth Literary Association
Ramakrislina Mission

Religjous Groups

Name of Institution

National Security Council

Bureau of National Statistics

Public Relations Department

Chulalongkorn University

Public Servick. Division, Prime
Minister's Office

National Youth ('omnissinn

Fine Arts Department,
Ministry of Education

Thammasart University

Public Welfare Depa ment, Mi-
nistry of Interior

Type

Statutory

Profess ion

tl

Voluntary

Religious

THAILAND

Type

Governmental

2 9
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Non-Formal Education ActIvities

price courses

Leadership courses

Management Courses

Management Courses

Talks and research

SkJII training and trade union
courses

Commercial/cultural courses

ational courses

Talks
Languagl- cOurses

Cultural/reigions courses

Non-Fornral Education Activitie

Youth training in vocational skills,
public library services

Training in Basic Statistics

Training of public relations personnel

Snecial lectures, training courses
for government officials in com-
puter science, education adminis-
tnition, etc.

Special training courses for adminis-
trotors

Youth training programme

Museums andiibrary services for the
pub lic

Summer courses, special lectures,
dissemination programme in Social
Studies, Humanities

Vocational trining programme for
women under confinement, voca-
tional training for youths and the
physically handicapped, youth cen-
ters, public library services



Name of lnstittiun TYP2 Non-Formal. Education Activities

Labor Department,
Interior

Penitentiary Departmem Imis-

tiy of Interior

Community Del,

part me nt, Ministry at intorir

Local Administration Depart-
ment, Ministry of Inten or

General Education Depart ent,
Ministry of Education

Fine Arts University

Religious Affairs Department,
Ministry of Education

National Library, Ministry
Education

Teachers'. Council (Kurusapha)

Court for youths and
cents, Ministry of Justice

(Jove rn Pleri tal tre-seticc and ervice training

ioth academic and vo'za-
uonl, ,ror state pnsonem youth
center and li-irary services for

state: pnsoners.

Vocatioaal training programme, li-
h tap,. ,erviccr.s

Training of youths, adolescents
arid voluntary personnel

Adult schools both in academic
and vocational streams, mobile and
stationary vocational training
schools-

Summer courses

Relious E-duc- -ion Progammz for
the public

Public libranes service

Summer Education Programmes for
teachers

doles- Training prograrrane in academic
and vocational education for those
under confinement

Department of Technical and
Econcrnic Cooperation, Office
,of the Prime Minister

Agricultural Promotion Depart-
ment, Ministry of Agriculture
and Cooperatives

Depar ment of Agriculture, Mi-
nistry of Agriculture and Ccy

operatives

Industrial Promotion Depart-
ment, Ministry of Industry

Commercial Relations-, Depart-
ment, Ministry of Cpmrnerce

260
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Training in English for government
personnel expected to go abroad

Vocational Training Programmes
for the general public, public educa-
tion programmes such as special
lectures, panel discussions, etc.

Training in specialized skills such as
sericulture, cotton storage, rubber
growing, etc.

Training in specialized skills such as
pottery, handincrafts, etc.

Training for small industry business



Nam?, of Ins i

Health Prom e.
I\u1trA Of- PUNIC knith

Land Transport Dep.:to:mei

Mims Tonanunicnion

Pane Seryiu7:_es Scctc,ri,
Metropotis

Siial Weliro Cuuncd

i I for Wcsncii

War Veterans Associati

The Foandation for Thailand
Rural Reconstruction Movement

Name of Institution

Ministry, of Culture, Edvation
and Youth

Ministry of National Defence

Ministry of Social Welfare

_nistry of Labour

Ministry c-if Apicul inre

Ministry of Ethnic Development

yr, c

GOvernmental

Pnivatt

VIETNAM

Non-F ormal Education ctivits

Training in hygienes, library services
ri he health centers

In-service training for public trans-
portation scrace personnel such as
drivers, fare collectori, inspectms
.ate.

General education. progammes for
adults, library services, public educa
tion programmes such as special
lectures and panel clisussions

Public education programmes

Youth centers, public education
programmes, .radio and television
programmes

Vccational training for the gen
public

General education programmes
for adults in conjunction with
the Adult Education Division

Community development, agricul-
tural extansion service:functional
literacy classes

Type Non-Formal Education Activities

rnmental Literacy, cultural complementation,
adult vocational training

Cultural complementation for
vicemen, vocational training

rvicemen.

Vocation21 training for war victi

Vocational orientation and trai
for workers

Promotion of agricultural devel
ment (Guiding farm techniques)

Cultural complementation and-voca-
tional training for ethnic minorities

ig

ar Veterans Vocationa/ training for physically
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Name of Imtitutinn

Carita.; C,co.tr

dc Ccrtrr,.-!

Vietnam Associ--ation for Popular
(floi-Glao-Dac Binh-

Dan)

Association of Popular Culture
(I loi-Van-Wo Milli Dan)

Astociation for the Pcomotion or
People's intellectuality (Hoi Dm-

Literature and Fine Arts Cent,e
(Trung Tarn Von-I loc Nghe-Tlinat)

Association of Military Writers
and Artist;

Vietnamese Scout .Aca)ciation

A,sodation for Drug Endication

As.socrati9n for Preqrarriage
Education

Workshop and Welfare Centre
for Re-claimed Wpmen

Rf!-education Centre tor juvenile
Odin (vents

Type Ntin-Fonnal Education Actiides

unfit scrAccmen (Class 2) h'-fe.t-c.-
their dischargir, discharged servicr;-
,,:e,i. tIisabled 5,:rvice-men

war orphans and widowl-;, govern-

ment officials' orphans.

Cultural complemntntion, voca-

tional training_
Non-

Governmental

#3

IV

33

trx-

clia

Establishin schools, free or partly-
free complementary courses, pub-
lishing -books and magazines, or.
gaaizing lectures and educational
plays

Polytechnical courses, libraries, pub-
lishing house

Publishing bool:s and magazines,
orginizing cultural compleMenta-
tion coumes

Cultural and artistic complementa-
tion for the mmses

Training in culture and ar

Non- Scouts programmes
Governmcn tal

989

Drug prcver ion, abstinence and.
eradication

Preparatory education for preopec-
tive husbands and wives

Pmstit ute re-education

lZ.1,-oducation of juvenile (Olin-

quents
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